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FOREWORD
%c
During the 21-month Phase B Space Station Electric Power System study
contract, Rocketdyne submitted some 56 data requirement documents in addition
to regular monthly status reports. This complete set of documentation
comprises the Rocketdyne-generated knowledge base for the Electric Power
System.
The intent of this final report is to summarize the major study activities
and results, and to provide the reader with an overview of Rocketdyne's Phase B
study contract. Although the final report contains a significant amount of
data to support the study conclusions, it is suggested that the reader refer to
the DR in which an analysis or study was initially reported, for complete
details and documentation. A complete list and schedule of all contract data
requirement submittals is provided in Section 1.0, Figure I-2.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This is Volume II: Study Results of the two volume Final Study Report For
Contract Number NAS 3-24666, Definition and Preliminary Design of Electric
Power System for the Space Station and platform (WP-04). Period of performance
for the contract was from 19 April 1985 through 19 January 1987.
The contract was performed by Rocketdyne with contributions from the
following team members:
0
0
0
0
0
Ford batteries and PV system
Garrett CBC receiver/power conversion unit
General Dynamics 20 kHz converters
Harris - SD concentrator
Sundstrand ORC receiver/power conversion unit
In addition LTV Corporation provided thermal heat rejection designs and
Lockheed provided PV array information.
The study reported upon herein reflects the program requirements for the
Space Station and platform as they existed prior to the recommendations of the
Critical Evaluation Task Force (CETF); i.e, 75 kw station with 25 kw PV and
50 kw SD. Per NASA-LeRC direction the post - CETF change to an 87.5 kw station
with 37.5 kw PV was reflected in the final DR-09 cost submittal but was not
incorporated into the Phase B Preliminary Design.
This volume summarizes the study results including backup information and
supporting data. The volume follows the format and order of the contract SOW
and includes sections covering systems analysis and trades (Section 2.0),
preliminary design (Section 3.0), advanced development (Section 4.0), customer
accommodations (Section 5.0), operations planning (Section 6.0), product
assurance (Section 7.0), and design and development phase planning
(Section 8.0).
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fVolume I is an executive summary and contains a summary of activities and
significant achievements of the study effort (Section 1.0), a summary of
results (Section 2.0), a summary of trade studies (Section 3.0), and a summary
of costing activities (Section 4.0).
1.1 STUDY ACTIVITIES
The activities associated with Rocketdyne's Phase B Study Contract were
performed in accordance with the objectives outlined in the contract SOW. All
technical and schedule milestones were met. Figure I-I is an overview of the
complete Phase B program showing the period of performance for each activity
and the dates of key milestones and DR submittals.
Following is a brief overview of Rocketdyne's Phase B study activities:
System Engineering and Integration - defined and conducted all SE&I
activities including analysis of missions, systems, and operations
requirements; conceptual system design and analysis; design-to-cost
activities; system analysis and trade studies; information system
analysis; man-tended option studies; automation and robotics planning;
and evolutionary growth studies.
o Preliminary Design Tasks - performed the preliminary design of the
baselined hybrid electric power system (EPS) including analysis of
interfaces; subsystem optimization; definition of test and
verification requirements; and preparation of preliminary drawings,
descriptions, data sheets, ICD's, and CEI specifications at the EPS
assembly level.
o Advanced Development - identified technological issues and appropriate
advanced development activities; prepared an advanced development plan
(DR-05) for work to be performed under the scope of the Phase B
contract; implemented the advanced development plan with the
completion of activities applicable to the CBC and ORC solar dynamic
heat receivers, the concentrator reflective surface, and concentrator
deployment/latchup mechanism; performed and reported complementary
IR&D activities related to the Phase B study effort.
o Customer Accommodations identified customer accommodation features
of the EPS and reported results in DR's as required.
Operations Planning - performed operations studies for the EPS in the
areas of pre-launch and post-landing operations, orbital operations,
logistics and resupply, and on-orbit maintenance.
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Product Assurance - performed product assurance evaluations for the
EPS in the areas of safety, reliability, maintainability, and quality;
prepared a preliminary safety analysis and preliminary failure mode
and effects analysis for the EPS.
Design and Development Phase Planning - performed design and
development phase planning including work breakdown structure, program
cost estimates, project implementation plan (risk assessment),
applicable document review, and international system of units (SI)
impact study.
1.2 SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENTS
Along with the successful completion of Rocketdyne's Phase B Study Contract
and accomplishment of all contract objectives there were several significant
achievements which merit special attention and are highlighted in the following
paragraphs.
Conceptual Design and Reference Configuration Selection - The Phase B
conceptual design effort was a major undertaking which included the
definition of multiple station and platform electric power system
concepts, the performance of numerous trade studies and analyses, and
the incorporation of significant hardware test results. This effort
led to the selection of the recommended hybrid configuration. This
effort culminated in the recommendation of:
A hybrid station EPS with a savings of approximately $3 billion
in life cycle cost compared to an all PV station,
Batteries for station energy storage with slightly lower costs
than regenerative fuel cells and featuring commonality with the
platform, and
Either ORC or CBC-based SD power, with a choice between these two
technically feasible options being delayed while development
activities continue.
Preliminary Design - A comprehensive preliminary design effort was
completed for the baselined hybrid EPS. This effort was accomplished
at the assembly level and included the preparation of preliminary
drawings, descriptions, data sheets, ICDs, CEI specifications, and
test and verification requirements.
Trade Studies - In order to provide backup data and support for the
conceptual and preliminary design efforts, Rocketdyne identified and
performed some 103 trade studies at the system and subsystem levels.
These trade are summarized in Section 2.2 and divided into categories
as follows:
V2-10/3
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System 24
PV Subsystem 17
SD Subsystem 45
PMAD Subsystem 17
Total 103
Design to Cost Rocketdyne's active design-to-cost effort during the
Phase B Study Contract resulted in excellent consistency of WP-04 cost
estimates during the EPS preliminary design. As shown below, the
December 1985 cost estimate (beginning of preliminary design) and the
November 1986 cost estimate (end of preliminary design), adjusted for
program changes, agreed within $25 million (~2%).
87 $ IN MILLIONS
NO PRIME FEE
DEC 85 DR-09 HYBRID CONFIGURATION 1,115
37 1/2 kw PV, 37 I/2 kw SD
400 hz
WITH PROGRAM CHANGES
20 khz distribution vs 400 hz
Power level increase (75 to 87 I/2 kw)
FSE from "OR" to "C/D" 105
FEL delay from 4-92 to 1-93
1,220
NOV 86 DR-09 ESTIMATE 1,195
37 I/2 kw PV, 50 kw SD
20 khz
DIFFERENCE IN ESTIMATES -25
Data Requirement Submittals During the Phase B Study Contract
Rocketdyne maintained a perfect record of on-schedule data requirement
submittals. In addition to monthly status reports (DR-14), a total of
55 DRs were submitted to NASA-LeRC, plus an unscheduled man-tended
approach report. Figure I-2 illustrates the Rocketdyne data
requirement submittal schedule.
Advanced Development - The following advanced development activities
were performed by Rocketdyne team members during the Phase B Study
Contract, leading to increased understanding and resolution of several
SD technology issues. These activities were performed in accordance
with our Advanced Development Plan (DR-05).
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Garrett
Characterization of LiF-MgF 2 and LiF-CaF 2 eutectic phase change
materials
High temperature vacuum sublimination tests of candidate receiver
materials
- Thermal cycling of a LiF - filled thermal energy storage device
Sundstrand
Generation of a specification for an axial heat pipe compatible with
thermal energy storage and the organic working fluid requirements
Design and analysis to meet these requirements
Fabrication and assembly of the heat pipe
Harris
Characterization of the kinematics of the concentrator concept
Evaluation of substrates, reflective coatings, and protective coatings
for possible use on the concentrator
Complementary independent research and development (IR&D) activities in the
SD, PMAD and PV areas were performed outside the scope of the Phase B study
contract. These were reported quarterly in the related activity report.
All team members performed IR&D effort that complimented the Phase B
activity. The areas addressed were as follows:
Ford
Kapton substitute studies
Solar array evaluations
DC PMAD component studies
NiH 2 batteries
NaS-batteries
Garrett
CBC Receiver/Thermal Storage Design Fabrication and Test
General Dynamics
AC PMAD component evaluations
Harris
- Concentrator Studies
V2-I0/5
Sundstrand
ORC receiver/storage thermal storage test
ORC fluid evaluation
ORC two phase fluid management
AC PMAD studies
Rocketdyne
ORC and CBC thermal storage media studies
Liquid metal cooled receiver/thermal storage system for CBC and ORC
Thermal control modeling
Dynamic modeling of SD subsystem
PMAD architecture studies
Health monitoring
Higher order language evaluation
PMAD test bed implementation
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2.0 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND TRADES
2.1 ANALYSIS OF MISSION, SYSTEM, AND OPERATIONS REQUIREMENTS
Requirements analysis has been a continuing task throughout the Phase B
contract effort and has been an iterative process with continual refinement of
parameters as the baseline EPS configurations matured. As new or changed
requirements for the EPS were determined, they were reviewed thoroughly for
impact on the EPS design and implemented as appropriate.
The initial analysis performed under this task item involved the review of
the mission, operations, and system requirements documents (attachments C-2,
C-3, and C-4) of the contract and the deriviation of a set of requirements for
the manned and man-tended Space Station options as well as the platforms. The
results of these analyses were reported in Rocketdyne's management plan,
DR-01. The key power system drivers as derived from the documents are
summarized below.
O
V2-20
_ission (customer) Requirements (C-2)
• Mission Characteristics--Provides overall design criteria for
power system and subsystems.
Standard Power Interface--Affects distribution subsystem in terms
of output devices employed.
Transparent Power.SYstem (Friendly to users and independent of
the type of power generation option chosen)--Affects design of
distribution, control, and storage system chosen.
Power to External Payloads/Vehicle_--Affects distribution
subsystem interfaces.
Ten-Year Power Growth--Delineates the power level requirements on
a yearly basis. Affects overall configuration chosen (solar
dynamic versus photovoltaic).
2-I
o Operations Requirements (C-3)
Continuous Operation (24 h/day, every day)--System design will
not constrain user.
Growth Capability--Affects the tradeoffs between photovoltaic and
solar dynamic systems. This requirement has a large effect on
life-cycle cost (LCC).
Operational Safety--Because of the proximity of personnel, this
item affects the choice of component design margins and component
arrangements to provide fail operational/safe capability. Also,
working fluids and materials will be carefully evaluated.
User Friendly--Affects distribution subsystem and storage
subsystem design.
Easily Maintained and Repaired--Affects commonality of power
system elements and commonality of elements with other systems.
Overall system design constrained by chosen repair approach.
Automatic Operation--Affects the controls approach to power.
system. (This requirement is expanded in C-4.)
Table 2.1-I summarizes power system requirements relating to initial/growth and
manned/mar,-tended Space Station and the platforms.
/
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2.2 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN ANALYSES AND TRADE STUDIES
2.2.1 Overview
An important part of the Phase B conceptual and preliminary design
efforts was the identification and performance of analyses and trade
studies to support the selection of the recommended EPS configuration, and
the subsystem optimization activities during preliminary design.
The following sections provide a brief summary of the trade studies
performed on the system and subsystem levels. The system trades include the
major PV vs. SD trade which resulted in the recommendation of a hybrid EPS
for the station. PV subsystem trades include the battery vs. RFC trade
which resulted in selection of Ni-H 2 batteries for energy storage. SD
subsystem trades include the ORC vs. CBC trade with a recommendation to
delay the decision while development activities continue. PMAD subsystem
trades are highlighted by the selection of a dual ring architecture and 20
kHz primary distribution.
2.2.2 System Trades
Numerous system level trade studies and analyses were performed in
accordance with the Phase B SE&I plan. The objective of this study effort
was to develop sufficient data on competing EPS designs to allow NASA and
the Rocketdyne team to select the concept that best supports the Space
Station and Platforms. The trade studies and analyses and their updates,
which were reported in DP's 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 of DR-Ig and the last
submittal of DR-02, are listed in Table 2.2.2-I. Synthesis of these system
level studies and the subsystem analyses and trade studies provided the
basis for the overall system concept trade study.
Rocketdyne's overall trade study plan is illustrated in Figure 2.2.2-I.
This plan required three trade study iterations prior to IRR. The first
two iterations were completed prior to RURs I and 2, respectively, and the
results were reported in DPs 4.1 through 4.3. The objectives of these
iterations were to (I) develop early system evaluation results and
V2-22/I
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TABLE 2.2.2-I
SYSTEM ANALYSES AND TRADE STUDIES
SYSTEM ANALYSES
AND
TRADE STUDIES
DR -- SECTION REFERENCF
DR-19, DR-19, DR-19, DR-19, DR-02
DP 4.1 DP 4.2 DP 4.3 DP 4.4
6/3/85 7/19/85 _0/3/85 11/19/85 6/30/86
COMMONALITY IDENTIFICATION
GROWTH SCENARIOS
LOAD STRUCTURE
REQUIREMENTS
POINTING CONTROL STABILITY
PLATFORM SIZING
CUSTOMER INTERFACE
MAINTENANCE APPROACH
TEST & VERIFICATION
AUTONOMY
AUTOMATION
ASSEMBLY
SHADOWING
SYSTEM MASS
LAUNCH PACKAGING
LOGISTICS
SAFETY
PRODUCTION
END-OF-LIFE DISPOSAL
PRELAUNCH ASSEMBLY
INTERFACE VERIFICATION
AND SERVICING
PEAK POWER SPLIT
GIMBAL JOINTS
SYSTEM TRADE STUDY
8.1 10.1 5.1
8.2 10.2 5.2
8.3 10.3 5.3
8.4
8.5
19.4 5.4
10.5
10.6 5.6
10.7 5.7
10.8 5.8
10.9 5.9
10.10 5.10
10.11 5.11
10.12 5.12
5.5
5.13
5.14
5.15
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.1
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8
2.0,4.0 5.0 4.0 4.0
5.1
5.2
insights, (2) test and update the decision criteria, and (3) screen and
refine the reference concepts. The third iteration of the system trade
study was reported in DP 4.4, seven weeks after the submittal of DP 4.3.
The objective of this iteration was to select the preferred station and
platform EPS concept(s) for recommendation to NASA. The overall schedule
for the trade study effort prior to IRR is shown in Figure 2.2.2-2.
C
Rocketdyne's trade study convergence plan is represented in
Figure 2.2.2-3. The circles on the left-hand side of this figure represent
the point-of-departure designs and alternatives selected prior to contact
start. As the trade studies progressed through iterations, the subsystem
options were progressively reduced and the reference concepts refined.
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2.2.2.1 Initial System Trade Study
The eight initial reference concepts shown in Table 2.2.2-2 were
defined and preliminarily characterized in DP 4.1. After the submittal of
DP 4.1, these reference concepts were refined in several areas, including
the following: (I) the Brayton turbine inlet temperature was reduced from
1500°F to 1300°F, (2) the solar dynamic platforms were changed to use
small redundant power generation modules rather than single large modules,
(3) the module size in the Stirling growth option was reduced, and (4) the
nuclear growth option module size was decreased and its configuration
rearranged. None of these refinements represented final selections but
only interim results. Key design features of the refined initial reference
concepts are summarized in Tables 2.2.2-3, -4 and -5.
,!
These eight concepts were evaluated, compared and the results presented
in section 5.0 of DR-Ig, DP 4.2. In reviewing these results, it should be
remembered that the objective of this initial trade was not to select a
preferred concept, but rather to develop early system evaluation decision
criteria including (I) initial costs, (2) annual costs, (3) growth costs,
(4) life cycle costs, and (5) subjective ratings.
2.2.2.2 System Trade Update
The reference concepts defined and evaluated in DPs 4.1 and 4.2 were
purposefully kept as simple as practical to facilitate their use in the
initial system and subsystem trades.
However, it was recognized from the start that a more complete set of
reference concepts would be needed to evaluate the full range of viable
alternatives. Therefore, for system trade update, an expanded set of
reference concepts was developed based on the initial reference concepts
and the initial system and subsystem trades. This expanded set of
reference concepts, shown in Table 2.2.2-6 included various hybrid and
growth options as well as as single technology systems. Concepts I through
3 use near-term PV (photovoltiac), CBC (closed Brayton cycle), and
V2-22/3
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REFERENCE
CONCEPT
PV STATION
CBC STATON
ORC STATION
INITIAL
PV
OBC
ORC
TABLE 2.2.2-2
REFERENCE CONCEPTS
STATION
GROWTH
(300 kWe)
PV
CBC
ORC
PLATFORM
INITIAL
(8 kWe)
PV PLATFORM
CBC PLATFORM
ORC PLATFORM
STIRLING.GROWTM OPTION
NUCLEAR GROWTH OPTION
!
MAN-TENDED
(37.s tWe)
PV
CBC
ORC
m
m
m
m
m
-- PV
-- CBC
-- ORC
S
N
GROWTH
(23 kWe)
PV
CBC
ORC
PV = PHOTOVOLTAIC
CBC = CLOSED BRAYTON CYCLE
ORC = ORGANIC RANKINE CYCLE
S = STIRLING
N = NUCLEAR
70400-133
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TABLE 2.2.2-6
UPDATED REFERENCE CDNCEPT$
le
2.
e
4.
5.
"6°
J
7.
8.
9.
I0.
11.
12.
Concept
PV station and PV platform
Man-Tended
(37.5 kW)
PV
CBC statlod and CBC platfoms CBC-S
O_ .station and ORC platfo_ ORC-S
Large modules
start on
IOC
(75 kW)
PY
CBC-$
ORC-S
Grovrth
(300 kW)
PV
1
CBC-S
ORC-_
Platfom
%nittal Gro_r_
(8 kW) (Z3 kW)
PV PY
CB£,-$ CBC-$
ORC-$ ORC-S
• PV PVCBC station
and
PY p latfoms
O_ station
and
PV platforms
Stall modules
Advanced PY growth option
Large _dules
CBC-$
CBC-L
¢BC-S
O_-L
ORC-$
CBC-L
CBC-S
ORC-L
PV
PV
PV
PV
$=ai I modules ORC-S ORC-$ PV PY
PY/CBC hybrid a - PV/CBC-L PV/CBC-L PV PV
PY/ORC hybrid a - PV/ORC-L PV/ORC-L PV PV
CBC growth option PY PV PV/CBC-L PV PV
ORC gro_h option PV PV PV/DRC-L PV PV
PV PY PV/APV PY APy
PV---photovoltatc
APV--advanced photovoltat c
CBC--closed Brayton cycle
ORC-,-organic Rankine cycle •
S-_-small (18.75 kl_)modules
L----large (37.5 kW) modules
eThese concepts provide 16 kW more power then the minimum of 75 and 300
required for the IOC and growth station, respectivety, oecause of the extra
PY panels and batteries.
i
q
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¢
ORC (organic Rankine cycle) technology, respectively, for both the
stationand platform electrical power systems (EPSs). Concept I used
planar deployable silicon arrays and regenerative fuel cells for the
station and batteries for the platforms. Concepts 2 and 3 used small
(18.75 kW) solar dynamic (SD) modules to facilitate station/platform
commonality concepts 4 through 7 used CBC and ORC technology for the
station and PV for the platforms. Concepts 4 and 6 used large (37.5 kW)
SD modules, and Concepts 5 and 7 used small (18.75 kW) modules. Concepts
8 and g were hybrid approaches that included both PV (16 kW) and SD (75kw)
for the IOC station and grow with SD technology. The PV portion of the
hybrid station used two initial (SkW) platforms PGSs for commonality.
Concepts 10 through 12 were growth advanced PV technology, respectively.
The nuclear and Stirling growth options in Table 2.2.2-2 were dropped from
consideration for reasons discussed in Section 4.1 of DP 4.3.
The key design features of the reference station and platform EPS
concepts are summarized in Tables 2.2.2-7 and 2.2.2-8, respectively, and
described in Section 3.0 of DP 4.3. These reference concepts were similar
to those described in DP 4.2, except that they Were expanded and refined
in several areas, including the following: (1) small (18.75 kW) as well as
large (37.5 kW) SD modules were included in the updated reference concepts
to provide a basis for comparing the effect of module size; (2) the
distribution system frequency was changed from 20 kHz to 400 Hz; (3) a
PV/SD hybrid concept was defined with four 4-kW (net) planar deployable Si
arrays and NiH 2 batteries and two 37.5-kW (net) SD modules; and (4) an
advanced PV station and platforms were defined with planar deployable GaAs
arrays and sodium-sulfur batteries.
The results of the system trade update iteration were reported in
section 4.0 of DP 4.3. The objectives of this iteration were not to
select a preferred concept, but rather to (I) develop preliminary system
evaluation results, (2) update the decision criteria, and (3) refine the
reference concepts. The recommended EPS concept was selected prior to IRR
in the third and final iteration. It is discussed next.
2.2.2.3 Third System Trade Study Interactions
Twelve reference concepts were selected for evaluation and comparison
V2-22/4
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TABLE 2.2.2-7
REFERENCE STATION CONCEPTS
Concept
PV station
C[E station
ORCstation
PV/SD hybrld
"m
Advance_ PV
growth station
PGS
9.3 kW (net) planar.
deployableSl arrays
37.5 or 18.75 kW (net)
modules
Deployable solid surface
concentrator
Exocentricgimbals
Divot receiver (CBC)
Heat pipe receiver (oRe)
Four 4-kW (net) planar
deployable Si arrays
37.5 kW (net) SD
modules
Planar deployable GaAs
Eclipse Storage Contingency
18.75 kW (net) regenerative
fuel cells
Safe haven
Prlma_ fuel
cells
Thermal storage
NtH_
bat_eHes
Thermal
storage
Primary fuel cells
Sodium-sulfur batte_es
arrays
Primary fuel
cells
P_D
400 Hz
TABLE 2.2.2-8
REFERENCE PLATFDRM CONCEPTS
Concept
PV platform
CBC platform
ORC platform
Advanced PV
growth platform
PGS
Two 4 kW (net) planar
deployable arrays expandable
to If.5 kW (net)
Two 18.75 kW (net) modules
Deployable solid surface
concentrator
Exocentri c gimbals
Direct receiver (CBC)
Heat pipe receiver (ORC)
Planar depl oyabl e GaAs
arrays
jESS
4 kW (net) NiH2
batteries
Thermal storage
Sodium-sulfur
batteries
PMAD
400 Hz
2-15
in the third trade study iteration. These reference concepts, which are
summarized in this section and described in detail in Section 3.0 of DP
4.4, include four major EPS options:
0
0
0
0
PV Concept: PV initial station and PV growth
SD concept: SD initial station and SD growth
Hybrid concept: PV/SD hybrid initial station and SD growth
PV/SD growth concept: PV initial station and SD growth.
Within these four EPS options, there are two pairs of subsystem options:
0
0
SD power generation alternatives: CBC and ORC
PV energy storage alternatives: alkaline RFCs and independent
pressure vessel Ni-H 2 batteries.
The resultant 12 reference concepts are shown in Table 2.2.2-g. Their
key design features are summarized in Table 2.2.2-10, and they are
illustrated in Figures 2.2.2-4 through 2.2.2-7. All 12 concepts include
PV platforms.
The reference concepts were designed to satisfy a common set of
requirements to provide a fair basis for comparison. These common
requirements, consistent with technical direction given by NASA-LeRC in a
letter dated 25 October 1985, included (I) average, peak, and contingency
power requirements and failure tolerance criteria shown in Table 2.2.2-11;
(2) PMAD efficiency assumptions in Table 2.2.2-12; and (3) station buildup
power levels in Table 2.2.2-13.
The reference concepts were similar to those described in DP 4.3, but
they were updated and refined in several areas, including the following:
o The PMAD distribution frequency was changed fro 400 Hz to 20 kHz
The SD concentrator approach was changed from parabolic symmetric
concentrators with ecentric gimbals to parabolic offset
linear-actuated concentrators with orthogonal gimbals.
0 The CBC radiator was changed from a heat pipe design to a pumped
loop concept.
V2-22/5
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TABLE 2.2.2-9
REFERENCE CONCEPTS
Concept
PV
SD
Hybrid
PV/SD growth
RFC
B
CBC
ORC
CBC
RFC
ORC
CBC
B
ORC
CBC
"RFC
ORC
CBC
B
ORC
Man-Tended
{37.5 kW)
PV
PV
CBC
ORC
PV
PV
PV
PV
PV
PV
PV
PV
Stati on
IOC
(75 kW)
PV
PV
CBC
DRC
PV/CBC
PV/ORC
PV/CBC
PV/ORC
PV
PV
PV
PV
Grovrth
(300 k_)
PV
PV
CBC
ORC
PV/CBC
PV/ORC
PV/CBC
PV/ORC
PV/CBC
PV/ORC
PV/CBC
PV/DRC
Platform
Initial
(B kW)
PV
PV
PV
PV
PV
I'V
u
"'_V
PV
PV
PV
PV
PV
Gro_rth
(24 kW)
PV
PV
PV
PV
PV
PV
PV
PV
PV
PV
PV
PV
PV = photovoltaic
RFC = regenerative fuel cell
B = batteries
SD = solar dynamic
CBC = closed Brayton cycle
DRC = organic Rankine cycle.
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Figure 2.2.2-4 Reference PV Station Concept
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Figure 2.2.2-7 Reference Hybrid Concept
TABLE 2.2.2-11
POWER REQUIREME&_S AND FAILURE TOLERANCE CRITERIA
/
Average power (kW)
Peak power (kW)
Peak power duration (minutes/orbit)
Insolation
Ecl ipse
Contingency power level (kW)
Failure tolerance: Power level (kW) after
One credible failure
Two credible failures
Three credible failures (safe haven)
Station
Man-
Tended IDC Growth
37.5 75 300
37.5 100 350
- 7.5 7.5
- 7.5 7.5
18.75 37.5 150
P1 atform
IOC Growth
8 24
18 34
5 I0
5 I0
4 12
18.75 55 - 8 24
0 35 - 4 6
0 I0 - 0 0
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TABLE 2.2.2-12
PMAD AND ESS EFFICIENCY ASSUMPTIONS WITH
REFERENCE 20-kHz DESIGN
Item
Source to user
Source to storage
.Energystorage subsystem
Storage to user
Other losses
User/bul k conversion
PMAD peripheral loads
Subtotal
Efficiency
PV
0.91
0.98 (RFCs)
0.92 (batteries)
0.63 (RFCs)
0.79 (batteries)
0.90
8%
7%
m
15%
SD
8%
7%
15%
TABLE 2.2.2-13
DESIRED POWER DURING STATION BUILDUP
night Power Requirement (kW)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
II
12
2.7
4.3
6.3
B.1
B.7
18.2 (station is manned)
24.4
25.7
27.9
30.9
35.6
35.9 (station is complete)
2-23
fThe size and redundancy of the SD modules was modified to satisfy
the failure tolerance criteria shown in Table 2.2.2-11.
PV arrays, batteries and auxiliary power units were added to the
SD concepts to satisfy initial station buildup, peaking,
contingency, and safe-haven requirements.
o Separate safe-haven fuel cells and stored reactants in the
previous reference concepts were eliminated.
The results of the their iteration are summarized here and presented
in detail in Section 4.0 of DP 4.4.
2.2.2.3.1 Decision Criteria
The decision criteria used in the system trade study consisted of
three elements: (I) go/no-go constraints, (2) objective measures, and (3)
supplemental (subjective) ratings. The go/no-go constraints were
fundamental limits that were so important that it was not worth
considering concepts that did not satisfy them. The only go/no-go
constraints identified were (i) STS compatibility and (2) IOC schedule.
All of the reference concepts satisfied these go/no-go constraints.
The second element in the decision criteria (the objective measures)
was the primary means for ranking reference concepts that satisfied the
go/no-go constraints. The objective measures in our decision criteria
include (I) initial cost, (2) growth cost, (3) operations cost (including
maintenance and logistics), and (4) life cycle cost (LCC).
Because many station/platform requirements and costing assumptions
were uncertain, five alternative station/platform scenarios and numerous
sensitivities to costing assumptions were evaluated in the cost
assessment.
.
To the maximum extent practical, all factors that affect decisions
were explicitly factored into the cost.
However, since it was impractical to cost everything, supplemental
(Subjective) ratings were also used in the decision criteria. The
supplemental rating criteria included (I) technology readiness
(schedule/cost risk), (2) reliability and availability of power, (3)
V2-22/6
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safety, (4) growth potential, (5) flexibility to accommodatelower IOC
power requirements, (6) capability for larger peaks/contingency, (7)
flexibility to allow lower orbit altitudes, and (8) tolerance to pointing
errors.
2.2.2.3.2 Cost Assessment Results
This section summarizes the EPS cost assessment results presented in
DP-4.4. Table 2.2.2-14 shows the base case cost estimates for each of the
12 reference station EPS concepts, broken down into five major cost
elements. Phase C/D cost (the first row in Table 2.2.2-14) includes the
cost of developing and producing IOC flight hardware. Other IOC costs
(the second row in Table 2.2.2-14) include (I) hardware launch cost; (2)
cost of initial spares; and (3) cost impact on other station systems,
including the transverse boom and beta joints. Growth cost is the cost to
grow from 75 kW to 300 kW, including hardware production and launch cost
and cost impact on other station systems. Operations cost includes the
cost of (I) producing and launching replacement hardware, (2) on-orbit
operations (EVA and IVA), (3) ground support, and (4) reboost. LCC is the
sum of the initial, growth, and operations costs.
Figure 2.2.2-8 compares LCCs for the four major EPS options. The
costs shown in this figure are the averages of those for the subsystem
options in Table 2.2.2-6. Figure 2.2.2-8 clearly indicates that
operations cost is a major part of LCC. Figure 2.2.2-9 breaks operations
cost into its constituent elements for the PV and SD concepts. This
figure shows the major operations cost elements for the PV concept to be
(I) PGS and ESS replacement hardware and (2) reboost. The PGS replacement
costs are large for the PV concept, even though a low PV array replacement
frequency of once every 25 years was used; this is so because PV arrays
have large production costs. The ESS replacement costs are large because
batteries and RFCs are postulated to have (high) replacement frequencies
of once every 5 and 6 years, respectively. The major operations cost
element for the SD concept is PGS replacement hardware. The major
contributors to this cost are the concentrators and receivers, which are
assumed to have replacement frequencies of approximately once every 24
years. Figure 2.2.2-10 shows the sensitivity of station EPS LCC to
V2-22/7
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fseveral key assumptions in the cost assessment. For all cases examined,
the PV concept has significantly higher LCC than the three other system
options.
Table 2.2.2-15 compares alkaline RFCs and Ni-H 2 battery costs. The
numbers in this table indicate that batteries offer a slight initial cost
advantage over RFCs. However, this cost advantage could be reduced or
reversed if RFC development costs can be shared with other (common) life
support/propulsion system components The costs in Figure 2.2.2-7 take no
credit for shared RFC development costs with other work packages.
(However, both the RFC and battery radiator development costs in
Figure 2.2.2-7 take into account the fact that they use technology that is
common with the station thermal bus radiator.) Figure 2.2.2-11 shows ESS
cost sensitivity to stored energy and contingency requirements. It may be
desirable to increase stored energy requirements not only for contingency
purposes, but also for peaking (to improve load factors) and possible for
a scaled-down (low-cost) separate safe-haven power supply.
Figure 2.2.2-11 shows that RFC costs are much less sensitive than battery_
costs to potential changes in stored energy requirements.
Table 2.2.2-16 compares CBC and ORC costs. Costs appear comparable
for the CBC and ORC concepts.
2.2.2.3.3 Supplemental Ratinq_
Table 2.2.2-17 summarized the supplemental (subjective) ratings given
to the 12 reference concepts. These ratings reflect our current best
judgement concerning the eight supplemental criteria categories.
Highlights of this table include:
o The principal strengths of the PV concepts are their technology
readiness (low schedule and cost risks), tolerance of pointing
errors, flexibility to accommodate lower IOC power requirements,
and inherent capability to handle large peak loads. Current
indications are that station control and dynamics considerations
may prevent growth beyond about 225 kW (net) with PV concepts,
but this should be confirmed by WP-02.
0 The major strengths of the SD concepts are their growth potential
and flexibility /or lower orbit altitudes (due to their small
drag areas). In addition to these advantages, SD offers
significantly lower LCC than PV.
V2-22/8
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TABLE 2.2.2-15
CDMPARISDN OF ALKALINE RFC AND IPV Ni-H2 BATTERY COSTS FOR
REFERENCE PV STATION CONCEPTS
Cost Element
IOC cost (75 kW)
Development
Production
Launch
Spares-
PGS impact
PMAD impact
Subtotal
"Annual operations cost
Replacements
Launch
Dn-orbit operations
Reboost
Subtotal
Cost (1987 SM)
A1kaline RFC
35
37
21
9
Base
Base
I02
9.1
2.9
1.9
Base
13.9
Ni-H 2 Battery
17
26
34
2
-I2
+19
86
7.2
7.2
1.5
-l .0
14.9
Above costs do not include system-level wraps {WBS ICems A-J).
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Figure 2.2.2-10 Sensitivity of Station EPS Life-Cycle Cost to
Variations in Key Assumptions
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Figure 2.2.2-11 ESS Cost Sensitivity to Stored Energy Contingency
Requirements for the 75-kW Reference PV Station
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TABLE 2.2.2-16
COMPARISON OF CBC AND ORC COSTS FOR SD REFERENCE IDC STATION CONCEPTS
Item "
Concentrator
Receiver
CBC DRC
PCU
Radiator
Total
Three 25-kW (net) Modules
(Nonredundant Engines)
Design Concept.
Parabolic offset
linear-actuated
concentrator
Direct insola-
tion receiver
with LiF/MgF 2
thermal storage
salt
CBC with He-Xe
working fluid
Pumped loop
radiator
Cost
(1987 $M)
75
41
60
31
207
Two 37.5-kW (net) Modules
(Redundant Engines)
Design Concept
Parabolic offset
linear-actuated
concentrator
Heat pipe
receiver with
LiOH thermal
storage salt
ORC with toluene
working fluid
Heat pipe
radiator
77
45
52
31
205
Above costs cover hardware development and production but not system-
level wraps (WBS items A-J).
2-31
rCri teri a
Technology devel-
opment risk
•Reliability and
availability of
power
Safety
PV
RFC B
B" B+
TABLE 2.2.2-17
SUBJECTIVE RATINGS
Hybrid PV/SD Growth
SD RFC B RFC B
CBC ORC CBC DRC CBC DRC CBC DRC CBC DRC
C C+ C+ B- B" B B" B- B+. B+
Growth potential
exibility for
lower IOC power
requirements
Capability for
larger peaks/
contingency
exibility for
lower orbit alti-
tudes
Tolerance of
pointing errors
B" B C C B- B" B B B" B- B B
B- B
C D.
A- A
A B+
C C" C C" C+
A- A" A- A- B
B" B" A" A- A
C C+ C B- C+
B C+ C+ C C
A A" A" A A
C- C B B+ C÷ B- B+ A- B" B
D+ D+ A B+ B+ B" B+ B" B B" B B"
A A C C+ B" B B- B B B+ B B+
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The subjective ratings for the hybrid concepts are generally
between those of the PV and SDconcepts. Hybrid advantages
include good programmatic flexibility (e.g., ability to easily
requirements), capability for larger peaks and contingency, and
good growth path with low schedule/cost risk.
The PV/SDgrowth concepts are similar to the hybrids, but they
provide less programmatic flexibility and have more problematic
growth paths since SD is not included on the IOC station.
Batteries are rated higher than RFCs in the areas of technology
readiness (schedule/cost risk) and reliability, but poorer in
growth potential and the capability to accommodate larger peaks
and/or contingency requirements.
The CBC and ORC concepts are rated almost equal.
2.2.2.3.4 Discriminators and Recommendations
The final objective of any trade study is to identify discriminators
that allow one option to be selected over competing approaches. In the
final trade study, the major competing options were:
o PV versus SD
o CBC versus ORC
o RFCs versus batteries
Table 2.2.2-18 through 2.2.2-20 summarize the key discriminators
related to those options. The discriminators in these tables are the ones
that in our opinion are the most important factors to be considered in the
decision process.
The conclusions and recommendations from the RFC versus battery
reported in DP 4.4 trade are summarized in Table 2.2.2-21. The decision
depends greatly on stored energy requirements (e.g., for contingency, peak
power, load matching, safe haven) and commonality considerations that
extend beyond WP-04. It was therefore recommended that requirements
should be firmed up and commonality opportunities discussed with other
work package centers before a selection was made. Rocketdyne's
recommendations for changes to requirements was provided in DR-02 in
December 1985 per the contract.
Following DP 4.4 submittal, the battery option was selected because of
requirement changes and to provide commonality with the platform ESS.
V2-22/9
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TABLE 2.2.2-18
N_jOR DISCRIMINATDRSBETWEENALKALINERFCsANDNiH2 BATTERIES
\
Concept
RFCs
Batteries
Advantages
• Lower mass
• Better growth potential
• Flexibility to easily accommodate
Ionger peaks/contingency
m Potential commonality with life
support/propulsion system
components
m Charge regulating unit probably
not needed
• Higher efficiency
• Proven reliability
m Lower development risk
Disadvantages
and Uncertainties
e Many active components
• Reliability and life must
be proven
• Limited flexibility to
accommodate changes in
requirements
e Life must be proven
(/
TABLE 2.2.2-19
" I_AJDR DISCRIMINATORS BETWEEN CBC AND ORC CONCEPTS
Concept Maj or Advantages Uncertainties
CBC e
ORC
• Higher efficiency
• Lower mass
• Lower area
e Simpler concept
e Single-phase nondegrading
working fluid
= Inherent peaking/throttling
capab iIity
e Low temperatures
• Materials flexibility
• Lower concentration ratios
• Less pointing accuracy
e Receiver and PCU may be sepa-
rately repl aceable
Hi gh-temperature receiver
• Chromium sublimation
. _aterial creep
• LiF/_IgF 2 heat of fusion
• Thermal performance
Working fluid containment
e Two-phase fluid management
m Degradable working fluid
• Receiver design
• Heat pipe performance
• LiOH corrosiveness
(
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TABLE 2.2.2-20
MAJDR DISCRIMINATORS BETWEEN PV AND SD CONCEPTS
Concept
PV
SD
Hybrid
PV/SD
Advantages
• Lowest development cost and
risk
• Good peaking capability
• Tolerant of pointing errors
o Lowest mass and volume
• Good growth potential
• Low drag area
• Low hardware cost
• Lowest LCC
o P.rogra_atic flexibility
o Good growth path
o Diverse power generation
• Low LCC
o Low schedule risk
• Moderately low LCC
Disadvantages
and Uncertainties
Limited growth potential
• Large drag area
• Frequent ESS replacement
• High PV array costs
• Development cost and risk
o Intolerant to pointing errors
• Small PV system required for
early station buildup
Cost and complexity of developing
and maintaining both PV and SD
systems
O
Cost and complexity of developing
and maintaining both PV and SD
systems
Difficulty and timing of transi-
tion to SD from initial PV sta-
tion
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Elimination of the safe haven requirement and a reduction of contingency
power requirements reduced the stored energy need and the advantage of the
RFC growth potential.
TABLE 2.2.2-21
ALKALINE RFC VERSUS Ni-H 2 BATTERY TRADE STUDY
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions Batteries offer lower initial cost with current
requirements and lower development risk
O RFCs offer better growth potential and could cost
significantly less than batteries if stored energy
requirements are increased (e.g., for contingency,
peaking, load matching, or safe haven) or life
support/propulsion system component commonality
can be achieved.
Recommendation 0 Firm up requirements and explore potential
commonality before making decision.
(Rocketdyne's recommendations for changes to
requirements will be provided in DR-02 in
December igB5 per the contract.)
The DP 4.4 conclusions and recommendations from the CBC versus ORC
trade are summarized in Table 2.2.2-22. Both concepts are roughly
equivalent in cost and technical performance. No overwhelming
discriminators were identified.
TABLE 2.2.2-22
CBC VERSUS ORC TRADE STUDY CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions
Recommendations
0
0
Cost and technical performance are roughly
equivalent
Tests are under way to demonstrate the key design
features of each concept
CBC: Chromium sublimation, receiver thermal
performance, and LiF/MgF 2 tests
ORC: Toluene degradation, two-phase fluid
management, heat pipe performance, and
LiOH tests
Await results from ongoing tests before making a
decision
V2-22/I0
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The key conclusions of the PV versus SD trade are
PV is desirable for initial station buildup and offers advantages
of lower development cost and risk, good inherent peaking and
contingency capability, and tolerance of pointing errors
However, it has a growth limit of about 225 kW and a LCC that is
about 50_ higher than SD.
SD provides good growth potential and significantly lower LCC.
Large module sizes are best for growth and low LCC>
Hybrid concepts combine strengths of PV and SD for modest IOC
cost difference
PV panels and either RFCs or batteries support early
station buildup and satisfy peaking, contingency, and
safe-haven requirements.
SD modules (either CBC or ORC) provide a low-cost means
to achieve full IOC power level and growth.
0 The PV/SD growth concept offers potential advantages similar
to those of the hybrid concept, but require SD development
in parallel with construction of a full PV station if
current growth schedules are to be achieved. Also,
programmatic pressure may delay SD development indefinitely,
resulting in limited station growth potential and high power
costs.
Based on these conclusions, we recommend the following:
0 Select the hybrid concept (SD augmented with PV) as the
reference for the Space Station.
o Determine the optimum sizing for PV (approximately 10 to
37.5 kW) and SD modules (approximately 20 to 40 kW) in the
next 2 to 3 months as station buildup and growth
requirements are finalized.
All of the above trade study recommendations were based on our
evaluation of EPS options at requirements current as of DP 4.4 (e.g.,
75-kW IOC station growing to 300 kW).
(
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r- 2.2.3 PV Subsystem Trades
2.2.3.1 PV Array Voltacle
An investigation of the interaction of the space plasma and the solar array
voltage in low earth orbit (LEO) has been concluded. No experimental data on
large area solar arrays of the type under consideration for this mission is
currently available. In addition, no flight experiments on large solar array
at operating voltages beyond 100 Vdc have been made.
A literature search was made to assist in the investigation and is
documented in this section. A summary of these major conclusions obtained from
the search is presented in Table 2.2.3-I. The following items should be
considered in selecting the PV array voltage:
o Array recommended operating voltage range is 100 to 400 Vdc
Plasma loss estimates range from negligible at 100 V to 5% worst case
at 150 Vdc
o Other factors influencing plasma loss include:
Array geometry
Array wiring layout
Array electrical configuration
Array substrate construction and rear coatings
Array grounding.
There is no doubt that for a given solar array design the plasma loss is
dependent on the array operating voltage. Figure 2.2.3-I shows the relationship
between the maximum array power loss due to plasma effects and the array
operating voltage. It is suggested that this data be used for solar array
output calculations until better information becomes available.
The grounding system adopted for the solar array and the electrical
distribution system will also influence the plasma potentials and losses.
V2-223/I
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Table 2.2.3-1 Space Station Plasma Effects--Summary of Major Conclusions
Ref.
9
<100 Vdc
<300 vdc
150 Vdc
SuqQested
Plasma
Voltage Loss
Negligible
1%
5% max.
"(estimate)
10 200 Vdc
II 100 Vdc
400 Vdc
1-
12 100/200 V
13 400 Vdc
270 Vdc
14
I5
16
17
190 Vdc
120/256 V
400 Vdc
220 Vdc
30 mQ
<0.1%
<I.0%
Some
1% max.
Low
Heavy
LowIB
Other Major Observations
Solar array geometry may effect losses.
Consider geometry and wiring of array.
Use isolated floating array and transformer
couple array to spacecraft. Conductive
coating on reary of array.
Array geometry test is necessary.
Arc discharges down to 300 V.
Conductive coating on rear of array.
Large area, low-voltage array reduces power
loss.
Tests used LMSC flexible array and 2 x 4-cm
wraparound cells.
Biased shield close to front of panel
I reduced plasma loss significantly.
I
] Cold solar arrays have high voltage but
I leakage limited to >1% of capacity.
I
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Again, no hard data is available. An initial approach would be to adopt the
standard aerospace practice of bonding all metalic structure components,
conductive films, etc., to form a common structure ground including hard wiring
through rotating joints. All electrical circuits, including positive and
return busses, are then isolated from the structure ground, i.e., no structural
electrical returns. A floating array with a transformer to couple the ground
into the spacecraft thereby keeping the spacecraft structure near plasma
"ground." Based on the above, it would seem that comprehensive structural
grounding together with electrically isolated solar arrays should form the
initial approach until further data is available. Any tieing of electrical
circuits to the structure can then be implemented later if found to be
necessary.
The operating voltage of a large area solar array in LEO is essentially
influenced by the following:
0
0
0
0
0
0
Plasma losses
Arc threshold
Voltage of batteries and electric component ratings
Array configuration
Array wire harness mass
Growth
In summary, plasma losses are estimated to be not more than I% up to
400 v. Arcing may occur on the solar array beyond 300V. A 200V solar array
system can be supported by ongoing technology and development. The large area
flexible solar array developed by LMSC can be reconfigured to use 8 x 8-cm
colar cells. Each panel of the array would accommodate about 200 solar cells
in series to give an operating voltage of approximately 80 V. Two such panels
can be connected in series to provide a 160Vdc array operating voltage. Array
wire harness conductor mass is reduced with high operating voltage. However,
the conductor mass sensitivity to voltage decreases substantailly beyond 150V.
i'
The absence of hard data indicates that a conservative approach to the
selection of the solar array operating voltage would be prudent. The present
upper limit with acceptable losses appears to be from 250 to 300 Vdc.
Therefore, it is suggested that a conservative solar array operating voltage of
V2-223/3
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Figure 2.2.3-I MaximumSolar Array Loss Due to Plasma in LEO
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C of approximately 160 Vdc be selected at this time. Such a voltage meets the
requirements of the foregoing observations. If appropriate data and flight
experience show that a higher array operating voltage can be tolerated, the
array voltage can be increased in multiples of 80 V. Such a voltage increase
can then be implemented on the growth option.
2.2.3.2 PV Cell Material
The result of the cost trade study of projected GaAs technology vs
current-technology wilicon solar cells is shown in Figure 3.2.3.-2. The
analysis uses the LMSC array silicon cell configuration and compares it to a
similar array using higher efficiency, but heavier and more costly, gallium
arsenide cells. Factors considered in determining an end-of-life cost are
summarized in Table. 2.2.3-2. Inputs used for this run are summarized below:
/
0
0
0
0
0
0
GaAs cells have 300-um substrates.
Baseline silicon cell thickness is 200 um.
A 25% reduction in mechanical systems weight and cost will result
from using GaAs cells.
One shuttle flight costs $120M.
One shuttle flight can carry 30,000 Ib to an altitude of 270 n.mi.
Hardware reduction factor = 0.75.
Figure 2.2.3-2 summarizes the results of the analysis for a number of
different assumed GaAs cell efficiencies and shows the relative cost of the
end-of-life design as a function of the ratio of GaAs cell costs to silicon.
As an example, the crossover point, in terms of cost, for a GaAs cell that is
40% more efficient than the baseline silicon cell, is at 4.5. That is to say,
a gallium arsenide array would have the same end-of-life cost a a silicon array
if the cost of a bare gallium arsenide cell were 4.5 times the cost of a
silicon cell.
LI
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Table 2.2.3-2. Program parameters used in the GaAsTrade Study
f
(
\. Silicon Cells
I •
2.
3.
4.
Baseline cell quantity
Cell dimensions (cm)
Packing factor (%)
Total cost of the bare silicon cells ($)
Galli.um Arsenide Cellp
I•
2.
Percent increase in efficiency over silicon (%)
Cell thickness (cm)
General Factor_
I •
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Shuttle launch capability (Ib)
Cost of a shuttle launch
Total baseline cost of a silicon array ($)
Solar cell glassing costs ($)
Hardware reduction factor (%)
Total system mass for the baseline silicon array (kg)
Number of shuttle flights required for delivery of station-keeping
fuel
In the model, the slope of the curve is driven mainly by the efficiency of the
GaAs cell, and the crossover point if mainly driven by lifetime drag-fuel
launch costs. As the efficiency of the GaAs (or multifunction cells, etc.)
cell improves, the curve gets flatter, and the point of cost equivalence moves
to the right along the abscissa.
It should be noted that no attempt has been made in this model to analyze
the effects on the mechanical system and substrate material resulting from the
heavier GaAs cells. Stronger and heavier materials may be required to meet
substrate frequency requirements and would result in increased launch costs.
For the IOC configuration, gallium arsenide will not be cost-effective
until the cells are 40% more efficient than silicon, and cost not more than 4.5
times as much as silicon cells. It is recommended to use silicon for the IOC
configuration, switching to GaAs as the technology improves, and the costs
decrease.
V2_223/6
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2.2.3.3 Concentratinq versus Planar Solar Arrays
The following summarizes the results obtained in comparing the planar
baseline silicon IOC Space Station PV design to a similar design using gallium
arsenide cells and high solar intensity cassengrainian reflector assemblies. A
10-year IOC design using Cassengrainian reflectors in an untruncated hexagonal
design, was generated using solar cell data from GaAs production runs. In the
trade, optical degradation values were used to evaluate the capability of the
Cassengrainian design. GaAs cell data, and representing production lot
capabilities (17.5% efficient, ] sun) was used to determine circuit output when
operated at a solar intensity of 88 suns. All known degradation factors,
relative to both designs, were included to allow for a meaningful comparison of
the two methods. The Cassengrainian design resuled in an array with a 0.86
packing factor, providing 80.5 W/m2 at 10 years, summer solstice. The required
projected area for the Cassengrainian design is 22.4% larger than the current
baseline planar design.
As a result of the above comparisions, the use of a high solar intensity,
Cassengrainian reflector photovoltaic design should not be considered for use
on the IOC space station. Other concentration scenarios (SLATS, Truncated
Pyramidal, etc.) face similar constraints. Until GaAs cell efficiencies
approach the 30% level, these designs will not be able to compete with the
planar silicon design when one considers overall lifetime costs.
2.2.3.4 PV Cell Size
This trade study covers analysis of the sensitivity of the solar array
recurring cost at beginning-of-life (BOL) to silicon solar cell size. The
basic solar array considered for the analysis is the Lockheed deployable
flexible planar solar array, whic uses a 5.g x 5.9-cm wraparound silicon solar
cell with a 150-um-thick cover slide. The major considerations used to
complete the cell size study are as follows:
o Current SAFE solar array technology
/
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Constant array mass for constant BOL power outlet
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o Solar array recurring cost - electrical $300/W, total array $614/W
0
0
0
Exludes G&A charge on cell stack costs
Solar array operating temperature is +55°C (131°F) Cost of
attaching cell stack to blanket is $30 per cell
Mechanical cost of solar array is constant for a given output power
level
Electrical blanket cost is proportional to array area and is
approximately constant for a given array output power.
The cost information for a filtered solar cell of 5.9., B, and I0 cm square
was obtained by quotation from Spectrolab, Solarex, and Applied Solar Energy
Corp. A review of the cost data indicated the need to eliminate some quotes as
"out-of-line" and then average the remaining quotes. These are presented in
Table 2.2.3-3
Table 2.2.3-3
Sensitivity of Solar Array Cost to Solar Cell Size
Cell Stack Size
(cm)
Approximate Cost
($)
5.9 x 5.g 86
8 x 8 143
lO x 10 235
The results of the analysis are shown in Figure 2.2.3-3. This Preliminary
tradeoff shows that the larger size solar cells offer potential cost savings.
The major savings come from reduction of the number of piece parts which
must be handled during the fabrication of the solar array.
C_p*"
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Table 2.2.3-4 Advantages and Disadvantages of Three Solar Cell Sizes
/
Advantages Disadvantages
5.9 x 5.9-cm Wraparound Solar Cell
Current technology
• Existing solar array design
• No configuration changes
• Oualified array design
• Flight proven array
• Reduced nonrecurring costs
• Current production
• Low risk
Higher total cell cost compared
to larger cell sizes for a given
power
M_re parts
Higher recurring cost.
B.O x B.O-cm and IO.O x lO.O-cm Pass-Through Solar Cells
Current technology
Fewer solar cells required for
a given array power level
Reduced total array cost
High nonrecurring costs
New design and configuration
Needs qualification
Wider panel size in both cases
Existing panel size accommodates
fewer cells
Panel output voltage reduced to:
B x B-cm cell - ~9B V
10 x 10-cm cell - -66 V
Not currently in production
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However, variability in the manufacturer's solar cell cost data is such
that any potential cost saving of the larger 10 x 10-cm solar cell versus the 8
x 8-cm cell is questionable. Table 2.2.3-4 summarizes the advantages and
disavantages of the three cell sizes considered.
After a review of the advantages and disavantages presented in
Table 2.2.3-4 it is recommended that the 8 x 8°cm cell be considered baseline
for planar arrays. The consideration of full back contact versus gridded back
transparent cell is presented in Subsection 2.2.3-3.
2.2.3.5 PV Cell Confiquration
2.2.3.5.1 Solar _ell Thickness
The effect of solar cell stack thickness upon the relative in-orbit
electrical cost of the solar array is shown in Figure 2.2.3-4. The solar array
considered in the analysis was the LMSC deployable flexible planer array
described earlier in this report. From the figure, it can bee seen that the
thicker silicon solar cell comprising a 200-um-thick solar cell and
150-um-thick cover glass gives least in orbit EOL cost for a low earth orbit.
The assumptions used in performing the analysis are the following:
Low Earth Orbit (LEO) STS Launch cost $7.5K/kg
Solar array considered is LMSC's Space Station Design
Solar array size is lO kW at BOL with a lO-year orbital life operating
at 55°C (131°F), active area lOl m2 (1087 ft 2)
Excludes nonrecurring solar array costs and all mechanical costs but
included launch costs via STS.
The results of the analysis are presented in tabular form, in Table 2.2.3-5
with more detail than shown in Figure 2.2.3-4. Table 2.2.3-5 includes the
intermediate cost and specific weight factors for each configuration
addresses. Similar calculations for the beginning of life condition led to the
same conclusions.
V2-223/9
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Table 2.2.3-5 Relative Costs of Varying Solar Cell Stack Thickness
/ •
Case
R
B
C
D
Solar Cell
Type
Silicon
Silicon
Silicon
Silicon
Thick-
hess
(_m)
50
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300
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!
I
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I
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2.2.3.5.2 Transparent Solar Array Considerations
A trade study using two different types of 8 x 8-cm solar cells was also
completed. They used a transparent (gridded back contact) solar cell on a
transparent substrate (laminated apton), the other used a typical full contact
cell on a nontransparent substrate such as might be used in an erectable design
or in a design mandated by atomic oxygen degradation to polymer laminates. The
major differences in the designs are the solar cell operating temperatures.
The transparent cell bounded to a substrate that passes infrared energy
operates at a lower temperature and requires fewer series cells. This design
produces 0.86 W/m 2 (9.24 W/ft 2) at 160 V. A similar design using a solid
substrate operates at a higher temperature and requires more solar cells in
series. As a result, the power density is reduced to 0.77 W/m 2 (8.29
W/ft2), a penalty of approximately 10% relative to projected array area.
The input parameters and assumptions are listed as two blankets per array,
panel size about 0.37 x 4.6 m (1.2 by 15 ft), operating voltage nominal 160 V.
The cell characteristics are listed as identical for each configuration except
solar absorptance and Isc. The Isc of the transparent cell is 3% less than an
equivalent BSR because of the single pass of electromagnetic radiation while
the absorptance is 0.10 less.
The design factors used for the predicted end-of-life performance are
typical for LEO of extended duration. The resulting designs are summarized in
DR02. The lower operating temperature is, of course, the driver of the design
resulting in an IOC configuration of 27,000 fewer cells, which, at $200/cell
laydown, saves about $5 million.
2.2.3.6 DeoloYable versus Erectable SQlar Array
('
1
A trade study has been performed to evaluate the advantages and
disavantages of deployable and erectable solar array assemblies. In addition,
various types of masts were included for the evaluation. The method used is to
identify possible solar array systems that consider both rigid and flexible
solar cell assemblies, deployable and retractable structures and include
sequential as well as simultaneous implementation. The availability of masts
from AEC Able and Astro are compared. Solar array wing assemblies are
compared, costed, and four preferred systems selected.
V2-223/11
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A matrix of 16 different systems for solar array wings for the Space
Station was evaluated. Options include masts, solar array substrates,
construction on orbit and integration of the substrate to the mast. Many
variations can be eliminated due to impractical or impossible combinations such
as simultaneusly deploying a flexible blanket while erecting a boom, or
erecting a felxible blanket. The remaining g options were studied and narrowed
down to 4 candidate systems. Hardwarewas then chosen to best suit these
systems.
Table 2.2.3-6 lists the advantages and disavantages of erectable and deployable
wing systems. Generally, an erectable wing consists of a much simpler and less
expensive mast but requires more EVA time to assemble or extend. The solar
cells/substrate must also be integrated and extended to the mast which requires
more EVA. Once operational, the wing would be very difficult to retract.
Deployable wings require minimum EVA to integrate to the main structure.
Such systems are however more complex and costly to build and test. They can
be deployed remotely and most can be retracted just as easily if needed.
Table 2.2.3-7 lists different methods of constructing masts on orbit and
the corresponding hardware required. Construction methods range from erectable
to deployable with many variations in between. At one extreme is a truly
erectable boom where components are transported to space and assembled on
location. This method has the advantage of very low cost parts but would
required many hours of EVA to assemble. At the other extreme is a fully
assembled mast which would deploy and lock upon command. Here, EVA is held to
a minimum but manufacturing and test costs would be high. This method has been
used extensively on spacecraft to date and is well established. Between these
two extremes are variations which are possible better suited to Space Station
requirements. Among these alternatives are:
o Erectable Bays--Instead of erecting or assembling a mast component by
component, whole bays can be preassembled on the ground and collapsed
to fit compactly in the shuttle cargo bay. On orbit, these bays could
be unfolded and combined during EVA. The assembly would be much
simpler and quicker than construction from individual struts and
joints.
V2-223/12
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Table 2.2.3-6 Erectable Versus Deployable Solar Wings
Advantacjes
Erectable Wires
D_sadvantaqes
• No deployment mechanisms
• Lower Cost
• Lower weight
• Elimination of complex ground
deployment tests
• Less complex/more reliable
• No electronics/motors required
for deployment
• Smaller storage volume
Easily repairable
Launch load insensitivea
Can be retractable
Flight proven (i.e., SAFE)
• Requires extended EVA
• Requires separate installation of
solar cell blanket/panels
• No flight heritage
• Nonretractable
• Can deploy solar cells simultane- •
ously
• Minimal EVA
Deployable Wings
• Larger storage volume
' • Heavier.
More complex
Harder to repair
Launch load sensitive
aAIAA-BI-O043 "Primary Design Requirements for Large Space Structures," 3ohn
M. Hedgepeth
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Extendable Mast--Taking the above concept a step further, a whole mast
could be preassembled and extended during EVA or by the MSC. Even
greater assembly time savings would be realized.
Shuttle--Instead of using astronauts or the MSC to supply deployment
force, a motorized deployer can be mounted in the shuttle cargo bay
and used to erect each mast individually. This would reduce the
complexity of EVA without dedicating costly deployment mechanism to
each mast.
O Mechanism--Similar to SAFE, a motorized canister or similar mechanism
deployment is built as an integral part of each mast. The stowed
package is build as an integral part of each mast. The stowed package
is mechanically and electrically integrated to the station structure.
Deployment or retraction of each wing can then be initiated remotely.
C
O Two construction concepts were chosen as candidates: the erectable
mast and the mechanism deployment. Mechanism-deployed masts have been
used on numerous spacecraft and incorporate proven technology. To
adopt existing systems to Space Station application, only minor
redesigns are involved in most cases. These are also several kinds of
masts which can be used with this concept. These will be discussed in
detail.
Table 2.2.3-7
Construction Concepts and Associated Mast Systems
Erectable
Components
Erectable Erectable Shuttle Mechanism Self
Bays Boom Deployment Deployment Depl oyabl e
Tinker Toys PACTRUSS PACTRUSS PACTRUSS Articulated Continuous
longeron longeron
Modular Articulated FASTMAST Continuous FASTMAST
tower longeron longeron
Continuous FASTMAST
longeron
Articulated STACBEAM
longeron
V2-223/13
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The extendable mast concept has been chosen as the candidate for an
erectable structure. Its construction on orbit is the least complex and
requires the least EVA while still retaining the advantages of an erectable
structure.
Based on these cost considerations, and the adequacy of performance and
maturity of the continuous longeron mast, this technology is recommended for
the Space Station solar arrays, to maintain a low-risk development program.
2.2.3.7 PV ORU Sizinq
The solar array wing is, in general, an assembly of two blankets with a
deployable mast. Although the blanket is composed of numerous panels, the
replacement of individual panels is not recommended. The lowest level of
replacement is the blanket box or mast canister ORU. During the preliminary
design phase, the capability for removal/replacement of a stowed blanket, was
determined to be an essential requirement, therefore the primary ORU was
baselined. This will permit the removal and replacement of individual blanket
boxes as necessary. The secondary level of replacement is the entire stowed
wing. Figure 2.2.3-5 depicts the blanket and wing ORU's. The mechanical and
electrical interface at the beta joint will be designed for ease of service.
Major changes can most easily and safely be incorporated in ground facilities.
Retractability is necessary for practical solar array replacement.
2.2.3.8 Battery Trade Studies
2.2.3.8.1 Station Battery Selection
Battery options for the Space Station were evaluated in order to arrive at
a selection of the most cost-effective battery system for final comparison and
trade with the RFCS. This trade was described originally in DR-Ig submittal DP
4.3. Abbreviated descriptions of the battery designs are included here as
background for the trade study. The candidates for IOC are:
o Ni-Cd
o IPV (individual pressure vessel) Ni-H 2
o Bipolar Ni-H 2
Designs of the key candidates at the time the trade was completed, are
appended to this section.
V2-223/14
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• Blanket Box (R-L) ORU
• Mast Canister ORU
Figure 2.2.3-5 PV System ORU Configuration
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2.2.3.8.1.1 Technoloqy Readiness and Development Risk
Potential technology readiness by late 1989, the expected design-freeze
point prior to flight production, is a major consideration in the selection of
the preferred Space Station battery options. The following discussions
summarizes current and projected readiness status, and development risk.
Ni-_d Battery. Space Ni-Cd battery technology is well-established and
currently provides energy storage for the majority of spacecraft. It is
produced in sizes up to 100 Ah in aerospace cell configurations. The current
Space Station Ni-Cd battery design requires 125-Ah cells. Scale-up of the cell
design from 100 to 125 Ah is considered a low-risk development, particularly if
it is accomplished by increasing the width dimension only and leaving the
height and thickness unchanged. Development of the Battery packs is also
low-risk, because an extensive data base exists on the baseline pack design
approach, as well as on successful scaling of this design with capacity. The
battery assembly, incorporating 4 battery packs and 8 heat pipes, requires
development based on current technology heat pipes and panel/heat pipe
integration methods, which are considered low-risk and can be verified with
mass and thermal pack simulators independent of the battery pack development.
Overall, the development of the Ni-Cd battery assembly is considered low-risk,
because no new technology is required and key items are developed along largely
independent paths.
f
The only potential risk results from uncertainties about consistent Ni-Cd
cell quality, which has adversely affected several space programs over the last
few years. The dependance of current aerospace Ni-Cd cell production on a
larger commercial production line will perpetuate a certain level of rish in
this area. However, corrective actions taken by the manufacturer in response
to the recent problems should reduce this risk considerably.
IPV Ni-Hj Battery. The IPV Ni-H 2 battery is expected to be higher-risk
option than the Ni-Cd battery. While development of the large 220-Ah Ni-H 2
cells is well underway and no significant problems are apparent, the scale-up
being accomplished here is greater than that required for the Ni-Cd cell. The
individual elements of the cell are, however, rather straight-forward
extrapolations of existing components and are therefore low-risk. The
V2-223/16
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fsignificant change is the dimensional scale-up, for which design requirements
are well understood and lend themselves to adequate analysis prior to
manufacture. Successful fabrication of single-stack 4.5-in diameter cells has
already been completed, and dual-stack cells are expected to be complete by
IRR. Prior to phase C/D start, a second genertion of cells will have been
demonstrated. Life testing of smaller cells at NWSC in Crane, IN is starting
this year and is expected to yield valuable data for LEO life projection and
further design optimization. If IPV Ni-H 2 batteries are selected at IRR,
representative full-size Space Station cells could go on test at NWSC as early
as September Ig86 to develop a 3-year data base by the start of flight battery
production and 5.5- to 6-year data base at launch. The battery assembly is a
relatively straightforward structure incorporating heat pipes and cells. The
risk areas involve mechanical stability during cell pressure cycling, and
thermal interface quality. Elements of this design are expected to be
demonstrated in 1986 Phase B advanced development in a battery module
incorporating the large cells.
Bipolar Ni-H_ Battery. The bipolar Ni-H 2 system is currently being
developed by NASA-LeRC as well as Ford Aerospace and Yardney. Demonstrations
of subscale hardware and battery stacks with realistic thermal management have
been accomplished, and demonstration of full-size cells in sort stacks is
planned for the near future provided development funding continues. While many
components are very similar to those used in IPV cells the manner in which they
are used places somewhat different demands on these components in some cases.
Also, the technology for full-stack thermal management and containment must be
demonstrated at high voltages, as with the RFCS. At the currently planned
level of funding for development of the bipolar Ni-H 2 battery it is unlikely
that it will be ready for IOC. Aggressive development could result in IOC
readiness, although the life test data base as a full system would be somewhat
limited, and development would be more costly than that of the IPV System.
_V. ¸
Summary. Table 2.2.3-8 summarizes in a semiquantiative and subjective manner
the estimated risk associated with the development of the three systems form an
expected state of readiness at the start of phase C/D. The values for
individual elements represent our estimate, based on similar past developments,
of the probability of not unanticipated problems occurring in that element,
recognizing that no area is entirely immune. Based on this assessment one can
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expect the probability of problem-free development to be about 70, 60 and 45%
respectively for the Ni-Cd, IPV Ni-H 2, and bipolar Ni-H 2 systems.
Contingencies may be applied to success-oriented development cost estimates
based on these probabilities, in order to derive probable real costs of
development.
The risk estimates for the Ni-Cd and IPV Ni-H 2 systems suggest that both
systems can be developed in the required time assuming a minimum 15% risk
tolerance per year. The estimate for the bipolar Ni-H 2 battery indicates
that development for IOC as a sole option would entail some risk, but for
growth its advantages can be realized at minimal risk.
2.2.3.8.1.2 Cost
Costs of the Ni-Cd and IPV Ni-H 2 options have been estimated for
development and production. Impacts of these options on costs of other sysems
(primarily PGS) and launch costs were also assessed. Assumptions are stated
below. Since the bipolar Ni-H 2 battery is a high-risk IOC option has not
been included in this cost comparison as it is clearly more costly to develop
than the other alternatives and therefore not alikely IOC selection.
Ni-Cd Battery DevploDment PrQqram. The Ni-Cd battery development effort would
cover the following hardware.
Production and test of 25 development cells. Production and test
of I prototype battery pack Production and test of I qualification
battery pack
Production and test of I prototype battery assembly with thermal/mass
simulated packs.
Production and test of I qualification battery assembly with I
qualification pack and 3 thermal mass models.
o Production and test of I00 cells for NASA tests and evaluation.
/
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Table 2.2.3-8 Risk Assessment of Battery Option Development
Risk Area
Cell
Positive Electrode
Negative Electrode
Separator/Electrolyte
Mechanical Support
Recombination Mgmt
Electrolyte Mgmt
Conduction Path
Thermal Management
Pressure Containment
Container
Seals
Battery. Pack/Stack
Mechanical
Thermal
Electical
Battery Assembly
Mechanical
Thermal
Electrical
IBattery System
Integration
Operation
Maintenance
Overall Probability
Problen_Free
Problems
Relative Risk
Ni-Cd
(0.859)
0.98
0.95
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.98
'0.99
0.98
(0.960)
0.98
0.98
(0.970)
0,99
0,99
0.99
(0.922)
0.99
0.95
0.98
(0.941)
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.694
0.306
1
IPV Ni-H 2
(0.759)
0.95
0.99
0.95
0.97
0.95
0.9B
0.98
0.98
(0.960)
O.
O.
Bipolar
Ni-H 2
•(0.674)
0.95
0.99
0.95
0.98
0.90
O. 90
1.00
0.95
(0.951)
98
98
(o. 884)
0.95
0.95
0.98
(0.941)
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.606
0.394
1.25
0.98
0.97
(0.857)
0.95
0.95
0.95
(0.864)
0.98
0.95
0.98
I. (0.951)
0.99
0.98
0.98
0.476
O. 524
1.7
t.
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Ni-H2 Battery Development Proqram. The Ni-H 2 battery development program
would cover the following hardware:
o Production and test of 40 development cells
0
0
0
Production and test of I prototype battery assembly
Production and test of I qualification battery assembly
Production and acceptance test of I life test battery assembly
Production and test of 100 cells for NASA test and evaluation
,f
Solar Array Cost/Mass/Draq: Costs associated with solar array impacts were
conservatively estimated as:
0 Solar array electrical costs: $ 350/W Solar array electrical mass:
18.43 g/W Solar array drag cost: 123/W-year.
Launch Costs. The launch cost ground rule used is (to 270 n.mi orbit):
o Launch cost: &7040/kg
Cost Comparison. Table 2.2.3-9 shows that cost comparison between the Ni-Cd
and IPV Ni-H 2 system is lowest in direct cost by about $30M, which primarily
represents launch cost differences. Solar array IOC cost impacts are about a
$IOM reduction for both options with respect to a 60% efficient RFCS.
Drag-related cost compared to those for a 60% efficient RFCS are about
$2.5M/year lower, for a total reduction of $12.5M for the expected 5-year
lifetime for these systems.
Development and production costs were estimated independent of the RCS
PRICE model by a "bottoms-up" approach based on Ford Aerospace experience in
developing advanced space battery systems as well as cell costs from ROM quotes
by cell manufacturers or derived from manufacturer's current price lists.
Costs do not include life tests conducted by NASA.
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Table 2.2.3-9 Battery Option Cost Comparison
, ,,
I
I
I
Parameter
Mass
Volume
Cost
Development a
Productiona
Launch
Subtotal
IOC cost versus 60% RFCS
Array power
Array mass
Array costa
Launch cost.
Subtotal
IDrag-related costs
)versus 60% RFCS
I
IFor 5-year life
I
IPV Ni-H 2
Value
4370kg
12.5 m3
Cost
($106)
14
19
64
(7.1)
L_
Value
8680 kg
9.65 ms
Ni-Cd
Cost
($1o6)
10
2B
61
99
(20.6 kW)
(3BO kg)
(7.2)
(2.7)
(9.7)
(2.5) year)
(12.5)
(9.9)
(2.5)/year)
(_2.5)
aCosts are exclusive of prime contractor G&A and fee
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The somewhat higher development risk for the Ni-H 2 battery is reflected
in the higher development cost. Additional margin could be added to allow for
unanticipated problems, but this margin would not remove the significant cost
advantage with respect to Ni-Cd batteries.
We conclude that based on cost the IPV Ni-H 2 sysem is the preferred
battery option for the Space Station.
2.2.3.8.].3 Other Factors
Additional factors which may affect the selection of a Ni-Cd or IPV Ni-H 2
battery system for the station are performance, reliability, life, maintance,
commonality, contingency capability, operations, controls and data
requirements, etc. In most of these areas the systems, as configured, provide
essentially equal performance.
Electrical performance is similar because of the battery string sizing and
the fundamental similarity of the electrochemical behaviors. Reliability of
the systems is similar due to the tolerance to cell shorting in the large
series strings. The parts count in the Ni-Cd battery system is considerably
higher, and therefore more random failures may be expected, but the high level
of replication minimizes the impact of failures. Life expectancy is equalized
by the selection of appropriate depth of discharge levels.
Maintenance of either system is essentially not required. Periodic
reconditioning may be beneficial for the Ni-Cd system, but is not absolutely
required. Reconditioning of the Ni-H 2 battery does not appear to be
required, but may be done if desired. Both systems will have let-down reistors
to permit individual assembly discharge for increased maintenance safety, and
these resistors could be used for reconditioning.
f
Commonality between the station and the platform is desirable and can be
achieved to an extent with either system. In the case of Ni-Cd some hardware
commonality is practical and design commonality would be significant, although
the capacities would be 124 Ah and 100 Ah, respectively. In the case of
Ni-H 2 commonality can be achieved at the component design level for the
cells, and for heat pipes. An additional platform Ni-H 2 battery option is
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the use of the same cell as on the station in a 24-celi assembly with voltage
boosted to the 16- V level. This option would achieve almost complete
commonality between station and platform batteries.
Contingency capability is provided by both batteries. The Ni-Cd option
provides this capability with considerably more margin, however, than the
Ni-H 2 option, because its nominal D0D is low.
Operational requirements for the two systems are virtually identical.
Charge management techniques are the same. The Ni-H2system offers the
potential of state-of-charge verification via pressure sensing, although the
coulometry method of charge management would obviate it for normal operations.
It may be of interest for special situations such as contingency.
Controls and data requirements are also similar, with a requirement of
approximately twice the voltage data quantity for the Ni-Cd option because of
the large number of cells. Current and thermal control sensing requirements
are similar.
Impacts on other subsystems vary. The Ni-Cd options requires a larger
quantity of charge and discharge regulators and associated switch gear than the
Ni-H 2 system. This will increase cost of production and test of source PMAD
equipment. Thermal subsystem impacts are similar, since time-averaged
dissipation levels are about the same. Instantaneous dissipation for the
Ni-H 2 system is somewhat higher on discharge. With the lower thermal mass
this yields either a larger temperature swing or requires a slightly larger
radiator.
Modularity (number of ORUs) for the Ni-Cd and Ni-H 2 batteries are 16 and
20, respectively. This means that the on-board spare requirement, if temporary
operation with one battery out is undesirable, represents only 5 to 6% of the
total system mass: 211 kg for Ni-H2 and 530 kg for Ni-Cd. If on-board
sparing is desired, some relative penalty accrues to the Ni-Cd system.
2.2.3.8.1.4 Summary and Conclusion
L The IPV Ni-H 2 battery system is much lower in mass, much lower in 2
launch cost as a result, and is slightly less expensive to develop and produce
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than the Ni-Cd system. Other factors are generally not discriminators between
the systems. Development risk for the Ni-H 2 battery is somewhat higher, but
is well outweighed by the cost savings resulting from its mass advantage. The
Ni-H 2 battery system is therefore selected as the preferred battery option
for the Space Station.
2.2.3.8.1.5 Space Station Ni-Cd Battery
The Space Station Ni-Cd battery system option consists of 16 batteries. A
pair of batteries is assigned to one source bus. Each battery is comprised of
a support plate on wich four assemblies are mounted, each containing 26 cells
of 124-A.h capacity each. Heat pipes embedded in the honeycomb plate collect
battery waste heat and transport it to a contact heat exchanger that is clamped
against a cold plate in the utility center coolant loop. In each utility
center, eight batteries are placed in a rack-type mounting configuration.
Table 2.2.3-10 summarizes key battery design and performance parameters for
a description of the station and platform battery assembly refere to DR02.
2.2.3.8.2 _OC PV Platform Battery Option Selection
Battery options for the platforms were evaluated in order to arrive at a
selection of the most cost-effective battery system for final comparison and
trade with the RDCS. Battery options were described in previous DR-19
submittals DP 4.1 and DP 4.2 and DP 4.3 and DR02. Abbreviated design
descriptions are included here as background for the trade study. The
candidates for IOC are:
o Ni-Cd
o IPV (individual pressure vessel) Ni-H 2
- Option 1: Station-derived, low voltage
- Option 2: Platform-specific, high voltage
o
o Bipolar NI-H 2
The platform-specialized (Option 2) Ni-H 2 battery is selected based on
overall lower cost compared with the Ni-Cd option, the fact that it appears no
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Table 2.2.3-10 Station Ni-Cd Battery Characteristics
l
L_I
Characteristic
System configuration
Nominal pouer rating (kW)
Total number of battery assemblies
Assemblies per utility center
Capacity per assembly (Ah)
Packs per assembly
Cells per pack
Total cells
Electrical
Average discharge voltage (V)
Average charge voltage
Average discharge current per battery (A)
Peak charge current per battery (A)
Nominal depth of discharge (%)
Mechanical
Mass per cell [kg (Ib)]
Mass per battery pack [kg (ib)]
Mass per battery assembly [kg (Ib)]
Total ESS mass [kg (ib)]
Cell dimensions [cm (ft)]
Battery pack dimensions [cm (ft)]
Battery assembly dimensions [m (ft)]
Battery system dimensions
per utility center [m (ft)]
Total battery system envelope volume
[m3 (ft3)]
Thermal
Operating temperature range ('C)
Thermal mass (Wh/'C)
Average dissipation on discharge (kW)
Average dissipation during recharge (kW)
Heat pipes per battery assembly
Heat pipe capacity (ea.) (W)
Total heat pipe rejection capacity (kW)
Value
86.2
16
8
125
4
26
1664
127.9
150.8
42.1
30.1
20
4.04 (8.91)
121 (267)
530 (1168)
8680 (19136)
20.6 x 20.1 x 3.2
(0.68 x 0.66 x 0.10)
56 x 50 x 22
(1.84 x 1.64 x 0.72)
1.30 x 1.17 x 0.30
(4.27 x 3.84 x 1.0)
1.40 x 1.30 x 2.65
(4.59 x 4.27 x 8.7)
9.65 (341)
0 to 20
2080
15.84
4
8
300
38.4
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different in development risk, and the absence of any other discriminators.
This selection is valid whether or not there is a parallel Ni-H 2 battery
development program for the space station. The reduced assembly-level
redundancy associated with the station-derived Ni-H 2 system makes it less
desirable from an apparent system reliability point of view. However, it is
recommended that the reliability of this option be investigated in some more
detail if the Ni-H2 battery is selected as the Station Energy Storage. For
full details of the baseline platform option refer to DR02.
2.2.3.8.3 Battery and Array S.ize Selection
The key trade study performed in support of the PV subsystem definition was
concerned with the sizing of the array power and battery capacity. The major
consideration was the optimization of array and battery for the polar platform
while meeting the station requirements in a cost-effective manner. Emphasis
has been placed on polar platform optimization to minimize first-launch mass.
In addition to the general requirements stipulated in the Space Station
Program Power System Definitions and Requirements, specific ground rules used
for the battery and PV array size trade are:
o Minimize polar platform first-launch and IOC EPS mass
0
0
Identical assemblies on platform and station for source hardware
(strict commonality)
The platform carries one redundant battery at first launch and IOC
0
0
The platform battery DOD is 35% maximum with one battery to
The station must have an even number of batteries, but carries no
redundant batteries
o Station battery DOD is 35% maximum with all batteries working
i/
,,._.J
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In addition to these criteria, the following are considered as goals:
The IOC platform has at least three batteries plus on redundant
battery
Station PV nominal power capability of 25 kW at user input plus I kW
for PMAD processors at 3 years in orbit
o Minimize PV subsystem mass on the station
2.2.3.8.3.1 Approach
Following detailed definition and refinement of array degradation factors
for the worst-case altitude conditions for the polar platform and the station,
the power capability of array panels for the 10-year polar orbit case and
3-year station orbit case were determined. A simple linear mass model equation
was used for one array wing:
\.
Wing mass = 181.2 kg + 5.5 kg/(panels/blanket) and for one battery:
Battery mass = 72 kg + 2.4 kg/Ah
These models have good validity in the ranges of interest
The peaking requirements on the platform permit variation of
depth-of-discharge carry-over to subsequent cycles, so long as full recharge is
achieved at the completion of the two peaking orbits and two make-up orbits.
Larger arrays minimize this carry-over, thus reducing the battery size required
to maintain a maximum 35% DOD. Smaller arrays necessitate increased battery
size.
Total battery capacity requirement for the station is a function of array
capability. Since the platform-optimized array may not meet the station PV
power goal of 25+I kW, the batteries are not necessarily sized to support 25+I
kW, but rather the actual capability of the PV system up to 26+I kW.
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2.2.3.8.3.2 Trade Summary
Capacity Range. Potentially viable battery capacity options cover the
range of 30 to 120 Ah. However, the platform redundancy considerations result
in significant penalties at the very large capacity sizes. Thus, capacities
above 80 Ah were effectively eliminated from consideration. Below about 50 Ah
capacity, the quantity of batteries on the station becomes quite large and this
begins to present significant cost penalties. Since appropriate redundancy
levels for the platform do not demand batteries smaller than 50 Ah, the lower
limit was set at that level for further trades. The viable range of 50 to 80
Ah was selected.
f
Array/Battery Trade. Figure 2.2.3-6 shows the mass trade for 46 and 48
panel arrays and the selected parametric range of battery capacities. The mass
figures represent the array wings, batteries, and the power-independent mass of
the charge and discharge power converters (the power dependent part does not
vary with capacity selection). The sawtooth shape of the curves reflects the
modularity of the batteries; mass increases with capacity as batteries are
increasingly oversized with respect to the need, until the point is reached
where smaller whole number of batteries fits the requirement (a whole even
number in case of the station).
/
Array Size Selection: Only in the case of the I0C platform would a system
with a 48-panel array be potentially lighter than a 46-panel system over a
small range of battery capacities. In that range, there would be overall mass
penalties on the first-launch platform and the station, with the first-launch
platform being particularly mass-critical, the 46-panel array was selected as
common baseline for the platform and the station, even though the station PV
power capability does not quite reach the output power goal of 25+I kW.
Battery Capacity Selection: Figure 2.2.3-6 illustrates the following
potential capacity selection (46-panel case):
o 55 Ah- minimal first-launch platform mass
o 58 Ah - low station mass
V2-223/26
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o 62 Ah - minimal IOC platform mass
O 77 Ah - minimal station mass, minimal total installed mass
The 77-Ah option appears attractive, but the first-launch platform mass
penalty is large. The 55-Ah capacity is best for first-launch but yields large
penalties on 10C platform and station. The 62-Ah capacity, which provides low
total installed mass with minimal added mass on the first-launch platform, is
an attractive compromise. The 62-Ah batteries are therefore selected as
baseline.
Battery Cell Diameter: Options are the conventional 3.5-inch diameter
Ni-H 2 cells versus the more recently demonstrated 4.5-inch versions. The
4.5-inch cell, while nearly equivalent in maturity to the smaller size, is not
mass-effective below about 90-100 Ah capacity. Since platform redundancy
requirements force the selection of the cell capacity well below this level,
the 3.5-inch diameter technology is the logical choice.
C.
Battery Voltage and Modularity: Options are voltage levels optimally
matched to the source bus voltage, and voltage levels that provide the
opportunity for commonality with lower-voltage space station elements, such as
the Mobile Servicing Center (MSC) and related systems such as the OMV. The
former would require approximately 100 cells in series, split in two or more
manageable series assemblies. The latter could be implemented with a modular
battery assembly with 22 to 23 cells. Four of these in series (88 to 92 cells)
would serve station and platform, and a single assembly would be compatible
with low-voltage (MIL-STD-1539) systems.
The modular approach does not appear to present significant cost penalties,
since practical constraints already dictate a level of physical modularity for
the 100-cell batteries. Using a 23-cell modular design approach, battery
development costs would be virtually eliminated for the low-voltage systems, so
that the overall cost of energy storage hardware for the program could be
reduced. Therefore, a 23-cell battery assembly has been baselined as the
building block for the space station and associated batteries.
2.2.3.g Capillary Pumped Loop Thermal Control. System Study
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2.2.3.9.1 Intrpductio)
The baseline design of the integrated thermal control (ITC) system for the
PV modules is described in section 2.1.1.5 of DR-02. The mechanically pumped
two phase (MPTP) thermal transport system was selected. A study was performed
in order to compare the MPTP system with the capillary pumped loop (CPL)
concept. Both are two phase heat transport systems using ammonia as the
working fluid. The primary difference is that the MPTP design incorporates a
motor driven pump, while capillary action provides the pumping power in the CPL
system. The conclusion was that, although the CPL system is better from a
technical standpoint, commonality with the WP-02 thermal transport system
favors the MPTP design.
2.2.3.9.2 Description Of CPL System
The ITC, shown schematically in Figure 2.2.3-7, is a redundant capillary
pumped loop (CPL) system which uses ammonia as the working fluid. Alternate
independent capillary pump evaporators are manifold to separate, independent
flow loops. The capillary pumped loop design is based on the CPL technology
developed by the OAO Corporation, Greenbelt, Maryland. The OAO cold plate
provides heat acquisition from the battery or PMAD electronics. Each cold
plate consists of aluminum honeycomb containing the redundant axially grooved
aluminum evaporators. A capillary evaporator pump is shown in Figure 2.2.3-8.
A porous wick provides the required capillary pumping mechanism. The heat flow
path from the batteries and PMAD electronics to the CPL cold plate is part of
the system utility plate, which also contains interfaces for the transfer of
data and power from the ORU's to other parts of the station.
2.2.3.9.3 Performance. Definition
f
The thermal rejection system has been sized for the orbital average peak
heat rejection requirement of the battery, despite the fact that there is
considerable thermal mass in the batteries. The PMAD heat rejection is based
on the maximum heat rejection of each ORU and the maximum number of ORU's that
are operational at any one time. For a single module, the resulting total heat
rejection required is 6.0 kW. The system is designed to reject this amount of
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Cheat with the CPL cold plates at 2°C. Selection of this cold plate
temperature assures that the nominal 5 ± 5 C temperature is maintained at the
batteries under all but contingency or failure conditions.
C_
A two phase capillary pumped heat transport loop using ammonia as the fluid
is used to collect and transport the heat from the PMAD and battery cold plates
to the radiator system.. A schematic of the capillary pumped loop design is
given in Figure 2.2.3-9. This design has the advantage of requiring no moving
parts and little power. The heat load on the cold plate evaporates the ammonia
in a porous which structure. The vapor is then condensed in the radiator heat
exchanger. The capillary forces in the porous wick provide the pumping power
to return the liquid to the capillary pump where it is again evaporated. A
temperature controlled reservoir provides ammonia to flood the pumps for
initial start up, insures that they are constantly receiving liquid at the
inlet, and controls the temperature and pressure at which the loop operates.
Anisolator consisting of an annulus for liquid flow and a porous wick similar
to that in the pump prevents the depriming of one pump in the parallel flow
arrangement from affecting the operation of the other pumps. In the event of
depriming of an evaporator pump, or of a sudden change in the thermal load on
one or more pumps, the reservois control restores the CPL system to a stable
operating mode. These operating characteristics have been demonstrated by OAO
Corporation and NASA GSFC under both ADP programs and for WP-03 platform
thermal control. Two engineering units, each capable of rejecting 6.3 kw of
heat over a 10 meter transport distance, have been built and tested
extensively. These tests demonstrated the transport limit, heat load sharing
between evaporators, liquid inventory and temperature control by the reservoir,
pressure priming under heat load, the ability of legs of the condenser to
automatically shut down when they become too hot, and isolation of a single
deprimed evaporator. Two smaller CPL systems have been flown on shuttle on STS
51-G (6/85) and STS 61-C (I/86). Flight test results obtained during zero-g
operation were almost identical to results of the same tests performed on the
ground. From experience gained with these models, a vapor line diameter of 1.0
in and a liquid line diameter of 0.5 in were selected for the CPL system in
each utility center. The maximum capillary pumping head developed will be
approximately 0.5 psi.
.
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2.2.3.9.4 Conclusion
The performance of both the HPTP and CPL systems has been demonstrated in
testing at one g. ]n addition,, two CPL systems have flown in the payload bay
of the shuttle. These units verified that the performance of the CPL design in
space is the same as on the ground. The HPTP design has yet to be flight
tested. The CPL concept is inherently self controlling, and the absence of any
moving parts makes it more reliable and less complex. The HPTP design has been
selected as the WP-02 thermal transport system, due in part to the fact that
the thermal transport distances inboard of the alpha joint are much longer than
any that have been demonstrated using CPL. If the mandate to maximize
commonality is overriding, the MPTP design will be favored.
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_2.2.3.9.4 Conclusion
The performance of both the MPTP and CPL systems has been demonstrated in
testing at one g. In addition,, two CPL systems have flown in the payload bay
of the shuttle. These units verified that the performance of the CPL design in
space is the same as on the ground. The MPTP design has yet to be flight
tested. The CPL concept is inherently self controlling, and the absence of any
moving parts makes it more reliable and less complex. The MPTP design has been
selected as the WP-02 thermal transport system, due in part to the fact that
the thermal transport distances inboard of the alpha joint are much longer than
any that have been demonstrated using CPL. If the mandate to maximize
commonality is overriding, the MPTP design will be favored.
2.2.3.10 Enerqy Storaqe Trade Study
The IPV NiH 2 battery system was selected over the regenerative fuel cell
(RFC) for supplying EPS energy storage. The primary factors in this trade
decision were lower cost, greater technical maturity, and commonality
considerations. The IPV NiH 2 technology and operational risks are relatively
low due to the mature technology base and the availability of back-up cell
vendors who have supplied proven reliable space battery systems and have an
understanding of operational requirements and techniques. A key determinant in
the battery selection was the baselining of a hybrid EPS and PV platforms.
Limiting the maximum quantity of PV on the station to 25 kw, with growth by
addition of SD modules, nullified the advantages of RFCs which were
particularly well suited to a station with PV growth. In addition, commonality
with the platform was an important consideration and was maximized by selection
of batteries for energy storage.
Ch. Z
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2.2.4 SD Subsystem Trades
2.2.4.1 Concentrator Trade Studies
2.2.4.1.1 Structure Trad@s
A preliminary structure dynamics design analysis and trade study in support
of the Solar Dynamic (SD) concentrator, interface structure and fine pointing
controls trades was completed. The objective of the analysis was to evaluate
novel concentrator fine pointing mechanisms and interface structure concepts in
terms of structural dynamic performance and system mass characteristics. Other
criteria such as cost were excluded from this analysis. The specific goal was
to evaluate the configurations with respect to mass and coupled structural
vibration modes. Modal frequency constraints (_ I Hz) were derived from the
desire to separate structural modes from the fine pointing control loop
bandwidth (O.5Hz) by a factor of two, to preclude control/structure
interaction. It was concluded from the results of this study that the dual
axis fine pointing mechanism/interface structure configuration, adopted as part
of the preliminary design reference concept, is both low in mass and
sufficiently rigid to effectively avoid modal frequencies below one Hertz. In
some, but not all of the cases studied, the lowest modes involved significant
modal participation from the concentrator reflective surface. Important gains
in concentrator structural dynamic performance were achieved with the
incorporation of the current reflective surface and support structure design
into the recommended reference configuration.
The reflective surface configuration consisted of a hex-truss modular
construction using graphite-epoxy support beams for mirrored facets. Each
hex-truss was modeled as 12 major beam elements, with the weight of hinges,
latches, beam elements and facets lumped at the various circumferential and
interior nodes.
2.2.4.1.1.1 Interface Structure And Strut Confiqurations
Figure 2.2.4.1-I depicts the initial and final integrated interface
structure, strut and reflective surface assembly configurations. The initial
interface and strut structure is represented by a three-point space frame
network, made up of a back-up truss, main mast, supporting struts and "T-brace"
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Figure 2.2.4. l-la Previous Concentrator Model Configuration
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JFigure 2.2.4.1-1b Current Concentrator Model Configuration
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finterface structure assembly for attachment to the beta joint and mounting of
the PCU equipment. The final configuration of these items is represented by a
prismatic truss space frame, reinforced by a triangular frame, made up of equal
diameter struts; and a double ring-gimbal fine pointing mechanism, attached to
a space frame interface structure superstructure mounted to a base plate. In
all configurations, all frame elements are of filament-wound graphite-epoxy
construction.
2.2.4.1.1.2 Analysis Results
Table 2.2.4.1-I shows the results of the analysis. The initial
configuration first vibration mode had a frequency of 0.129 Hz. The final
configuration first mode frequency was 0.976 Hz. Other configurations
considered had first modes between 0.5 and 1.09 Hz.
Concept
Table 2.2.4.1-I Concentrator Structure Analysis Results
First Mode Second Mode Third Mode
(Hz) (Hz) (Hz)
Three Strut, Front Mount 0.129
Initial Configuration
Flat Frame Back Mounted <0.5
Parallelapiped Front Mount <0.5
Back Mounted Truss I 1.089
Back Mounted Truss II 1.12
Three Actuator Truss 1.033
Front Mounted Truss 1.063
Double Ring Gimbal, Prismatic 0.976
Space Frame, Final Configuration
0.538 0.572
1.255
1.158 1.23I
1.276 1.359
A detailed description of this trade study is located in the December issue
of DR02 Section 7.3
V2-2241/2
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2.2.4.1.2 Concentrator. Control.Options
A fine-pointing concentrator control option evaluation was completed in
support of the concentrator preliminary design. The objective of the study was
to evaluate several fine-pointing control concepts in terms of control loop
logic and suitability for this application. The optical performance of four of
these concepts was also evaluated. The evaluation criteria included control
simplicity, authority and error budgets, as well as optical performance. The
specific objective was to identify the concentrator control requirements and to
specify concentrator control performance. The control loop bandwidth was
selected at 0.5 Hz, based on structural dynamics and Space Station controller
bandwidths inboard of the SD subsystem. It was concluded, as a result of this
study, that viable control loops for concentrator fine-pointing control can be
of a simple variety and that the optical performance of the reference
configuration is acceptable, based on the data obtained to date.
The initial reference concept for fine-pointing actuation employed a steerable
reflector oriented by shortening or lengthening two of three struts connecting
the concentrator to the interface structure. Five 2-axis universal joints were
used to avoid bending moments in the struts or reflector structure. With
length-positioning actuators on two of the struts, the concentrator may be
pitched or tilted about the parabola vertex. Since the receiver is rigidly
attached to the interface structure, it is possible to orient the reflector
continuously so that its concentrated image is centered in the receiver.
This optical system, however, presents three issues: (1) At any off-axis
sun angle, the focus will be displaced with respect to the receiver aperture;
(2) At any off-axis angle, the focal spot will expand and distort; (3) The
structural stiffness of the system is primarily limited by the stiffness of the
mast strut.
In response to these issues, three major configuration options were
evaluated : (I) An integrated system of the type identified by LeRC; (2) a
variation on the previous reference concept with respect to strut, universal
joint, and actuator arrangements, using 3 linear actuators; and (3) the concept
which was ultimately selected as the final reference, wherein the fine pointing
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mechanism consists of a dual ring-gimbal and two linear actuators mounted on
the interface structure.
The integrated concept, avoided all three issues cited above for the
initial reference concept. In trade, however, the greater inertia of the
integrated concept required increased actuator loads and power, flexing of
fluid lines, and perhaps, increased stiffness of the transverse boom.
Nevertheless, the integrated concept remains an attractive option and is a
strong alternative to the current reference concentrator fine pointing
configuration.
The second candidate was a variation on the previous reference concept.
Because its struts are fixed at their bases, all participate in structural
resistance to disturbances about the optical axis-- which, as discussed in
Section 2.2.4.1.1, was the weakest mode for the previous reference concept. In
addition, because all struts are actuated, a second deficiency of the previous
reference concept is resolved; i.e., the focus can be positioned along the
receiver optical axis. However, this concept can have, under some
circumstances, a smeared and distorted focus which affects the solar intercept
factor.
The third candidate, features a two axis fine pointing mechanism which gimbals
the reflector independently of the PCU, resulting in a low gimbaled mass and
modest coarse and fine pointing parasitic power requirements. The two-axis
fine pointing mechanism kinematically constrains the reflector focal point and
effectively eliminates translation of the focal point with respect to the
receiver aperture, resulting in a simplified optical system. However, this
candidate has a greater fine pointing inertia than the initial reference
concept. The inertia about an axis parallel to the alpha axis is 150% of that
of the initial reference concept. The inertia about an axis parallel to the
beta axis is about 3 times that of the initial reference concept. However, the
inertia of this concept is significantly lower than that of the integrated
concept_ The increased inertia of the third candidate was judged to be
acceptable in terms of the linear actuator forces required. This candidate
also exhibits a 300 Ibm penalty with respect to the initial reference concept.
In spite of these detrimental features the third candidate was selected on the
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{basis of superior optical performance, structural stiffness and control
simplicity.
2.2.4.1.3 Concentrator DQployment Trade Study
Five alternate concepts were considered for the on-orbit assembly of the
reflector subassembly. They included: a fully automatic, motorized,
hinged/latched concept requiring no EVA for assembly; a fully deployable,
non-motorized, hinge/latch concept requiring no EVA; a hinge/latch concept
which is part EVA, part IVA assembly wherein all the panels are connected with
hinges; a hinge/latch concept which is part EVA, part IVA assembly where the
assembly of three groups of hex-trusses is required; and a latch only, all-EVA
assembly concept. These concepts are designated A through E, respectively.
They are illustrated in Figure 2.2.4.1-2. Concept D was the reference concept
prior to this trade study.
The quantitative selection criteria used in the trade study are shown in
Table 2.2.4.1-2. They include EVA and IVA resources required to assemble,
overall program risk, and overall reflector subassembly program cost.
Qualitative selection criteria were also used as discriminators. They include:
ground and flight support equipment required, stowed volume and weight,
deployment tooling for AICO, restow capability, NBS compatibility, deployment
envelope, and structural stiffness. The weighting factors were established
based on a negotiated understanding of the relative importance of the
quantitatively evaluated criteria.
Each of the alternate assembly concepts was evaluated against the
quantitative criteria by selecting one or more key parameters and using those
as indicators. In the case of required EVA/IVA resources, a detailed timeline
of EVA and IVA resource usage was developed for each concept. In evaluating
the overall program risk of each concept, the key parameters were complexity of
the AICO, and ground test facilities, probability of successful restow after 30
year life, Neutral Buoyancy Simulator compatibility, and EVA time allowance
criticality.
f
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Table 2.2.4.1-2
p_PLOYABLE/ERECTABLE REFLECTOR TRADE STUDY CRITERIA
Criteria Weiqhtinq Factor
Ouantitative _riteria
EVA/IVA Resources Required 4
Overall Program Risk
Overall Program Cost
Oualitative Discriminator_
Ground and Flight Support Equipment Requirements
Stowed Volume and Weight
Deployment Tooling for Assembly, Integration and Checkout
Restow Capability
Neutral Buoyancy Simulator Compatibility
Deployment Envelope
Structural Stiffness
The evaluation of the overall cost was based on the estimated number of
drawings required for the flight, flight support and ground support equipment
included in each concept. This parameter has a good historical correlation to
the relative program cost of antennas produced by Harris Corp., the team member
responsible for the reflector subassembly. A summary of the overall cost
evaluation is shown in Table 2.2.4.1-3.
Concepts C and D are marginal with respect to existing neutral buoyancy
simulation facility compatibility. Concept A is marginal with respect to
restow capability. Concepts C and D are marginal with respect to EVA resource
availability and allocation.
The results of the evaluation are summarized in Table 2.2.4.1-4. Each of
the concepts is evaluated against each of the criteria and ranked in the
matrix. In the upper right hand corner of each EVA/IVA and Program Cost matrix
cell the raw evaluation results are listed. The relative ranking of each
concept for each criteria is located in the middle of each matrix cell.
Rankings are from ] to 5, I being the highest ranking. The criteria score for
each concept is located in the lower left corner of each matrix cell. The
V2-2241/6
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,. Table 2.2.4.1-3
I PROGRA,M coST, MATRIX I
REFLECTOR
GROUND
SUPPORT
EQUIPMENT
FLIGHT
SUPPORT
EQUIPMENT
TOTAL
A B
892 807
525 460
195 195
1612 1462
1.51 X 1.38X
C
717
330
320
1367
D
i
717
330 .
320
i367
E
622
i|
255
185
1062
RELATIVE 1.29X 1.29X 1X
VALUES
NUMBERS ARE COMPLEXITY FACTORS BASED ON THE DRAWING COUNT FOR EACH SYSTEM.
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Table[ 2:T.4. I-4
/
\,
/
I
\
EVAIIVA
OVERALL
PROGRAM
RISK
PROGRAM
COST
TOTALS
REFLECTOR ASSEMBLY EVALUATION MATR IX
A B C D E
110.5/29
4 3 4 2
16 12 16 8
3 3 1
3
o
44
36 40 21
WEIGHTING
:ACTOR
4
"_ ..
.. 2-Rq _ -.--
Icriteria score is the product of the relative ranking and weighting factor,
shown on the extreme right side of the matrix. The total score is shown across
the bottom of the matrix. The lowest score indicates the highest ranked
concept.
The concepts were ranked E, C, D, A, and B. Concept E was clearly
superior to the other concepts. Concepts A, C and D are fairly close together,
and concept B is significantly lower in the ranking.
The all latch concept appears to be clearly superior to the other
alternatives considered. In addition to its high quantitative ranking, it is
the most flexible with respect to assembly location and method, and has a
reasonable assembly timeline. The all latch design is the recommended approach
and has been included in the reference preliminary design concept.
F
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2.2.4.2 Receiver/PCU Trades
F
2.2.4.2.1 _BC Receiver / PCU Trades
The trade studies and analyses carried out in arriving at the design for
the CBC receiver / PCU can be broken into three general categories. These are
receiver trades, PCU trades, and control loop trades. Certain of the assembly
trades have strong subsystem effects and the interactive nature of each trade
is indicated in order to tie it to the whole.
2.2.4.2.1.1 ThermodYnamic State Point SelectiQn
This highly interactive analysis was carried out in two phases. The first
phase concentrated solely on minimization of subsystem mass to optimize
subsystem equipment. Approximate mass and area models for the concentrator and
radiator were used in this analysis. Parametric variation of several design
variables allowed selection of the most effective design by plotting all
designs surveyed. (see Figure 2.2.4.2.1-I)
The second phase of thermodynamic statepoint selection was carried out with
explicit recognition of three other subsystem drivers. These were receiver
lifetime, packaging, and reliability enhancement.
Receiver lifetime was addressed by taking advantage of the flux tailoring
capabilities of the segmented concentrator to avoid flux peaks in the receiver
cavity and by lowering the turbine inlet temperature slightly. This lead to
substantial enhancement of receiver lifetime at a small cost in concentrator
size and mass.
Packaging constraints were explicitly incorporated by limiting the
concentrator size to 19 hexagonal panels. This avoids packaging and
installation complexities associated with "edge wedges". More effective use is
thus made of the orbiter payload envelope and limited installation resources.
Reliability enhancement is achieved by reducing the complexity of the
equipment required for cooling the SD electronics by sizing the cycle radiator
V2-22421/I
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to accomplish this task. The lowered radiator outlet temperature produces
lower electronics operating temperatures and consequently longer electronics
component life expectancy.
The options considered in the thermodynamic statepoint trade were ranges of
values associated with recuperator and gas cooler effectiveness, compressor
inlet temperature, pressure ratio, and specific speed, rotor speed, pressure
drop ratio, and bleed gas flow ratio. Turbine inlet temperature was also
varied over a small range consistent with the selected thermal storage salt.
The sensitivity of the mass and performance of each of the components to
the various design parameters was used to determine a subsystem mass for each
set of parametric values. The full set of subsystem mass totals was plotted,
and the family of solutions at or near the minimum were used for selection of
the preferred state point set. The range examined for each of the parameters
is shown in Table 2.2.4.2.1-i along with the selected value for that variable
and comments on the rationale for its selection.
Table 2.2.4.2.1-I
State Point Trade Parameters
Parameter RanQe Value
Recuperator 0.84 - 0.97 0.94
effectiveness
Gas cooler 0.84 - 0.97 0.94
effectiveness
Compressor inlet 480R - 580R 520R
temperature
Compressor 1.6 - 2.2 1.9
pressure ratio
Compressor 0.07 - 0.10 0.093
specific speed
Rotor speed 20 - 40 32,000
(1000 rpm)
Pressure 0.90 - 0.95 0.93
drop ratio
Bleed gas 0.02 - 0.05 0.025
flow ratio
V2-22421/2
Comments/Rationale
Minimun mass
Minimum mass
Minimum mass
Compromise
mass/accum, size
Compromise
efficiency/pressure
Compromise
alternator/aero
Compromise
mass/duct size
Minimum for cooling
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2.2.4.2.1.2 Receiver trades
C.
The major receiver trades carried on in the phase B activity were related
to the selection of a thermal energy storage material and to the configuration
of the receiver, thermal energy storage, and heat source heat exchanger. At a
more detailed level, important analysis in support of the second phase of the
state point selection trade was carried out in the TES canister thermal
stress/lifetime study.
TES Salt selection
The options considered for the TES salt were LiF, LiF-MgF2, LiF-CaF2,
Li2C03, and a large family of other candidates which did not get much further
than initial screening.
The recommended TES salt is lithium fluoride calcium fluoride eutectic
(LiF-CaF2).
L
The rationale for this se]e_n is as follows. The fluoride salts were
known from previous experience to have verygood compatibility characteristics
which are essential for this application_Previous work with lithium fluoride
for brayton cycle solar receivers and DOE molten salt reactor fuel formed this
data base. Former Rocketdyne experience with molten carbonates also suggested
lithium carbonate as a backup candidate. The uncertainty associated with LEO
atomic oxygen and the economics of atmospheric versus vacuum chamber testing
pointed away from use of refractory metals. The economics of ORU replacement
placed a premium on long receiver life. These two factors lead to an upper
temperature constraint that eliminated lithium fluoride as a candidate for this
application.
L/
The remaining set of candidates were surveyed for their thermodynamic
properties and ranked in order of their heats of fusion LiF-MgF2, LiF-CaF2, and
Li2C03. However, when the lithium fluoride magnesium fluoride eutectic was
examined experimentally, it was found to form solid solutions which interfered
with its ability to release the full heat of fusion effectively. This
phenomenon disqualified the lithium fluoride magnesium fluoride eutectic. When
V2-22421/3
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the lithium fluoride calcium fluoride euctectic was examined it was found to
behave as predicted. Subsequent analysis of receiver designs based on this
salt confirmed that acceptable receiver lifetimes could be achieved without
resort to refractory materials. Once the salt was selected the selection of
thermodynamic cycle state points was possible.
Salt containment desiqn
The options for salt containment design were those of material selection
and geometry selection. The full range of high strength superalloys was
examined for suitable salt containment candidates. The options for geometry
were confined to large scale versus small scale encapsulation of the salt once
the integrated receiver/TES/HSHX concept was chosen.
The material selected for the TES salt containment was Haynes 188. The geometry
selected was small scale encapsulation.
The material selection was made primarily on compatibility and high
temperature creep strength. Availability and extensive historical
characterization of the material also played an important role in the
selection. Issues concerning sublimation of volatile components of alloys
exposed to hard vacuum at high temperature were addressed in an advanced
development test which demonstrated that this was not a significant problem
from the standpoint of materials strength and receiver lifetime.
The geometry selection was made in the presence of two opposing design
drivers. Larger salt containers imply less fabrication and thus reduced cost,
but this occurs at the expense of higher thermal and phase change expansion
stresses and greater risk of freeze void migration. Smaller salt containers
imply more fabrication and increased cost, but the risk of void migration is
eliminated and the thermal and phase change expansion stresses are
substantially reduced. The possibility of using automated production
techniques for small salt canisters significantly reduces the probable cost
difference between these two candidates and the advantages of risk reduction
provide a great incentive toward use of the small canisters.
V2-22421/4
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Receiver lifetime analysis
if
The receiver lifetime analysis is not a trade study, but its central role
in supporting the major trade studies that have been performed makes inclusion
here appropriate.
As previously described the selection of thermodynamic state points for the
CBC is dependant on the selection of the salt for the thermal energy storage.
Salt selection is in turn strongly influenced by the response of the receiver
lifetime to the operating temperature. This issue of receiver lifetime was in
fact responsible for the elimination of pure lithium fluoride as the TES salt
of choice.
/
L._j
The initial selection of lithium fluoride calcium fluoride was made based
on an estimate of receiver life that indicated that acceptable life was
achievable. The tools to verify that initial estimation have now been
developed and were applied to the problem of receiver design in the latest
itteration of the CBC receiver and PCU design.
In addition to the increased level of receiver analysis there was an
advance in the ability to predict and control the flux distribution in the
receiver cavity. The GTRI work with segmented concentrator optics showed that
the flux could be modified from the pattern expected from offset parabolic
mirrors. The most important aspect of this development was the demonstration
that the flux peak incident on a cylindrical cavity could be reduced by
selective adjustment of the mirror facets to spread the energy over a wider
area while maintaining good optical intercept properties. This property of
segmented optics "tailorability" is key to the receiver design optimization
that took place.
The CBC receiver design absorbs most of the solar energy toward the front
or inlet of the receiver where the working fluid is coolest and a smaller
amount of energy is absorbed at the rear where the working fluid is hottest.
The receiver thermal analysis assumed that with flux tailoring there would be a
45 percent reduction in the maximum incident flux. Performance of the receiver
around the minimum and maximum insolation orbits was calculated using the
V2-22421/5
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tailored flux and the PCU codes to generate time varying receiver boundary
conditions. The receiver was then systematically examined for the canister
which experienced the most severe combination of high temperature and high
stress over the entire orbit. The severity of the combined temperature and
stress was determined from the Larson Miller curves for creep rupture for time
at temperature and stress. This was done for both the minimum and maximum
insolation orbits. The average creep damage done to the most severely stressed
canister in one orbit was then used to calculate a probable minimum canister
life. This was substantially in excess of the thirty year goal. The margin
with which the worst canister met the life requirement was then evaluated in
terms of temperature and stress conservatism. The worst canister was found to
have a gO degree F margin or a 60 percent stress margin. Subsequent evaluation
of possible flux and or flow maldistribution effects showed that the margin was
sufficient to accommodate simultaneous ten percent variation in these
parameters. This analysis is the basis for the claim of thirty year life for
the CBC receiver.
Receiver aperture size
The effects of receiver aperture size were examined over the range of 14 to
22 inches.
An aperture diameter of 43 cm (17 inches) was chosen based on concentrator
size minimization and cycle economics. Smaller aperture diameters were more
efficient with solar energy once it entered the receiver because there was less
area for reradiation. However, reduced aperture size also implied either a
more accurate and expensive concentrator or a decreased intercept factor that
overcompensates for the higher efficiency with which the receiver retains
heat. The selected aperture size was found to strike a balance at the cost
minimum between these two competing effects.
2.2.4.2.1.3 Power conversion unit trades
In addition to the trade studies carried out in the thermodynamic state
point selection several trades were pursued for the equipment in the PCU.
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Alternator selection
The major candidates for the alternator type were the Rice alternator and
the premanent magnet generator (PMG).
The Rice alternator was selected for the CBC power conversion unit.
The rationale for selecting the Rice alternator was that it allows better
control of output voltage, it has a stiffer rotor with better dynamic
characteristics, and it has a better pedigree of successful use on dynamic
power systems intended for space application. The slightly higher efficiency
of the PMG was not sufficient to overcome these advantages for the Rice
alternator.
Alternator coolinq method
The options for alternator cooling include gas cooling and a combination of
gas and liquid cooling.
The selected alternator concept is to cool the rotor with a gas stream that
has been prechilled by a cooled liquid and to cool the stator with a liquid
that is circulated through cooling channels in the backiron.
The selected cooling concept makes use of the most compact method available
to cool the generator components. This compactness reduces the mass of the
alternator assembly. Gas cooling of the alternator stator would be inefficient
because of the large penalties associated with either of the two options
available. Partial flow cooling in which the exhaust is returned to the
compressor inlet would represent too great a loss of compressor work to provide
the circulation needed. Full flow cooling in which thegas is then sent to the
heaters and turbine would have too great an impact on the beta ratio between
the turbine and the compressor.
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Gas cooler desiqn characteristics
( The heat transfer surface candidates for the gas coolers in the CBC PCU are
the finned tube type and the plate fin type.
The plate fin type of heat exchanger was chosen for the cycle gas cooler
and the bleed gas cooler.
The reason for choosing the plate fin type of heat exchanger was primarily
because of its supperior mass properties. Plate fin heat exchangers in the
heat duty and effectiveness are lighter, smaller, and have lower liquid side
pressure drop characteristics. The only apparent advantage that finned tube
heat exchangers have is that there is less manufactured joint between the
liquid and the gas spaces. However, the demonstrated leaktightness and success
of plate fin heat exchangers for the BIPS and certain dual fluid aerospace
applications provides assurance that joint integrity can be achieved in this
application of the plate fin technology.
Other candidate design characteristics of the gas cooler were examined in
the design trades. These included the selection of number of liquid passes
from the range of 2 to 8, selection of the hot and cold side fin spacing from
the range 12 to 16 and 16 to 20 fins per inch respectively and the selection of
the gas cooler aspect ratio from the range 0.1 to 2.
The number of fluid passes selected was 8. The hot side fin spacing was
set at 12 fins per inch. The cold side fin spacing was set at 16 fins per
inch. The gas cooler aspect ratio selected was 0.235.
The rationale for each of these selections was mass minimization consistent
with the requirement for face matching between the recuperator and the gas
cooler.
Recuperator desiqn characteristics
t
Lj
The recuperator design trades were similar to those for the gas cooler in
that the heat exchanger type was decided and aspect ratio value was selected
from the range of 0.5 to 7.0.
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The plate fin type design was selected for the recuperator. An aspect
ratio of 5.0 was chosen.
The rationale for the recuperator design trade selections was minimization
of component mass consistent with the requirement for face matching with the
gas cooler.
2.2.4.2.1.4 Control equipment trades
The control equipment for the CBC receiver/PCU was selected through a
series of design analyses and trades after a number of candidate concepts were
conceptualized. The controls selection has been evolutionary during the phase
B activities in response to the changing environment of requirements as various
system level decisions have been made and as analytical data have been
developed. The decision to use 20kHz power distribution in response to
stringent EMI requirements, the requirement for a throttleable dynamic engine
to provide peaking, and the development of more sophisticated optical and
receiver thermal analysis tools are chief among these influences.
The control equipment trade selections are fully responsive to these
requirements as they currently stand.
Receiver temperature control selection
The candidates for receiver temperature control were recuperator bypass
valve, inventory control, and rotor speed control.
The selected method of receiver temperature control is inventory control by
means of an accumulator and two solenoid valves. Pressurization and
depressurization of the accumulator is provided by the cycle compressor.
Inventory control was selected for receiver temperature control because it
is more efficient, more versatile, and probably more reliable than recuperator
bypass methods, and it is more certain of success without possible GN&C impacts
than rotor speed control.
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The recuperator bypass valve was wasteful of usable thermal power and it
controlled receiver inlet temperature by dumping turbine exhaust heat directly
to the thermal rejection radiator instead of using it for recuperation. There
was no opportunity to take advantage of excess thermal energy by processing it
to produce extra electrical output such as needed for peaking.
Rotor speed control would provide receiver temperature control by varying
mass flow rate, but it does not do it as efficiently as inventory control.
This happens because it does not do as good a job of preserving the balance of
high aerodynamic component efficiency and matching heat exchanger heat transfer
coefficient and pressure drop ratio. In addition the rotor speed changes
necessary to effect this type of control have small but perceptable impacts on
the GN&C through torque imposition. These effects while small may be a
nusiance.
Par@sitic load radiator desiqn
The PLR design options included switched resistance and unswitched fixed
resistance banks.
The unswitched resistance bank was chosen for the CBC PLR.
Selection of a unswitched, voltage regulated, DC resistance device for a
PLR was the result of EMI considerations. The selection of the optimum number
of resistance elements was based on a system mass versus reliability trade
described in the December 86 issue of DR02. The controller power electronics
design reflects this decision to drive the PLR by modulating a DC voltage to a
fixed resistance to avoid much of the EMI produced by switching resistors on
and off. This concept also reduces the severity of the thermal transient
experienced by individual resistance elements.
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2.2.4.2.2 QRC Receiver/PCU Trades
Numerous analyses and trade studies were undertaken during the preliminary
design of the Organic Rankine Cycle Solar Dynamic power generation subsystem.
These studies fall into the following categories:
0
O
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Thermodynamic State Point Selection
Commonality Identification
Pointing, Control and Stability
Receiver
PCU
Radiator/Condenser
Parasitic Load Radiator
Reliability
System
Completion of these studies resulted in an optimized, cost effective
design concept for the Organic Rankine Cycle.
2.2.4.2.2.1 Thermodynamic State Point Selection
Two trade studies were performed in this area; one which considered state
point effects, and one which evaluated options to maximize efficiency.
State Point Effects
The two options considered were operation with or without a back pressure
relief valve (BPRV). The selected approach was to delete the BPRV as this
configuration was found to improve system efficiency, reduce complexity with a
corresponding increase in reliability, and reduce mass.
Efficienc_ Maximization
The parameters evaluated in this study were turbine inlet temperature,
turbine inlet pressure, and RFMD pressure. The selected conditions were a
turbine inlet temperature of 750°F, turbine inlet pressure of 610 psia, and
RFMD pressure of 5 psia. These conditions were found to maximize efficiency
and minimize system weight. Other criteria met by these conditions were a
temperature consistent with minimal working fluid degradation, and a
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supercritical inlet pressure which avoids two-phase vaporizer conditions.
2.2.4.2.2.2 Commonality Identification
Two trade studies were performed in this area; radiator heat panels, and
the RFMD.
Radiator Heat Pipe Panels
Two commonality options were considered for the radiator heat pipe panels;
a unique design or a design similar to the WP-02 central radiator. The
selected approach uses a design similar to WP-02 which provides commonality of
technical approach and also results in minimum mass.
RFMD
The options considered for the RFMD also included a unique design or a
design similar to the WP-02 Two-Phase Thermal Management System (TPTMS) RFMD.
The selected approach was a design similar to the WP-02 design which can be
modified by deleting the temperature control feature to simplify its
applicability to the ORC.
2.2.4.2.2.3 Pointinq, Control, and Stability
This trade study considered the effects of pointing error on the ORC by
evaluating active aperture plate cooling vs. passive aperture plate cooling.
Passive aperture cooling uses the recommended approach since the flux densities
on a conical aperture are within the capabilities of passive cooling.
2.2.4.2.2.4 Receiver
Eight trade studies were performed in this area including aperture sizing,
type of absorber surface, heat pipe selection, type of heat pipe,
circumferential flux maldistribution, type of thermal energy storage, salt
selection, and type of vaporizer.
'\ j,'
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Aperture.Sizinq
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This trade study had as it objective the minimization of reflective,
reradiation, and intercept losses; maximization of tolerance to tracking
errors, and accountability for orbital effects, off-design performance, and
thermal transport. The recommended aperture size was 28 inches (71.1 cm)
diameter resulting from a study performed using a finite difference computer
model.
Type of Absorber Surface
This trade study considered direct insolation and heat pipes for the
absorber surface. The recommended approach was heat pipes due to their ability
to accommodate axial flux distribution, their low weight, and their simplicity.
Heat Pipe Selection
C
Types of heat pipes considered in this trade study included single _nd
multiple monotube, and parallel flow. The recommended approach was multiple
axial heat pipes, each including TES canisters and a working fluid vaporizer.
The rationale for the selection was the light weight, best flux distribution,
low manufacturing risk, possibility for solar heated startup and addition of
circumferential heat pipes, and adaptability to alternate TES materials.
TYpe of Heat Pipe
This trade study evaluated single heat pipes vs. multiple heat pipes.
Multiple heat pipes were selected since a single heat pipe would involve
complex, expensive fabrication; would have no redundancy; and would not be
testable on t_e ground.
Circumferential Flux Maldistribution
This study considered whether or not to utilize circumferential heat
pipes. It was determined by a receiver math model that the expected
circumferential flux maldistribution would be acceptable without
circumferential heat pipes and that the working fluid temperature effect would
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be minimal. Therefore, no circumferential heat pipes was the simpler and
lighter choice.
Types of Thermal Enerqy $toraqe
The two options considered in this trade study were sensible heat storage
and phase change storage. Phase change storage was selected due to its lighter
mass and the availability of well-characterized phase change materials which
meet the requirements.
Salt Selection
Over 100 alternative salts were considered with the prime candidates being
LiOH, LiF-kF,and Li2CO3-K2CO 3. The recommended salt was LiOH due to is
high heat of fusion, high density, negligible volume change, low corrosion
rate, melting temperature higher than peak cycle temperature,and experience
base.
Type of Vaporizer
The two types of vaporizer considered in this trade study were the
Bayonet/Return flow type vs. Through flow type. The recommended vaporizer was
the Bayonet/Return flow type due to its simple interface and ease of thermal
growth.
2.2.4.2.2.5 Power Conversion Unit (PCU)
This trade study considered the following list of alternator types:
o Synchronous
o Permanent magnet
o Induction
o Cascade
o DC
o Homopolar
o Rice/Lundell
o Hybrid
o Flux switch
The recommended alternator was the Rice/Lundell due to its good efficiency/
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weight tradeoff and its regulated voltage to the source converter.
2.2.4.2.2.6 Radiator/Condenser
The types of radiator/condenser considered in this trade study were the
annular and flat plate. The flat plate was the recommended option due to its
minimal fluid joints, replaceable pressurization system, and commonality with
the WP-02 approach.
2.2.4.2.2.7 Parasitic Load Requlator (PLR)
This trade study considered direct load and electrical load options for
PLR design. The recommended approach was electrical with diode bridge discrete
switched loads. The rationale for the selection was low EMI, acceptable speed
resolution, simple circuits, low losses, fast response, and achievement of
power quality requirements.
2.2.4.2.2.8 Reliability
Thistrade study considered the following redundancy alternatives:
No component redundancy
Controller redundant
PCU and controller redundant
PCU, controller, and tracking redundant
Complete redundancy
The recommended approach was controller redundant which represented the
best compromise of reliability vs. complexity and mass.
2.2.4.2.2.9 System
The two system trades performed were the number of ORC engines, and the
choice of working fluid.
Number of ORC Enqines
This trade study considered to PGS modules with either one or two PCUs per
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.receiver, and four PGS modules with one PCU per receiver. The recommended
approach was two PGS modules with one PCU per receiver. This option was
selected on the basis of minimum life cycle cost based on the IOC power
requirements and failure tolerance criteria.
Workinq Fluid
This trade study evaluated toluene vs. RC-I as the working fluid for ORC.
Toluene was selected due to its 100,000+ hours of ORC experience, ready
availability, and lack of documentation concerning RC-I thermal stability.
..
f
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2.2.4.3 SD Radiator Trades
The trade studies described in this section were conducted in support
of the ORC and CBC preliminary radiator designs. The detailed results
have been reported in previous DR-]g and DR-02 documents and are
referenced in Table 2.2.4.3-I. The separate trade studies are abstracted
in Sections 2.2.4.3.1 through 2.2.4.3.10 of this report.
/-
\
TABLE 2.2.4._-1
SD RADIATOR TRADE STUDY REFERENCES
TRADE STUDY TITLE 4.2
RADIATOR LOCATION X
RADIATOR/PCU X
TRANSPORT LOOP
RADIATOR/PCU X
THERMAL INTERFACE
RADIATOR COATINGS
RADIATOR METHOD OF
HEAT REJECTION
CBC CONSTRUCTIBLE X
RADIATOR TRADES
CBC PUMPED LOOP
VS HEAT PIPE RADIATOR
ORC PUMPED LOOP VS
HEAT PIPE RADIATOR
ORC CONSTRUCTIBLE X
RADIATOR TRADES
ORC RADIATOR
COMMONALITY
DR-19REFERENCEDR-02REFERENCE
4.3 4.___46-8____6i?_
X X
X
X
X X X
X
X X
X
X X
V2-224/I
DR 15 REFERENCE
SECTION NUMBER
2.2.4.3.1
2.2.4.3.2
2.2.4.3.3
2.2.4.3.6
2.2.4.3.7
2.2.4.3.8
2.2.4.3.9
2.2.4.3.10
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2.2.4.3.] Radiator Location
Two options were considered for the radiator location: collocated and
underslung, as shown in Figure 2.2.4.3-I. The selected collocated
configuration results in a less complex structure, lower mass, better
deployability, and elimination of scarring for growth at the penalty of moving
the center of gravity (for IOC only} off the alpha axis. The resulting micro-g
effect and bending loads are considered acceptable. Table 2.2.4.3-2 summarizes
the principal characteristics of the two options.
The reduced plumbing required for the collocated radiator results in many
advantages. Because the plumbing length is considerably, shorter, fluid
pressure losses and mass are reduced. The plumbing in the underslung position
requires beta joint accommodation with the potential need for quick disconnects
on both ends of the bay. Collocated, it is possible to launch and deploy the
receiver, PCU and radiator in a single launch package and automatically
deploy. This was feasible for CBC but not for the ORC radiator boom which is
still a separate launch package.
The underslung position requires scarring for growth. When the second SD
power module is added at the beta joint location, the underslung radiator must
be disconnected and reconnected in the collocated postion. This would require
shutting down the power module during growth and require additional EVA time.
COLLOr,,AT[D P,AI)I ATOR
Figure 2.2.4.3-I
Radiator Location Options
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TABLE 2.2.4.3-_
COLLOCATED RADIATOR VERSUS UNDERSLUNG RADIATOR
i/
Feature
Plumbing
Parasitic Losses
Mass
Depl oyabi Iity
Growth
Sink Temperature
Center of Mass
Truss Bending Loads
Micro G Effect
Col located
x 3m (10 ft) to radiator
x Less complex
x Reduced fluid pressure
drop
x Less due to less
plumbing
x Deployable interface
structure & plumbing
(CBC only)
x No scarring
o Higher sink temperature
o CBC: 12,000 Ibs located
26 ft from axis of
rotation
o ORC: 13,700 Ibs located
24 ft from axis of
rotation
o Increased load located
at module:
CBC: 0.013 Ib
ORC: 0.014 Ib
o Increases station
microgravity by=
CBC: 0.59 x 10"_g
ORC: 0.62 x 10-'g
(Station allowable is
10-_g)
Underslunq
o 7.6m (25 ft) to radiator
o Requires Beta joint
accomodation
o Erectable interface
structure and plumbing
o Growth requires moving
radiator to collocated
position when second module
is added at Beta joint
x Lower sink temperature but
only at IOC
x Located at and axis of
rotation
x Base case
x Base case
x Indicates Preferred Option
V2-224/3
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2.2.4.3.2 Radiator/PCU Transport Loop Trade Study
Various methods can be employed to transport the waste heat from the engine
working fluid to the radiator. Four different techniques were considered for
the current trade study; there are many issues affecting each of these
options. Reliability, maintainability, weight, parasitic power requirements,
durability, and size are some of the subsystem parameters that must be
considered when making this selection. Also, because the heat rejection
requirements are different for each of the cycles, the engine/radiator
interface selected for one many not be appropriate for the other.
Sinqle-Phase Heat Transport Loop
C
The single-phase heat transport loop takes advantage of a large,
sensible-heat temperature drop. This makes it a viable candidate for the
Brayton cycle, which rejects heat over a 93.3°C (200°F) temperature range.
Single-phase loops for spacecraft are a mature technology and are not sensitive
to zero gravity. These systems may have limited component life, however, and
higher power consumption. Critical components are the pump and accumulator.
T_o-Phase Heat Transport Loop
A two-phase heat transport loop with a mechanical pump is a circulated
fluid loop that accepts and rejects heat by a change in the phase of the
working fluid. The fluid is circulated by a pump located in the liquid portion
of the loop. A two-phase pumped loop, which can transport heat at near
isothermal conditions, is a candidate for the ORC interface loop. Latent heat
transport during phase change reduces the amount of coolant flow required, and
the pump, piping, and accumulator sizes are reduced.
Two-Phase Heat Transport Loop (CPL)
C
(
A two-phase capillary pumped loop (CPL) is also an option for the
engine/radiator interface. A CPL offers all the advantages of latent heat
transport, with none of the disadvantages associated with the pumps or
accumulators. Like a simple heat pipe, a CPL for a two-phase heat transport
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system is self regulating; its pumping is always consistent with the applied
heat load. The flow regulation and system stability problems commonwith the
mechanically pumpedsystems do not exist. These advantages must be weighted
against the potentially higher subsystem weights (because of the larger vapor
headers associated with the low pumping head), limited zero-gravity experience,
and limited experience with large Space Station-sized systems. A mechanically
assisted CPL, which could accommodate the larger heat loads, is also an option
but involves the major disadvantages of both two-phase systems.
Direct Connected Heat Transport Lq_p
A directed-connected heat transport loop looks very similar to a two-phase
heat transport loop for the ORC and the single-phase heat transport loop for
the CBC. The advantage of the direct-connected loop is the elimination of the
intermediate heat exchanger and the consolidation of the transport loop pump
into the engine system pump. This would result in a redundancy in weight and
cost. A primary loop does not have the cooling redundancy to provide power
system reliability and flow control dependability. It also exposes the engine
working fluid to the meteoroid environment, and in a gas system with long
piping lines, would have impact on the engine pressure drop.
The ORC with its latent heat rejection, would profit most from a direct
connection. The RFMD regulates the flow and ensures high-quality toluene at
the condenser inlet. Because the engine cannot function if the radiator is not
operational, no reliability is gained with a secondary loop; in fact, the
increased complexity would actually reduce the reliability.
The CBC, with its sensible reject heat, is best associated with a
single-phase heat transport loop. Both flow regulation and pressure losses are
issues in a gas thermodynamic cycle; a secondary loop is, therefore, the
recommended choice.
2.2.4.3.3 Radiator/PCU Thermal Interface Trade Study
.
Trade studies were performed on the radiator/ORC condenser interface. The
annular configuration employing condensers plumbed in parallel and interfacing
with a round heat pipe was traded against a flat plate constructible version
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employing a pressurized interface technique similar to the annular version.
The selected flat plat configuration is slightly heavier than the annular
version because of the difference in the interface conductance. The flat plate
version eliminates, however, the multiple fluid joints associated with the
parallel design and precludes any vapor bypass that could arise in the event
that one or more of the heat pipes failed in the parallel flow version. A
failure of the pressurization diaphragm of the annular configuration cannot be
easily repaired, while the pressurized loading device of the flat plate
configuration could be replaced in the event of a failure. Table 2.2.4.3-3
summarized the advantages and disadvantages of the two condenser radiator
interface approaches.
An important factor to recognize in the ORCthermal interface design is
that the selected flat plate configuration is consistent with that under
consideration for the WP-02central radiator. The final selected configuration
will be the sameas the central radiator concept, which will minimize DDT&E
costs and development and operating risks.
TABLE 2.2.4.3-3
Annular pressurized
Flat plate
pressurized
RADIATOR INTERFACE CONFIGURATION
Advantages Disadvantages
1000 to 1500 Btu/h/ft2°F Multiple single point
failures
Easy assembly Failed heat pipes could
cause vapor bypass flow
and degraded performance
Failed pressurization system
can be replaced 800 Btu/h/ft2°F
Obviates bypass potential
Minimum fluid joints
Better alignment
needed for assembly.
i
2.2.4.3.4 Radiator Coatinq Trade Study
A trade study of radiator coatings has resulted in the selection of Z93
white paint as the baseline radiator coating for both CBC and ORC. Silver
teflon is a backup option.
V2-224/6
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A number of coatings were evaluated for use on both the ORC and CBC
radiators; however, all the candidates were of two basic types: white paint
and metallized tape. The choices were narrowed to silver Teflon tape of the
type used on the Shuttle radiators and zg3 white paint used on the Apollo
Service Module. The properties of each are given in Table 2.2.4.3-4.
TABLE 2.2.4.3-4
RADIATOR COATING CANDIDATES
f/
Property Silver Teflon Tape Zinc Oxide Paint
End of Life
Absorptivity
Emissivity
Weight kg/m 2 (Ib/ft 2)
Maximum Use Temperature °C(°F)
Susceptibility to Contamination
0.20
0.76
0.33 (0.068)
121(2so)
low, easy to clean
0.30
0.90
0.20 (0.04)
316 (600)
medium, requires
reasonable ground
handling precautions
Previous Uses Shuttle radiator
Satellites
Apollo
Shuttle
Satellites
The Teflon tape has a lower solar absorptivity and also a lower thermal
emittance. The lower absorptivity serves to reduce the environmental sink
temperature and thus increase heat rejection; however, the lower emissivity
reduces the emissive power and lowers heat rejection. Experimental evidence
has shown that Teflon can be eroded by the atomic oxygen environment on-orbit.
This would reduce the thickness and lower thermal emissivity further. The
erosion of Teflon is not great, however, and could retain near initial
properties for a number of years by starting with sufficient thickness. White
paint with inorganic binders is not affected by atomic oxygen. White paint,
however, is more susceptible to contamination by thrusters or ground handling
and is not easily cleaned as is the Teflon coating. Since the physical
advantages of the two candidates were subjective in evaluation, an analysis of
the performance difference was conducted to select one over the other.
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To evaluate the coatings, a TRASYS environment model of the radiator and
concentrator was constructed. Form factor and environmental flux data from
this model were used to construct a SINDA thermal analysis model of the
radiator and concentrator using a identical nodal breakdown. The thermal mass
and front-to-back side conductance of the mirror was modeled; however, the
radiator panels were input as having zero mass. The calculated temperatures
therefore represent the radiator sink temperature variations around the orbit
considering the natural environment and radiant interchange between the
radiator and concentrator.
The analysis was conducted for orbit beta angles of O, 52, and -52 degrees.
A comparison of the calculated thermal emission values for a 327 K (130°F)
typical SD radiator surface temperature indicate the heat rejection for the Z93
to be 17.5% higher than for silver Teflon. For this reason Zg3 white paint was
selected for both the ORC and the CBC radiator coating.
2.2.4.3.5 SD Radiator Method of Heat Rejection Trade Study
/
...
Three different concept s of heat pipes and pumped loop radiators were
traded for each of the SD subsystems. These trade study results, presented
below, were made for a 37.5 kWe module size. The current preliminary designs
are based upon a 25 kWe size and the radiators are accordingly smaller than
those described below.
For the CBC radiator, a pumped loop heat rejection subsystem has been
selected as the reference concept. Separate fluid systems provide redundancy
and are additionally protected from meteoroid penetration by bumpering. Heat
transfer fluid (FC 75) is pumped through the panels after picking up the
rejected cycle heat in the compact engine cooler. Extruded aluminum flow tubes
are inserted in the aluminum honeycomb panels. The use of pumped fluid
radiators for space applications is a mature technology, combinations of
redundancy and bumpered tube protection are used to enhance the CBC radiator
survivability. This design provides the lightest weight structure and lowest
life-cycle costs.
For the ORC radiator, a space constructible radiator consisting of 36
individual heat pipe panels was selected as the reference concept. Each panel
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interfaces the ORC toluene condenser through a dry contact joint. Interface
pressure is established by pressurized gas bellows that provide sufficient
clamping forces between the evaporator sections of the heat pipes and the
condenser. Each of the honeycomb panels contains two Lockheed tapered-artery,
high-capacity heat pipes having dual evaporator sections. Similar radiator
designs will be tested in the JSC Space Erectable Radiator System (SERS)
program and under Contract NAS9-17327.
CBC Radiator Trade Studies
Three different CBC radiator concepts were developed and trades as shown
below:
0
"0
0
Deployable low-capacity heat pipe radiators
Constructible high-capacity heat pipe radiators
Deployable pumped liquid radiators
s
The first concept includes redundant pumped liquid heat transport loops,
each of which contain redundant pairs of pumps. Two types of heat pipes are
required because of the wide range of heat rejection temperatures. One-half of
the panels use copper-water heat pipes, the other half uses aluminum/ammonia
heat pipes. A summary of the design characteristics for the three radiator
concepts is shown in Table 2.2.4.3-5.
Concept 2 is a constructable radiator using high-capacity heat pipes. The
particular concept employs four different panel configurations of increasing
size as the temperature decreases to maintain a near constant heat rejection
per panel. A reduction in size is necessary for the higher temperature panels
in order not to exceed heat pipe capacity.
L._.
Benzene is used as the heat pipe working fluid until the radiator
temperature is reduced to about 338 K (150°F), then ammonia fluid is used.
The basic heat pipe design is the same throughout. The panels interface with
the heat transport fluid loop through a round, pressurized interface now under
development and being tested by LTV Aerospace and Defense for the Space
Erectable Radiator System Program.
Concept 3 is a deployable radiator and consists of eight pumped liquid
V2-224/9
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radiator panels arranged in two independent systems. Each of the eight panel
contain two sets of tubing and manifolds; flex hoses provide fluid transfer
across the joints. The deployment mechanisms are of the scissors-type employed
by the Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM) solar array on the Skylab Program. LTV
Aerospace has installed similar radiator panels on an ATM fixture, and
conducted thermal vacuum tests at NASA-JSC under the Self-Contained Heat
Rejection Program in 1975.
The system is designed for a 0.99 probability of no penetration of both the
primary and redundant system for a 10 year period. Utilization of two
independent systems allows the use of a thinner wall thickness for the tubing
while maintaining the desired meteoroid protection. The probability of
penetration is a function of the wall thickness, time, and exposed area. Use
of multiple systems reduces the exposed area in each and thus allows using
thinner tube walls.
A comparison of the three CBC candidate radiators evaluated as a part of
this trade study is shown in Table 2.2.4.3-5. Concept 3 is seen to have the
TABLE 2.2.4.3-5
SUMMARY OF CBC RADIATOR TRADE STUDIES
Concept
Area [m2(ft2)]
Total mass [kg (ibm)]
Panel_specific_mass
[kg/m = (Ibm/ft=)]
Number of panels
Hardware cost estimates
Nonrecurring ($M)
Recurring ($M)
Total Cost ($M)
Deployable Constructible Deployable
Low-Capacity High-Capacity Pumped
Heat Pipe Heat Pipe Liquid
Radiators Radiators Radiators
81.9 (881) 96.5 (1038) 89.3 (961)
1393 (3064) 1675 (3684) 988 (2173)
14.2 (2.9) 8.1 (1.7) 7.3 (1.5)
6 52 8
17.1 19.1 14.2
7.9 11.3 8.8
32.9 41.7 31.8
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lowest hardware costs and mass. In addition, the concept is based on available
technology, thereby reducing technical risks.
ORC RadiBtor Trade Studies
Three radiator concepts were developed and trades performed for the ORC
PGS:
0
0
0
Constructible radiator with round interface
Constructible radiator with flat interface
Deployable low-capacity heat pipe radiators.
The heat pipe employed in concept I is the Lockheed taperd-artery design
having two condenser legs for each evaporator leg. Each evaporator is formed
into a round cross section to interface with a pressurized contact joint of the
type developed by LTV Aerospace and Defense for NASA-JSC. The entire ORC
concept I configuration is similar to that being developed for NASA-JSC under
the Space Erectable Radiator System Program (SERS) contract. The panel config-
uration was selected by a cost optimazation method. A summary of the three
radiator concepts traded for the ORC application is given in Table 2.2.4.3-6.
Forty-three panels are employed in concept 2; each panel consists of two
high-capacity aluminum/ammonia heat pipe condensers bonded into an aluminum
honeycomb matrix. The radiator panels interface with the ORC condenser through
a flat heat pipe evaporator section, forced into intimate contact with the
condenser by a pressurized bellows arrangement. This design provides a high
contact force that is evenly distributed over the contact area and produces a
high contact conductance with low mass. The bellows is pressurized by GN 2
from individual canisters outfitted with a Schrader-type valve. The concept is
currently a candidate for use in the central radiator system. A development
unit of a similar device will be fabricated and tested under NASA-JSC Contract
NAS9-177327, Development of an Alternate High Capacity Heat Pipe and Thermal
System Interface.
f
I
k__..,t
ORC concept 3 consists of 12 deployable, low-capacity heat pipe radiator
panels., This ORC radiator design is similar to that of concept I in the CBC
V2-224/11
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trade studies. The heat pipes are thermally connected to manifolds made ofheat
exchanger core. Two scissors deployment mechanisms are used to deply the 12
panels, with 6 installed on each. Flex hoses are used to provide flow across
the joints and quick disconnects to allow panel removal and replacement.
Provisions is made on the panels for a fully redundant system.
A comparison of the three ORC radiator concepts is shown in
Table 2.2.4.3-6. Although ORC concept 3 had a slightly lower hardware cost, it
was higher in weight and featured a condenser integral with the panel. ORC
concept 2 was similar in cost, had lower mass, and would allow construction and
assembly of the condenser into the ORC loop independently of the radiator
panels, providing a simple mechanical interface between the ORC loop and the
radiator system. In addition, variations in the condenser size could allow
further reductions in panel weight through reoptimization. For these reasons,
ORC concept 2 has been selected as the ORC reference design concept.
/
Concept
TABLE2.2_4.S- 6
SU_Y OF OAr, R_IATOR TR_E ._IJDIES
•Constructible ConstruL.'_ ble
Rad|ators REdlators
With Round -
Interface
Area [m2 (f.t2}:}
To_I r_ss [kg (Ibm)_)
Panel.speciftcma_s
[k9/_,_ (Ib_v'ftz)]
I_umber of panels
Hardware cost estimates
Non-Recucrlng _($M)
Rec-rrin9 ($M) "
Total co;t ($M)
_Jth Flat
Interface.
2D5 (220B) Z2D (2372)
24B2 (545"1) _75 (S224}
Depleyed Low-
s;1 (1.6}
43
17;0 18.0
17.8 13.4
52.6 44.6
Capacity Heat
Pipe Rad4e_rs
!65 |1770)
2443 (5374)
tZ.6(Z.6)
12
17.1
13.0
43;1
2.2.4.3.6 CBC Constructible Radiator Trades
I
Two types of constructible heat pipe radiators were considered for the CBC,
one employing a high capacity copper/water heat pipe and the second an
aluminum/benzene heat pipe for high temperature heat rejection. Heat transport
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is accomplished utilizing a secondary pumped liquid loop with FC 75 as the
fluid. Due to the rapid degradation of heat pipe performance of the
aluminum/benzene heat pipe at temperatures below 333 K (140°F},
aluminum/ammonia heat pipes of the same design were employed for the lower
temperatures. The copper/water configuration used that design over the entire
range. Both concepts utilized the OAO ATAG high capacity heat pipe design
ccurrently under development by OAO for NASA-JSC. The concepts were optimized
by a comparative cost formula which considered heat pipe cost, radiator cost
contact heat exchange cost, launch cost, on orbit assembly cost, and cost
penalty for drag.
The panel length of each concept was based on the capacity of the heat
pipe. A comparison of the optimized designs for the two concepts considered is
given in Table 2.2.4.3-7.
TABLE .2.2.4.3-7
OPTIMIZED CBC RADIATOR DESIGN _u1_r_,_ous,_'r_"_a
Heat Pipe Type
Panel length
Panel width
Area
Mass
Number of Panels
Fin Width
Fin thickness
Fin effectiveness
Copper/Water
Aluminum/Benzene
Aluminum/Ammonia
7.6 m (25 ft)
0.3 m (I ft)
112 m 2(1200 ft2)
26.4 kg/m2(5.405 Ibm/ft 2)
48
0.15 m (6 in.)
2.24 mm (0.883 in.)
0.85
4.6 m (15 ft)
0.3 m (I ft)
112 m 2(1200 ft2)
18.4 kg/m 2 (3.765 Ib/ft 2)
80
0.15 m (6 in.)
2.24 mm (0.883 in.)
0.85
L
i
aTrades were done for radiators rated at 89 kWt.
Based on these trades, the aluminum/benzene and aluminum/ammonia heat pipe
design was selected for the reference concept.
V2-224/13
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2.2.4.3.7 CBC Pumped LOop Versus Heat Pipe Radiator Trade Study
Pumped loop and heat pipe radiators for a CBC power system have been
compared. According to the selection criteria, a pumped loop radiator is
preferable to a heat pipe radiator. The IOC cost for heat pipe radiators would
be greater that the IOC cost for pumped loop radiators by ]3% and the life-cycle
cost would be greater by almost 40%.
The trade was made quantitatively on the bases of life-cycle cost, IOC cost,
mass, area, and maintenance requirements; and qualitatively on the bases of
complexity, development risk, cycle match, power module integration, and STS
integration. The design shown in Figure 2.2.4.3-2 formed the basis for the
pumped loop system. The heat pipe radiator design was based on a Grumman
dual-slot heat pipe shown in Figures 2.2.4.3-3 and 2.2.4.3-4.
C..
For the pumped loop radiator, life-cycle cost was minimized by optimizing
the designs of the radiator and coolant management ORUs. The radiator panels
were optimized by trading mass versus puncture reliability. The coolant
management ORU was optimized by varying the number of redundant pumps.
Life-cycle cost is minimized when a single pump is specified, but a second pump
is necessary to meet fail-operational requirements.
Basic cost rates (for transportation, reboost, and EVA and IVA time) are
consistent with the bases of the economic studies contained in previous DR-19
data packages. Component installation and replacement times were preliminary
estimates made by Rocketdyne. Total costs for the IOC and the life-cycle are
broken down to show the contributions of development, procurement,
transportation, installation or mainenenace, and reboost. The Space Station is
assumed to have a 30 year design (depreciation) life, with component lifetimes
extended indefinetely through ORU replacement, as has been assumed in previous
economic studies.
Quantitative comparisons between the two designs are presented in Table
2.2.4.3-8, while qualitative comparisons between the designs are presented in
Table 2.2.4.3-9. On the basis of these selction criteria, the pumped loop
radiator appears to have more advantages that the heat pipe radiator for a CBC
power system.
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Only on the bases of complexity and drag area does the heat pipe radiator
hold an advantage. By more significant criteria, such as life-cycle cost and
life-cycle maintenance time, the advantage is in favor of the pumped loop
concept, which is therefore Rocketdyne's choice at this time for the CBC power
system radiator.
TABLE 2.2.4.3-8
QUANTITATIVE RADIATOR COMPARISONS
Quantity
Life Cycle Cost
IOC Cost
Mass (each)
(on growth station)
Area (each)
(on growth station)
EVA Maintenance Time
Module Down-Time
ORU Failures
MRMS Maintenance Time
Pumped Loop Heat Pipe
Radiator Radiator
$570 Million $798 Million
$6B.I Million $76.9 Million
1,044 kg 1,496 kg
12,525 kg 16,456 kg
152 m2 118 m2
1674 m2 1293 m2
77h (154 man/hr) 817h (1634 man/hr)
521h 817h
18.5" 195.6"
I0.63h 471h
*Heat Pipe Failures are much less severe than Pumped Loop ORU Failures
TABLE 2.2.4.3-9
QUALITATIVE RADIATOR COMPARISONS
Quality
Number of ORUs
Number of Unique Part Sets
Development Risk
CBC Cycle Match
CBC Puncture Risk
Ability to Cool Power Electronics
STS Package Volume
STS Package Mass
3 I* (Heat Pipe Panels)
More Fewer
Lesser Greater
Better Worse
Lesser Greater
Greater Lesser
Smaller Larger
Lower Higher
*HX Boom is replaced with PCU and is not a radiator ORU
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(2.2.4.3.8 ORC Pumped Loop Versus Heat Pipe Radiator Trade Study
A deployable pumped loop radiator concept was traded against the current ORC
baseline heat pipe radiator design. The two concepts were compared
quantitatively on the basis of life cyclecost, IOC costs, mass and area
considerations, and on a "relative cost _ basis which considered only reboost and
launch costs. In addition, they were compared qualitatively on the basis of
development risk, operational considerations, STS integration, commonality,
reliability and cycle match. The panel design presented in Figure 2.2.4.3-5
formed the basis for the pumped loop radiator design. The heat pipe panel
design on the other hand, was based on the characteristics of the Lockheed
tapered artery heat pipeshown in Figure 2.2.4.3-6.
C
(
A pumped loop radiator was not included in the initial ORC trade studies
described in Section 2.2.4.3.5 for several reasons. First, it requires an
additional fluid system; secondly, the inefficiencies of interfacing the two
phase ORC with a single phase pumped liquid system were perceived to result in
additional weight and power requirements; and, thirdly, a constructable radiator
system using aluminum/ammonia heat pipes was feasible thus allowing some
commonality with the central radiator system. Another look at this option was
taken based upon the desire to minimize on-orbit operations and to reduce the
ORC condenser length.
A schematic of an ORC pumped loop radiator is shown in Figure 2.2.4.3-7.
This arrangement would allow reduction in the ORC condenser size since the
condenser length is set by the radiator interface rather than condensing flow
criteria. Automatic deployment of the radiators such as is baselined for the
CBC radiators will also greatly reduce on-orbit operations. The driving design
parameter for an ORC pumped loop is the temperature drop across the radiator.
The lower this value, the higher the radiator temperature, thus reducing
radiator area and weight. Low temperature drops however, result in higher
pumping power.
On the basis of the trade study, the pumped loop radiator provides the
following advantages relative to the heat pipe concept.
V2-224/16
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I. Lower LCC
2. Lower IOC cost
3. Lower technical risks
4. Minimum start-up problems
5. Better packaging
6. Commonality with fluid management components
7. Lower weight
Similarly, the heat pipe radiator concept was found to have certain
advantages over the pumped loop design:
I. Better overall reliability
2. No parasitic power requirements
3. Graceful degradation
4. Maximum commonality
5. Potential utilization of current ADP technology
6. Lower area
7. State point match
Although both ORC radiator concepts provide some level of commonality with
the other Space Station work packages, maximum commonali±y would be achieved
with the constructible heat pipe radiators.
(
Radiator area produces a cost penalty for the Space Station and is reflected
in propellant reboost costs, associated with increased drag in the direction of
the velocity vector. Similarly, radiator weight produces an additional penalty
via increased launch costs. The sum of these two separate cost factors (reboost
and launch) have been identified as "relative cost", and the calculated values
plotted in Figure 2.2.4.3-8 for several specific radiator designs.
Relative cost represents some fraction of the total LCC since factors such
as hardware development, procurement and on-orbit maintenance have not been
included. The other parameter plotted in Figure 2.2.4.3-8 is specific weight,
and is defined as the ratio of total radiator weight to its area. As shown, the
magnitude of the relative cost associated with the pumped loop concept depends
upon whether or not the penalty associated with the parasitic power requirement
of the pump are considered. Although the pumped loop radiator panels can be
fabricated with less weight, the added weight penalty must nevertheless be
launched into orbit. With this penalty taken into account, the relative cost of
the ORC pumped loop concept compares closely with that calculated for the heat
pipe radiator with the single-sided, flat interface.
V2-224/17
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fThe potential additionally exists to reduce the relative cost of the heat
pipe radiator by replacing the pressurized, flat interface with the multiple,
quick disconnect-type of interface. As shown on Figure 2.2.4.3-8, this could
result in a lighter weight radiator with lower relative cost.
The last data point in this figure represents an ORC radiator design
incorporating the aluminum, dual-slot heat pipe currently being evaluated under
the NASA ADP. Although this design has potential advantages, it must be
considered as a higher risk at this time.
The constructible heat pipe radiator approach has been retained for the
Phase B preliminary design.
2.2.4.3.9 ORC Constructible Radiator Trades
(
Two types of heat pipes were considered for the ORC application, the OAO
ATAC pipe and a tapered artery heat pipe developed by Lockheed Missiles and
Space Company. Radiator designs using each of these heat pipes were generated.
The separate vapor and liquid passages in the heat pipe allow use of a single
evaporator with two condenser sections in the radiator panel. The low weight of
the Lockheed extrusion [0.34 kg/m (0.23 Ibm/ft)] promotes the viability of this
concept. This configuration allows a shorter fin length and thus higher fin
effectiveness and a larger radiating area per panel.
The selected reference configuration was developed for the JSC Space
Erectable Radiator System. The two concepts were optimized in a manner similar
to that described for the CBC using the comparative cost formula. A comparison
of the optimization results are shown below in Table 2.2.4.3-10.
Based on this comparison the concept using the Lockheed heat pipe was
selected for the ORC Reference design and more detailed design information
developed. This design information is given in Table 2.2.4.3-11.
/
2.2.4.3.10 pRC Radiator Commonality Trade Studx
Commonality options for the ORC radiator with the central radiators were
evaluated. The trade study is preliminary in nature and is dependent upon more
V2-224/18
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definition of detailed design requirements, cost, and test and verification
plans. Initial results indicate:
The radiator panel design should use common technology but should be
optimized for the higher heat capicity and higher temperature
application
Use an identical contact heat exchanger
Incorporate a fluid charge (excess heat pipe length for low temperature
startup) for the solar dynamic heat pipes only and not on the station.
Table 2.2.4.3-12 is a list of other space station radiators with their major
characteristics of type, heat rejection temperature, and heat load. The central
radiators are closest in requirements to the ORC radiator. The Space Erectable
Radiator System (SERS) advanced development program data was used as the basis
for the central radiator design comparison. The radiator elements evaluated for
commonality are: 1) the heat pipe cross section for both the condenser and
evaporator sections, 2) the contact heat exchanger interface, and 3) the heat
pipe fluid charge (required for low temperature startup).
The following three options represent varying degrees of radiator
commonality and is based upon constructable heat pipe technology.
Option 1: Use identical radiator hardware (ie. same part
number) as the central radiator. Lower the ORC
heat rejection temperature to remain within the
heat pipe capacity.
Option 2: Use the same central radiator heat pipe design
(ie. cross section) but with shortened heat pipe
to obtain the design heat capacity with the higher
temperature application.
Option 3: Use the same central radiator heat pipe technology
(ie. same fluids, materials, and methods for panel
construction, wicking, and vapor flow passages but
with all dimensions optimized for the particular
application) and optimize the panel design for the
higher temperature application.
All three options assume an identical contact heat exchanger. A
comparative cost trade was made and includes all IOC costs, including DDT&E and
production hardware. These costs must be evaluated at the system level and
V2-224/19
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require more detailed test and verification requirements than are available at
this time for an accurate cost comparison. For purposes of this trade, the
reference configuration assume option 3 and does not consider any cost savings
in DDT&E due to commonality.
/
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2.2.4.4 SD Interface Structure
As an additional improvement in the ORC concept for cooling the SD
equipment box, a direct heat pipe/cold plate configuration was examined in lieu
of the CPL. The CPL Configuration is shown schematically in Figure 2.2.4.4-I,
and the direct heat pipe/cold plate concept is showin in Figure 2.2.4.4-2. In
this case a series of bolts is used to clamp four heatpipe radiators directly
to the cold plate. On the bases of an assumed heat transfer conductance across
the contact interface of 50 Btu/hr-ft2-°F, four panels, with a total
radiating area of 8.06 m2 (173.8 ft2), were found to be sufficient. The
platform is one-half this value and the total weight is approximately gi.3 kg
(2011bs). The panels would be shortened versions, but otherwise identical to
the panels designed for the WP-02 central radiator. Each panel would have two
heat pipes each 0.027 m high and each having three evaporator sections and one
condenser section.
V2-224/21
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2.2.5 PMAD Subsystem Trades
2.2.5.1 PMAD Man-Tended Option Study
Various combinations of DC, low frequency and high frequency distribution
architecture with PV only and SD only station power sources were compared in
the option study prior to the selection of the 20 kHz distribution system.
This selection brought about a simplification of the man tended options of the
PV only or a form of hybrid PV-SD station with the variance being the power
generation size of the PV and SD portions. For both the PV only and hybrid IOC
reference, the selected man-tended option is PV only.
Further simplification in the cost reduction options is possible by
reducing the growth-sized capability in such items as cabling, switch gear and
feeders; however a preliminary estimate of resultant hardware savings is
negated by additional operational costs including EVA timerequired to add full
growth capability.
2.2.5.2 PMAD Evolutionary Growth Study
The purpose of the evolutionary growth study is to ensure that the PMAD
design at IOC has the maximum possible growth potential. This requirement is
met by including growth considerations in every design decision. All reference
configurations described earlier have considerable growth potential. For
example, $D controllers can easily be added as the station grows and SD
software may be modified by on-board or earth-based operators.
As the station grows and evolves, advanced technology components can be
incorporated in PMAD subsystems and ORU's. For example, the use of advanced
technology converters could be implemented, resulting in mass savings and lower
power conversion losses. The PMAD subsystem is designed for modular growth
using ORU's as element building blocks in the module construction.
The power distribution network is installed at IOC and is sized for the
final growth power level. Consequently, the station power capacity is fixed.
V2-225/1
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The alpha joint installed cabling and installed bus network are the growth
limiting components. However, if the alpha joint and bus could be considered
as ORUs then the growth of the station could evolve to any desired power level.
2.2.5.3 PMAD Health Maintenance Study
Extensive health maintenance capabilities for the electrical power system
are provided by the power management processor (PMP) subsystem controllers and
associated state-of-health electronics. Each processor includes software for
reading and storing sensor and other measurement data, comparing current values
against predefined limits, and evaluating rates-of-change for measurements
where trend information is of significance. Measurement data from each
processor are available to the central power management processor, and the data
management system (DMS), for station level evaluations.
[
Where applicable, power system components will have built-in provision for
current and voltage monitoring, and temperature sensing. State-of-health
electronics assemblies will be provided to act as interfaces between the data
processors and the temperature sensors. These assemblies will select a sensor
on command from the processor and convert its output to digital form for use by
the processor.
Certain parts of the electrical power system use components not solid
state. Examples of these are the valves and pumps in the regenerative fuel
cell system, and the generators in the solar dynamic system. State-of-health
monitoring for these types of components will include additional measurements
beyond voltage, current, and temperature. Examples of these measurements
include pressure, flow rate, vibration, acceleration, and strain. Many of
these measurements will be used for both control and status monitoring
purposes.
State-of-health monitoring will initially and primarily be used for
diagnostic purposes (i.e., to identify faults as they happen). Growth
scenarios will include prognostic and advanced failure detection techniques.
V2-225/2
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2.2.5.4 PM/_D _oad AnaIysi_
( In order to properly size the distribution equipment capacity for the
external (non-manned module) station areas, knowledge of the expected loads is
required. Preliminary information has been generated by the other centers
working on payloads and housekeeping (subsystem) loads. Based on information
from C&A Panel Meetings for utility ports, and station baseline data, a loads
analysis for the electric power system was done.
After reviewing load information, it becomes apparent that a PDCA capacity
of 50 kW (or 25 kW/PDCU) is needed to serve the external station loads. All of
the PDCA's would not be loaded to their maximum value at the same time since
this would exceed the generation capacity of the station, however, it is
possible and probable that one PDCA would be delivering its maximum load while
the others were very lightly loaded. In order for the space station EPS to
serve as a utility, the PDCA's must be designed to meet these changing
conditions and sized for their maximum expected loading.
C
Maximum demand loading that could be expected on the lower ring feeder
network and the Upper ring feeder network was determined. The values indicate
that 50 kW feeders will be necessary to deliver the required power under
maximum demand loading conditions This will also require that the PDCU power
buses that are in series with the feeders be sized at 50 kW, which is greater
than that needed to serve the loads connected to the PDCU.
To summarize, the loads analysis indicates that the ring feeder capacity
should be 50 kW for each feeder cable and the PDCU bus size should also be
50 kW.
2.2.5.5 PMAD Primary Power Quality
The primary power will be distributed at 440 V, 20 kHz, single phase.
Bulk load conversion can be used wherein standard power voltages will be
available to the loads. The standards being considered are 120 V, 400 Hz,
single phase, 28 Vdc, and 50 Vdc. Bulk conversion has a distinct advantage in
that the distribution system has control over the loading of the raw 20-kHz
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fbus. Primary power at 20 kHz can be used directly for some heating and
lighting loads, but for all other loads it must be rectified and/or converted
and processed as required. To ensure the least distortion of the 20-kHz sine
wave, rectification should be of the inductive input filter type. This type
results in loading the primary sine wave throughout the cycle. To avoid a high
value of di/dt, a radio frequency low-pass filter must be used to prevent rapid
rise to the rectified current thereby reducing electromagnetic interference.
Use of this approach should reduce distortion of the 20-kHz sine wave to less
than 2%. For practical considerations of cable weight and mass, a worst case
of 5% (±2.5%) voltage regulation will be allowed for system feeders.
Power factors poorer than 0.5 can be tolerated in the system without
damage to converters; however, such power factors will result in high losses.
Normal power factors are expected to be o.go. About 13% of final load use is
estimated to be at 15 Vdc and about 7% will be at 5 Vdc. These two voltages
require regulation of better than i%. In this case, post regulators whose
efficiencies approach go% will be used. The bulk method shows further
advantage here in that the cost of regulation is paid only where it is needed.
2.2.5.6 PMAD Primary _istribution Power Type
Primary distribution power type trade studies ranged from DC to to kHz
with detailed analysis and comparisons of DC, 400 Hz and 20 kHz. The selected
baseline primary power distribution throughout the station will be 440 VAC,
single phase at 20 kHz. The NASA selection of 20 kHz power frequency allows
use of small, efficient load isolation and voltage step down transformers.
Selective use of these transformers throughout the station will simplify the
task of designing ground-loop free signal and control cables. Another benefit
of 20 kHz is that potential EMI problems diminish at higher frequencies. In
addition, the use of 20kHz resonate power converters ensures the prevention of
catastrophic fault currents since controlled fault current shut down and rapid
current limiting is an intrinsic beneficial property of these power converters.
2.2.5.7 PMAD Distribution Architecture Study
The PMAD power distribution system can be configured in various ways to
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take the power generated and transmit the power to the user loads. The PMAD
Distribution Architecture Study was performed to quantify the merits of various
configuration methods. The initial study in DR-02 of December1985 compared
ring with radial configurations. A more complete study with additional
configurations of STAR and NETWORK was added in the DR02 submittal of December
1986.
The evaluation factors considered in the trade studies included cable
mass, system efficiency, fault protection methods, switchgear requirements,
voltage levels, and EMI. The configurations were constrained by load location,
load level, fault tolerance requirements, cable parameters. Computer programs
were written to calculate load flow, mass, and losses for each configuration.
The results indicated that the ring configuration had the least mass, good
efficiency, low switchgear count, and flexibility making it the best choice -
for the baseline Space Station.
2.2.5.8 PMAD Feeder Study
A preliminary design and evaluation cable study was performed by team
member General Dynamics to establish and verify key trade-off cable parameters
to optimize power distribution characteristics with minimum acceptance cable
loss. A typical Space Station cable was designed, fabricated and tested to
verify theoretical power distribution characteristics such as characteristic
impedance, shunt current losses, power losses and EMI emissions. The results
of this effort established specific design requirements to produce a practical
cable with acceptance power loss for minimum mass and satisfactory EMI
emissions. A Litz wire in woven stripline configuration was tested and meets
the requirements for a practical cable with acceptable power loss and EMI
emissions.
2.2.5.9 PMAD Computer Fault Tolerance and Redundancy Stud.y
The PMAD Fault Tolerance and Redundancy Management and Control Study
addressed the processors used in the PMAD subsystem recognizing the fact that
the "standard computer" ultimately would be chosen by the Work Package 02
contractor. The study was undertaken to explore the basic features required
Cor PMAD in the hopes of being able to influence the choice of these features.
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The study compared standby and active redundant configurations and potential
restart mechanismsafter a restored failure. The study addressed Error
Detection and Correction (EDAC)for single-event upsets and compared the use of
self-checking pairs and triple module redundancy (TMR)as the primary
architecture. It also looked at cross-strapping of inputs and outputs for
improved probability of mission success by elimination of single point
failures. The need for on-orbit repair/replacement was studied. Sample
scenarios for each type of system were generated to provide practical
considerations• The need for and topology of redundancy of the data links
connecting controllers was addressed briefly• The prime conclusions and
recommendations were:
.
•
4.
So
Use a basic processor with a redundant configuration such as
self-checking pairs or triple module redundancy.
Provide automatic autonomous redundancy switching with manual
intervention capability•
Use EDAC memory to eliminate most single event upsets.
Use dual sensors and actuators in critical functions to eliminate
single-point failures.
Provide for on-orbit repair capability•
Recommendation for further study were provided.
2.2.5.50 PMAD Bus Alternative Study ....
The Space Station PMAD Bus Alternative Study looked at different means of
communicating between PMAD controllers and their controlled devices. Several
means of communicating with the numerous RPCs and RBIs were considered and the
MIL-STD-1553B interface was selected primarily based on power consumption• The
controller-to-controller communication interface was studied and included the
CSMA/CD-type bus, the 1553B, and the IEEE 802 type of bus. The use of a
dedicated net controller was considered. Response time requirements and
performance for each type of network were determined. The use of a common
versus a separate net with DMS was explored including the possible use of a
broad-band network. Considerations in the use of fibre-optics versus co-ax for
inter-controller communications were examined. Recommendations were made to
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continue the study for survivability and the incorporation of redundancy. The
main conclusions and recommendations were:
I •
.
3.
2.2.5.11
Use MIL-STD-1553B as a local area network to communicate with the RPCs
and RBIs.
Use MIL-STD-I553B or TBD to communicate between controllers.
Use a dedicated net controller to unload the system controllers.
PMAD Subsystem/Component Ootimilation
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to determine the PMAD component optimization
for the PV station Energy Storage Subsystem (ESS) interface with the PMAD.
Decision Factors
Two options were considered: one connecting the ESS to the DC source bus
and the other connecting the ESS to the AC source bus beyond the source power
converters. An ESS connection comparison between the two options was made as
follows:
Component QC Connection AC Connection
Source Converters 8 to 25 kW, 692 Ibs 8 to 50 kW, 1384 Ibs
ESS Converters N/A 4 to 25 kw, 384 Ibs
Total mass 692 Ibs 1748 Ibs
From this comparison it is evident that the quantity and capacity of
converters is greatly increased for the ac-connection option. Increased power
conversion losses and reduced reliability are also the result of the addition
of ESS power converters. And the increased conversion losses result in an
increase in the PV array size. Thus the cost of the ac-connected ESS is
greater because of the increased mass of the converters, array size, and
quantity of converters and controls.
Conclusions
Based on the above considerations, it was recommended that the dc-connected
ESS option be used because it meets the requirements at a much lower cost.
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f2.2.5.12 PMAD Hiqher-Order Lanquaqe Selection
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to select of a higher-order language (HOL)
for use in programming the general purpose computers on the Space Station
project. Specifically omitted was the selection of an object-oriented language
for use in knowledge-based systems, which are planned for growth capabilities.
C
Decision Factors
The following three factors were considered in selecting the HOL:
a) Effectiveness/ease of use during software development
b) Effectiveness/ease of use during software maintenance
c) Project management considerations
The effectiveness/ease of use during software development was judged on the
basis of previous experience and the information available describing the
generated code of the compilers studied. Both the amount of generated code and
its execution time were considered. Resources to conduct benchmark tests on
which to make comparisons were not available. However, it was felt that the
qualitative information available was adequate to make conclusions.
The effectiveness/ease of use during software maintenance was judged on the
basis of the software development environment available during software
development since the same environment will be used for both activities.
The primary project management consideration was the availability of
project status reporting tools as part of the software development
environment. These tools are sometimes provided as part of the software
development environment.
Compari@qn_ of Candidate Lanauaqes
The languages chosen for the study were Ada, C, Fortran, Pascal, and PL/M.
HAL/S and Jovial were not considered since Ada is intended to replace them.
Fortran was eliminated because of its lack of a modern software development
environment, Pascal because of its deficiencies in embedded applications, and
PL/M because it is restricted to use in a limited set of processors. Thus, Ada
and C were the HOL's studied in depth.
L
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Conclusions
Based on a detailed evaluation of the factors listed previously, it was
concluded that Ada is the best choice for the standard Space Station high-order
language. C is recommended as an acceptable backup.
2.2.5.13 Software Development Environment Centralilation
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to identify the possible software development
environments and to compare them.
Decision Factors
Four types of software development environments were identified as follows:
a) Fully centralized, with all software to be used residing on a single,
time-shared computer, accessed via local and/or remote terminals by
all developers
b) Centralized control, with developers at different sites using the
hardware and software specified by a central authority, the hardware
and software being the same at all sites
c) Decentralized hardware with specified software, wherein each site may
choose its own hardware with the restriction that it support the
software development tools that form a specified standardized software
development environment
d) Fully decentralized hardware and software, but with the restriction
that project-wide standardization and communication requirements be
met. Unique tools would be made compatible with respect to language,
syntax and data base format with the common tools, either directly or
through the use of translators.
A table was constructed showing, for each option, its advantages and
disadvantages.
Conclusions
It was recommended that software support environment standards be set for
the entire Space Station project and that standard tools be made as widely
available as possible. Also, that consideration be given to a time-varying
degree of centralization, with considerable freedom during the earlier stages
of software development and stricter standards enforced as system integration
approaches.
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2.2.5.14 SSIS/DMS Interface with the PMAD
!i Purpose
The purpose of this study was to determine the manner in which the EPS
controllers should interface with the DMS.
Decision Factors
The factors considered in determining the type of physical interface
between the DMS and the EPS controllers were as follows:
a) development time and cost
b) additional load effect on the DMS
c) security of PMAD from other systems on the DMS
d) network costs
The three basic physical interfacing options considered were as follows:
a) an independent PMAD network configuration in which only the Power
Management Controller would interface with the DMS
b) a shared DMS network configuration in which all communications between
PMAD controllers would be through the DMS
c) a distributed PMAD configuration in which there is no central power
management controller, each individual PMAD controller operating in an
autonomous manner under control of the DMS central computing system.
Conclusions
It was recommended that an independent PMAD network configuration be used
with only the Power Management Controller interfacing with the DMS. Only data
would be provided to the DMS by PMAD, and both data and control flow would be
accepted by the PMAD from the DMS.
2.2.5.15 P_AD Control - Centrali_ed Versus Distributed Processinq
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to identify the types of processing networks
associated with centralized and distributed processing systems and determine
their applicability for use in the Space Station project.
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peci$ion Factors
In resolving use of centralized and/or distributed processing systems,
three network structures were identified: centralized, federated, and
hierarchical. A centralized network is one in which a single controller
supervises the entire system through the use of local dumb controllers. A
federated network consists of many controllers, each of which performs a
specific task and communicates with others for data transfer or control
purposes. A hierarchical network is one in which controllers have different
levels of authority, with higher level controllers supervising lower level
controllers.
The choice of which type of network to use for the Electrical Power System
(EPS) was centered on its performance requirements. The primary consideration
was that the Power Management and Distribution System (PMAD) be receptive to
changing needs, robust enough to effect changes in EPS topology without human
intervention, and sufficiently knowledgeable to correct any previously
inefficient configuration changes. This requires a network in which several
levels of analysis are being performed concurrently. At the lowest level,
responses to local changes would be immediate to provide the best possible
response time. The jurisdiction of this controller would be sufficiently
narrow to service user's needs in real time. Higher level controllers whose
domain encompasses several lower controllers need a broader range of
authority. Here, system integrity was of major concern, with efficiency of the
EPS topology in regards to source power generation, power availability, and
load schedules having major consideration.
Conclusions
The hierarchical network structure was recommended for the EPS and the
federated network structure was recommended for the Data Management System
(DMS). The feasibility of the other network structures will continue to be
evaluated.
L
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2.2.5.16 PMAD Data Transmission - OPtical Versus Wire
_urpose
The purpose of this study was to determine the advantages and disadvantages
of fiber optics and wire as the communication media between PMAD controllers in
a hierarchical network structure.
Decision Factor_
The relative advantages and disadvantages of fiber optics and wire were
tabulated as follows:
Attribute
Technology Maturity
Power Requirements
Weight
External Noise Immunity
Data Rate
Fiber Ootics
Relatively new
More power
Less weight
Better immunity
Higher
Wire
Very Mature
Less Power
More weight
Less immune
Lower
Conclusions
Wire was recommended as the communication media between PMAD controllers in
a hierarchical network structure because it was felt that its advantages
outweighed those of fiber optics.
2.2.5.17 PMAD Local Power Control Hardware Versus Software
purpose
The purpose of this study was to determine which power management and
distrubution control functions should be performed by hardware and which by
software.
//
( •
Decision Factors
Since software has the over-riding advantage of being much more easily
modified than hardware or firmware, it was determined that the
hardware/firmware approach should be considered only under the following
conditions:
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a) the task can be expected to be invariant unless other major hardware
changes are made which require its modification
b) the task requires a response time that cannot be met by software
Conclu@ions
It was recommended that only two types of PMAD components use the
hardware/firmware approach: switchgear and remote power controllers. In these
two cases, the required fast response time for quick fault detection and
isolation, and for over-current protection cannot be met by the software. It
was also recommended that the current limits for the remote power controllers
be programmable so that their limits can be set/reset by the PMAD software.
f
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2.2.6 Beta Joint Trade Study
The beta gimbal joints, used on the Space Station, and the alpha
gimbal joint on the platforms, all perform the same function; positioning
of the PV solar arrays, and the SD power modules. This analysis supports
and documents the selection of the gimbal joint design. A description of
our gimbal joint design concept is contained in Section 3.3.5 of Volume
II.
The design aspect requiring a trade-off study was the degree of
commonality among the station PV joints, SD beta joints, and the platform
alpha joint. Elements of design such as the number of main bearings in
the beta joints, and the type of joint drive motors, were resolved as part
of the design process.
The following approaches were considered as to the possible degree of
commonality.
A)
B)
C)
Individual tailored design for the station SD, the station PV
and the platform.
Commonality of joints for the station SD & PV and a special one
for the platform.
Commonality among the station PV, SD and the platform joints.
A systematic evaluation of the alternatives or options with respect to the
various relevant criteria was completed and is summarized in Tables 2.2.6-I
through 2.2.6-3.
The element of cost is implicit in all the elements listed. Explicit cost
data was not available and is not be expected to change the order of the
recommended alternatives.
Table 2.2.6-4 summarizes the comparison of the approaches evaluated.
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TABLE 2.2.6-I
INDIVIDUALLY TAILORED DESIGN FOR THE STATION SD, PV AND THE PLATFORM
(OPTION A)
_LEMENT
Design Effort
Procurement
Manufacturing
Assembly and
Testing
Packaging for
the NSTS
Weight
Reliability
Mai ntai nabi Iity
(EVA)
Spares
(ORU)
Interfacing
COMMENT RATING
This will require the maximum design
effort.
While components for these different
joints are required, still there are
4 each for PV, and 12 each for SD on
the station.
Same as for Procurement.
Different tools and fixtures are
required, although some commonality
is expected.
Three different types are required.
With individual design the weight is
kept to a minimum.
With oversizing and weight kept to a
minimum some relative loss of reliability
is expected.
A simple design is expected.
Requires the maximum variety and quantity
of spares. However, consideration should
be given to the actual number of
each joint.
Requires the maximum variety. Still
considerations are given to the number of
each joint.
TOTAL
0
7
7
3
10
10
52/100
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TABLE 2.2.6-2
COMMONALITY OF JOINTS FOR THE STATION SD & PV AND A SPECIAL ONE FOR THE
PLATFORM - (OPTION B)
ELEMENT
Design Effort
Procurement
Manufacturing
Assembly and
Packaging for
the NSTS
Weight
Rel iabil ity
Maintainability
(EVA)
Spares
(ORU)
Interfacing
Hardware
COMMENT
Two different designs are required. 5
16 out of 18 joints have the same elements. 9
Some slight difference between the 8
Station PV & SD.
Number of different tools and fixtures 6
is low.
Two different package types are required. 5
Some weight growth is expected on the station
and the platform joint.
Reliability should increase with the
slight overdesign of the station PV
joint.
Same as Option A.
The number of spares are low.
There is a high interface uniformity
TOTAL
RATING
10
8
g
73/100
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fELEMENT
Design Effort
Procurement
Manufacturing
Assembly and
Testing
Packaging for
the NSTS
Weight
Reliability
Maintainability
(EVA)
Spares
(ORU)
Interfacing
Hardware
TABLE 2.2.6-3
COMMONALITY AMONG THE STATION SD & PV AND THE PLATFORM JOINTS
(OPTION C)
COMMENT RATING
Single design is required with some 9
minor differences.
Single - uniform effort. 10
Only slight differences. 9
Uniform tools and fixtures with slight 9
differences.
Uniformity maximized - some differences 8
still exist
The overall weight is highest. 2
With overdesign for the Station PV and 8
the platform, the reliability improves.
Same as Option A. 10
The number of spares are the minimum
possible.
10
Maximum uniformity, with slight differences. 9
TOTAL 85/lOO
f
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TABLE 2.2.6-4
COMPARISON MATRIX
APPROACH
A. Individually
designed joints
B. Station beta
joint same,
platform joint
unique
C. All joints are
practically the
same
PRO
Minimum weight.
All elements are
above average.
Spares minimized
reliability maxi-
mized. All advan-
tages of common-
ality are maximized.
CON
Everything else
particularly ORU
spares are the
maximum.
RATING
52
No one particular 73
elements.
Weight will be the 85
highest.
f
The advantage of approach B over approach A is pronounced. The case for
commonality is not as strong when comparing approaches C and B, for the
following reasons:
I)
2)
There are six beta joints on the IOC station, which after growth
expand to sixteen, of which twelve are for the SD and four are
for the PV. There are only two joints on a platform. Hence,
commonality of the beta joints on the station affects 22% of the
joints, while the alpha joint on a platform affects only 11% of
the joints.
The contribution of platform joints to the overall commonality
is balanced by the expected increase in weight of the platform
joint. This is not the case on the station, i.e., no
significant weight penalty to the station PV beta joints, due to
its commonality with the SD joint is expected.
t"
[
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Roll rings were included in all joints. A case can be madefor flexible
, cables in the beta joints for the station. However, it was assumedthat roll
ring reliability will be equal to or better than flexible cable reliability.
Furthermore, it was assumedthat less spares are required, and that the ORU
maintenance for the roll rings is no more difficult than that for flexible
cables. Furthermore, roll rings, slip rings or someother non-rewindable means
of transferring power and signals across the joints will facilitate manual
maintenance since no mechanical position limitation is placed on the joint.
It is recommendedthat: I) full commonality for the station beta joints
and the platform alpha joint be employed; 2) the platform alpha joint design
and commonality be reevaluated when the exact alpha joint to platform interface
is known; and, 3) roll rings be utilized throughout the station and platform
joints.
rf
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2.3 DESIGN-TO-COST
The design-to-cost (DTC) program for the EPSduring Phase B was dedicated
to minimizing IOC cost and life-cycle cost (LCC). The primary activities
consisted of cost modeling and data base generation, trade study cost analyses,
and identification of cost drivers.
Initially, a cost estimate was made for the Phase C/D program.
Subsequently, both IOC cost and LCCwere estimated in the trade studies cost
analyses. Cost drivers were identified to show where to concentrate cost
optimization efforts. A high level of cost visibility was maintained. Cost
activities and results were reported in all submittals of DR-Og, DR-02, and
DR-Ig.
2.3.1 Trade Study Cost Analyses
Cost assessments were made for each trade study configuration in two
steps. The first step estimated the cost of hardware (for PV, SD, and PMAD),
software; and level-of-effort (LOE) WBS items (e.g., work package management,
system engineering and integration, ground support equipment, etc.) for
development, IOC production, growth production, and initial spares. The second
step incorporated the other costs (e.g., launch, EVA and IVA, replacement
hardware, station reboost,etc.) to obtain a total life-cycle cost (LCC).
For the first step, four cost models were used for estimating the cost of
hardware and software, namely, PRICE H, FAST, EPSCM, and PRICE S. These are
described in Table 2.3-I. The PRICE H model was used for all of the hardware
development and production cost estimates. The Other two hardware models Were
used for limited independent checks on the PRICE model. The generic forms of
the PRICE input are shown in Table 2.3-2. Input data for the PRICE runs were
obtained from Rocketdyne engineers and the Rocketdyne team members. Costs were
specific in constant 1987 dollars.
"Bottoms up" engineering cost estimates, received from the team members
for particular configurations were used to calibrate the PRICE model. Costs
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Table 2.3-I
SUMMARY OF COST MODELS USED FOR WP-04 COST ANALYSES
COST MODELS DESCRIPTION UTILIZATION
.
PRICE H
FAST-E
EPSCM
PRICE S
COST MODELS (ROCK_TDYNE)
Parametric Cost Prediction Model
(for hardware)
Programmed review of information
costing and_valuation. Predicts
development and production costs for
proposed electromechanical systems or
devices while they are still in the
concept stage. Two-step process in
conducting an analysis with PRICE:
(I) Creation and storage of the hardware
parametric data, and (2) Using PRICE
model with data file to estimate cost.
Used extensively for all
PV, SD, and PMAD system
subsystem level trades
involving cost
Frieman Analysis of System Technique
(for hardware costs)
Similar to PRICE except code
calibration can be done if weights
and performance of the references
cannot be determined.
Limited use as a check on
PRICE for PV, SD, and PMAD
system and subsystem level
trades involving cost.
Electric Power System Cost Model
(for hardware)
EPSCM predicts LCC of candidate
PV and SD EPSs with various com-
ponent options based on cost
estimating relationships for the
various cost categories.
Limited use as a check on
PRICE for PV, SD, and PMAD
system and subsystem level
trades involving cost.
Rocketdyne developed
proprietary code.
Parametric Cost Prediction Model
(for software)
Predicts development cost for soft-
ware including systems engineering,
programming, configuration, QA,
documentation and program management.
Used for system and sub-
system level software
trades involving cost
v2-23/2
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0
0
0
0
Table 2.3-2
INPUT DATA FOR PRICE COST ESTIMATES
Quantity of equivalent prototypes (PROTOS)
Quantity of production units (QTY)
Mass of electronics portion (WE)
Mass of structure portion (WS)
Factors for structure and electronics portion
• Integration with other assemblies (INTEGS, INTEGE)
• Manufacturing complexity (MCPLXS, MCPLXE)
• New design (NEWST, NEWEL)
Design repeat (DESRPS, DESRPE)
Engineering complexity factor (ECMPLX)
Schedule
• Start of development (DSTART)
• Start of production (PSTART)
/
for the numerous other trade study configurations were estimated with the
calibrated PRICE model• PRICE S was used for software development cost
estimates• PRICE H was also used for estimating the cost of the WBS element
Installation, Assembly and Checkout, and the WBS element Test. The other WBS
elements were direct estimates of time-phased man-loading. The estimates were
based on_the DR-08 WBS dictionary definitions of the type of effort included in
each level 5 element, prior programmatic experience, and the overall schedule
estimated for the EPS.
LCC Evaluation MethodoloqY
Step two used the cost assessment logic and information flow shown in
Figure 2.3-I. To accomplish the cost assessment, worksheets and data tables
were completed for each concept evaluated• These worksheets and data tables
were the heart of the evaluation methodology• They assured that the evaluation
was based on as much factual data as practical and provided a documented record
of their bases•
The information was generated on a concept modular basis to facilitate the
various growth scenarios andEPS concept configurations considered for
evaluation• An electronic spreadsheet (LOTUS 1-2-3) was used to generate and
document the cost assessment data. The cost assessment spreadsheet contained
several levels of worksheets and data files• Lower levels, such as the
V2-23/3
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reboost cost calculations spreadsheet (example shown in Table 2.3-3) were used
as inputs to upper level spreadsheets, such as the cost assessment worksheet
(example shown in Table 2.3-4). The cost assessment worksheet information was,
in turn, collected in the reference concept (level I) cost summary worksheet,
which was used in conjunction with the life-cycle scenario file to generate the
LCC for each of the reference concepts. Any change in data files or their
input worksheets automatically updated the entire cost assessment. This
approach accurately and rapidly accommodated changes in concept, life-cycle
scenario, discount rate, cost data, etc.
Postulated _PS _ife-Cycle Proqram$
f
There were five life-cycle programs. Each program comprised a station and
platform time-power schedule. There were three station scenarios (nominal,
man-tended, and high power) and three platform scenarios (no platforms,
platforms starting at IOC, and delayed platforms). The computer code combined
the platform and station scenarios (as instructed) to form the desire
life-cycle program. Both the combination of scenarios and time-power schedule
could be varied as desired.
Cost Assessment Worksheet
The cost assessment worksheet and EPS life-cycle program data were used to
calculate the EPS concept cost elements appearing in the reference concept cost
summary. There were three groups of cost data listed for each defined concept
module, initial cost, growth cost, and annual cost. Cost items such as DDT&E,
initial spares, and ground support were not a function of the number of concept
modules. There were other cost elements that do not grow as a function of
number of modules, such as portions of PMAD. The cost assessment worksheet
"pulled the data" from the operations, maintenance, and logistics (OML)
worksheet, mass summary worksheet, and reboost cost calculations worksheet.
The DDT&E production, and initial spares cost data were directly inputted based
on PRICE-generated data.
Reboost Cost Calculations
The factors that affected the reboost cost were physical surface area,
V2-23/4
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surface orientation, reboost fuel specific impulse, and orbit altitude. The
reboost cost was directly proportional to atmospheric density and drag
coefficient and inversely proportional to reboost fuel specific impulse. The
surface orientation and location determined the drag coefficient. For the same
physical area, orientation and location could have a large impact on reboost
cost. The values appearing in the drag coefficient menu were derived by
relating the surface angle of attack to the alpha and beta angles and then
averaging the pressure and shear contribution to the drag coefficients over the
number of Space Station orbits that occur in one year (5640).
/
The fuel launch cost and atmospheric density were functions of the orbit
altitude. A predicted mean value (for a 10-year period) of atmospheric density
was used in the cost assessment. The uncertainty in predicting the solar flux
and geomagnetic index, which affect atmospheric density, could result in a
large uncertainty in reboost cost. Selection of the orbit altitude, drag type,
and density selection number automatically entered the appropriate values from
the menus into the spreadsheet calculations. The reboost fuel specific
impulse, module physical area, and maximum drag coefficient were entered
directly.
Operation, Maintenance, Loqistics (OML) Worksheet
An OML worksheet was prepared for each EPS concept. The OML worksheet
calculated the ORU (orbital replacement unit) replacement hardware cost and its
launch and maintenance costs for each ORU and totaled them for the module based
on the following inputs: (I) number of ORUs per module, (2) ORU unit cost, (3)
ORU mass, (4) MTBF, (5) live, and (6) EVA and IVA maintenance times. The
factors appearing in the worksheet were also inputs to these calculations and
could be varied to perform cost sensitivity studies. The EVA and IVA times for
module deplobqnent were estimated, thus, providing EPS deployment cost data.
The calculated data from the OML worksheet and the other module OML worksheets
was collected in the OML worksheet summary (example shown in Table 2.3-5).
From there, the information was extracted and placed into the cost assessment
worksheet.
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Mass Summa_v Wprksheet
The mass summary worksheet (example shown in Table 2.3-6) listed masses by
subsystem, assembly, and component (if available) for each concept module and
nonmodular element. These data were used to calculate the EPS mass for the
reference concepts as input to the cost assessment worksheets (to calculate
launch cost), to the OML worksheets, and to PRICE.
2.3.2 Co@t privers
In order to determine EPS cost drivers, the Rocketdyne life-cycle cost
(LCC) model was run to identify the more significant costs and the factors
contributing to them. The model was run using the following assumptions and
ground rules.
One station plus one platform
Station power: 75 kW IOC, 300 kW growth
Platform power: B kW IOC, 15 kW growth
IOC station has 2-12.5 kW PV modules and 2-25 kW SD modules
Station growth is by replication of SD modules
Station and platform commonality for PV arrays and Ni-H 2 batteries
Beta joints are included
PMAD frequency: 20 kHz station, 20 kHz platform
User load converters are included.
All costs include estimates for subcontractor and contractor G&A and fee
and other WBS items (management, SE&I, GSE, IACO, Test, Ops, Maint.,
etc.)
Costs were estimated for the latest PMAD architecture (including 20 kHz
equipment on both the station and platform) and include user load converters.
Station reboost cost was omitted for the latest determination of cost
drivers. The reason for omitting station reboost cost was that the station
propulsion system now uses hydrogen-oxygen fuel, and the fuel source for
reboost is already on the station (i.e., water). The only reboost cost could
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be for (I) the extra electrolysis units required to electrolyze water into
hydrogen and oxygen and (2) the power to operate the units. An estimate showed
these costs to be small, and they were not included since they did not
significantly affect the cost .drivers. The only reboost cost included was for
the platform.
A detailed breakdown of cost distribution is provided in Table 2.3-7.
shows costs as a percentage of total LCC. The primary cost drivers can be
obtained from this table.
It
The largest cost driver is replacement hardware cost during 30-years of
operations (36% of the total LCC for station + platform). The factors in this
cost are:
Quantity of each ORU
Mean time between replacement (MTBR) for each ORU
Cost of each ORU (for hardware cost)
Weight of each ORU (for launch cost)
For the station, launch costs are about 40% of the total replacement
hardware cost and are dependent on the orbital altitude.
Shown below are: (I) the ORUs that are the primary contributors to replacement
hardware costs, (2) the contribution to the subsystem life-cycle cost (LCC),
(3) the important cost factors.
SUBSYSTEM ORU
% CONTRIBUTION
TO SUBSYSTEM LCC
PRIMARY FACTORS THAT
CONTRIBUTE TO COST
PV MODULES SOLAR ARRAY WING
Ni-H2 BATTERY
52% ORU COST
20_% ORU QTY,WEIGHT,MTBR
72%
SD MODULES CONCENTRATOR SURFACE
RECEIVER/PCU
RADIATOR PANEL
26%
14%
39%
79%
ORU COST & WEIGHT
ORU COST & WEIGHT
ORU QTY & WEIGHT
PMAD POWER DISTRIBUTION
& CONTROL UNIT (PDCU) 89% ORU QUANTITY
vz-z3/7
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On-orbit operations and maintenance is about 5% of the total LCC. Its
primary factors are the MTBR for each ORU combined with the number of EVA and
IVA hours and the cost of those hours. Any significant change to these factors
could make an appreciable difference in LCC.
While DDT&E is a large part of the IOC cost, it is only 20% of the total
LCC. Here is the area where relatively minor expenditures could possibly lead
to major cost savings in production and 30-year operations costs, especially if
ORU cost and weight can be reduced or the mean time between replacement can be
increased.
For instance, an increase of 5 years in MTBR for PV arrays would reduce
30-year replacement hardware costs by about 70 million dollars. Similarly,
increasing battery MTBR by 5 years would save about 180 million dollars in
total LCC.
Operations costs for 2-12.5 kW PV modules is approximately 20 million
dollars per year compared to 5 million dollars per year for a 25-kW SD module.
The two PV modules could be replaced with one SD module for about 80 million
dollars which could be recovered in operations cost savings in less than 6
years.
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2.4 SPACESTATIONINFORMATIONSYSTEM(SSIS) ANALYSES
f
2.4.1 System Architecture and Requirements Definition
Work Package 04 will utilize as much as possible hardware and software
which will be designed by work package 02 and provided as GFE for the Space
Station program. Hardware and software which will be used to implement PMAD
controllers is listed in Table 2.4.1-].
PMAD communicates with other PMAD controllers by means of its own dual
redundant PMAD control bus. Thus PMAD will not require the use of the DMS
global data bus network for normal operations between PMAD controllers.
However, the DMS global data bus will be utilized to obtain the required
tracking data from the C&T Station System for PV and SD pointing functions.
The EPS is expecting to use the crew MPAC work stations services for EPS
manual control and monitorig when required. The use of these work stations
will be minimal since the PMAD system is designed for automatic and autonomous
operation with minimum operator interaction.
During the design effort, work package 04 will require the use of a DMS
simulator to design and checkout the DMS/PMAD interface. A simulator will also
be required for C&T/PMAD interface design and checkout. These simulators are
expected to be furnished to work package 04 by work package 02.
V2-241/I
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Table 2.4.1-1
Work Packaqe 04 Hardware/Software Reauirements
EXPECTED GFE HARDWARE
TO WP-04
PMAD CONTROLLER (I)
PDC, MBC
PMC PSC PVC, SDC
HARDWARE
EMBEDDED DATA PROCESSOR
STANDARD DATA PROCESSOR
NETWORK INTERFACE UNIT
BUS INTERFACE ADAPTOR
MULTIPLEXER/DE-MULTIPLEXER
DATA LINKS
- X X
X - -
X - -
X X X
- X
X X X
SOFTWARE
OPERATING SYSTEM KERNEL
STANDARD SYSTEM SERVICES
OPERATING SYSTEM
NETWORK OPERATING SYSTEM
DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
USER INTERFACE LANGUAGE
SSE SOFTWARE
X X X
X
X " -
X X X
X - -
X X X
NOTE:
(I) PMC =
PSC =
PDC =
MBC =
PVC =
SDC =
POWER MANAGEMENT CONTROLLER
POWER SOURCE CONTROLLER
POWER DISTRIBUTION CONTROLLER
MAIN BUS CONTROLLER
PV CONTROLLER
SD CONTROLLER
{i
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t2.4.2 Software pevelopment Environment
The Software Development Environment (SDE) is the collection of software
tools (programs) used for the specification, development, testing,
configuration control, and documentation of computer programs.
At Rocketdyne, the SDE activities will be supervised and directed by a
software manager, as specified by the combined Level A/B Software Management
Plan. Agency coordination and direction for the EPS software development
effort will be provided by a NASA Software Manager at the Lewis Research Center
(LeRC).
2.4.2.1 Lanquaqe Processors
J
In selecting a language for the SDE, consideration should be given to the
associated support software: linkers, syntax-directed editors, executive
systems, library of math functions, etc. The PDL chosen should provide
cross-referencing and a module invocation tree.
2.4.2.2 Simulators
A simulation environment unique to the Power System will be used for
software development and testing. Consideration should be given for using
EASYS, IGSPIIE, SIMSCRIPTII.5, and NETWORKII.5. Consideration should also be
given to developing DMS, PMC, PDCU, MBSU, PSC, PVC, and SDC simulators so that
software development of each of those controllers can proceed in parallel.
2.4.2.3 Data Base Manaqement Systems
The requirements for local data base tools are specified in the
Requirement and Design Tools section.
2.4.2.4 Requirement and Desiqn Tools
f'
"..!_
2.4.2.4.1 Requirement Tools
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2.4.2.4.1.1 Synthesis Tools
These tools help an analyst find or generate the requirements for a
software task since the requirements may not always be explicit and need to be
derived. Tools that can assist in this process are:
a)
b)
c)
A word processor to scan system specifications for "shalls."
An interactive, graphical, structured analysis package that can help
an analyst "think through" the requirements.
An environment that would allow rapid prototyping, simulation, and
testing of requirements.
2.4.2.4.1.2 Analysis Tools
Analysis tools measure the quality of requirements and are used
iteratively with the synthesis tools to develop the final requirements.
However, these tools have, to date, two major drawbacks: They require
mathematical expressions to be entered in a formal requirements statement
language (RSL), which too many reviewers do not understand, and secondly, the
RSL processors have not been able to deal with the so-called "fuzzy"
requirements that tend to be prevalent during the early stages of a project.
For this reason, the synthesis tools and requirements reviews are used for
checking for completeness and consistency.
2.4.2.4.1.3 Documentation Tools
The documentation tool is a word processor that contains, as a minimum,
the following features: automatic paragraph numbering; text.copy and move
operations; deletion/insertion of characters/words; automatic page, figure and
table numbering; and automatic indexing and table of contents, figures and
tables generation.
2.4.2.4.2 Desiqn Tools
i
Design tools are necessary to help identify the interfaces between the
functions in a program. One such tool is the N-squared chart, in which the
function names are placed in squares that are along the diagonal of a page,
from top left to bottom right. Outputs from one function to another are
V2-242/2
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described in squares that are in the horizontal rows of a function. Inputs to
a function are in the squares that are in the same column as the function. See
Figure 2.4.2-i for an example. Note that this is a manual tool.
2.4.2.5 Test and Analysis Tools
These tools help describe test sequences in a high level test language,
translate them to test transactions, use the transactions to drive a system
under test, monitor and record the test results, and produce reports of
interest from the recorded results.
2.4.2.5.1 Source Proqram Static Analysis Tools
These programs perform the following analyses/checks: code analysis,
program structure analysis, proper interface checks, event sequence checks, and
syntax analysis.
2.4.2.5.2 Source Proqram pynamic Analysis
\
These programs are used for automatic test case generation, run time
monitoring, and assertion checking.
2.4.2.5.3 On-orbit Maintenance
These programs are used for documentation and for validating
modifications.
2.4.2.5_4 Performance Enhancement (On-orbit Upqrade)
These programs allow program restructuring and validate parallel
operation.
2.4.2.6 Build and Delivery System
,/
\_
This "program" is a set of system commands that cause a PMAD operating
system to be built from source code. The system can then be run or delivered
to the customer.
V2-242/3
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2.4.2.7 Operatinq Systems
There will be two operating systems for the PMAD: a ROM-based system
which performs minimum functions and a RAM-based system which supports
communication to the DMS and all other controllers and I/O devices (sensors
included). It also supports the scheduling of the various tasks in the
controller.
2.4.2.8 Business SUPPort System
This system monitors the status of program design, coding, test, and
integration.
2.4.2.9 Support Facilities
The SDE must support a local multi-user (up to 50) environment at each
facility.
f
\
2.4.2.10 Configuration Manaqement Tools
A program, such as the DEC Code Management System (CMS) can assist the
configuration management function.
2.4.2.11 .Quali.ty Control
The PMAD software requirements will be subjected to a quality review to
verify compliance with system specifications and project standards. The
outputs of the design phase will be verified against the requirements and the
output code phase will be checked against the design. Automated tools to help
in this process would improve productivity and quality.
r
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2.5 MAN-TENDEDOPTION
2.5.1 Backqround andApproach
The electric power system (EPS) for a man-tended approach (MTA) Space
Station was studied by Rocketdyne as a potential phase in the development and
buildup of a permanently manned capability (PMC) station. This study was
documented in a Man-Tended Approach Study submitted to NASA-LeRC on 17 January
1986. The study focused on a hybrid EPS which had already been recommended by
Rocketdyne at that time, RFC's or batteries for energy storage, and CBC or ORC
for SD Power. The hybrid configuration begins as a MTA station with 37.5 kW of
PV and RFCs or batteries for energy storage. Growth to PMC is accomplished
with the addition of two 25-kW SD modules (CBC or ORC) to B7.5 kW total. The
following general guidelines were used for the MTA study.
ao
b,
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The MTA is not a substitute for the permanently manned Space Station
but a potential phase in its development and buildup. The man-tended
station will evolve to a permanently manned capability (PMC) at the
end of the man-tended phase, and will be scarred as needed for such
•_evolution.
The MTA shall be designed to operate in a man-tended mode for a period
of from three to five years after initial deplojnnent.
Polar and co-orbiting platforms are to be retained as part of the
Space Station Program. Polar platforms are assumed not to be affected
by the MTA.
The first assembly launch of the man-tended station will be planned
for the same year as that planned for the first assembly launch of the
permanently manned station.
The MTA will make no special provisions, over and above those included
in the PMC, against loss of user operating time or data resulting from
Space Station malfunctions.
The MTA reference configuration includes one man-tended multipurpose
laboratory module (MML), one interconnect node and one airlock. Truss
bay size is assumed to be nine feet.
MTA average electrical power will be 37.5 kW, or half of the reference
PMC power level. 25 kW are available to users, with a preliminary
allocation of 20 kW to the MML and 5 kW to attached payloads.
2-175
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2.5.2
Minimum MTA station altitude is 250 n.m. for operations and 220 n.m.
for assembly, the same as basel ined for the manned station.
The automation and robotics state of the art utilized for the MTA will
be no more advanced than that planned for the PMC. The amount of
automation and robotics provided for users by the station will be no
more than that provided in the PMC: any additional automation required
will be provided by the user.
NSTS launch cost is assumed to be $I00M per launch.
Reference Confiqura_ion
The reference man-tended approach (MTA) configuration is a PV electric
power system (EPS) providing 37.5 kW average electrical power. Either RFCs or
batteries are used for eclipse and contingency power. The reference EPS
consists of the following subsystems:
PGS - Deployable and retractable flexible planar solar arrays utilizing
silicon solar cells
ESS - RFCs or batteries for energy storage and eclipse and contingency
power
PMAD DC and AC source management and regulation equipment for PV and
DC/AC conversion and management equipment and AC distribution
equipment for the SD growth to PMC.
Figure 2.5-I illustrates the configuration and dimensions of the reference
MTA station.
/
After three to five years of operation the MTA station will evolve into a
permanently manned capability (PMC) station. The reference PMC configuration
described herein is an 87.5-kW hybrid EPS, developed by adding two 25-kW SD
modules to the existing 37.5-kW PV MTA station. In addition, batteries
(battery option) or additional reactant tankage (RFC option) must be added to
meet the PMC station peaking and contingency requirements.
Figure 2.5-2 illustrates the configuration and dimensions of the reference
PMC station.
V2-25/2
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Figure 2.5-1 Reference Man-Tended Station Configuration
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f2.5.3 _gst Assessment
Cost assessments for each of the options investigated were evaluated in
detail for the specific operating scenarios of three years MTA operation
(1992-1994) followed by two years of PMC operation (1995-1996), compared with
five years PMC operation (1992-1996).
A cumulative cost comparison between MTA and PMC stations from 1987 to 1996
is given in Table 2.5-I. The cost data includes platform costs. Figures 2.5-3
through 2.5-6 present this information graphically. The comparison shows MTA
cost savings of from $1B6M to $199M at time of first launch (1992). However,
this MTA savings decreases thereafter until in 1996 the MTA savings becomes a
deficit of about $33M average.
2.5.4 Conclusions and Recommendations
.
\.
Rocketdyne's man-tended study analyzed in considerable depth the impact of
a man-tended approach (MTA) on the Space Station electric power system (EPS).
The study focused specifically on Rocketdyne's recommended EPS configuration
for the permanently manned capability (PMC) station, the hybrid option.
The hybrid option is readily adaptable to the MTA. Beginning as an MTA
station with 37.5 kW of PV and RFCs or batteries, growth to PMC is easily
accomplished by the addition of two SD modules. Additional batteries or RFC
reactant tankage would be added to the ESS for peaking and contingency
requirements, and only minor additions are required by the PMAD subsystem since
most of the components are already present on the MTA station. Two launch
packages are sufficient to complete the EPS for the MTA station, with one
additional launch required to add the elements needed for growth to a hybrid
PMC station.
The cost savings that could be realized with an MTA station was evaluated
in detail for the specific operating scenarios of three years MTA operation
(1992-1994) followed by two years PMC operation (1995-1996), compared with five
years PMC operation (1992-1996). Although the results are somewhat dependent
on the station and platform options they are consistent for each option and
lead to a definite conclusion.
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The average cumulative cost savings for the MTA increases steadily through
1992, the year of initial station operation. At this point, cumulative savings
average SlgYM, due to DDT&E and productions cost savings, as well as operations
and additional savings during the first year of operation. However, beginning
in 1993, DDT&E and production costs for the MTA growth to the PMC are charged
and the savings begin to evaporate. By the end of 1995, first year of PMC
station operation (for the MTA scenario), all savings are gone and the MTA in
fact, has cost an average of I33M more than the initial PMC scenario. This is
explained by noting that the savings in operations and operational costs
obtained by operating an MTA station for three years, is smaller than the added
cost of building a PMC station in two phases instead of one.
In order to draw meaning from these results, the budgetary limitations of
the Space Station Program must be determined, along with an evaluation of the
user impact of the reduced power availability for three years. Only then can
the advisability of the MTA be determined.
V2-25/4
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/Conclusions
It was recommended that only two types of PMAD components use the
hardware/firmware approach: switchgear and remote power controllers. In these
two cases, the required fast response time for quick fault detection and
isolation, and for over-current protection cannot be met by the software. It
was also recommended that the current limits for the remote power controllers
be programmable so that their limits can be set/reset by the PMAD software.
V2-225/13
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2.6 AUTOMATION AND ROBOTICS
(
2.6.1 Introducti.on and Summary
One of the significant Space Station challenges is to incorporate advanced
automation and robotics to increase man's productivity in space. Achievements
in this technology can also have a wide range of effects on our national goal
to increase terrestrial productivity and make our country more competitive.
Our approach began with the ATAC Committee recommendations documented in
NASA TMB7566 as applied to the electric power generation system and has evolved
during the Phase B effort.
Automation is an integral part of the Space Station Electric Power
System. The IOC station power system will be designed for flexibility so that
increasingly sophisticated software and its associated hardware can be added in
orbit. The goal at IOC is for the system to automatically operate, reconfigure
itself in case of failure, adequately monitor health, and provide a diagnostic
expert system to assist with maintenance, failure isolation and ORU
replacement. The evolutionary approach to automation will encourage the
development and implementation of advanced technology to reduce human
intervention and thus increase man's productivity. Beyond IOC, increasing
expert system capability, health monitoring, artificial intelligence, and
advanced sensors will be a vital extension of our current technology, their
possible application to the Space Station will provide a clear focus for
automation research and advanced development.
The development of the Rocketdyne and NASA LeRC power test beds and their
associated control software and hardware provides an excellent testing
capability for advanced control, health monitoring, failure detection,
isolation, and reconfiguration as well as expert system/artificial
intelligence. Such development resources will provide valuable data prior to
IOC and beyond.
For the assembly and early operation of the Space Station, teleoperation
and EVA are expected to be available. Based on the expected national effort in
robotic development, it is anticipated that this technology will be
V2-26/J
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increasingly utilized during the growth and subsequent timeframes. The
Electric Power System is comprised of Orbital Replacement Units each of which
is capable to interface with the end effector of a robotic system. Potential
robotic applications were shown in the previously submitted DR17 and are not
repeated herein.
2.6.2 Automaticn
In order to implement realistic goals both for IOC and beyond, the approach
will be to establish a basic level of automated control and diagnostics for the
initial station, with explicit provisions and plans outlined for expanded
capabilities. This strategy calls for 3 phases of automation development:
1)
2)
3)
IOC - Initial hardware and software for diagnostics and control
Growth Increased software sophistication and autonomy, including
greatly increased use of expert systems for diagnostics, maintenance,
and control.
Advanced - Addition of new diagnostic and computational hardware, with
expanded use of artificial intelligence for all software
applications.
An important aspect of this automation strategy is the research and
development necessary to provide cost-effective implementation of advances in
computer capability, artificial intelligence, diagnostic sensors, failure mode
analysis, state estimation, and control theory. Work in these, and related,
areas will proceed during all phases of space station development and
operation, with both theoretical and experimental efforts. This research will
be supported by the Rocketdyne and NASA LeRC power system test beds which will
be utilized to test new ideas,.and to prove design concepts.
/
k.__.
By working from this solid base of applications research it will be
possible to continuously upgrade the station and platform power systems, as
advancements in automation become affordable and practical. In this manner the
station power system will become increasingly autonomous, and consequently will
steadily improve the productivity of man in space.
V2-26/2
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The initial phase of the automation plan incorporates a level of control
and sensor monitoring that frees the station crew from direct involvement with
routine EPS operations. Features that will be tested and implemented to the
fullest extent possible include:
1)
2)
3)
Automatic power generation and balancing.
Power distribution and management, including state estimation and
load flow analysis.
Fault detection, isolation, and reconfiguration (FDIR).
Beyond IOC the automation plan calls for a program of phased research,
testing, and implementation of advanced hardware and software capabilities.
Even during the various stages of implementation of the IOC configuration, the
following areas of advanced development are planned to be in progress:
I)
2)
3)
Expert systems for trend analysis, state estimation, and fault
reconfiguration.
Networking techniques for combining multiple expert systems.
Use of space-qualified symbolic processors, as well as Ada-based
expert systems which will operate on space station standard data
processors (SDPs).
Advanced diagnostic hardware and instrumentation techniques.
IOCPower System Architecture
The IOC EPS design consists of solar dynamic and photovoltaic power
generation systems, energy storage systems, and power distribution and
management systems. A diagram of the overall EPS architecture is shown in
Figure 2.6.2-I.
The control system for the platforms is almost identical, except that the
SD subsystem and main bus switching assemblies are absent.
V2-26/3
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2.6.2.2 ._OC Automation Capability
Initial automation capability for the EPS will be a function of the
complexity of the control software, and digital programmability of the system
hardware. Capabilities of the present, preliminary design include:
1)
2)
3)
4)
s)
6)
Programmable set points for currents and voltages
Basic isolation and recovery from hard faults.
Hardware switch status reporting
Current, voltage, temperature, and pressure sensor reports
Load shedding based on priorities which have been input from the
Operations Management System (OMS).
Automatic load adjustment and energy balance
To facilitate a structured plan, the automation features that could be
implemented at IOC are divided into the following categories:
I) Baseline Autonomous Routine Operation - This includes steady state
operations, load and bus switching, basic status monitoring, and
double failure responses.
2) Enhanced Contingency Operations - This includes advanced evaluation
of possible operating modes, and response to multiple, complex
faults.
3) Trend Analysis in Health Monitoring - Trend analysis involves the
statistical evaluation of historical sensor data over a long period
of time to determine if a given component is beginning to
malfunction. It includes failure prediction, and maintenance
recommendations.
4) Advanced Artificial Intelligence - Use of expert systems for health
monitoring, and non-deterministic response decisions. This
represents a more advanced approach than a basic rule-based system,
and would undergo extensive, parallel ground-operations testing and
evaluation prior to on-orbit implementation.
The automation plan provides for these four categories to be developed in
parallel, as funding is available, for implementation at IOC. This approach is
shown in Figure 2.6.2-2, and reflects the distinction between the baseline
level of automation and the more advanced options enumerated as items 2,3, and
V2-26/4
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4 above.
are necessary for the basic, safe operation of the power system. The
additional features, either for IOC, or beyond can either be developed as an
early parallel effort or later as part of the time-phased automation plan.
either case, the time-phased plan remains essentially the same, with
adjustments only in the degree of enhancement at each step.
Baseline autonomous operation includes all of those functions which
In
2.6.2.3 Automation Architecture
The current design for the EPS control configuration incorporates a set of
standard station processors operating in a functional hierarchy as shown in
Figure 2.6.2-3. The processor software and EPS hardware combine to form an
automated system which functions within a limited and pre-defined scope of
circumstances for IOC operation.
Power Manaqement Controller (PMC) - The PMC is the highest level controller in
the hierarchical network of the EPS system. As the coordinating processor for
the entire EPS its primary functions are to coordinate the global power
generation and distribution operations. It conducts all state estimation, load
flow management, and high-level fault reconfiguration functions, and handles
all communication with the station data management system (DMS).
Power Distribution and Control Unit (PDCU) Controller - The PDCU controller
will be an integral part of each Space Station module or other load center, and
controls all switching and load shedding operations for the loads under its
jurisdiction. Each PDCU controller maintains an internal data base consisting
of:
I. The current load configuration
2. Component failure status
3. Operational voltage and current levels at test points
4. Operational load voltages and currents
5. operational state-of-health sensor information
The PDCU controller automates the operations for load management at its
level, and communicates directly with the PMC for commands and status.
v2-26/s
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Main Bus Switch inq Assembly (MBSU) Controller - The purpose of the MBSU
controller is to act as the interface between the power management processor
and the switch controllers (e.g. RBI's and RPC's) for the main power buses.
removes some overhead from the central processor by performing routine
operations associated with the main power distribution system.
It
Power Source Controller (PSC) - The power source controller (PSC) is located in
the same area as the power generation and energy storage processors and
provides local functions not performed by those processors. The processor
functions include:
\
I •
.
3.
Coordination of power generation and energy storage between the PV
and SD modules
Power conversion controls such as inverter synchronization
Coordinates with a local PDCA to provide power to itself and other
equipment in the region beyond the alpha joint.
SD and Photovoltaic Module Controller ($DC and P_C) - The SDC and PVC controls
the elements of SD and PV power generation. The PVC also controls the energy
storage subsystem to optimize performance during charge and discharge
operations. To accomplish these functions, the controllers receive command and
status information from the PMC via the PSC and use this information in
conjunction with internal status data. The status data from the SD and PV
controllers will be used by a ground-based or Space Station based expert system
at IOC for trend analysis.
IOC Expert System - Preliminary design plans call for implementation of a
diagnostic expert system interacting with the power management processor in an
advisory capacity. While, due to cost or hardware constraints, a space-based
expert system may not be feasible at IOC, it will certainly be possible to have
such a system operating on the ground with a telemetry link to the station.
.
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The configuration for these two cases, and their related issues are
summarized as foll ows:
1) Space based expert system - Because symbolic processors, which are
best suited to artificial intelligence applications, are not likely
to be space qualified by IOC, any expert system onboard the station
would have to be executing on a standard data processor (SDP). One
option would be to have a separate physical SDP hosting the expert
system with a direct link to the PMC. The other option would be to
allocate a portion of the PMCs memory for the expert system which
would run on a non-interfering basis. Current work at Rocketdyne is
focused on implementing and evaluating an Ada-based inference engine
which would enable this initial expert system to run on an SPD.
The merits of these two options will be evaluated as preliminary
design progresses.
2) Ground based expert system - If it is decided not to fly an EPS
expert system at IOC, development work, testing, and evaluation would
still proceed utilizing a lab-based system which would receive data
from the station. If the ground system proves its value it could be
moved later to a space implementation.
In either case, data obtained from the PMC will be utilized for testing
the response and recommendations of the expert system, so that its performance
can be evaluated during the course of actual station operation. Initially the
expert system responses will be compared against PMC, crew, and ground-based
decisions. As the system improves and confidence is gained in its
recommendations, it will be used to increase the autonomy of the EPS.
2.6.2.4 Growth and Advanced Automation Plan
The growth and advanced automation portions of this plan build on the
configuration established for IOC. Earliest growth and upgrades to the EPS
automation capability will be primarily software oriented. Later phases will
include utilization of advanced sensors instrumentation, and on-board
computers.
The elements of the advanced plan are:
(
]) Continued research and development, for both hardware and software,
using data from operating Station as well as other sources for
guidance.
V2-26/7
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f2)
3)
Modification and expansion of software programs functioning as part
of the then-current station configuration.
Addition of new or modified EPS hardware, sensors, instrumentation,
and computers.
2.6.3 Robotics
C
The availability of robotics at IOC and subsequent periods play a major
role in the definition of the requirements from these devices. Information
available to date indicates that the following robotics capabilities can be
expected during various phases of the Space Station Program:
Remote manipulator system (RMS), utilized during the assembly phase as
an integral part of the NSTS.
Flight telerobotics servicer (FTS), utilized during the assembly phase
from within the NSTS bay.
Space Station transporter, capable of carrying about the station and
RMS, launch packages and ORUs. It is expected to be available for
service after flight number three. The complete mobile service center
(MSC), will be available after flight number 24.
The fundamental ground rules utilized by the EPS designers are:
EVA by astronauts should be minimized to the extent practical
The requirements imposed by the designer shall not exceed the RMS
capabilities
In all cases astronauts EVA capabilities shall be provided, at least
as a back-up.
2.6.3.1 Assembly Phase
During assembly of the PV module (flights 1 and Z) the STS remote
manipulator system (RMS) , will be utilized to perform the following:
a)
b)
c)
V2-26/B
Unstow equipment from launch package.
Lift equipment from STS payload bay.
Support and stabilize the beta gimbal joint/solar array assembly while
the EVA crew attaches the assembly to truss.
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d)
e)
Position, support and stabilize the PV equipment box while the EVA
crew attaches the box to the truss.
Assemble radiator heat pipe panels into the PV box condenser.
During assembly of the SD module the STS remote manipulator system (RMS)
and the mobile service center (MSC) will be utilized to perform the following:
a)
b)
¢)
d)
e)
f)
g)
. h)
Unstow equipment from the launch package.
Lift equipment from the STS payload bay.
Transport equipment from the STS to the assembly location on the
station•
Position, support and stabilize gimbal joint while the EVA crew
attaches joint to truss.
Position, support and stabilize the PCU/receiver assembly while EVA
crew attaches assembly to beta joint.
Assemble radiator heat pipe panels into condenser•
Support and rotate concentrator while EVA crew attaches hex panels.
Position and support concentrator assembly while EVA crew attaches
support struts.
2.6.3.2 Operational Phase
During the operational phase the MSC will be utilized during maintenance to
remove and install ORUs. All EPS ORUs are designed for interface with the MSC
remote manipulator arm end effector and end effector adapters. The ORU/end
effector interface design shown in Figure 2.6.3-I is typical for all PMAD ORUs
and other system ORUs as applicable. However, not all ORUs will be replaceable
by the MSC without EVA crew assist.
This ORU concept features:
I •
2.
3.
V2-26/9
Single-action attachment.
Operable by EVA, RMS, and OMV automated equipment•
Capable of transferring electrical power, electrical/optical data,
fluid (for cooling) or conductive heat transfer.
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All force necessary for attachment/detachment are resolved at the
handle.
Interfaces with standard module servicing tool (MMS).
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2.7 EVOLUTIONARYGROWTH
2.7.1 Subsystems Growth
2.7.1.1 Power Generation Growth
The hybrid concept baselined for the Space Station EPS combines the SD and
PV power generation sources. This combination provides the station with a
reliable and diverse source of power. The hybrid EPS will begin with 23.5 kWe
of PV on the first two launches and will grow to a 75 kWe IOC station by
addition of two 25.75 kWe SD modules. The station can continue to grow by
adding two 25.75 kWe SD power modules at a time. Energy storage for the hybrid
station is provided by batteries sized to support 23.5 kWe nominal load at the
user interface with a peaking capability of 42.5 kWe. Eight Ni-H 2 batteries
are employed at IOC with a nominal capacity of 62 A'h each.
f
2.7.1.2 PMAD Growth
The PMAD configuration has been designed for growth to a nominal 300 kWe
(e.g., 332 kWe) station. However, the power distribution cabling at IOC is
sized for growth to 175 kWe. Several major PMAD components which are installed
at IOC and intended to remain throughout station life are sized to accommodate
the growth station. These include the alpha joint roll rings, main bus
switching assembly (MBSA), and the interconnecting power cabling between the
MBSA and alpha joint. Since the MBSA serves as the point of paralleling and
synchronization of all power sources on its respective side of the station, the
MBSA must have adequate capacity at IOC to handle a nominal 166 kWe of source
power. Likewise the alpha joint has similar capacity since all of the eventual
source power must flow through the roll rings. Cabling between these two items
is also installed at IOC to eliminate complex and time-consuming EVA field
wiring downstream of the MBSA. The distribution cabling is scarred for a
nominal 175 kWe capacity. The distribution cabling to the external points on
the station (upper and lower keels and booms) is sized for the final growth
station loading which is estimated at approximately 100 kWe. This eliminates
field wiring on this part of the structure which is not expected to change over
the station life. The manned module area however, is where the bulk of
V2-27/I
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fstructural growth is expected and is the area where field installation of new
cabling (over the 175 kWe scar) is planned. As new manned modules are added to
the station, new feeders from the MBSA to the modules are required.
2.7.1.3 Platform Growth
The polar platform has a continuous power requirement of 8 kWe at IOC. The
power is provided by two PV arrays controlled by sequential shunt units
(SSUs). The platform is capable of growing to 15 kWe with a peak power
requirement of 24 kWe. The growth is accomplished by replication of the PV
arrays and addition of batteries. The platform PMAD growth is accommodated by
the extension of the DC and AC power buses and the addition of power
distribution and control assemblies (PDCAs).
2.7.1.4 Estimated Costs
Table 2.7-I shows the estimated total (design, development, test,
engineering and production) and annual EPS costs for the station man-tended,
IOC, and growth configurations; and the platform IOC and growth
configurations. Additional data which illustrate the incremental production
and annual cost for each growth block is presented in Section 2.4.
2.7.2 Mission Scenarios and System Requirements
The mission scenarios for Space Station EPS growth are shown in
Figure 2.7-i. Three different scenarios are shown; (I) low growth beginning
with a 23.5 kWe man-tended station and growing to 178 kWe; (2) base growth
beginning with 75 kWe and growing to 332 kWe; and (3) high growth beginning
with 75 kWe and growing to 487 kWe. Growth by replication of SD power modules
is assumed for all three cases, with each 51.5 kWe growth block consisting of
two 25.75 kWe modules.
Alternate growth methods which could be employed include scaled-up modules,
technical improvements, and addition or replacement of modules with advanced
technology modules. It is estimated that the incorporation of the five meter
truss design has stiffened the structure sufficiently to allow growth by SD
module replication to continue as high as I MWe or beyond, if necessary.
V2-27/2
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TABLE 2.7-1
STATION
Man-Tended
lOC
Growth
ESTIMATED EPS COSTS
CAPACITY TOTAL COST(I) ANNUAL COST(2)
(kWe) (1987 $M) (1987 $M)
23.5 77O 17
._J5 813 20
332 1293 40
2 PLATFORMS
IOC
Growth
8 78 9
15 137 17
/
CI)
(2)
DDT&E and production; includes beta joints and load converters
Does not include transportation or installation cost or spares
Includes ground support cost
Does not include transportation or installation cost
System requirements which led to the selection of the growth block size have
been discussed in Section 1.2. Appendix A includes CAD-drawn figures showing
the station configuration for each block change, from 75 kWe through 487 kWe in
51.5 kWe increments.
2.7.3 Desiqn Concepts
f
As stated earlier, replication of SD modules is the proposed method for
EPS growth. Several different size modules were studied and reported upon in
DR-19, DP4.3 and DP4.4. Among those evaluated were 18.75 kWe, 25 kWe, and 37.5
kWe modules for both the SD and PV sources. Factors such as parasitic losses,
station drag and mass, symmetry, ORU replacement, and commonality between the
platform and station were considered. The selection of 23.5 kWe of PV and the
resulting 51.5 kWe SD blocks was discussed in Section 1.2. Due to the thermal
V2-27/3
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energy storage capability of the SD designs and the inherent peaking capability
of the PV and SD modules, no additional batteries are required for growth.
Additional details of the PV, SD, and PMAD design concepts are presented
in the Preliminary Analysis and Design Document, DR-02, dated 30 June 1986.
2.7.4 Incremental Costs
The incremental costs for each block change are attributed only to the SD
modules and the required PMAD components. The PV modules including batteries
are installed only for IOC, and no more are added during EPS growth (not
including replacement of solar arrays and batteries during the life of the
station). The PMAD subsystem does not lend itself to simple block changes, and
several different components have to be added for each block change during
growth.
The estimated incremental production and annual cost for each block change
of SD modules and PMAD components added to the system in 1987 dollars is shown
in Table 2.7-2.
TABLE 2.7-2
COST OF BLOCK CHANGES
Production Annual (I)
Cost Cost
(1987 $ M) (1987 $ M)
Two 25.75 kWe SD modules (including source PMAD) 83.8
Common PMAD components to support block change 12.1
of 51.5 kWe
Total 95.9
3.52
0.43
3.95
(I) Does not include transportation or installation cost
V2-27/4
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2.7.5 Capability at Each Block Chanqe
The hybrid EPS IOC configuration has two PV modules (11.75 kWe each) and
two SD modules (CBC or ORC, 25.75 kWe each). The PMAD architecture controlling
the hybrid source configuration consists of dedicated PV and SD controllers and
software which interface with the power source processor via a local control
bus. The power source processor interfaces with the power management processor
which processes DMS information. Power distribution cabling is provided for
growth to 175 kWe nominal. With each block change, the EPS capability
increases by 51.5 kWe.
Source PMAD growth is planned to coincide with the addition of the SD
modules. Each module addition brings its associated PMAD equipment which
consists of a frequency converter, remote bus isolators, and cabling. Also
included is the SD controller which controls the SD module and interfaces with
the power source processor via the local control bus.
The station has the flexibility to use other advanced technology SD
modules such as Stirling cycle engines or PV technology such as GaAs, by
replacing SD-ORC/CBC or Si arrays respectively. Section 2.10 covers
flexibility in more detail.
2.7.6 Growth Schedule
Potential growth schedules are shown in the growth path scenarios of
Figure 2.7-I. The power capability is plotted as a function of years from
IOC. The low and base growth cases operate at 75 kWe for three years. Growth
then takes place in blocks of 51.5 kWe by adding a pair of 25.75 kWe SD modules
at a time. These blocks could be added at any frequency desired with
limitations imposed by STS flight availability and available space in each
flight. The high power scenario shows the power growing in one 51.5 kWe block
per year, reaching 487 kWe in eight years.
V2-27/5
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2.7.7 Desiqn Trade-Offs
The growth potential of a number of candidate concepts was studied at
length during the conceptual design stage of the Phase B study contract. Some
of the features traded-off were: physical size of modules, power losses,
voltage requirements, conductor mass, structural requirements, station
stability, and cost. The recommendation and subsequent baselining of the
hybrid concept resulted from consideration of all the above. Details of the
many system analyses and trades performed are presented in Section 5 of DR-19,
DP4.3 and DP4.4.
The growth scenario costs reported in DR-Ig, DP4.4 illustrated that while
IOC costs for the four principal concepts are roughly comparable, there is a
wide disparity in life-cycle costs. For all three growth scenarios considered,
the SD option has a significant life-cycle cost advantage over PV, with
moderate increases noted as the amount of PV on the IOC station increases. The
difference is primarily attributable to the much higher replacement cost of PV
hardware, as as well as the higher reboost costs caused by the higher drag
area.
2.7.8 Limitinq Factors
2.7.8.1 Technical
The limiting technical factors that constrain the design of growth
concepts are the following:
a) boom length,
b) shuttle constraints,
c) power losses,
d) voltage requirements,
e) module size,
f) drag,
g) shadowing,
h) conductor mass,
i) structural factors,
j) weight, and
k) scar.
V2-27/6
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.The boom length limitation was reduced with the new five meter truss
design. However, other practical considerations such as flight dynamics,
conductor mass, voltage requirements and power loss still limit the boom
length. The module size and weight are limited by the shuttle load capacity
and available space. As indicated, selection of the SD module size was
influenced by the shuttle capability to transport two modules in one mission.
Increasing the module size and reducing the total number of modules would
reduce the built in redundancy. Drag and shadowing are also serious
constraints as the reboost cost increases with the increase in drag and weight,
and the module efficiency is reduced due to concentractor shadowing.
The PMAD growth constraints were addressed in Section 2.1.2. The scarring
of the distribution cabling for a nominal 175 kWe capacity and the alpha joint
roll ring for a nominal 300 kWe capacity are obvious constraints. Growth
beyond the 175 kWe power level would require routing of new cables and or cable
splicing. Growth beyond 300 kWe is limited by the alpha joint roll ring size.
One potential solution is to use transformers on the outboard side of the
joint to increase the voltage to approximately 600 volts. This would increase
the power capacity of the roll rings by 36% allowing station power growth to
410 kWe. A step down transformer would then be required on the inboard side of
the alpha joint to return the voltage to 440 volts for distribution thus
permitting the continued utilization of existing equipment. However, the roll
rings must be initially designed for the highest voltage anticipated. Growth
to higher power than above would require replacement of or additions to the
alpha joint roll ring, the MBSA, and interconnecting power cabling between the
alpha joint and the MBSA.
2.7.8.2 Schedule
The growth scenarios include growing to a 332-kWe or even 487-kWe
capability in 10 years, placing a limit on the technological advancement that
can be employed for EPS growth. Long-lead-time items reduce the 10 years
available to incorporate advances into the growth design. Phase B studies have
therefore been limited to existing technologies and those advances anticipated
during the preliminary design allocation of 21 months.
V2-27/7
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2.7.8.3 Proqram
The principal limiting factor imposed on growth by programmatic
considerations is the limit on the cost of the entire Space Station program.
This limit places financial constraints on growth that favor the least
expensive growth scenario.
2.7.9 Assumptions
The principal assumptions made for assessing the station growth scenarios
are:
2.7.10
a)
b)
c)
d)
The Space Station operating altitude is 180-250 nmi,
Maximum orbiter payload mass at 220 nmi is 38,245 Ibs,
Available orbiter cargo bay length with design docking module
installed is 45.5 feet, and
Modification of existing hardware and resupply flights are not
considered growth flights.
Growth Flexibility and Constraints
The ability of the Space Station to grow is limited by the capability of
the STS to support dedicated Space Station flights. It is presently planned to
deliver two 25.75 kWe solar dynamic units on one STS flight for Space Station
growth. The number of flights that will be available for Space Station growth
depend on:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
Number of orbiters available (size of fleet),
Number of resupply flights required annually,
Number of mission (customer) payload flights,
Number of (maximum) orbiter flights per year available to NASA,
Number of flights available for Space Station support,
IOC assembly launch cradles available for growth flights, and
Crew availability for growth assembly.
Allowing the station orbit altitude to decay to a minimum altitude for
resupply and other required servicing flights could reduce the required number
of yearly flights.
/
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The conceptual design studies of the EPS covered eight reference concepts
which included PV and SD options for the station and platform and Stirling and
nuclear options for station growth. In subsequent studies some concepts were
expanded to allow consideration of various alternatives, and others were
eliminated, as only those considered practical for use at IOC were retained.
The finalists were several SD, PV, and hybrid concepts and they are presented in
Reference 3. The Stirling and nuclear growth options were evaluated during the
conceptual design phase in DR-Ig, DP's 4.1 and 4.2 and subsequently addressed in
more detail in sections 3.9 and 3.10 of DR-Ig, DP4.3.
Both the nuclear and Stirling options were dropped from further
consideration because their disadvantages at IOC were judged to outweigh their
potential advantages. Space nuclear power systems are very attractive for
repetitive, unmanned applications requiring large amounts of electrical power.
However, for the Space Station, the need for a large man-rated shielding mass
results in nuclear having no cost advantage over alternative concepts while
having significant safety and technology development cost/risk disadvantages.
The Stirling engine has a slight potential mass and area advantage over
alternative SD concepts because of its greater efficiency and higher heat
rejection temperature (reduced by conversion losses of the Stirling
reciprocating motion into rotary motion). This potential is offset by its less
mature development status.
It is recognized, however, that in future years, significantly increased
power requirements, utilization trends, and/or changing priorities for the Space
Station, may occur. Under these circumstances, the use of all available
technologies should be reconsidered. Nuclear power for space missions, at the
present state of the art, presents safety and technological problems for use on
a manned Space Station. However, further technolgocial advancement in the areas
of safety, cost, and shielding mass, should not be discounted. With such
advances, or for location on an unmanned station or platform, nuclear power
could become a viable option for future evolutionary growth. Employment of a
new Space Station or platform would probably be the most practical course of
action under these circumstances, although integration onto an existing station
could be studied and evaluated if necessary.
V2-27/9
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The Stirling option has no humansafety problems and is more viable for
near/moderate term use on the station. However, a suitable module must be
developed capable of being transported into orbit and integrated with existing
station systems and components.
The EPShas the flexibility to accommodatenew or modified SDmodules, or
possibly larger modules. The initial silicon PV arrays could be replaced with
more advanced and higher capacity GaAs arrays and the Ni-H 2 batteries by Na-S
batteries. This would be applicable on both the station and platform. Advanced
PV growth is addressed in DR-Ig, DP4.3. The station flexibility also permits
the use of other hybrid splits of PV and SD. The constraints for utilization of
new technologies are:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
Cost effectiveness.
Human health and safety considerations,
Availability of proven hardware, and
Transport limits due to size,
Physical and functional interfaces with existing station.
V2-27/10
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3.0 PRELIMINARYDESIGN
C
3.1 ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEM OVERVEIW
The Electric Power System (EPS) for the Space Station program consists of a
combination photovoltaic (PV) and solar dynamic (SD) power generation subsystem
and a power management and distribution (PMAD) subsystem.
The solar power generation module concept for the EPS consists of two
12.5 kWe rated PV modules and two solar dynamic power modules. Each PV module
consists of two solar arrays. Table 3.1-I summarizes how the solar dynamic
modules combine with the photovoltaic modules to provide IOC and growth station
power requirements of 75 and 300 kWe net, respectively.
Table 3.1-1
SUMMARY OF SOLAR DYNAMIC/PV POWER MODULE
CAPABILITIES
IOC
SD nominal module design power (kWe)
SD minimum power/module (kWe)
SD maximum power/module (kWe)
Number of SD modules
SD minumum power (kWe)
PV minimum power (kWe)
Station minimum power (kWe)
SD maximum power (kWe)
PV maximum power (kWe)
Station maximum power (kWe)
GROWTH
25 25
26 26
30 30
2 12
52 312
23.5 23.5
75.5 335.5
60.0 360.0
42.5 42.5
102.5 402.5
The PMAD subsystem consists of that hardware and software necessary to
control power generation from all sources and distribute it to the
variable load centers throughout the Space Station structure and manned
modules. Figure 3.1-I is an overview of the EPS components at IOC and
Figure 3.1-2 is an overview of the PMAD architecture.
As an overvew, the following tables detail the items that comprise the
power generation system (WP-04). Table 3.1-2 lists the PV module major
assemblies; Tables 3.1o3a and 3.1-3b list the SD module major assemblies
of ORC and CBC, respectively; Table 3.1-4 lists the platform major
assemblies; Table 3.1-5 lists the PMAD ORUs and Table 3.1-6 lists the
specific assembly required for each launch. Module launch masses are
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pv MODULE CONTENT:
PV MODULE ORUs
PV Wing:
Wing PMAD:
PV Battery:
Battery PMAD:
PV Source PMAD:
PV Thermal Control:
Beta Gimbal :
PV Equipment Box Structure
TABLE 3.1-2 PV MODULE BREAKDOWN
2 PV Wings and Wing PMAD
2 Beta Gimbals
4 Batteries and Battery PMAD
PY Source PMAD
PV Thermal Control
PV Equipment Box Structure
PV Module Cabling
I PV Array Blanket and Box (L)
I PV Array Blanket and Box (R)
I Deployable Mast and Canister
] Sequential Shunt Unit
4 Battery Subassemblies
I Battery Charge/Discharge Unit
2 AC Switch Units
2 DC Switch Units
2 DC-AC Inverters
2 Power Distribution and Control Units (Truss)
2 PV Control Units
2 PV Controllers
2 Power Source Controllers
8 Utility Plates
2 Pump Units
I Condenser/Interface
8 Radiator Panels
8 Pressurization Units
8 GN2 Canisters
I Beta Joint Subassembly
I Beta Roll Ring Subassembly
2 Beta Joint Drive Motors
I Station Beta Joint Transition Structure
I Insolation Meter (Mounted on Moving Section)
.. "
°.
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ITABLE 3. I-3a SD MODULE BREAKDOWN
ORC OPTION
_t
SD MODULE CONTENT:
SD,MODULE ORUs
Concentrator:
Receiver/PCU:
Condenser/Radiator:
SD Equipment Box:
Beta Gimbal :
Concentrator
Receiver/PCU
Condenser/Radiator
SD Equipment Box
Beta Gimbal
SD Interface Structure
SD Module Cabling
Reflective Surface Subassembly
Two Axis Gimbal Subassembly
2 Linear Actuators
Sun Sensor Subassembly - Mounted on Reflector
Strut Set
Receiver
PCU
PCU Controller
PLR
Condenser
32 Radiator Panels
3Z Pressurization Units
32 GN2 Canisters
2 SD Controllers
Frequency Converter
Utility Plate
Beta Joint Subassembly
Beta Joint Roll Ring Subassembly
2 Beta Joint Drive Motors
Station Beta Joint Transition Structure
Insolation Meter (Mounted on Moving Section)
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SD MODULE CONTENT:
SD MODULE ORUs
Concentrator:
Receiver/PCU:
Radiator:
SD Equipment Box:
Beta Gimbal :
TABLE3.1-3b SD MODULE BREAKDOWN
CBC OPTION
Concentrator
Recelver/PCU
Radiator
SD Equipment Box
Beta Gimbal
SD Interface Structure
SD Module Cabling
Reflective Surface Subassembly
Two Axis Gimbal Subassembly
2 Linear Actuators
Sun Sensor Subassembly (Mounted on Reflector)
Strut Set
Receiver/PCU
Engine Controller
PLR
Radiator/Deployment Unit
2 Hot Interconnect Lines
2 Cold Interconnect Lines
2 SD Controllers
Frequency Converters
2 Fluid Management Units
Utility Plate
Beta Joint Subassembly
Beta Joint Roll Ring Subassembly
2 Beta Joint Drive Motors
Station Beta Joint Transition Structure
Insolation Meter (Mounted on Moving Section)
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pLATFORM _PS CONTENT:
pLATFORM _PS ORUs
PV Wing:
Wing PMAD:
Battery:
Battery PMAD:
Platform PMAD:
Alpha Gimbal :
TABLE_3.1-4 PLATFORM EPS BREAKDOWN
2 PV Wings and Wing PMAD
2 Alpha Gimbals
4 Batteries and Battery PMAD
Platform PMAD
Platform EPS Cabling
PV Array Blanket and Box (L)
PV Array Blanket and Box (R)
Deployable Mast and Canister
Sequential Shunt Unit
4 Battery Subassemblies
Battery Charge/Discharge Unit
2 AC Switch Units
2 DC Switch Units
3 DC-AC Inverters
4 Power Distribution and Control Units (Truss)
2 PV Control Units
2 PV Controllers
2 Power Management Controllers
Beta Joint Subassembly
Beta Joint Roll Ring Subassembly
2 Beta Joint Drive Motors
Platform Alpha Joint Transition Structure
, 3-7
/listed in their respective sections of this report. The major WP-04 launches
are identified as MB-I and MB-2, launch of PV modules and Power Conversion
Modules in nodes; P-I, polar platform EPS launch; MB-g, launch of SD modules;
MB-16, distribution on upper and lower keels' launch; P-3, coorbit platform EPS
launch.
Table 3.1-5
Summary of PMAD ORUs
IOC QUANTITY
ORU STATION EACH PLATFORM
Sequential Shunt Unit (SSU) 4
Photovoltaic Control Unit (PVCU) 4
Battery Charge/Discharge Unit (BCDU) 12
DC-AC Inverter 4
Photovoltaic Controller 4
DC Switching Unit (DCSU) 4
AC Switching Unit (ACSU) 4
Power Source Controller 4
Frequency Converter 2
Solar Dynamic Controller 4
Main Bus Switching Unit (MBSU) 4
Power Distribution & Control Unit (PDCU) Truss 24
Power Distribution & Control Unit (PDCU, Module 24
Power Management Controller (PMC) 2
Transformer 10
Node Bus Switching Unit (NBSU) 2
NSTS Power Converter 2
2
2
4
3
2
2
2
4
2
2
2
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3.2 PV SUBSYSTEM
The PV Subsystem consists of photovoltaic array wings, batteries, PMAD
equipment for conditioning and conversion of source power as well as control
and management of the PV source power elements, and local thermal control
hardware. The update to this subsystem includes descriptions of the baselined
mechanically pumped loop thermal control system as opposed to the previously
presented capillary pumped loop system. Refer to the trade study section for
an updated description of the CPL. The PV equipment box has been incorporated
to reflect Rocketdyne's concept of packaging the energy storage and PMAD
components. This section focuses on the power source elements: the arrays and
batteries, and the PV equipment box with thermal control. Source PMAD
equipment design is described in more detail in Section 3.4.
The design of the PV subsystem has been guided by the principle of
commonality between the hardware designs for the station and the platforms.
This approach is appropriate since the station PV power elements are sized to
provide nominal output power of about 25 kWe at the user interface and are not
expected to grow in the current baseline hybrid power system, while the
platform power level, served by a PV exclusively, starts at 8 kWe and grows to
24 kW. The similarity between the power levels suggests that commonality
should be practical and beneficial. Specific considerations, such as polar
platform first launch weight volume constraints and the operating voltage
requirement (28 VDC) of the Mobile Service Center (MSC) power system have
influenced the selection of the NiH 2 IPV cell capacity size and the design of
the low series voltage (2BV) battery (ORU) package assemblies. Where
differences in detailed requirements between station and platform were
encountered, the approach was taken to let the platform considerations drive
the design in the absence of significant overall program penalties or
feasibility problems on the station. For details of the PV platform subsystem
refer to Section 2.1.2. of DR-02.
V2-32A/I
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3.2.1 S_ation PV Module
The station PV Power Subsystem contains two PV Power Modules, each located
just outboard of an alpha joint on the transverse boom. Each PV Power Module
consists of two photovoltaic array wings, two beta joints and a PV equipment
box containing four batteries, associated source power control, conditioning
and management equipment, and local thermal control equipment. The nominal
source bus voltage is 160 V.
The subsystem provides the following power levels at a 3-year end-of-life
design point under worstZcase orbit and seasonal conditions.
0 Nominal constant power operation
23.5 kWe to the user load input
- 1 kWe share of the PMAD processor load
0 Peaking operation
23.5 kWe average power to user load input
I kWe continuous share of PMAD processor load
42.5 kWe peak power to user load input
- 7.5 minute peak in eclipse and/or sunlight
3.2.1.1 .PV Module Overview
A PV power module for the IOC Station shown in Figure 3.2-I provides
11.75 kWe to the input of the user load converters plus I kWe for PMAD
processor loads. The IOC station includes two of these modules. Each module
consists of two solar array wings, NiH 2 storage batteries, PV electronics,
thermal control and heat rejection for energy storage and PMAD losses, required
tru_s structure, roll rings, and beta joints. The PV electronics, energy
storage and the thermal control/heat rejection system_ are contained in the PV
equipment box outboard of the alpha joint. The module also includes a main bus
switching assembly (MBSA), a power distribution and control assembly (PDCA) and
a power management controller (PMC) located inboard of the alpha joint.
Two solar array wings supply an average 12.25 kWe to the loads during the
sun portion of the orbit. In addition the arrays supply the power to charge
the NiH 2 batteries which Supply the 12.25 kWe to the loads during the eclipse
portion of the orbit.
V2-32A/2
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The array wings extend from the transverse boom through a beta joints
outboard of an alpha joints on each side of the dual keel. The alpha and beta
joints maintain the solar orientation of the wings. Each wing uses one
deployable mast to support two identical solar blanket assemblies.
.3.2.1.1.I PV Module Layout Drawinq
Refer to Figure 3.2-1 for the PV module layout drawing.
The PV equipment box (Figure 3.2-2) _s within the PV module truss
structure. It will contain a rack and structure for battery assemblies, PMAD
equipment, and an active thermal control system. The ORUs within the equipment
box will be easily accessible for replacement. The Space Station truss
structure will provide the mechanical support and electrical interfaces will be
at both the alpha and beta joints.
3.2.1.1.2 PV Module Mass Propertie_
The PV Module Mass Summary is shown in Table 3.2-I. The mass estimates
are shown for the module subassemblies, PMAD associated with the PV module the
alpha and beta joint target weights.
3.2.1.1.3 PV Module Performance
The PV Module contains the energy storage, integrated PV subsystem,
thermal control and PMAD hardware, and structural support elements.
The performance of the system as a whole is described in this subsection.
detailed performance data on the individual elements are provided in the
assembly subsections.
More
The functional block diagram of the PV subsystem is shown in
Figure 3.2-3. The subsystem contains two common source power buses, each
V2-32A/3
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TABLE 3.2-I PV MODULE MASS SUMMARY
MASS kq Ib
Solar Arrays + SSU 1004 2213
(2 wings)
Energy Storage 880 1940
System
(4 units)
Thermal Control 486 1071
Source PMAD 1294 2853
Beta Joint 524 1155
PV Equipment Box 266 498
Truss structure 59 130
Alpha Joint 1182 2606
Module Total
12.5 kWe net-to-user 6255 13790
served by two deployable/retractable flexible, planar, silicon-cell solar array
wings, two switching sequential shunt units (SSU), one power control unit
(PCU), four nickel-hydrogen (Ni-H2) batteries with associated charge power
(buck) converters (CPC) and discharge power (boost) converters (DPC), and
switchgear and cabling. Resonant inverters convert source power to 20 kHz,
440 V single phase AC distribution power.
Operation and performance of the system is as follows. During the
sunlight portion of the orbit the array generates power which is provided to
the inverters and CPCs. Voltage regulation of the source bus is provided by
the PCUs and SSUs. The PCU senses bus voltage across a capacitor bank and
drives a pulse-width modulation (PWM) circuit based on the difference between
bus voltage and a reference voltage. The SSUs contain switching circuits that
can shunt individual solar cell strings in the array in response to load
V2-32A/4
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requirements; in the baseline design each of the four SSUs has 46 such
circuits. Some of these are off, allowing array string power to flow to the
bus; some are on, continuously shunting excess power to ground, and one active
circuit is being switched on and off, driven by the PWM signal. The mix of on
and off circuits and which circuit is active at any given time is determined by
the load requirements and reference to voltage setting.
The CPC provides charge power to a battery by buck regulation of source
bus power to the voltage required by the battery as a function of state of
charge and charge rate. The current provided to the batteries is determined by
a coulometry algorithm implemented in the PV source processor. Charge current
level and end-of-charge taper profile and timing are based on measured
discharge capacity on the previous eclipse discharge. Individual charge
control of the batteries ensures balanced operation and control in the event
that batteries have different health status.
During eclipse the batteries provide power in accordance with the demand.
Discharge power from individual batteries is regulated with individual DPCs to
provide balanced battery operation in case of health status differences. The
regulators boost voltage to the nominal source bus voltage of 160 V.
The inverters use a resonant topology to convert DC power at a nominal
160 V to 20 kHz distribution power at 440 V. Vectoring of parallel inverter
circuits provides the ability to closely control both voltage and frequency of
distribution power.
The baseline SSU-regulated source bus approach also provides excellent and
inherent protection of the array to high voltages which would occur on eclipse
emergence of a cold array, and could lead to plasma interactions,
electromagnetic interference (EMI) and corona discharge problems. The SSU
maintains the voltage on array cell strings in a range from nominal bus voltage
to zero at all times. Protection of crew during installation and maintenance
operations is derived from a SSU default feature that shorts all cell strings
when the system is unpowered.
V2-32A/5
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More detailed information on the operation of individual elements of the
PV subsystem is provided in the applicable subsections below.
f
\
3.2.2 Photovoltaic Array
The photovoltaic array system for the station is based on the Lockheed
design of a large area, deployable/retractable planar, flexible panel substrate
array. The design is similar to the array technology demonstrated in the
OAST-I flight experiment on STS-41D in September lgB4.
The solar array system is composed of four wings. Each wing has two
identical blanket assemblies, each stowable in a container/cover assembly.
two container/cover assemblies are hinged to a mast assembly which is
structurally tied to the Space Station. The major components are:
The
O
O
Blanket Assembly. The blanket assembly consists of a
flexible substrate assembly which supports the solar
cells and the Flat Conductor Cable (FCC) which
conducts the electrical current to the base of the
array.
Container/Cover Assembly. The container/cover
assembly provides the environmental protection
and structural support for the stowed solar
cell blankets during launch and transfer orbit. The
container/cover interfaces to the mast assembly and
the Space Station structure.
Mast Assembly. The mast assembly extends, retracts and
provides the structural rigidity for the extended solar
array blankets. The main elements of the mast assembly
are boom, canister, drive assembly and control
el ectroni cs.
Blanket Support-Tension System. The support-tension
system maintains the blanket assembly in a plane and
provides blanket proper tension and stiffness for array
bending and torsional stabilities and controls. The
major components of the system are the blanket assembly
tension bars, guide wires, and the negator spring mechanisms.
V2-32A/6
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Key requirements to which the solar arrays have been designed for the
station are as follows:
o Provide 23.5 kWe continuous power to the user for three years.
o Provide I kWe of power for PMAD processors
o Orbit: 250 nm, 28.5 deg inclination
o Arrays must be retractable
o Arrays during operation will be oriented normal to the
solar vector
o Deployed array natural frequency must be > 0.1Hz
o The structure must accommodate loads from RCS reboost
firings
The power requirements shown were not design drivers for the station array; the
design was constrained by the platform first launch, IOC and 10 year EOL power
requirements for which the array was optimized. Power capability of the PV
subsystem on the station was determined ....ud_eu_ on _,,: _,_,_,_ array design,
resulting in the power requirement definition above. The design presented in
this seetion is fully consistent with the listed requirements and with
commonality with the platform.
3.2.2.1 PV Array Layout Drawinqs
Figure 3.2-4 shows a layout of a solar array wing in the fully deployed
configuration. The wing consists of two blanket subassemblies of 48 hinged
panels, which carry the solar cells and the harness, an extendable mast
subassembly, cover and container subassemblies, and tensioning mechanism
hardware.
Figure 3.2-5 shows the wing in the stowed configuration with blanket
containers and mast assembly integrated prior to deployment. Stowage for
launch will be as separate blanket container and mast ORUs.
V2-32A/7
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\Figure 3.2-6 is a layout of a typical array panel, indicating the location
of the 196 cells and 26 bypass diodes. The panel is the basic subassembly
building block of the array blanket.
Figure 3.2-6 is Lockheed's concept of a 196 cell panel (4 x 19 = 196).
The 196 cells are a product of the polar platform 80V/panel design
requirement. This 196 cell panel is manufactured by Lockheed in two sections,
one comprised of 96 cells (4 x 24) and the other has 100 cells (4 x 25). The
two sections are then connected in series at the near mid-point panel stiffener
to achieve the required 80V. The two sections containing an unequal number of
cells will not pose any manufacturing process problems to Lockheed.
3.2.2.2 Electrical Performance
Electrical performance of the array is a function of design, seasonal,
orbital and age parameters. The functional design is based on several trade
studies performed under Phase B, while sizing is based on the requirements for
the polar platform array.
Cell performance projection is based on the curve shown in Figure 3.2-7.
This cuFve was measured on a cell judged representative of expected mass.
production cell quality, rather than ideal laboratory cell quality.
Performance of the cell as degraded by assembly and environmental factors is
summarized in Table 3.2-2. Values used for maximum power point voltage and
current under worst-case orbital and seasonal conditions after three years in
orbit are 0.438 V and 1.801A.
The plasma and UV radiation factors will be the same for the 3 year and 10
year designs because plasma losses are a function of voltage and orbital
atmospheric density and independent of mission lifetime. UV radiation loss
occurring within the first to second year of the mission life then stabilizing,
so a 3 and 10 year mission would show the same losses.
Micrometeoroid losses are expected to be I% per 10 years in orbit;
therefore 0.8% is used for a 3 year orbit (a large fraction of which is at a
lower assembly orbit).
V2-32A/8
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EOL STATION POWER ANALYSIS
TABLE 3.2-2
PARAMETER
BARE CELL @ C
COVERSLIDE
I CIRCUIT LOSS
V CIRCUIT LOSS (V)
RADIATION
DEGRADATION
RImp
RIsc FLUENCE
RVmp
RVoc 6.28E12
ENVIRONMENTAL
MICROMETEROIDS
PLASMA
UV RADIATION
THERMAL CYCLING
HARNESS IR LOSS
CONTAMINATION
INTENSITY FACTOR
TEMPERATURE @C
I TEMP CORRECT
V TEMP CORRECT
25
3 YEAR DESIGN-POINT TOTALS
41
45
FACTOR Isc Voc Imp Vmp
x AMPS mV AMPS VOLT
x 2.303 0.596 2.135 0.495
0.990 2.280 X 2.114 X
0.980 2.234 X 2.071 X
0.010 X . 0.586 X 0.485
0.995 X X 2.061 X
0.998 2.230 X X X
0.995 X X X 0.482
0.998 x 0.585 x x
0.992 2.213
0.990 2.191
0.980 2.147
0.990 2.125
0.970 2.062
0.955 1.970
0.978 1.926
X
X
X
X
X
X
2.045
2.025
1.984
1.964
1.905
1.821
1.781
X
X
X
X
X
X
0.021 1.947 x 1.801 x
-0.044 x 0.541 x 0.438
0.541 1.8011.947 0.438
V2-32A/11
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A 2% power loss due to thermal cycling was allocated to the 10 year
mission whereas a I% loss was allocated for the 3 year mission. As the station
and platform configurations are more understood, a thermal analysis will be run
using appropriate payload view factors to determine the array temperature range
and subsequent thermal cycling losses.
The contamination losses are the same for the SS+PP but for different
reasons. The 4.5% power loss on the station was the conservative allocation
used due to the STS, station and platform reboost RCS firings (assuming
hydrazine propellant) over a 3 yearperiod. The platform contamination loss is
also a 4.5% but predominantly due to a 10 year mission at lesser potential
contamination levels.
The contamination power loss is difficult to accurately access due to the
uncertainties involved in the study. We believe the conservative value of 4.5%
for the station and platform is adequate until the choice of RCS propellant is
formalized and a contamination survey is undertaken to determine the type of
contamination expected (solid and/or volatile), the effect of surface
temperature and the effect of atomic oxygen on surface contaminants over
various orbits.
3.2.2.3 Structural Performance
The selected coilable longeron boom of 0.67 m (26 in) diameter offers a
minimum bending strength of 2900 ft-lb, 3500 ft-lb ultimate, surpassing the RCE
reboost load requirements. The selected combined blanket and guide wire
tension of 667 N (150 Ib) yields a first mode natural frequency of 0.17 Hz,
according to analysis by Lockheed. Adjustments in mass for atomic oxygen
protection materials reduces the natural frequency to approximately 0.16 Hz
bending-and 0.356 (torsion).
v
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3.2.2.4 PV Array Assembly Definition
The baseline solar array system for the space station is a four-wing
configuration providing 56.B9 kWe of gross power under worst-case orbital and
seasonal conditions at 3 years. Each wing is composed of two fold-up solar
cell blankets, a central mast assembly, the blanket containers and interface
hardware. The overall size of one wing is 9.57 m (31.39 ft) wide by 20.3 m
(66.5 ft) long. The area of the two blankets is 152 m2 (1636 ft2),
608 m2 (6544 ft2) for the 4 wings. The mass of one complete wing is 4B5 kg
(1,069 Ib) as shown in the breakdown in Table 3.2-3. The Station photovoltaic
array design summary is shown in Table 3.2-4 and Table 3.2-5.
The baseline design of 196 cells in series produces an operating voltage
of about 80 V per panel or 160 V for 2 panels in series. The 160 V nominal
voltage represents a reasonable compromise between plasma interaction losses
and harness losses. Eclipse emergence voltage of 270-300 V on an unregulated
array would probably be safe with respect to avoiding potentially damaging
plasma EMI and arcing effects; however, the sequential shunt regulation
approach-used will maintain array voltages at 160 V regardless of the cycle
operating temperature extremes.
3.2.2.4.1 Solar Cell
The baseline solar cell is a 200 um silicon cell, 8 x 8 cm (3.15 x
3.15 in) square w_th cropped corners and with wrap-through contacts. They are
optically infrared (IR) transparent and the back contact uses the gridded
configuration to maximize IR-transparency. Cell performance as well as circuit
integration, temperature, and degradation factors were covered in Section
3.2.2.2. The performance characteristics of the flight cells will reflect the
results of a current NASA-LeRC-funded large cell advanced development program
with a 14.5% efficiency goal. The cover slide is 150 um thick ceria doped CMX
glass that covers the entire surface of the cell. The baseline adhesive is Dow
Corning Dcg3-500.
V2-32A/13
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°TABLE 3.2-3
SPACE STATION/ I 0 C PLATFORM SOLAR ARRAY MASS
CELLS PER PANEL
(8 x 8 cm) 196
BLANKET LEVEL WING,LEVEL., MODULE
UNIT TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL
QUAN MASS KG'S KG's KG's
DIODES PER PANEL 14
PANEL LENGTH - M 0.373
PANEL WIDTH - M 4.250
AREA PER PANEL - SQ M 1.5825
STATION
TOTAL
KG's
2 BLANKETS 2 WINGS
PER WING PER
MODULE
4 WINGS
BLANKET ASSEMBLY
PANELS PER BLANKET48
HARNESS
....TOTAL---
1.845 88.56 177.12 177.12
2 7.16 14.32 28.64
103.31 205.76 411.52 823.04
BLANKET BOX
CONTAINER BASE
CONTAINER COVER
....TOTAL ....
I 14.94 14.94 29.88
1 14.94 14.94 29.88
29.88 59.76 119.52 239.04
TENSION GUIDE WIRE ASSY
GUIDE WIRES
FINAL TENSIONER
....TOTAL ....
3 0.62 1.86 3.72
I 2.32 2.32 4.64
4.18 8.36 16.71 33.43
LATCH ASSEMBLY I 12.70 12.70 25.40 50.79 101.59
SUPPORT STRUCTURE
UPPER FITTING
LOWER FITTING/CABLING
....TOTAL ....
I 2.72 2.72 5.44
I 3.99 3.99 7.98
6.71 13.42 26.85 53.70
EXTENSION MAST/ASSEMBLY
BOOM
CANISTER AND CABLING
MAST CAP
DRIVE ASSEMBLY
DRIVE ELECTRONICS
.... TOTAL ....
71.2
50.16
2.36
11.34
1.59
136.67 273.3 546.6
ATOMIC OXYGEN PROTECTION
(I MIL ORGANIC)
.... TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY ....
35.70 71.40 142.8
485.20 970.04 1940.0
V2-32A/lO
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Table 3.2-4 Station Photovoltaic Array Design Summary
Active panels per blanket
Circuits per panel
Circuits per blanket
Blankets per wing
Wings per station
46
0.5
23
2
4
Cells per panel
Cells per circuit
Cells per blanket
Cells per wing
Cells per station
196
392
9016
18032
72128
Operating Voltage 160 V
Solar Cell
Type
Size
Active Area
Base Resistivity
Coverglass
Coatings
Contact Pattern
Silicon, N on P, shallow junction
8 cm x 8 cm, cropped corners
200 um thick
60.14 sq cm
2 ohm-cm
150 um thick CMX
Dual system, TiO/Al203
Wrap through
Electrica! Configuration
each panel
each circuit
each blanket
I parallel x 196 series cells
i parallel x 392 series cells
46 parallel x 392 series cells
Number of blankets per wing
Number of panels per wing
Number of cells per wing
Number of bypass diodes per wing
2
96 (48 per blanket;
46 celled)
18032 (196 per panel)
2392 (26 per panel)
Wing power - kW 14.2 (3 years on orbit)
Wing mass - kg
Wing length - m
width - m
area - sq m
485
20.3
9.57
194 (Outline)
152 (Blanket)
Natural frequency - Hz
Allowable acceleration - g
Stowed volume - cu m
0.16
0.356
0.090
2.96
(Bending)
(Torsion)
(Maximum ultimate;
Wing perpendicular)
(2 blanket boxes
Plus mast canister)
V2-32A/14
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TABLE 3.2- 5
STATIONARRAYPERFORMANCESUMMARY
BOLGROSSPOWER kWe
3 YEARGROSSPOWER- kWe
NET-TO-USER- kWe
Blanket _ Module
B.23 16.47 32.94
7.1 14.2 28.4
2.9 5.9 11.7
Station
65.9
56.9
23.5
V2-32A/12
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3.2.2.4.2 panel Assembly
The cells are integrated into a 3g2-cell circuit that covers two panels.
The 196 cells per panel are arranged into a 4 x 49 cell array (Figure 2.1.1-5
showed the panel layout). The panel substrate consists of two layers of 25 um
thick Kapton, between which a photo-etched copper interconnection pattern is
sandwiched. The layers are bonded together with 25 um of polyester adhesive.
Cutouts in the Kapton expose the copper circuit where it is to be welded to the
solar cell contacts and flat conductor cable interface. Attachment of the
cells is accomplished through both these welds and adhesive tape bonded to the
substrate and the cell backs. For a description of the solar cell and solar
array assembly refer to Figure 3.2-B
The electrical circuit includes bypass diodes: one redundant pair is wired
in parallel with each group of up to 16 cells, for a total of 26 diodes per
panel. The diodes have a flat-pack configuration compatible with panel stowage
thickness requirements. Each panel measures about 0-.373 x 4.25 m (1.2 x
13.9 ft), and has hinge lines formed by folding and bonding the substrate at
its long sides.
Th_ exposed Kapton surface of the panel is protected from atomic oxygen
(AO) attack by an integral protective layer. One AO candidate coating is
silicon dioxide with a 4% Teflon admixture to improve flexibility and integrity
of the protection under sharp bending of the Kapton, such as occurs at the
hinge lines. Final selection of protective coating materials will be made
during Phase C/D following completion of 1986 advanced development tasks on
materials and verification testing sponsored by NASA LeRC. Pending this
resolution, a mass allocation has been added to the wing weight analysis based
on a worst-case AO protection method. A I mil coating of CV1144 is applied to
100% of the front 25% of the and back surface areas of the Kapton blankets.
V2-32A/15
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3.2.2.4.3 Blanket Assembly
The blanket assembly is made of 46 identical panels with solar cells and
leading and trailing panels without cells at the cover and container attachment
areas. These two panels carry no cells and serve primarily to offset the
active panels sufficiently far from the cover and container to minimize
shadowing, which is a consideration more important for the polar platform than
for the station. Adjacent panels are hinged to each other to form the full
blanket.
A flat conductor cable is located along the two long sides of each
blanket. The cable conductors are welded to the appropriate contacts on the
panels. Series connection between two panels to form a full circuit is made
using a segment of the flat cable. Adjacent panel pairs are wired in mirror
image to cancel magnetic fields.
3.2.2.4.4 Structural Support
Structural support of the blankets in the deployed configuration is
provided by the mast assembly and the container/cover assembly, which
incorporates the tensioning mechanisms. In the stowed configuration, each
folded blanket is contained in its container box, which is detachable from the
mast assembly as an ORU.
The mast assembly uses a 3-1egged coilable-longeron boom, shown in Figure
3.2-9. The continuous longerons are S-glass/epoxy rods. In the stowed
condition they are elastically coiled into a flat helix within the boom
canister. As the boom is deployed, the Iongerons are released from the
canister retention and become straight. Structural connections between the
longerons are made by S-glass/epoxy battens and steel cable diagonals. The
boom is double-laced for enhanced stiffness. The selected boom diameter is
0.67 m (26 in).
The canister, shown in Figure 3.2-10, containing the stowed boom and the
deployment drive also forms the attachment point to the station structure via
V2-32A/16
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rthe beta gimbal. Its main structure is an aluminum cylinder of 0.76 m (30 in)
diameter. The drive assembly provides the torque to extend the boom and
control the extension process. A full-diameter rotatable nut constrains the
boom roller lugs to release the boom in an orderly fashion. Stationary guides
maintain proper positioning and structural support of the extended portion of
the boom.
The blanket box, consisting of the blanket container and the cover, holds
the stowed blanket under moderate compression to provide support during
launch. The folded blanket of 48 (46 celled) panels forms a stack about 3.2 cm
(1.25 in) thick, while the harness stack is 6.2 cm (2.4 in) thick. This
difference in stack height is accommodated with a flexible transition section
within the container. Polyurethane foam padding of appropriate thickness is
located on the inside of the cover to distribute the compressive load evenly.
The cover latching mechanism provides the compressive load. The container is
the main attachment for the tensioning mechanisms and guide wires, and provides
the load path to the canister. The cover provides attachment for the guide
wires and the structural load path to the mast cap. Both components are made of
aluminum perforated-core honeycomb with graphite/epoxy facesheets.
The blanket tension assembly contains negator motors which provide
constant blanket tension independent of differential thermal expansion between
mast and blankets. Guide wires are also maintained at low, near-constant
tension during extension and retraction operations and at full extension by
similar negator motors. The guide wires primarily serve to provide relatively
even deployment of the blankets, and guide the panels to proper positions
during retraction. To satisfy the required array natural frequency > 0.1Hz a
combined blanket and guide wire tension of 667 N (150 Ib) was chosen with a
resultant first mode natural frequency of 0.16 Hz.
The boom, container/cover assembly, guide wires and possibly other
components of the structural support system will require protection against
atomic oxygen attack. Boom longerons and battens may be wrapped with thin
aluminum foil to prevent epoxy erosion. The guide wires require a flexible,
i
V2-32A/17
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low-friction, insulating surface finish; and will probably be coated with the
same material selected for protection of the blankets. The container and cover
may be protected with metal foil, or at a moderate mass penalty the
graphite/epoxy face sheet may be replaced with aluminum.
3.2.2.5 PV Array Equipment List
The equipment list for the station PV array assemblies is provided in
Table 3.2-6.
Table 3.2-6 PV Array Equipment List
COMPONENT
Cell Cover
Cover Adhesive
Solar Cell
Interconnect
Substrate
Harness
Mast
Longerons
Battens
Diagonals
Canister
Blanket Box
Cover
Base
V2-32A/18
DESCRIPTION
Ceria-doped
DC 93-500
Silicon, 20hm-cm
Gridded back
Rear Contacts,
Solderless
OFHC Copper
Photo-etched
Integral Interconnect
Kapton laminated
with polyester adh.
F1 at Conductor
S-G1 ass/Epoxy
S- Glas s/Epoxy
7 x 7 Steel Cable
Al umi hum
Perforated Al Honeycomb
Core with Graphite/
Epoxy Face Sheets
Perforated Al Honeycomb
Core with Graphite/
Epoxy Face Sheets
SIZE
150 micron nom. (6 mil)
50 micron max.
(2 mil)
8 x 8 cm (60.14sq cm)
200 microns thick
(8 mil)
36 microns thick
(I oz/sq ft)
25 micron Kapton,
2 sheets each,
12 micron adh
Conductor thickness
75 microns (3mil)
66 cm diameter
(44gm/cu cm)
o.gg cm/side
0.76 cm/side
0.24 cm/side
0.76 m diameter
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3.2.3 Enerqy Storaqe - Batteries
The space station and platform use nickel-hydrogen (Ni-H2) batteries for
energy storage associated with the PV subsystem. In order to achieve
commonality between the station and platform applications, a moderate capacity
of 62 Ah was selected. This capacity provides a close fit to station battery
capacity and symmetry (even number of batteries) requirements, and accommodates
the platform capacity needs with minimal mass. The trade study resulting in
this selection is reported in Section 5.14.
Each battery consists of 92 Ni-H2 cells in series and is divided into four
assemblies with 23 cells each. A single assembly can serve as a complete
battery on systems within the space station program that may use a 30 V bus,
such as the MSC, and associated vehicles such as the OMV and OTV.
Eight batteries are used on the station the PV power subsystem, four per
PV module.
3.2.3.1 Battery Layout Drawinqs
Figures 3.2-11 and 3.2-12 provide a layout drawing of a battery assembly.
A full battery consists of four of these assemblies electrically connected in
series to form a string of 92 cells. The layout shows a battery pack, which is
an arrangement of 23 cells with necessary harness and mechanical components,
mounted on a thermal control plate consisting of a honeycomb panel with
embedded heat pipes.
Figure 3.2-13 shows a preliminary cross-sectional drawing of the 62-Ah
cell. It uses a dual stack arrangement within a conventional 3.5-inch diameter
pressure vessel.
Figure 3.2-I and Figure 3.2-2 show an overall location of equipment in the
PV equipment box including the battery location and thermal control radiator.
V2-32A/19
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3.2.3.2 Battery Mass Properties
Table 3.2-7 provides a preliminary mass breakdown for a single battery
assembly. The packaging factor, total assembly mass divided by cell mass, is
about 1.45. The center of gravity of the assembly is as indicated in Figure
3.2.3-I.
Table 3.2-8 gives the total mass of the battery system for the station.
Table 3.2-8. Station Ni-H2 Battery System Mass Summary
Assembly Level Mass
Mass per Cell
Mass per Battery Assembly
Mass per Battery
ESS Mass per Module
Total ESS Mass
1.66 kg (3.66 Ib)
55.3 kg ( 122 Ib)
221 kg ( 487 Ib)
880 kg (1940 Ib)
1760 kg (3880 Ib)
f
\
3.2.3.3 Battery Assembly Performance
Performance of the battery system is characterized by voltage, capacity,
depth of discharge (DOD), life, thermal dissipation behavior, and operational
control. The important conditions are nominal eclipse and sunlight operation,
peaking support, and contingency support.
Basic performance parameters are summarized in Table 3.2-9
I
Voltaqe. Battery voltage performance for nominal operation is projected to be
an average of 1.27 V/cell as a result of the relatively low DOD, for a total
battery voltage of 116.8 V. Actual discharge voltage will vary from about 124 V
at the beginning of eclipse to about 114 V at the end of eclipse. For a
discharge including a worst-case eclipse followed by contingency operation at
10 to 14 kW for one orbit, the average cell voltage is expected to be 1.20 V,
for a battery total of 110 V. Cells produce useful energy down to about 1.0 V,
or 92 V for the battery. Thus, the DPC should be able to accommodate input
voltages from 92 to 130 V.
V2-32B/I
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Table 3.2-7 Nickel-Hydrogen Battery Assembly Mass Breakdown
ITEM QUANTITY UNIT MASS (kg) TOTAL MASS (kg)
CELL 23 1.660 38.18
SUPPORT SLEEVE 23 0.310 7.13
INSULATORS 23 0.038 0.87
CLAMP HARDWARE 23 0.005 0.11
HEATER RESISTORS 23 0.003 0.07
UPPER SUPPORTS 45 0.004 0.18
BASEPLATE I 0.660 0.66
MOUNTING HARDWARE lot 0.120 0.12
INTERCONN HARDWARE 22 0.020 0.44
INTERCONNECTS 22 0.012 0.26
TERMINAL WIRING 2 0.035 0.07
POWER CONNECTORS 2 0.030 0.06
DIODE BRACKETS 2 0.250 0.50
DIODES, DISCHARGE 23 0.035 0.80
DIODES, CHARGE 69 0.025 1.73
DIODE HARNESS 23 0.018 0.41
RELAYS 2 0.040 0.08
INSTRUMENTATION HARNESS I 0.040 0.04
INSTRUM CONNECTOR I 0.030 0.03
THERMISTORS 4 0.003 0.01
STRAIN GAGES I 0.015 0.02
BONDING MATERIALS lot 0.050 0.05
CONFORMAL COATING lot 0.100 0.10
MISCELLANEOUS lot 0.050 0.05
TOTAL BATTERY PACK 51.98
HONEYCOMB PLATE i 1.600 1.60
HEAT PIPES 5 0.330 1.65
MOUNTING HARDWARE lot 0.060 0.06
TOTAL THERMAL PLATE 3.31
TOTAL BATTERY ASSEMBLY 55.29
V2-32B/2
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Table 3.2-9. Station Ni-H2 Battery System Performance
Performance Parameter Value
CONFIGURATION
Total Number of Batteries
Capacity per Battery
Cells per Battery
8
62 Ah
92
ELECTRICAL
Nominal Power Rating
Peak Power Capability
Nominal Average Discharge Voltage
Average Charge Voltage
Nominal Depth of Discharge
Peak Orbit Depth of Discharge
10 kW Contingency Depth of Discharge
85 % DOD Contingency Support Capability
27.5 kW
48.9 kW
116.8 V
135.2 V
29.6%
32.5%
67 %
15.2 kW
MECHANICAL
Total ESS Mass
Total Battery System Envelope Volume
1760 kg (3880 Ib)
4.58 m3 (162 ft3)
THERMAL
Operating Temperature Range
Off-Nominal Temperature Range
Nominal Dissipation Discharge
Peak Orbit Avg Dissipation - Discharge
Dissipation - Charge
0 - 10 C
0 - 25 C
5330 W
6360 W
500 W
LIFE
Cell Cycle Life (LEO, 30-35% DOD)
Battery Calendar Life
50,000
5 8 years
Figure 3.2_14 shows a typical discharge voltage curve for the nominal
conditions and rate projected for this application, representing a 35% DOD
discharge in 36 minutes. Also shown is a "cumulative average" voltage, which
is the time average of the instantaneous voltage curve to the particular point
in time. This curve can be used for first-order estimating of average voltage
for shallower discharges. The average shown at 20 minutes, for example, is a
reasonable estimate of the average voltage for a 20% DOD cycle.
V2-32B/3
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The nominal design voltage for purposes of battery sizing is the EOL
expected value based on degradation from the BOL condition. This average, for
the low DOD used on the Station and particularly Platform, is estimated to be
1.27 V/cell. The curve provides an illustration of typical BOL data, which
clearly show a higher voltage than the system sizing voltage. The figure was
included to illustrate the profile, rather than specific design point data,
since 5-year LEO test data are not available as yet.
The average charge voltage is expected to be 135.2 V for nominal
conditions, with a perk requirement of 139 to 143 V. Actual charge voltages at
the beginning of charge following a complete discharge are very low; the CPC
should therefore be able to provide output voltages of 0 to 145 V at regulated
current.
Capacity The capacity of the battery is a minimum of 62 Ah at the nominal
operating temperature range of 0 to 10 C. Actual expected capacity because of
producibility design factors is expected to be about 66 to 69 Ah. At the
reduced operating rate of the contingency situation an additional few
ampere-hours can be obtained.
Depth of Discharqe The DOD h_s been defined as a maximum of 35% for the
worst-case peaking condition, with DOD conservatively based on nominal
capacity. Selection of a capacity slightly higher than needed, based on the
platform commonality considerations, reduces the station peaking DOD to 32.5%,
and yields a DOD of 29.6% when operation is at the nominal power condition
without peaking. The DOD selected for conservative contingency power
capability is 85%. The batteries can support a 15 kW contingency power level
for one orbit following a worst-case eclipse.
Life At the selected DOD, the life capability of the batteries is projected to
be in excess of 5 years. Individual cell mean cycle life based on the
extrapolation of available experimental data of similar capacity cells should
be about 50,000.
V2-32B/4
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The 50,000 cycle life is the expected mean cell cycle capability at the
conservative DOD levels used on the Station and Platform. The battery-level
life is lower due to the statistical distribution of cell cycle life.
Depending on the Weibull coefficients selected, battery life capability of 5 to
8 years is projected.
Thermal Dissipation Behavior Heat dissipation during a station peak orbit
eclipse averages 167 W. This yields a bulk temperature rise of approximately
4°C during discharge depending on heat removal rate by the ITCAo Charge
dissipation averages only 16 W, but most of the dissipation occurs towards the
end of the charge period. Temperature gradients along the support sleeve are
estimated to not exceed 6°C. Further analysis is in process to define the
temperature profiles and distributions.
Operational Control Battery system operation on-orbit is fully automatic. A
charge power controller (CPC) and a discharge power converter (DPC) are
incorporated for each 92-cell battery. Current flow to the load is monitored
and integrated during eclipse or other discharge periods by the PV subsystem
processor. At discharge completion the recharge capacity requirement is
determined by applying a recharge factor (nominal 1.05) to the capacity
removed. The processor then controls the current output of the CPC to provide
the required amount of recharge, leaving time for tapering the current near the
end of charge to minimize overcharge stresses. Full charge is verified by a
check of voltage and temperature behavior, followed by a reset of the capacity
counter to zero prior to the next discharge.
3.2.3.4 ESS Batterx Definition
The station Ni-H 2 battery system is comprised of 8 batteries, each
consisting of 4 assemblies with 23 cells, tells have a nominal 62 Ah
capacity, with an expected measured value of about 66 to 69 Ah. The assemblies
contain heat pipes for heat transport to a thermal system interface.
V2-32B/5
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Key design and performance parameters are discussed in the following
subsections. The overall system configuration is summarized in Table 3.2-I0.
Table 3.2-10. Station Ni-H2 Battery System Configuration
Characteristic Value
Total Number of Batteries 8
Total Number of Battery Assemblies 32
Capacity per Battery 62 Ah
Cells per Battery 92
Cells per Assembly 23
Total Cells 736
3.2.3.4.1 Electrical Desiqn
Major electrical design and performance values of the battery system are
identified in Table 3.2-11.
Table 3.2-11. Station NioH2 Battery Electrical Design
Characteristic Value
Nominal Power Rating (at battery)
Peak Power Demand (at battery)
Nominal Average Discharge Voltage
Average Charge Voltage
Nominal Discharge Current per Battery
Peak Discharge Current per Battery
Peak Charge Current per Battery
Nominal Depth of Discharge
Peak Orbit Depth of Discharge
27.5 kW
48. g kW
116.8 V
135.2 V
30.2 A
53.1 A
24.6 A
29.6 %
32.5 %
10-kW Contingency Depth of Discharge 67 %
85 % DOD Contingency Support Capability 15.2 kW
The PV subsystem power level of the station is 23.5 kW at the user load
inputs, plus a I kW allocation for PMAD processors. Accounting for a 0.89
efficiency chain from battery to load yields the battery load of 27.5 kW for a
nominal orbit. The station peaking PV support is 42.5 kW at the load for 7.5
minutes in eclipse and 7.5 during sunlight, with the off-peak load adjusted to
V2-32B/6
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yield an average power level of 23.5 kWfor PV, 75 kWfor the entire station.
Batteries support the eclipse peaks at 48.9 kW, and battery charging is reduced
temporarily to the minimumextent required during sunlight peaks. The worst
case for battery design is the condition where only an eclipse peak occurs,
since absence of a sunlight peak reduces the off-peak compensation.
The battery system is sized to operate at 35%maximumDODunder this
worst-case condition. The minimumrequired capacity of 58 Ah for each of the
eight batteries does not provide optimal platform sizing, however, and a 62-Ah
capacity was baselined to accommodatethis. The 62oAhbatteries will operate
at a worst-case DODof 32.5% on the station. For nominal non-peaking
conditions the DODwill be just under 30%.
Contingency support at a 10 kWlevel can be provided at a moderate DODof
67%for a full orbit following a worst-case eclipse. For an acceptable maximum
DODof 85%, over 15 kWof contingency load for one orbit is feasible.
The electrical design of the battery assemblies includes cell bypass
diodes to ensure that the full battery system is invulnerable to the unlikely
condition of an open-circuit cell failure. A load resistor network is also
included in the electrical design for off-line discharging. Voltage monitoring
harness will be included for all cells, although individual cells need not be
monitored continuously.
3.2.3.4.2 Mechanical Desiqn
The major mechanical design characteristics of the station battery system
are summarized in Table 3.2-12.
V2-32B/7
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Table 3.2-12 Station Ni-H2 Battery Mechanical Design
Characteri st i c Value
Mass per Cell
Mass per Battery Assembly
Massper Battery
Battery System Massper Module
Total ESSMass
Cell Dimensions (L x DIA)
Battery Assembly Dimensions (L x Wx H)
1.66 kg (3.66 Ib)
55.3 kg ( 122 Ib)
221 kg ( 487 I b)
880 kg (1940 Ib)
1760 kg (3880 Ib)
25.7 x 8.9 cm
(10.1 x 3.5 in)
0.737 x 0.457 x 0.274 m
(29.0 x 18.0 x 10.8 in)
Battery Dimensions (L x W x H) (0.79 x 0.51 x 1.42 m)
(31 x 20 x 56 in)
0.79 x 2.04 x 1.42 m
(31x I}ox 56
4.58 m° (162 ft_)
Battery Rack Dimensions-1 Module
(L x W x H)
Total Battery System Envelope Volume
Each battery consists of four battery assemblies, each containing 23
cells. As was indicated in Figure 3.2.3-I the cells are arranged in a
close-packed pattern on a baseplate, and then to a honeycomb support plate.
Heat pipes are embedded in the honeycomb panel and located so that each cell
has access to two heat pipes. In the baseline-design, a thermal interface is
provided at the end of the panel. Amechanically pumped two-phase (MPTP)
transport loop heat exchanger is mated to this interface.
The battery assembly and its thermal control design allows a high level of
flexibility for a variety of applications within the space station program and
associated vehicles such as the OMV. The universal 23-cell battery pack with
its own integral base plate can be mounted on a honeycomb thermal control plate
of any configuration suited to a specific application. The pack can also be
mounted directly on a cold plate, if desired. This may allow some tailoring of
the thermal interface configuration to differences in station and platform
interface constraints, while maintaining battery pack commonality. However,
the current baseline uses identical battery assemblies for both the station and
platform applications.
V2-32B/8
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The basic battery pack design uses flight-proven cell support technology
from the INTELSATV program, scaled up as appropriate to fit the specific
capacity of the space station cells. Cells are contained in cylindricalsplit
sleeves madeof aluminum, isolated electrically and connected thermally to the
cell by a silicone rubber layer reinforced with fiberglass. The sleeves have a
bottom flange and mounting feet for mechanical and thermal contact with the
base plate support structure. Near the top edge of the sleeves additional
mechanical connections are madeto form a relatively rigid overall structure.
The sleeve and insulating layer thicknesses are 1.8 mm(0.070 in) and 0.5 mm
(0.020 in), respectively.
The battery pack is designed with the structural integrity to withstand
all STSlaunch and flight operational environments whenmountedto a relatively
rigid panel. Whenfastened to the honeycombthermal panel, the overall
assembly can withstand those environments while supported at panel edges. The
heat pipes are integrated into the panel using a bonding approach that
maximizes the strength of the honeycomb.
The estimated massof each battery assembly of 55.3 kg includes cells,
support sleeves, diodes, panel, heat pipes and interface, harnesses, blankets,
switch gear, etc. Massof the support structure is allocated to the PV
equipment box and is estimated at 43.6 kg per utility center. Battery
interconnect and instrumentation harness mass is projected to be 14.8 kg per
equipment box.
3.2.3.4.3 Thermal Desiqn
Major battery thermal design parameters are listed in Table 3.2-13. The
recharge thermal dissipation numbers were based on approximate energy balance
calculations, using average discharge voltage end current, average charge
voltage, and recharge factor into account. The average recharge dissipation is
the output of this calculation, without generating detail about the profile of
heat dissipation through the charge period. As part of detailed design, the
precise profiles will be evaluated, and this will also provide a more accurate
average dissipation. For purposes of thermal subsystem sizing, the recharge
dissipation is not a significant driver, and thus is typically not detailed
until other design parameters are more solidly defined.
V2-32B/9
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Table 3.2-13 Station Ni-H2 Battery Thermal Design
Characteri sti c Value
Operating Temperature Range
Off-Nominal Temperature Range
Non-operating Temperature Range
Storage Temperature Range
0 - I0°C
0 - 25°C
-25 - 45°C
10 - 20°C
PER ASSEMBLY:
Thermal Mass
Nominal Avg Dissipation - Discharge
Nominal Avg Dissipation Recharge
Dissipation - Eclipse Peak Discharge
Peak Orbit Avg Dissipation - Discharge
Peak Orbit Dissipation - Recharge
Heat Pipes
Heat Pipe Capacity (each) (140 Wm)
Total Heat Pipe Rejection Capacity
16 Wh/°C
116 W
16 W
317 W
199 W
16 W
5
225 W
1125 W
TOTAL SYSTEM:
Thermal Mass
Nominal Dissipation - Discharge
Nominal Dissipation o Recharge
Dissipation - Eclipse Peak Discharge
Peak Orbit Avg Dissipation - Discharge
Peak Orbit Dissipation - Recharge
Heat Pipes
Heat Pipe Capacity (each) i140 Wm)
Total Heat Pipe Rejection Capacity
510 Wh/°C
5330 W
500 W
10140 W
6360 W
500 W
160
225 W
36000 W
V2-32B/IO
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The battery thermal design relies on the cell sleeves and the heat pipes
to transport heat to the thermal system interface. Cell sleeves have a 1.8-mm
minimumthickness and surround the cylindrical portion of the cell over the
full length of the electrode stack. The sleeves conduct heat to the flanges at
their base, which interface the cell/sleeve assembly thermally to the base
plate. This generic design has been flight proven in applications with similar
operating rates (70%DODin 12 minutes GEO versus 35% DOD in 36 minutes LEO).
The thermal plate can be tailored in configuration to any interface and
access constraints for a particular application. For the station batteries,
the plate contains heat pipes parallel with the long dimension, and extends
beyond the battery pack base plate. The heat pipe condenser sections are
located in this extension, where an interface area of about 10.2 x 38.1 cm
(4.0 x 15.0 in) is available for cold plate mounting.
The heat pipe pattern is arranged so that each cell has access to two heat
pipes so that adequate thermal control is maintained in the highly unlikely
event of a heat pipe failure. The pack base plate and the honeycomb face skin
act a thermal doublers to distribute heat to the heat pipes with low
resistance.
The heat pipes are AI/NH 3 constant conductance devices with a square
external cross section of 1.02 x 1.02 cm (0.4 x 0.4 in). The internal design
uses a simple rectangular groove wick. Pipes of very similar configuration
have been used by Ford Aerospace in honeycomb panel integration development and
flight hardware for INTELSAT V FM-15. The pipes are bonded between the face
skins for maximum thermal contact performance.
Each battery assembly includes a heater circuit that can be powered from
external or internal sources to maintain battery cell temperatures above
-25°C as required during storage of the assembly or during thermal control
loop outages. Temperature sensors will be located on several cells and near
the heat exchanger interface to allow the ESS or utility center processor to
check for out-of-limit conditions and monitor performance.
V2-32B/11
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Heat dissipation of each assembly during discharge averages 200 W under
nominal peaking conditionsL Average dissipation under charge conditions is
about 16 W. Preferred operating temperatures are from 0 to 10 C, for optimal
charge efficiency and capacity performance. Operation within the range 0 to
25 C is acceptable for off-nominal conditions. Non-operating temperatures
should be maintained between -25 and 45 C, and long-term storage should be at
I0 to 20 C.
3.2.3.4.4 Cell Desiqn
The cell design for the battery is a high-rate, tandem stack Air Force
MANTECH type cell with a 3.5-in diameter and a 62-Ah capacity. Cells of
similar construction are baselined for MILSTAR and a LEO-specialized high-rate
version has been built at 70 Ah. The 62-Ah cell will thus have many
off-the-shelf features and require no high-risk or extensive, costly
development. The design presented here is based on a combination of estimates
and designs from several potential vendors; further convergence and design
refinement is in process.
The overall cell design uses the Air Force type stack configuration with
electrode tabs fed through the central core as was indicated in the cell
cross-section in Figure 3.2-13. The dual stack design was chosen because the
single stack approach would require extending stack length beyond demonstrated
and qualified values. For long stacks, the _elatively high stack
compressibility can lead to dimensional distortions and local overcompression
under high vibration loads. Splitting the stack into two equal, smaller
sections using the tandem stack approach avoids this compression regime. The
support of each stack is virtually identical to that used for single stacks and
the cell is structurally and dynamically better balanced. It is typically felt
that an overlong single stack represents a riskier technology that the rather
simple mechanical design device of using two smaller tandem stacks. The local
compressive overload concern was one of the key factors that led to the
generation of the tandem stack approach. A back-to-back nickel electrode
design is baselined, with a dual separator system and otherwise conventional
MANTECH stack components. Oxygen recombination catalyst will be located on the
wall wick on the inside surface of the pressure vessel.
V2-32B/12
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The design of the 44 nickel electrodes is based on design parameters
developed by the space nickel battery industry over the last decade for long
life electrodes. Relatively thin electrodes are used to provide the LEO
high-rate capability, with sinter porosity, pore size distribution, and loading
levels yielding minimized stress levels during operation. Typical discharge
current density will be no greater than 21 mA/cm2. These parameters are
consistent with those derived in the NASA-LeRCfunded electrode research at
HughesResearchLaboratories. The hydrogen electrodes are a proven design
using a moderately low level of platinum catalyst loading in a Teflon matrix on
a porous-Teflon backed photo-etched nickel grid. This basic design is flying
on several spacecraft. The baseline separator is a two layer Zircar-asbestos
system. The knit Zircar provides excellent electrolyte reservoir
characteristics, while the thin, beater-treated asbestos layer serves as an
effective barrier against direct oxygen transfer through the separator. It is
expected that the approximately 200 kg (includes 50%attrition) of asbestos
required for the Space Station and Platform cells will not be a problem and
that sufficient material will be set aside at contract start date. The
critically of the character of the raw material is reduced by reconstitution
as beater-treated asbestos. The risk assessment fbr the initial battery
production would not be affected.
Personnel safety in the use of asbestos is indeed an important concern.
It is not clear what specific restrictions will be placed on its use at the
different potential cell suppliers. The primary impact of these restrictions
would be cost, with the magnitude dependent on the degree of protection, which
mayrange from assembly and processing on a laminar flow bench and use of dust
masksto conducting all operations in glove boxes.
Depending on the perceived long-term supply situation, an Advanced
Development program on replacement barrier-type separator materials could be
initiated to support production of replacement batteries. Potassium titanate
is an alternative that should be readily adaptable. Early Ni-H2 cells used a
separator matrix based on this material with reinforcing binders, but temporary
unavailability led to exploration of other materials such as asbestos, which
now has a muchgreater data base.
V2-32B/13
Two types of gas screens are used: a relatively thick one to provide for
gas access to the back of the hydrogen electrodes, and a thin one between the
back-to-back nickel electrodes. The latter provides a low-resistance oxygen
path during overcharge. Electrolyte is baselined at 31%by weight KOH
solution. However, the potential life enhancing benefit of a slightly lower
electrolyte concentration and a low level LiOH substitution are being
considered.
The mechanical design of the cell is derived from the demonstrated Air
Force 3.5-in cell technology. It also incorporates features developed under
the MANTECHprogram and additional improvementsto provide more uniform stack
support. The stack componentsare supported on a central core which attaches
to the weld ring. Each stack is held between two support/end plates, one of
which can movewith respect to the core against a Belleville washer, to
maintain constant compressive force over the life of the cell. Electrode tabs
are fed through the central core.
The pressure vessel is 8.9 cm outside diameter, 0.05 cm wall and madeof
Inconel 718 with a nominal 3:1 safety factor based on an operating pressure of
900 psi and a burst pressure of 2700 psi as demonstrated on similar length
vessels. The two hydroformed and age hardened shells are joined by electron-
beamwelding to the Inconel 718 weld ring. The electrical feedthroughs
incorporate hydraulic cold-flow Teflon seals.
The optimal thermal design of the cell is achieved by minimizing the gap
between electrodes and the vessel wall, and on proper selection of the core
diameter. In addition, the cells have recombination sites for oxygen located
on the inside pressure vessel wall. Heat generated during overcharge thus is
removedvery effectively without thermal burden on the stack.
Oxygenmanagementis achieved by recombining oxygen generated on
overcharge on the vessel wall which is coated with a porous zirconia wall wick,
on which zones of platinum/Teflon catalyst are deposited. The water formed is
returned to the stack by the wall wick via the separator edges in contact with
V2-32B/14
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it. The wall wick also serves as electrolyte concentration and inventory
equilibrator, and as a reservoir.
The wall wick in current tandem stack cells covers most of the internal
vessel area, but stops short of the girth weld zone to avoid interference with
the weld interface in terms of contamination and fit. The weld area is cleaned
very carefully before final pressure vessel dome installation and electron-beam
welding. Bridging of the wall wick across the weld ring is not necessary,
since wicking interaction between the tandem stacks is not required. Sustained
significant imbalances in electrolyte concentrations are avoided through vapor
transport and slow surface film transport over the metal surface between the
wall wick segments.
3.2.3.5 _atterx Equipment List
The battery system consists of batteries, assemblies, cells and components
as indicated in the hardware tree in Table 3.2-14. This is equivalent to a
master equipment list at the battery level.
3.2.4 Source PMAD
Source PMAD equipment design is described in Section 3.4.
V2-32B/15
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(Table 3.2-14 IOC Polar Plalform Nickel-HydroDen Ballery
Hmrdwm_e Tree
BATTERY SYSTEM
"----BATTERY ASSEMBLY (IS)
I.... BATTERY PACK (I}
: I.... CELL/SLEEVE ASSEMBLY (23)
I.... CELL
.I.... SUPPORT SLEEVE
I .... INSULATOR MATERIAL
I .... CLAMP HARDWARE
I .... HEATER RESISTORS
'----STRAIN 6AGES (opi)
I I
I I
I I
I I"
I I
I I
l I .... UPPER SUPPORTS
I I .... BASEPLATE
I "I.... MOUNTING HARDWARE
I I.... INTERCONNECT HARDWARE
I.... INTERCONNECTS
l I .... TERMINAL WIRIN6
I I .... POWER CONNECTORS
I I .... DIODE ASSEMBLY (2)
I I I.... DIODE BRACKET
I I I-T--DIODES, DISCHaRBE
I I I.... DIODES. CH6
I '----DIODE HARNESS
I : .... RELAYS
I I.... INBTRUM HARNESS (1)
l I I .... INSTRUMENTATION CONNECTOR
l I '----INSTRUMENTATION WIRING
l I.... THERMISTORS
l.... BONDING MATERIALS
: "----CONFORMAL COATING
'----THERMAL CONTROL PLATE (1)
.... HONEYCOMB PLATE
.... HEAT PIPES
"----MOUNTING HARDWARE
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3.2.5 Inteqrated Thermal Control (ITC)
The Integrated Thermal Control (ITC) assembly is designed with capability
to acquire and transport excess heat from the batteries and PMAD to dedicated
electrical power system (EPS) radiators for rejection to space. It maintains a
5±5°C temperature at the battery cells and the PMAD components under nominal
conditions and 5 +20/-5°C under off-nominal conditions. The ITC, shown
schematically in Figure 3.2-15, is a redundant mechanically pumped two phase
(MPTP) system which uses ammonia as the working fluid. Alternate, independent
cold plates are manifolded to separate, independent flow loops. Similar,
alternately manifolded, independent flow paths exist in the condenser. Each
loop can carry the entire cooling load so that loss of fluid in a single loop
will not effect battery or PMAD capability. Two ITC assemblies are used on the
station, one for each PV module. Each assembly rejects heat through 8 radiator
panels identical to those being developed for WP-02 central radiators under the
NASA JSC Space Erectable Radiator System Program. Similar radiators are
utilized for the ORC Solar Dynamic Power Concept. Additional commonality
exists with the MPTP equipment being developed by WP-02 for the central thermal
bus.
3.2.5.1 _TC Layout Drawinqs
Radiator - k space-constructible, high-capacity heat pipe radiator design,
similar to the ORC radiator, is utilized as the heat rejection device for the
ITC reference concept. As shown in Figure 3.2-16, each radiator panel
interfaces with the MPTP condenser through a flat heat pipe evaporator
section. The panels are forced into intimate contact with the condenser by
means of a pressurized bellows that provides a high contact force evenly
distributed over the contact area. This design provides high thermal contact
conductance and low mass. The bellows are pressurized by individual GN2
canisters. Each radiator panel consists of two high-capacity aluminum/ammonia
heat pipe condensers bonded into an aluminum honeycomb matrix. These panels
V2-32/I
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are slightly over I in. thick with O.3-mm(O.012-in.) aluminum face sheets
bonded on 4.8-mg/cm3 (3-1bm/ft 3) aluminumhoneycomb. Each of the two heat
pipe condensers branches into three heat pipe evaporator legs. The condenser
and evaporator heat pipe cross sections differ since the heat fluxes
transmitted into and out of the pipes differ.
MPTP- The mechanically pumpedtwo phase loop design is based on
evaporative cold plate technology developed by Grumman,and the shear flow
condenser technology developed by Sundstrand and Boeing. Componentdetails are
contained in Section 2.1.1.5 of DR-02. The Grummancold plate provides heat
acquisition from the battery or electronics, and the Sundstrand/Boeing-type
shear flow condenser provides heat rejection to the radiator panels. Each cold
plate consists of a numberof monogrooveextrusions welded together in parallel
along the flanges. A wick draws liquid to the top of the extrusion where it is
evaporated in the circumferential grooves. A sensor detects the presence or
absence of liquid in the plate and controls a solenoid valve that resupplies
liquid to the plate. The control schemeis designed so that only single phase
vapor exits the plate. The batteries and PMADelectronics are packaged into
electronics boxes as orbital replacement units (ORU's). The individual battery
cells are mounted on a chassis that contains a numberof heat pipes. These
heat pipes collect the heat dissipated by the cells and transfer it to the edge
of the chassis. Section 2.1.1.3 of DR-02describes the battery physical
configuration in more detail. EachORUchassis is itself an aluminum honeycomb
structure, and it contains embeddedheat pipes which transfer heat from the
components to the chassis edge. The generated heat is then transferred from
the heat pipe condensers to the MPTPcold plate across a dry, bolted
interface. The MPTPcold plate is part of the system utility plate, which also
contains interfaces for the transfer of data and power from the ORU'sto other
parts of the station. Eight utility plates are mounted in the PVequipment
box, which is shown in Figure 3.2-17.
3.2.5.2 ITC Mass Properties
The mass of the integrated thermal control assembly and major components
is shown in Table 3.2-15.
V2-32/2
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Table 3.2-15
INTEGRATED THERMAL CONTROL
MASS PROPERTIES
COMPONENT
INTEGRATED THERMAL
CONTROL ASSEMBLY
SINGLE MODULE MASS
(KG) (LBM)
INTEGRATED THERMAL
CONTROL ASSEMBLY
TOTAL IOC STATION
MASS (TWO MODULES)
(KG) (LBM)
RADIATOR PANEL 316 696
CONDENSER COMPONENTS
CONDENSER INTERFACE 15 33
CONDENSER 14 30
NCG TRAP 2 4
PRESSURIZATION UNIT 2 5
633 1392
30 66
27 60
4 8
5 I0
GN2 CANISTER 2 5 5 10
UTILITY PLATE COMPONENTS
PLATE 2 5 5 10
RESERVOIR 2 5 5 10
EVAPORATOR 14 30 27 60
FITTINGS 5 10 9 20
FLOW CONTROL VALVES IB 40 36 80
ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS 2 5 5 10
4 9
14 31
11 24
36 80
13 29
PUMP UNIT COMPONENTS
ORU HOUSING
CIRCULATION PUMP
FLUID ACCUMULATOR
CONTROLLER
PLUMBING AND SENSORS
AMMONIA 14 30
8
28
22
73
26
27
18
62
48
160
58
6O
TOTALS 486 1071 975 2142
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3.2.5.3 ITC Assembly Performance/Definition
The design heat rejection requirements for the batteries are shown in
Table 3.2-16, and for the PMAD electronics in Table 3.2-17. Because there is
considerable thermal mass in the batteries, the thermal rejection system has
been sized for the peak orbital average heat rejection requirement of the
battery. The PMAD heat rejection is based on the maximum heat rejection of
each ORU and the maximum number of ORU's that are operational at any one time.
For a single module, the resulting heat rejection required is 6.0 kW. The
system is designed to reject this amount of heat with the MPTP cold plates at
2°C. Selection of this cold plate temperature assures that the nominal 5 ±
5 C temperature is maintained at the batteries under all but contingency or
failure conditions. Table 3.2-18 summarizes ITC design features and
performance.
A mechanically pumped two phase heat transport loop using ammonia as the
fluid collects and transports the heat from the PMAD and battery cold plates to
the radiator system. The heat load on the cold plate evaporates the ammonia in
the grooved vapor channels of the plate. The vapor is then condensed in the
radiator heat exchanger. A constant speed mechanical pump provides for the
recirculation of fluid back to the cold plates. A sensor in each liquid inlet
line, which supplies liquid to a group of four cold plates, causes a flow
control valve to be actuated. This control is needed to insure that the cold
plates neither dry out nor flood. Screen wicks in the liquid channel of the
cold plate supply fluid to the vapor channel grooves. An accumulator in the
liquid line contains the extra fluid needed in the system when it is
transporting a small amount of heat.
V2-32/3
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Table 3.2-.16
INTEGRATEDTHE_ALCONTROL
TOTAL EPS BATTERY HEAT REJECTION (2 MODULES)
BATTERY CHARGE
BATTERY DISCHARGE
NOMINAL
(KW)
].26
5.39
PEAK
(KW)
1.38
9.03
DURATION
(MIN/ORBIT)
55
55
36
7.5
ORBITAL AVERAGE HEAT DISSIPATION - 3.27 KW
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Table 3.2- 17
INTEGRATED THERMAL CONTROL
TOTAL EPS PMAD HEAT RE,)ECTION(2 MODULES)
ORBITAL REPLACEMENT UNIT
PHOTOVOLTAIC CONTROL UNIT
BATTERY CHARGE/DISCHARGE UNIT
DC/AC INVERTER
PHOTOVOLTAIC CONTROLLER
DC SWITCH UNIT
AC SWITCH UNIT
POWER SOURCE CONTROLLER
POWER DISTRIBUTION AND CONTROL
UNIT
MAX NO OF MAX POWER TOTAL
ORU'S ON AT PER ORU POWER
ONE TIME (WATTS) (WATTS)
Z 54 ]08
8 254 2032
2 640 1280
4 120 480
2 569 111B
2 500 1000
4 60 240
4 606 2424
TOTAL 8682
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TABLE 3.2-18
INTEGRATED THERMAL CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS
TYPE: Constructable radiators with flat interface - MPTP transport loop
PEAK HEAT REJECTION: 6.0 kW per module
HEAT TRANSPORT LOOP: Mechanically Pumped Ammonia
RADIATOR PANEL SIZE: 46.6 ft x 12 in.
RADIATOR EVAPORATOR LENGTH: 2.54 FT (3 legs each evaporator)
NUMBER OF RADIATOR PANELS: 8 (Includes one extra panel for oversizing)
PANEL DEPLOYED AREA: 373 Ft2
MAX RADIATOR HEAT PIPE CAPACITY: 350,000 Watt-lnches (includes 30% margin)
TEMPERATURES °C (OF)
MPTP Condenser
Heat Pipe Evaporator
Effective Radiator Surface
Sink
-4.2 (24.5)
-11.6 (11.2)
-21.3 (-6.3)
-62.0(-80.0)
FIN EFFECTIVENESS: 62.80%
V2-32/4
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3.3 SDSUBSYSTEM
Two concepts were studied extensively for the SD subsystem: closed brayton
cycle and organic rankine cycle. Oneconcept will be selected as part of the
Phase C/D proposal process.
The SD subsystem consists of the assemblies shown in Figure 3.3-I or 3.3-2.
design drawings and descriptions for these assemblies are presented in the
Preliminary Analysis and Design Document DR02. The major assemblies are
the concentrator, the receiver, the power conversion unit (PCU), the radiator,
and the interface assembly.
The concentrator captures and focuses incoming solar flux with a reflective
concave surface and sends it through the receiver aperture. It includes
pointing equipment to maintain proper solar orientation. The receiver accepts
and absorbs the incoming concentrated solar flux in a cavity. Some of the
power is transferred to the PCU be heating a working fluid, and the balance is
stored as thermal energy in a phase change salt where it can be retrieved later
for use during eclipse. The PCU takes energy from the receiver in the form of
heated working fluid, converts some of the energy to electrical power in a heat
engine, and sends the rest of the energy to the radiator as waste heat. The
heat engine works by extracting useful work from the difference in the shaft
power supplied by pressurized heated working fluid expanding through a turbine
and the shaft power required to drive a pump or compressor operating on the
cooled low pressure working fluid with a similar flowrate and pressure ratio.
The radiator receives waste heat from the PCU via mass transport and heat
exchange. It then dissipates the waste heat to space by thermal radiation.
The interface assembly consists of an interface structure and a solar dynamic
equipment box. The interface structure provides load carrying capability
between the various assemblies and the solar dynamic beta joint which connects
the SD subsystem to the balance of the station. The equipment box provides a
protected mounting point for the majority of the solar dynamic subsystem
electronics and serves as a central point for cabling interconnections.
V2-331/1
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3.3.1 Concentrator
3.3.1.1 Layouts/Drawinqs
Layout drawings of the 25 kWe Solar Dynamic (SD) concentrators are shown in
Figures 3.3.1-I and-2 for the ORC and CBC modules, respectively. In each case
the concentrator configuration is the offset Newtonian reflector, gimbaled
about the receiver aperture center. Fine pointing is provided by two linear
actuators located between a two-axis fine pointing mechanism and the interface
structure. This configuration is known as The Parabolic Offset Linear'Actuated
Reflector, or POLAR concept. The concentrator assembly consists of four
subassemblies including: reflective surface, structure, mechanisms, and
controls and instruments. A detailed description of each of these
subassemblies is contained in section 3.3.1.4. The ORC concentrator requires
19 full size hex truss and 12 edge wedge panels to provide the required
receiver power to the ORC receiver during all projected operating environments
and modes. The CBC concentrator requires 19 full size hex trusses to provide
the required receiver power to the CBC receiver during all projected operating
environments and modes.
3.3.1.2 Mass Properties
Tables 3.3.1-I lists the mass breakdowns for the ORC and CBC concentrator
assemblies. The mass of the ORC concentrator is 4.4% greater than that of the
CBC concentrator due to the difference in performance between the two PCU
cycles.
3.3.1.3 Solar Dynamic Concentrator Performance
Table 3.3.1-2 provides performance data for the ORC and CBC concentrators.
In general this data includes: efficiencies, power absorbed, power delivered to
the receiver, concentrator surface area, performance margins, pointing
accuracies, flux distributions and other pertinent data. It can be seen that
the ORC receiver requires greater input power than the CBC due to lower cycle
efficiency.
V2-331/2
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Table 3.3.1-1
POLAR SOLAR DYNAMIC CONCENTRATOR MASS/MODULE BREAKDOWN [kg (Ibm)]
ITEM kg (lbin) kg (lbin)
ORC CBC
Reflective Surface Subassembly
Reflective Surface (Facets) 361 (794) 298 (657)
Hex Truss Panels 302 (665) 302 (665)
Edge Wedge Panels 79 (175) 0 (0)
Dep./Retract. Mech. 72 (158) 56 (123)
Attachment/Alignment 18 (40) 10 (23)
Insulation& Misc. Ref. Surf. 50 (110) 50 (110)
Subtotal 882 (1,943) 716 (1,575)
2 Axis Fine Pointing
Linear Actuators (2 ea)
Motors
Position Sensors
Actuators
Limit Switches
Two-Axis Pointing Mech.
Subtotal
Structure
Struts
Type A
Type B
Type C
Type D
Strut I/F Fitting
Strut End Fitting
Subtotal
Control s
Conc. Control Comp.
Sun Sensors (2 ea)
Motor Controllers
Wiring Harness
Subtotal
Misc. Hdwre. & Equip.
TOTAL MASS
20 (44) 20 (44)
inc. inc. inc. inc.
inc. inc. inc. inc.
inc. inc. inc. inc.
inc. inc. inc. inc.
407 (897) 512 (1,127)
427 (941) 532 (1,171)
10 (21) 10 (Zl)
6 (lZ) 6 (lZ)
6 (12) 6 (12)
3 (7) 3 (7)
31 (69) 31 (69)
6 (12) 6 (lZ)
62 (133) 62 (133)
23 (51) z3 (51)
3 (6) 3 (6)
9 (20) 9 (20)
5 (11) 5 (11)
40 (88) 40 (88)
38 (84)
1,449 (3,189) 1,388 (3,051)
V2-33]/2
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Table 3.3.1-2
POLAR SOLAR DYNAMIC CONCENTRATOR PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
PARAMETER VALUE
ORC CBC
User Power kWe 25
Receiver Aperture to User
Conversion Efficiency % 18.49
Cavity Temperature K (F)
Effective Sink Temp. K (F)
Receiver Aperture Dia. m (ft)
Intercept Factor %
Concentrator Design Reflectivity*, %
Solar Constant W/sq M (Btu/h-sq ft)
Solar Multiple
744
255
0.71
95.7
92
1323
1.617
Required Receiver Thermal Input
kWt (BTU/h)
Required Concentrator Aperture Area
sq m (sq ft)
218.6
187.7
Number of Equivalent Hexes
Number of Full Hex Panels
Number of Edge Wedges
Number of Facets
23
19
12
552
Hex Flat-Flat m (ft)
Hex Point-Point m (ft)
Facet Side Length m (ft)
Estimated Cosine Loss %
Maximum Effective Area sq m (sq ft)
Block/Shadow Area sq m (sq ft)
Effective Aperture sq m (sq ft)
BOL + 3 Years Margin %
3.63
4.19
1.02
13.4
213.1
21.3
191.8
2.2
Equivalent Dia. of Effective Area, m (ft) 15.6
Focal Length m (ft) 7.8
Estimated Global Beam Deflection +, cm (in) 0.13
Estimated Pointing Error +, degrees O.OOg
Circumferential Flux Deviation, % <10
First Reflector Deployed Mode, Hz 2.03
First Concentrator Deployed Mode, Hz 0.97
(880)(o)(2.3)
(419.5)
(746,067)
(2,020)
(11.90)
(13.75)
(3.33)
(2,290)
(229)
(2,064)
(51.2)
(25.6)
(0.05)
]O5O
255
0.43
97
92
1323
1.617
188
159.2
19
19
0
456
3.63
4.19
1.02
10.12
182.8
20
162.8
2.01
14.4
7.8
0.13
0.009
<7
2.03
0.97
25
21.50
(1,430)(o)
(].42)
(419.5)
(641,644)
(1,713)
(11.90)
(13.75)
(3.33)
(1,967)
(215)
(1,751)
(47.2)
(25.6)
(0.05)
* Beginning of Life + 3 Years
+ Proportional Only, Ideal Controller
V2-331/3
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The ORC Concentrator parameters are based on the receiver configuration
described in Section 3.3.2.2. This receiver and its operating temperature
impose modest requirements on the ORC concentrator. Specifically, the 99%
confidence level tracking requirement is 3 times less stringent than the
requirement imposed on the CBC concentrator. Also, the slope error required to
achieve the target interception of the ORC receiver is relaxed for ORC when
compared to that for CBC.
A detailed optical performance analysis of the ORC reflector, on-target,
concentrated incident flux pattern inside the receiver was completed. The
results indicate that by re-aiming each of the hexes and edge wedges slightly
as units, the flux inside the receiver can be tailored such that the heat-pipe
to heat-pipe total incident power does not vary from the mean heat-pipe power
by more than 10_.
The CBC Concentrator parameters are based on the receiver configuration
described in Section 3.3.2.1. This receiver and its operating temperature
impose tight requirements on the CBC concentrator. Specifically, the 99%
confidence level tracking requirement is 3 times as stringent as the
requirement imposed on the ORC concentrator. The slope error required to
achieve the target interception of the CBC receiver is tighter for CBC than for
ORC.
A detailed optical performance analysis of the CBC reflector, on-target,
concentrated incident flux pattern inside the receiver was completed. The
results indicate that by re-aiming selected facets, the flux inside the
receiver can be tailored such that the tube to tube total incident power does
not vary by more than 7% from the mean tube power.
3.3.1.4 Assembly Definition
The ORC and CBC concentrator assemblies have many common elements. The
structure, mechanisms, and controls and instrument subassembly concepts for
each are nearly identical. The reflective surfaces differ only in the required
surface area and the slope errors of the facets.
V2-331
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The reference SD concentrator configuration features the parabolic offset
linear actuated reflector (POLAR) concept. The reflector concept is shown in
Figure 3.3.1-3, for the ORC concept, and Figure 3.3.1-4 for the CBC concept.
The ORU's for these concepts are listed in Table 3.3.1-3. The function of the
concentrator is to deliver concentrated solar insolation to the receiver cavity
walls within prescribed flux distribution limits in a cost effective manner.
As described in DR-19, DP 4.3, the concentrator is driven by the temperature of
the receiver cavity, the PCU and PMAD efficiencies, the minimum solar
insolation, the duration of the orbital eclipse period, STS compatibility, PGS
structural requirements, Space Station GN&C stability, and the LEO environment.
The POLAR configuration was selected on the basis of minimum total cost as
well as reasonable risk and low moment of inertia, a major GN&C stability
driver. The trade study that selected the POLAR concept is documented in
DR-lg, DP 4.4, Section 7.1.6. In the POLAR concept, the reflector is a segment
of a large parent paraboloid and is offset from the transverse boom. The focal
point of the resulting optical system is the same as that of the parent
paraboloid and is located close to the transverse boom. This allows a compact
SD module configuration with minimum optical blockage and a low moment of
inertia. The compact POLAR configuration enhances concentrator structural
stiffness and has very low mass and launch volume. The POLAR concept also
incorporates an innovative linear-actuated reflector that is gimbaled
independently of the PCU, resulting in a low gimbaled mass and modest coarse
and fine pointing parasitic power requirements. The two-axis fine pointing
mechanism kinematically constrains the reflector focal point and effectively
eliminates translation of the focal point with respect to the receiver
aperture, resulting in a simplified optical system.
A detailed description of the ORC and CBC concentrator ORU's, on-orbit
assembly, master equipment list, spares, refurbishment activities, risk
assessment, alignment and contamination is located in section 2.2.3 of the
December 1986 issue of DR02.
VZ-331/5
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Table 3.3.1-3
CONCENTRATOR ORUs/MASTER EQUIPMENT/INITIAL SPARES
Item
Approximate
Number Dimensions +
Per Module (L x W x D) (m)
Estimated
Mass +
[kg (Ibm) ]
*Linear actuator 2
*Concentrator control Z
computer (embedded processor)
*Sun sensor 2
*Motor controller 4
Two-Axis Fine Pointing Mech. I
Reflective Surface Subassy. ]
Structure (Strut Set)
3 x 0.15 OD
0.5 x 0.25 x 0.25
0.5 x 0.10D
0.3 x 0.1 x 0.1
a) 0.23W x 2.90D
b) 0.23W x 3.60D
a) 2.63 x 4.58 OD
b) 2.40 x 4.58 OD
5.0 x .46 x .36
g.1 (20.1)
11.4(25.1)
1 (2.2)
2.3 (s.1)
407 (897)
512 (1127)
882 (1943)
716 (1575)
62 (133)
a ORC Dimensions and Masses
b CBC Dimensions and Masses
* Initial spares.
+ Excludes Launch Cradles
V2-331/8
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3.3.2 Receiver/Power Conversion Unit (PCU)
3.3.2.1 CBC Receiver/Power Conversion Unit (PCU)
The CBC receiver/PCU assembly (see Figure 2.1.3.2.1-I) consists of three
major elements. These are the receiver, the power conversion equipment, and
the engine electric control loop equipment. Table 3.3.2.1-I shows the
operational requirements. Table 3.3.2.1-2 summarizes the CBC option. A mass
and drag summary of this equipment in Tables 3.3.2.1-3a through 3.3.2.1-3c is
followed by descriptions of each major element.
3.3.2.1.1 CBC Receiver
The CBC receiver incorporates three major functional elements. These are
the heat absorbing surface, the CBC heat source heat exchanger (HSHX), and the
thermal energy storage (TES).
The design (Figure 3.3.2.1-I) comprises a cylindrical receiver cavity lined
with a series of tubes running the length of the cavity. The CBC working fluid
from the recuperator flows through an external duct to a toroidal manifold at
the aperture end'of the receiver. The manifold distributes the fluid to the
individual tubes. The flow is collected in the outlet manifold and is sent to
the turbine. Thermal storage place change material (PCM) is contained in a
series of metal canisters. The individual containment canisters are filled
with the PCM and hermetically sealed by welding under vacuum.
The containment canisters are stacked and bonded to the working fluid tube,
as shown in the figure. The canisters are not bonded to each other, but are
separated by ceramic fiber spacers. The use of individual containment
canisters for the PCM is a key characteristic of the receiver design. This
configuration affords a readily fabricable and highly reliable design. A
°
failure of a canister would only affect the one failed canister and have
minimal impact on receiver operation. Compartmentalization of the salt also
reduces the chance of stress failure by localizing the formation of freezing
voids.
V2-3321/I
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TABLE 3.3.2.1-I
SOLAR DYNAMIC POWER GENERATION
SUBSYSTEM OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
POWER GENERATION REQUIREMENTS
REQUIREMENT
NOMINAL REQUIREMENTS
IOC STATION POWER REQUIREMENT
NOMINAL PV POWER CAPABILITY
SOLAR DYNAMIC POWER REQUIREMENT
SD PEAKING REQUIREMENT
115% OF NOMINAL POWER
IOC
NET POWER
KwE
75.0
-23.50
51.50
59.23
GROWTH
NET POWER
KwE
300.0
-23.5
276.5
318.0
OTHER REQUIREMENTS
o ALTITUDE
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM
NOMINAL
o INSOLATION
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM
o PMAD EFFICIENCY
o PMAD PARASITIC
o PEAK POWER DURATION/ORBIT
ECLIPSE
SUN
250 NM
180 NM
250 NM
1.419 KW/M_
1.323 KW/Mz
88.82%
2.0 KW
7.5 MINUTES
7.5 MINUTES
V2-3321/3
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TABLE3.3.2.1-2
SUMMARYOFSOLARDYNAMIC
CLOSEDBRAYTONCYCLEOPTION
Key Characteristics
Working Fluid
MaximumFluid Temperature
Heat Rejection Temperature Range
Primary Thermal Storage Medium
Receiver Cavity Temperature Range
Receiver Heat Transport
Radiator Heat Transport
Radiator Surface
Reflective Surface
Helium/Xenonmixture @MW= 40
1034 K (1402 F)
447 K (346 F) to 265 K (18 F)
Lithium fluoride/calcium difluoride
967 K (1280 F) to 1083 K (1490 F)
Cavity Reradiation & conduction
Coolant transport, space radiation
Z93 White Paint
Magnesium Fluoride/Alumina/Silver
System Desiqn Performance
PMAD (effective) (0.882 eff & I kWe)
SD Controls & Parasitic
Efficiency (%)
85.0
96.2
Alternator 93.4
Thermal Cycle 36.4
Power conversion unit (Subtotal) 34.0
Cavity (optical & thermal) 92.0
Receiver surface loss effects 92.8
Receiver (Subtotal) 85.4
Interception
Reflectivity
Concentrator (Subtotal)
97.0
90.0
87.3
Sun-to-Bus (Minimum Insolation
Orbit) (@ PLR load - O)
20.8
Around the entire min insolation orbit
*Expected value at BOL + 3 years without replacing failed radiator panels.
V2-3321/4
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The cavity wall consists of a thin layer of high-temperature formed
insulation. The wall acts to reradiate the incoming flux that passes between
the tubes to the back side of the tubes providing a relatively uniform flux
circumferentially around the tubes. The cavity walls also act as a mandrel to
wrap sheets of very low conductivity multifoil insulation.
During sunlight periods, heat is transferred through the PCM to the CBC
working fluid. The PCM is also heated and melted by the solar flux. During
eclipse periods, the PCM gives up its heat to the CBC working fluid and is
cooled and frozen.
The insulated cavity is enclosed in an aluminum support structure. The
tubes are supported by baffles, which are, in turn, connected to reinforced
regions of the support structure. The tubes fit loosely in the baffle holes
and are free to expand. The back wall of the cavity moves as the tubes
expand. Tube expansion is accommodated by two external bellows.
3.3.2.1.2 Power-Conversion Unit (PCU)
The PCU (Figure 3.3.2.1-2) consists of turboalternator, recuperator/ gas
cooler, bleed cooler, ducts, and accumulator. These components are discussed
in the following paragraphs.
Turboalternator: The turboalternator consists of a single-stage, radial-
flow compressor; a single-stage, radial inflow turbine; and a straddle-
mounted, Rice alternator. The rotating speed is 32,000 rpm. The design
features radial aerodynamic components integrated with a high-speed,
solid-rotor Rice alternator supported by foil gas bearings. This concept
results in a very rugged, combined rotating unit (CRU) which is the only
continuously moving part in the CBC receiver/PCU.
Recuperator: The recuperator is a pure counterflow plate-fin unit, with
cross-flow triangular end sections providing fluid access to the core. It is
designed for 94_ thermal effectiveness. The coun'terflow section uses
O.153-inch high offset fins on the low-#ressure side and O.125-inch offset fins
V2-3321/6
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on the high-pressure side. The offset fin is used to promote turbulence, which
in turn enhances heat transfer.
Gas Cooler: The gas cooler is an eight-pass, cross-counterflow, plate-fin
heat exchanger. The fin sandwiches are rectangular offset, O.089-inch high on
the gas side and O.075-inch high on the liquid side in a single sandwich
arrangement on both sides. The gas cooler has a redundant alternating sandwich
design that connects to independent fluid loops and results in double sandwich
gas side passages.
Bleed Cooler: The bleed cooler is a small, counterflow, plate-fin heat
exchanger similar to the gas cooler. The fin sandwiches are rectangular
offset, O.77-inch high on the gas side and O.100-inch high on the liquid side
in a single sandwich arrangement on both sides. The bleed cooler contains
redundant liquid sandwiches. In this case, only 3 of the 6 liquid sandwiches
are active at any given time.
Accumulator: The amount of xenon-helium inventory in the Brayton cycle
control loop is varied to limit receiver temperature and provide for peaking
power requirements. This is accomplished by storing or extracting working
fluid from an accumulator. The accumulator is constructed of formed and welded
aluminum alloy. The accumulator volume is 13.452 in3.
3.3.2.1.3 Closed Brayton Cycle Controller (CBCC)
The Closed Brayton Cycle controllers in conjunction with the parasitic
load radiator, the inventory control valve actuator, and cabling for the CBC
engine control equipment form the CBC engine control loop equipment.
The CBCC consists of two redundant controller channels. Each channel is
an ORU and contains a microprocessor-based electronic control unit (ECU) and a
power electronic unit (PEU). The ECU communicates with the solar dynamic
control microprocessor in managing the solar energy input at the receiver. The
general control objective during operations is to maintain constant alternator
speed (frequency), to maintain alternator output line voltage at 208 volts RMS,
V2-3321/8
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and to manage receiver thermal conditions in the face of variations in user
load including peaking demands and varying receiver heat input rates.
This function is performed by the CBC controller hardware which is
depicted in Figure 3.3.2.1-3. Two CBC control channels share the controller
load. If one channel fails, t.he other channel automatically assumes the full
controller load. A schematic of the power electronics appears in Figure
3.3.2.1-4.
Thermal Desiqn: The ECU contains both low-power logic and high-power
control-type electronics. The ECU dissipates up to 1800W to a liquid-cooled
cold plate. The cold plate has a fluid supply of FC-75.
Parasitic Load Radiator: The parasitic load radiator (PLR) assembly is
designed to absorb and dissipate a part or all of the 42-kilowatt peak
electrical power generated by the alternator to keep the operating speed of the
CRU constant. With the selected PLR concept, the generated AC electrical power
is rectified before being fed into the PLR.
The PLR assembly consists of an array of multiple ceramic supports and
insulators for helical resistance wire spirals (see Figure 3.3.2.1-5). Each
ceramic cylinder supports a single resistor element; all elements are parallel
connected between the DC bus.
Inventory Control Valve: The dual solenoid diverter valve, shown in cross
section in Figure 3.3.2.1-5, consists of two two-way solenoid valves which are
spring loaded closed. The solenoids are installed in a line-mounted housing
which is ported such that the combination provides a closed center, three-way
diverter valve design. When solenoid I is de-energized, it shuts off the flow
of xenon-helium gas from the compressor discharge into the accumulator. When
solenoid 2 is de-energized, it shuts off the flow of xenon-helium gas from the
accumulator to the compressor inlet. When both solenoids are de-energized, the
accumulator is isolated from the compressor, allow pressure to be stored until
needed for peak power operation.
V2-3321/9
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3.3.2.2 ORC Receiver/Power Conversion Unit (PCU)
The reference concept for the SD-ORC consists of a hybrid power system of
two SD modules and two 12.5 kWe rated photovoltaic modules. Because of
commonality, the photovoltaic module arrays and batteries are sized for polar
orbiting platform requirements. When used on the station, the two photovoltaic
modules then provide nominal power of only 23.5 kWe rather than the rated 25
kWe. As shown in Table 3.3.2.2-I, the resulting nominal SD power requirement
for the IOC station is 51.5 kWe. Station growth is accomplished by adding
solar dynamic modules only. Consequently, when the station nominal power
requirement grows to 300 kWe, the SD requirement become 276.5 kWe. Peak power
for the SD modules has been defined as 115% of the nominal power requirement.
(The photovoltaic system is capable of meeting man-tended station and
contingency requirements without SD and so these are not part of the SD
requirements.)
The solar dynamic power generation requirements are achieved using ORC
modules designed for 25 kWe nominal power. Because these modules are designed
to operate with varying insolation (1.323 kW/m 2 to 1.419 kw/m2) and with
orbital/eclipse ranges corresponding to 180 to 250 nm orbital parameters, the
actual power generation capability is expected to be 26.1 to 29.7 kWe at the
three year design point. As Table 3.3.2.2-2 shows, two ORC modules combined
with the photovoltaic modules provides the IOC station with 75.7 kWe nominal
power and 101.9 kWe peak power. Adding ten additional ORC modules then allows
the growth station requirements to be achieved with margin. Table 3.3.2.2-2
also shows key characteristics and design efficiencies for the ORC module.
The SD-ORC module consists of the assemblies shown in Figure 3.3.2.2-I.
Detailed design drawings and descriptions for these assemblies are presented in
DRo02, the Preliminary Analysis and DesignDocument. The major assemblies are
the concentrator, which focuses incoming solar energy, the receiver which
converts the solar energy to heat energy by vaporizing the working fluid and
stores solar energy for vaporization during eclipse periods, the power
conversion unit (PCU) which converts the heat energy to electrical energy, and
the radiator which rejects heat from the thermodynamic cycle to space. Minor
assemblies are the parasitic load resistor (PLR) which matches PCU electrical
V2-3321/12
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TABLE3.3.2.2-I
SOLARDYNAMICPOWERGENERATION
SUBSYSTEMOPERATIONALREQUIREMENTS
POWER GENERATION REQUIREMENTS
REQUIREMENT
NOMINAL REQUIREMENTS
IOC STATION POWER REQUIREMENT
NOMINAL PV POWER CAPABILITY
SOLAR DYNAMIC POWER REQUIREMENT
SD PEAKING REQUIREMENT
115% OF NOMINAL POWER
IOC
NET POWER
KwE
75.0
-23.50
51.50
59.23
GROWTH
NET POWER
KwE
300.0
c23.5
276.5
318.0
OTHER REQUIREMENTS
o ALTITUDE
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM
NOMINAL
o INSOLATION
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM
o PMAD EFFICIENCY
o PMAD PARASITIC
o PEAK POWER DURATION/ORBIT
ECLIPSE
SUN
250 NM
180 NM
250 NM
1.419 KW/M_
.323 KW/M _
88.82%
2.0 KW
7.5 MINUTES
7.5 MINUTES
V2-3321/13
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TABLE3.3.2.2-2
SUMMARYOF SOLARDYNAMIC
ORGANICRANKINECYCLEOPTION
IOC GROWTH
Module Design Power (kWe)
MinimumPower/Module(kWe)*
Peak Power/Module (kWe)*
No. of Modules
ORCMinimumPower (kWe)
PV MinimumPower (kWe)
Station MinimumPower (kWe)
ORCPeak Power (kWe)
PV Peak Power (kWe)
Station PeakPower (kWe)
25.0 25.0
26.1 26.1
29.7 29.7
2 12
52.2 313.2
23.5 23.5
75.7 336.7
59.4 356.4
42.5 42.5
101.9 398.9
Q
Key Characteristics
Working Fluid
Maximum Operating Temperature
Effective Heat Rejection Temperature
Thermal Storage Medium
Receiver Operating Temperature
Receiver Heat Transport
Radiator Heat Pipes
Radiator Surface
Reflective Surface
Toluene
399°C (750°F)^
60.4°C (140.7UF)
LiOH
482°C (900°F)
Potassium Heat Pipes
Aluminum/Ammonia
zg3 White Paint
Magnesium Fluoride over
Al203/Ag/Al203
System Desiqn
PMAD (effective)
Controls
PCU
Alternator
Thermal Cycle
Subtotal
Performance Efficiency (%)
(88.2% less I kWe)
91.7
29.9
85.1
96.8
Receiver
Absorptivity 95.8
Reradiation 94.7
Subtotal
27.4
90.7
Concentrator
Reflectivity 90.0
Interception 99.7
Subtotal 89.7
Sun-to-Bus (Nominal case, PLR load - O) 18.3
*Expected value at BOL + 3 years without replacing failed radiator panels.
V2-33/9
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output to user requirements, the interface structure which connects the major
components to the station beta joint and the electronics enclosure which
contains the electronic controls.
3.3.2.2.1 Mass Properties
The Weight Breakdown, Table 3.3.2.2-3 presents weight by component for the
25 kW module. Radiator mass and area is shown for both the 31 radiator panels
which are dedicated to cooling the PCU and the 3 panels for electronic
cooling. The total raditor contains 34 heat pipe panels.
3.3.2.2.2 Receiver
The receiver must be capable of absorbing the solar input reflected by the
concentrator, storing enough energy to supply the PCU during the eclipse and
transferring the heat to the toluene working fluid throughout the orbit. The
ORC receiver, shown in Figure 3.3.2.2-2, utilizes heat pipe technology to meet
these requirements.
Due to the geometries of the concentrator and receiver, large variations
in solar flux can exist. These variations are further accentuated by mirror
surface inaccuracies and concentrator pointing errors. To allow for these
variations, the receiver makes use of the load leveling characteristics of
heat pipes. Incident solar flux is first absorbed by the heat pipes which
contain integral TES canisters and a toluene vaporizer plumbed in parallel.
Potassium lining the heat pipe interior wick structure is then evaporated and
the resultant vapor flows to the colder surfaces of the TES canister and the
vaporizer where it condenses. The condensate flows back to the evaporating
surface by capillary pumping in the wicks with arteries being used to reduce
the axial flow pressure drop. During eclipse, _he TES is the hottest surface
and potassium evaporation occurs from this surface. Condensation occurs on
the vvaporizer tube. This process assures a virtually uniform heating rate
for both the TES and vaporizer, during all portions of the orbit and under all
anticipated incident flux distributions.
V2-3321/16
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TABLE 3.3.2.2'3
•ORGANIC RANKINE CYCLE
SUBSYSTEM
CHARACTERISTICS
INDIVIDUAL MOBULE
--MASS--
COMPONENT KG LBm
REFLECTIVE SURFACE
2 QX]S FINE PDINTING
STRUCTURE (STRUTS)
CONTROLS
MISC. HDWRE. & EQUIP.
_CONCENTRATOR* SUB TOTAL:
881 1943
427 941
68 133
8 17
38 84
1414 3118
CRU 67 147
RFMD 32 78
REGENERATOR 181 488
HOUSINGS 16 36
ACCUMULATOR 83 182
TOLUENE 118 243
CONTROLLER 14 31
PLR 49 108
PLUM_ING 15 32
•POWER CONVERSION UNIT* SU_ TOTAL: 567 1249
HEAT PIPES/VAPORIZERS 513 1138
THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE 828 1825
STRUCTURE 32 71
INSULAT_'MICROMET. SHL_ 45 188
MISC 8 17
*RECEIVER* SUB TOTAL= 1426 _143
HEAT PiPE CDNNSR+FINS 1461 E228
HEAT PIPE EVAPORATOR 168 353
TOLUENE CONDENSR+PLBG 284 458
CONTACT HT EXCHG _EVICE 857 786
*PCU RADIATOR/CONDENSER" SUB TOTAL= 2182 4889
ADAPTER SUBASSY
SUPERSTRCT. SUBASSY
SD EQUIPMT. _OX
CPL COOLING SU_ASSY
*INTERFACE STRUCTURE* SU_ TOTAL=
.264 581
186 233
128 264
217 479
T87 1557
BETA JOINT
*BETA JOINT* SUB TOTAL=
275 686.
275 686
TOTAL MASS
--PLANFORM AREA--
*CONCENTRATOR,
•PCU RADIATOR*
•CPL RADIATOR*
--DRAG AREA--
_CONCENTRATOR*
•PCU RADIATOR*
•CPL RADIATOR*
•TOTAL DRAG AREA*
TOTAL= 6571 14482
M2 FT2
213 2290
168 1719
15 166
M2 FT2
156 1677
37 398
4 38
196 2113
3-99
IOC STATION
(2 Modules)
KG Lt_m
1763 3886
854 1882
121 266
15 34
76 168
_8 _ 6236
133 294
64 148
363 808
33 T2
165 _64
228 48&
28 62
98 216
29 6,4
11_3 2498
1825 2260
1656 3658
64 142
91 280
15 34
2851 628&
2921 6448
328 786
488 988
713 1572
4362 9618
527 1162
211 466
239 528
435 958
1412 3114
558 1212
558 1212
13137 28964
M2 FT2
425 4588
319 3438
31 332
M2 FT2
312 3354
?4 T96
7 76
393 4226
GROWTH STATION
(12 Modules)
KG LBm
18576 25_16
5122 11292
.724 1596
93 2_4
457 I_88
16972 37416
888 1764
_81 848
2177 4888
196 432
991 2184
I_23 2916
169 _72
588 1296
174 384
6799 14988
6151 i_568
9934 21980
_86 852
544 1288
9_ 2B4
17188 37716
17527 39648
1921 4236
2449 5480
4278 94_2
26175 57788
$162 6972
1268 2796
14_7 3168
2687 5748
8474 18684
3_aa_.. 7272
3299 7272
78827 175784
M2 FT2
2553 27488
1916 28628
185 1992
M2 FT2
=81_#1869 _ _
444 4776
42 456
2_55 25356
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The ORCreceiver uses the latent heat of LiOH for the TES approach. LiOH
was selected because it is readily available, stable, is not a eutectic, has a
very high latent heat (397 btu/Ib), and has an almost constant volume during
phase change. The LiOH is stored in canisters inside the receiver heat
pipes. The relatively low conductivity of the LiOH is enhanced by the
addition of internal nickel fins to minimize cyclic variations during the
charge/discharge process.
The receiver structure is optimized to account for the thermal
environment. The aperture plate material, Nextel, was selected to eliminate
the need for an active cooling system if the focused solar flux is located
directly on its outer surface. No special materials are required for the heat
pipes. Since the receiver temperature is low (485 C/900 F) and the heat pipes
eliminate hot spots, low cost, readily available 316 stainless steel is
suitable. However, the heat pipe attachments must account for thermal
elements of the receiver as shown in Figure 3.3.2.2-3. These heat pipes have
one end cap with a ball joint connection and the other end bolted firmly to
the manifold end bulkhead. The remaining 37 heat pipes are also bolted to the
manifold end but have guide pins on the aperture end. This structural
approach allows the aperture plate to "float" and avoid any thermal stress in
the heat pipes.
3.3.2.2.3 Power Conversion Unit
The power conversion unit (PCU) converts the heat energy of the toluene
working fluid to electrical energy.
The PCU, shown in Figure 3.3.2.2-4, consists of:
o Combined rotating unit (CRU)
o Rotary fluid management device (RFMD)
o Regenerator
o Accumulators
o Valves and start pump
o Plumbing and electrical lines
o Working fluid (Toluene)
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CRU
The combined rotating unit (CRU) is comprised of an axial impulse turbine
that extracts shaft work from expanding toluene working fluid, an alternator
that converts the turbine shaft work into electrical power and a feed pump that
pressurizes the toluene to a supercritical state. These components are all
connected on a single shaft. Designed for long life and high reliability, the
CRU features a single rotating part supported on fluid film bearings. The
design has been employed on the several previous successful applications.
Special attention has been given to reducing points of external leakage of
the toluene. The CRU is joined to the RFMD on a common manifold for mounting to
the receiver.
Turbine
The single stage axial impulse turbine driven by the working fluid, turns
the alternator and system feed pump. The aerodynamic components consist of the
inlet plenum, nozzles, turbine, and exhaust diffuser.
The turbine provides high efficiency at moderate temperatures and speeds.
Toluene vapor at 610 psia and 750 F is expanded through nine supersonic nozzles
to high velocity streams which impinge on the turbine blades to rotate the
shaft. The exhaust is routed to the regenerator through a diffuser. The
turbine design employes supersonic converging-diverging blading for an overall
efficiency of 73.9 percent.
Alternator
A Lundell-Rice alternator converts shaft power from the turbine into
electrical power. A stationary fixed coil is employed to excite the magnetic"
field and control output voltage. The rotor is a single piece composed of
overlapping plies of magnetic material separated by a non-magnetic spacer.
V2-3321/21
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The Lundel1-Rice alternator design is particularly rugged due to the absence
of rotor windings and commutator. It is less sensitive than other designs to
temperature variations and produces high quality power. Voltage is regulated by
field control, preventing over voltage during accidental over speed.
Pitot Pump
The pitot pump uses shaft power from the turbine to pressurize the system
fluid in a simple low risk, low cost manner. It takes low pressure fluid from
the RFMD and converts it to high pressure fluid before it goes to the receiver.
CRU Assembly
The rotating unit is fully enclosed in a static housing, thus dynamic
leakage, if it were to occur, would not result in loss of working fluid.
Nevertheless, dynamic shaft seals separate areas of different pressure along the
CRU rotor to eliminate internal leakage which could reduce performance.
The CRU accommodates both radial and thrust loads by using tilting pad
radial journal bearings and a Rayleigh step thrust bearing. Both types create a
hydrodynamic film to support their loads and eliminate contact and wear between
surfaces.
RFMD
The RFMD is low speed pitot pump which performs the following functions:
o Controls flow rate for power excursions (peaking)
o Controls toluene inventory
o Provides for accumulation and separation of non-condensible gasses
o Provides resaturation of subcooled condenser outlet flow
The RFMD is mounted with its rotational axis parallel to the axis of the
CRU. It is composed of two pitot probes, radial and thrust bearings, a motor,
two shafts, a rotating housing and a hermetically sealed stationary housing.
The rotating housing is supported on radial bearings attached to the shafts
V2-3321/22
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which are cantilevered from the stationary housing. The motor turns the
rotating housing to provide the pumping by the pitot tubes.
Reqenerator
The regenerator is a counterflow coiled finned tube design of the same
configuration and materials and having similar size and has been verified on
other ORC systems. The integral tube/fins are machined from solid tube stock
and require no bonding, minimizing the cleanliness control problem associated
with brazing, welding, etc. It provides more repeatable heat transfer
effectiveness and eliminates the concern present with other types of heat
exchangers about uninspectable bonded joints. The regenerator cross-section is
a hollow cylinder with ring shaped inlet and exhaust plenums on the ends. The
inlet plenum is directly connected to the turbine exhaust diffuser.
Condenser
The condenser is a shear-controlled design utilizing converging passages to
maintain adequate velocity. The design ensures the presence of a stable
liquid-vapor interface in zero gravity and causes non-condensible gases to flow
through the condensor and into the RFMD.
Accumul ator
The accumulator is located in the regenerator's cylindrical core and its
supported from the plenum flanges, reducing the PCU package volume as well as
line lengths. The accumulator is sized to start the system initially and
restart it under normal and most fault shutdown conditions. The design is a
simple bellows accumulator based on experience with other fluid programs.
PL__3R
The parasitic load resistor (PLR) matches the power produced by the SD
module to user requirements. The module output is designed for maximum user
power. Therefore, when use loads are less than design, excess power is radiated
V2-3321/24
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to space by a bank of identical value resistors controlled by corresponding
individual switch modules. Each resistor dissipates approximately I kW which
gives sufficient resolution for control. MOSFETS are selected for their high
reliability and low gate drive requirement. Sufficient modules and parasitic
load resistors are provided to account for full generator output with not user
load. During control, sufficient loads are switched on incrementally in a
digital manner by signals from the frequency control loop of the controller.
The switch modules are housed separately from the controller and near the
resistors to minimize electromagnetic interference.
Engine Controller
The ORC engine controller is a microprocessor-based device that controls
startup sequences, regulates electrical power dissipation in the parasitic load
to maintain constant speed, manages the thermal storage condition, and monitors
receiver and PCU microprossor. It receives operational command from and passes
status to the PCU microprossor. The controller is cooled by liquid toluene at
92.80C (181°F) which flows through the cold plate that also serves as the
mounting structure for both the redundant controllers, on on each face.
V2-3321/25
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3.3.3 SD Radiator
Separate design concepts were generated for the ORC and CBC radiator
assemblies. A constructible, heat pipe radiator using a flat contact
interface was selected for the ORC preliminary design. For this concept,
commonality was maintained, to the maximum extent practical, with hardware
being developed for other thermal control systems on the Space Station. A
deployable, pumped fluid loop radiator was chosen for the CBC preliminary
design. This concept provides a minimum weight and cost design to
interface with the relatively h_gh temperature, single phase CBC working
fluid. Details of the preliminary design follow.
3.3.3.1 CBC Radiator Preliminary Design Description
The design condition for the CBC radiator is derived from the power
flow and state point diagrams for the case where the heat load is greatest
and the sink temperature is at its most severe (warmest) condition during
the orbit. A design data sheet (Table 3.3.3-I) summarizes the design
conditions and characteristics of the CBC pumped loop radiator that meets
these requirements.
Radiator Panel The CBC radiator panel design is illustrated in
Figure 3.3.3-I. Each of the eight panels is 8.0 x 2.3 m (26.4 x 7.5 ft)
and 1.6 cm (0.63 in) thick. The panels are constructed by incorporation
of tube extrusions into a honeycomb structure which is sandwiched between
sheets of aluminum. The structure is bonded together using Hysol EA 9649
adhesive.
This design provides a probability of no penetration for ten years of
0.90 for each system and a probability of no penetration of both the
primary and standby system of 0.99. The probability of achieving zero
failures in the CBC radiator assembly is 0.967 in 10 years.
v2-33/1
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TABLE 3.3.3-]
CBC RADIATOR PRELIMINARY DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
MODULE SIZE: 25kWe
TYPE: Deployable pumped liquid
HEAT REJECTION: 99.0 kWt
HEAT TRANSPORT LOOPS: (primary and redundant loops used)
FLUID - FC 75
FLOWRATE 4498 Ibm/hr
DELTA P - 12 psi through panels
POWER USE - 100 watts (based on Moog 50-498 Pump)
PANEL SIZE: 2.3 m (7.5 ft) x 8.0 m (26.4 ft)
NUMBER OF PANELS: 8
PANEL PLANFORM DEPLOYED AREA: 147.2 m2 (1584 ft2)
MATERIAL: Extruded bumpered aluminum flow tubes with aluminum fins
MASS:
PANEL SET ORU 1145 kg (2524 Ibm)
PUMP PACICAGE ORUs 64 kg ( 141 Ibm)
INTERCONNECT LINE ORUs 36 kg ( 80 Ibm)
TOTAL 1245 kg (2745 Ibm)
COATING: Z93 Zinc Oxide Paint
T-ENV: 213 K (-76E) (sink temperature)
T-COOL INLET: 449 K (348.5"F)
T-COOL OUTLET: 284 K (52.9"F)
Deployment Mechanism. The scissors deployment mechanism was selected over
other candidates on the basis of previous trades conducted in 1980-81. This
was done by LTV Aerospace as part of the 25 kW Power System program conducted
for NASA MSFC. The mechanism selected is an adaptation of the Skylab Apollo
Telescope Mount (ATM) solar array deployment mechanism which successfully
deployed four solar panel arrays on-orbit. In 1975 LTV Aerospace installed
radiator panels on a spare ATM frame and tested the configuration under thermal
vacuum conditions at NASA JSC. During this test, successful deployment was
demonstrated. These tests were conducted under the NASA JSC (NA9-14408) Self
Contained Heat Rejection Module Program.
The adaptation of this design for the CBC radiator deployment uses gear
drives with dual motors at the ends of the radiator panels to rotate the lower
scissors arms from horizontal to a 97o position thus deploying the entire
array in accordion fashion. Rotary stops at the base halt the motion. The
first 150 of rotation is assisted by spring moments created by the flexible
V2-33/2
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metal hoses used to transport fluid across the rotating joints. On retraction
the low mechanical advantage plus friction and the spring moments will prevent
full retraction by use of the gears. For this reason a dual cable retraction
system is employed to pull the top radiator panel down at both ends and
compress the stack of panels against fold stops. The cable system would be
locked down during transport then released to free wheel during deployment.
Cable tension will be limited by a slip clutch or resettable multiple detents
to prevent over stressing of the mechanism when fully folded.
Adaption for use of a MRMS or EVA tool to deploy and retract the panels
will be provided. As an option these mechanisms could replace the deployment
motors if this proves desirable. The motor system will provide automatic
radiator deployment without EVA and MRMS support.
3.3.3.2 ORC Radiator Preliminary Desiqn
The ORC radiator design was selected to provide an optimum design that
meets the ORC cycle requirements while maintaining a maximum amount of
commonality with hardware being developed for the Work Package-02 central
radiator system. A summary of the preliminary design is given in
Table 3.3.3-2. This design consists of 31 panels, each of which are 13.7 m (45
feet) long and 40.6 cm (16 inches) wide. The radiators are of the
constructible, high capacity heat pipe design being developed for the central
radiator system. The panels utilize the Lockheed tapered artery heat pipe of
aluiminum material using ammonia working fluid. The panels are interfaced with
the ORC condenser by means of a flat, pressurized contact interface which
allows on-orbit assembly and replacement of each panel. This interface design
is being developed under a NASA-JSC ADP program.
Radiator Panel. The radiator panel assembly is shown in Figure 3.3.3-2.
Each panel consists of a radiator/heat pipe condenser section which is 12.7 m
(41.6 ft) long and 40.6 cm (16 in) wide, a 30.5 cm (12 in) long adiabatic
section and an evaporator section 69.8 cm (27.5 in) long and 22.9 cm (g in)
wide. The panel is 3.61 cm (1.42 in) thick and the total length is 13.7 m (45
ft). The panel incorporates two separate heat pipe assemblies, as shown in the
drawing, each having one condenser leg and three evaporator legs.
V2-33/3
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TABLE 3.3.3;2
ORC RADIATOR PRELIMINARY DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
MODULE SIZE: 25 kWe
TYPE: Constructible radiator/with flat interface
HEAT REJECTION: 113.3 kWt (maximum power condition)
HEAT TRANSPORT LOOP: ORC working fluid loop (toluene)
PANEL SIZE: 12.7 m (41.6 ft) x 40.6 cm (16 in)
HEAT PIPE EVAPORATOR LENGTH: 77.4 cm (2.54 ft) (3 legs each section)
NUMBER OF PANELS: 31 (includestwo extra panels for reliability)
PANEL PLANFORM DEPLOYED. AREA: 159.8 m2 (1719 ft2)
MAX HEAT PIPE CAPACITY: 514,500 Watt-lnches (includes 30%margin)
MATERIAL: Aluminum heat pipe with ammonia fluid/aluminum fins
WEIGHT: Panel fins + heat pipe condenser 1464 kg (3220 Ib)
Heat pipe evaporator 160 kg (353 Ib)
Heat exchanger contact device 357 kg (786 Ib)
TOTAL WEIGHT 1981 kg (4359 Ib)
COATING: Z93 Zinc Oxide Paint
DELTA-T WORKING FLUID TO RADIATOR: 271K (28.4"F)
T-ENV: 213 K (-76 F) (maximum sink temperature)
T-RAD AVG: 326 K (127.6F)
T-COND INLET: 370 K (207 F)
T-COND OUTLET: 331K (137 F)
T-SAT INLET: 345 K (162 F)
T-SAT OUTLET: 342 K (156 F)
The two condenser (one for each heat pipe) legs are incorporated into
an aluminum honeycomb matrix consisting of a sandwich of two 2.5 mm (0.010
in) facesheets bonded to a core of 3.11bm/ft 3 honeycomb. This type of
structural assembly was used in fabrication of the STS Orbiter radiators.
The assembled face sheets comprise the panel fins. For this panel
configuration, a total of four fins is available for radiant heat exchange
per heat pipe, or eight fins per panel. Each fin is 10.2 cm (4 in.)
wide. The honeycomb matrix provides the structural strength. The
structure is bonded together in an autoclave using Hysol EA 9649
adhesive. This adhesive was previously qualified by Rockwell
International in 1981 for use on the Orbiter.
The heat pipe evaporator section consists of the six evaporator legs
(three for each heat pipe) with 1.5 mm (O.060in.) thick fins attached to
each. The 30.5 cm (12 in) adiabatic section is used to manifold the three
V2-33/4
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evaporator legs into the single condenser leg and provides a length for
guiding the panel into the interface assembly.
The heat pipe extrusion is 3.6 cm (1.40 in) thick and a maximum of
2.0 cm (0.79 in) wide. It contains circumferential threaded grooves at
200 grooves per inch length in the evaporator section and 60 grooves per
inch in the condenser section of the heat pipe. Ammonia fluid is wicked
from the tapered, nominal 1.0 cm (0.40 in.) diameter liquid space, into
the grooves'and up the walls of the vapor space where it is evaporated by
heat from the ORC condenser. The vapor in the evaporator passes into the
heat pipe condenser due to the higher pressure in the evaporator sectidn
where it is condensed on the walls o_ the vapor space and wicked back into
the artery bythe grooves. The difference in the capillary forces at the
condenser and evaporator result in a higher pressure in the liquid at the
condenser and thus cause the liquid to return to the evaporator where the
process is repeated.
The Lockheed tapered-artery heat pipe, has a theoretical performance
limit of 735,000 watt-inches at 327 K (I30°F) temperature. A margin
from theoretical of 30% was adopted as good design practice and a heat
pipe performance requirement of 514,500 watt-inches established.
The radiator (with two panel oversizing) has a 0.999 probability of
not requiring maintenance for at least ten years while maintaining 100%
heat rejection. The effect of panel oversizing on radiator reliability
is shown in Table 3.3.3-3.
TABLE 3.3.3-3
ORC RADIATOR RELIABILITY VERSUS OVERSIZING
PANELS REQUIRED NUMBER
FOR 100% EXTRA TOTAL
HEAT REJECTION PANELS pANELS
29
V2-33/5
0 29
I 30
2 31
PROBABILITY OF I00%
HEAT REJECTION
IN I0 YEARS
0.830
0.984
0.999
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Interface Structure. The flat, pressurized contact interface design
developed for use in the Space Station central radiator system is employed to
interface the radiator with the ORC condenser. The design consists of a
honeycomb backing structure which is continuous along the entire length of the
condenser. The movable honeycomb section for each panel has a thin walled,
titanium diaphragm mounted on the lower surface. An activation device at the
rear of each segment is used to raise and lower the moveable section providing
a I_3 cm (0.5 in) clearance for insertion of a radiator panel when in the "up"
position and to provide a snug fit when in the "down _ position. The
"up-and-down" movement is provided by cam plates on each side of the moveable
section. The cam plates translate the linear movement into vertical movement.
When in the "down" position these cam plates rest on mating flat surfaces which
support the pressurization loads. A nitrogen gas pressurization device is
included consisting of a small canister with a Schrader type valve and a
receptacle which will open the valve when the canister is inserted. A tube
connects the receptacle to the diaphragm. This tube contains a flexible
section to allow the relative movement between the canister and the diaphragm.
To assemble on-orbit, the pressure plate activation device is rotated
causing the moveable plate to rise. A panel is inserted through the funnel
assembly at the end which provides sufficient capture volume to allow MRMS
assembly. After insertion, the activation device is rotated, causing the plate
with the diaphragm attached to contact the top of the panel. A gas canister is
then screwed into the receptacle, opening the valve and pressurizing the
d3aphragm to 3.0 mp (200 psi). The pressurized diaphragm forces the radiator
panel evaporator section into intimate contact with the ORC condenser providing
a high contact conductance. Triple redundant seals are provided to prevent gas
leakage from the diaphragm or canister.
V2-33/6
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3.3.4 Desiqn Data for the'Interface Assembly
3.3.4.1 Layouts/Drawinqs
The interface assembly is comprised, in the case of the CBC concept, of two
subassemblies. One is the interface structure subassembly and the other is the
SD equipment box subassembly. For the ORC, the interface assembly consists of
-three subassemblies: The interface structure, the SD equipment box, and the
capillary pumped loop heat rejection subassembly. A conceptual layout drawing
of the isolated interface assembly is shown in Figures 3.3:4-I and 3.3.4L2 for
the CBC and ORC, respectively. The interface structure subassembly, in turn,
consists of two components: the adaptor and the superstructure. The SD
equipment box subassembly, for the CBC concept, consists of six components:
the utility plate, an SD control box, a redundant SD control box, an AC-to-AC
frequency converter, a pump accumulator package, and a redundant accumulator
package. The SD equipment box subassembly for the ORC concept consists of the
same components except that the pump accumulator packages, in the CBC case, are
replaced by capillary pumped loop packages.
The'SD equipment box contains the electronic components necessary (I) to
control the SD subsystem and (2) to convert the AC alternator power to 20 kHz
AC for distribution, in addition to'components that handle the heat load
created by the first two items. Each SD equipment box contains six ORUs of
which one is the utility plate component and its enclosure, if any. The box
has been attached to the adaptor plate where access is good for maintenance
purposes.
3.3.4.2 Mass Properties
Tables 3.3.4-I and -Z list the mass breakdowns for the CBC and ORC
interface assemblies, respectively. The original approach of cooling the
electronic components by flowing toluene through the utility plate has been
changed to incorporate a capillary pumped loop (CPL) and a separate condenser
V2-334/I
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and heat pipe radiator. Although the direct toluene loop has not been
definitely eliminated as a feasible approach to cooling the electronics
components ( the PMAD AC-tooAC frequency converter, in particular), the current
requirement for maintaining the utility plate at 20°C (68°F) cannot, per se, be
achieved. Thus, a CPL approach has been adopted as the reference case. The
condenser and radiator panels for the CPL are located adjacent to and in the
same plane as are the condenser and heat pipe radiator panels for the
thermodynamic cycle heat rejection assembly. However, since the electronic
cooling system is a completely separate loop, its mass, including its condenser
and radiator, is accounted for as part of the interface assembly in this
section of the DR. Table 3.3.4-2 reflects this fact.
A backup to the CPL approach, which might result in less complexity and
slightly lower mass, is one in which the heat pipe radiators are clamped
directly to the utility plate, thereby eliminating the CPL section. This
approach was not analyzed in detail, although _ome sizing calculations were
performed. See Section 2.2.4.4 for additional information.
Insofar as the CBC electronic cooling system is concerned, the pumped loop
radiator area has now been increased (and, therefore, its mass has been
increased) to accommodate the additional heat load, and the cycle state points
have been chosen in order to have the FC-75 coolant at or below 20°C (68"F) as
it exits the utility plate. This change is reflected in a change in the mass
of the radiator as described previously, but does not change the basic cooling
concept proposed conceptually in DR-02.
(An increase in the radiator size has accomplished one other objective in
the CBC system o-- namely, an improvement in the overall cycle efficiency.
This factor permitted the concentrator size to remain at or below that of a
full Ig-panel assembly. Thus, no edge wedges are necessary.)
V2-334/2
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TABLE3.3.4-1
CBCSOLARDYNAMICINTERFACEASSEMBLYMASSBREAKDOWN[kg(Ibm)l
ITEM kg (Ibm)
Interface Structure Subassembly
Adaptor Component (Aluminum)
Adaptor Plate
Fittings*
Attachment Hardware*
376 (828)
270 (595)
234
18
lB
(515)
(4o)
(40)
Superstructure Component (Composite)
Structural Tubes
Tube Joint Fittings*
Deployment Mechanisms*
Attachment Hardware*
SD Equipment Box Subassembly
Utility Plate Component
Cold Plate
Attachment Hardware
Interconnect Lines (Loop I)*
Interconnect Lines (Loop 2)*
Wiring Harness*
106
207
143
67
14
5
20
(456)
57
20
18
18
30
(233)
(316)
(148)
(30)
(11)
(44)
(126)
(44)
(40)
(40)
(66)
SD Control Box **
SD Control Box (Redundant) **
AC-to-AC Converter **
Pump Accumulator Package* 32
Pump Accumulator Package (Redundant)* 32
w*
(70)
(70)
TOTAL INTERFACE ASSEMBLY 583 (1284)
*Values indicated by an asterisk are estimated.
**SD Control Box (and its redundant unit) and the AC-to-AC frequency
converter masses on covered in PMAD section.
V2-334/3
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TABLE3.3.4-2
ORC SOLAR DYNAMIC INTERFACE ASSEMBLY MASS BREAKDOWN [kg (Ibm)]
ITEM kg (Ibin)
Interface Structure Subassembly
Adaptor Component (Aluminum)
Adaptor Plate
Fittings*
Attachment Hardware*
369 (814)
263 (58])
227
18
18
(5oi)
(40)
(4o)
Superstructure Component (Composite)
Structural Tubes
Tube Joint Fittings*
Deployment Mechanisms*
Attachment Hardware*
]06
67
14
5
2O
(233)
(148)
(30)
(11)
(44)
SD Equipment Box Subassembly
Utility Plate Component
Cold Plate
Attachment Hardware*
Interconnect Lines (Loop I)*
Interconnect Lines (Loop 2)*
Wiring Harness*
CPL Isolator*
CPL Evaporator*
127
120
49
20
6.5
6.5
30
4
4
(280)
(264)
(108)
(44)
(14)
(14)
(66)
(9)
(9)
SD Control BOx
SD Control Box ,(Redundant)
AC-to-AC Converter
CPL Package*
CPLPackage (Redundant)*
** **.
3.5 (8)
-3.5 (B)
Capillary Pumped Loop Rejection
Subassembly
Heat Pipe Radiator Panels***
Contact Device*
Condenser*
Ammonia*
211 (463)
157 (346)
35 (76)
12 (26)
7 (15)
TOTAL INTERFACE ASSEMBLY 707**** (1557)****
*Values indicated by an asterisk are estimated.
**SD Control Box (and its redundant unit) and the AC-to-AC frequency
converter masses on covered in PMAD section.
***Includes heat pipes, honeycomb panel and face sheets
****These values are not directly comparable with similar total for CBC
in previous table s-'-Tncethe CBC radiator size increases required to
handle electronic cooling are accounted for elsewhere (see
Section 2.2.4).
V2-334/4
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3.3.4.3 Solar Dynamic Interface Structure Performance
3.3.4.3.1 Adapter Subassembly and Superstructure Subassembly
The adapter component and the superstructure component for both CBC and
ORC are passive devices subject to dynamic loads imposed by accelerations from
the operation of the two-axis-gimbal fine-pointing mechanism, from the
operation of the beta joint, and from other sources on-orbit. In addition,
there will be launch loads and deployment forces acting on these two
components.
Although the on-orbit dynamic loads have not been analyzed in detail, a
mathematical representation of the stiffness of these two components has been
assumed in the analysis report in Section 7.3 of DR-02 on the concentrator
structure. The designs depicted in Figures 3.3.4-I and -2 are judged to be at
least as stiff as that assumed previously, and are therefore expected to
perform satisfactorily in this regard.
Since the two components will have additional supporting _tructures to
attach them to the shuttle during launch, there is no reason to expect the
current_esig D will not be sufficient for launch purposes.
3.3.4.3.2 SD EauiDment Box - CBC
The utility plate in the equipment box provides cooling for all ORUs
attached to it. The total thermal loads for nominal, peaking, and maximum
insolation (zero load, faulted case) are 2599 watts, 3.165 watts, and 4070
watts, respectively. The engine controller, which is located elsewhere, has a
maximum thermal load of 1600 watts for the maximum insolation case. The FC-75
fluid pumped through the utility plate is sufficient to maintain the required
temperatures (as noted above) at 20"C (68"F). The overall performance of the
FC-75 loop (including the pump/accumulator package), as well as the performance
of the SD control box ORU is described in DR-02.
V2-334/5
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3.3.4.3.3 SD Equipment Box - OR_
The utility plate in the equipment box provides cooling for all ORUs
attached to it. The total thermal loads for these ORUs for nominal, peaking,
and maximum insolation (zero load and faulted) are ]950 watts, 2230 watts, and
3180 watts, respectively. The performance of the SD control box is described
(as noted above) in DR-02.
The CPL cooling concept is described in detail in section7.]6 of DR-02.
The working fluid, NH 3, is evaporated at the cold plate. The vapor is
"pumped" via capillary action to the CPL condenser where it becomes a subcooled
liquid. The heat energy given up is carried away by a set of three radiator
panels, one of which is redundant. Total radiating area required to meet the
heat load is calculated to be 18.2 m2 (196 ft2). With one extra panel
(each radiator panel is identical to each of those used in the heat engine
'waste-heat assembly), the total radiating area becomes 30.8 m2 (332 ft2).
This area provides adequate redundancy and some excess active area as well.
3.3.4.4 Assembly Definition
The CBC and ORC interface structure subassemblies have many common
elements. The structures and mechanisms are similar, but not identical, in
configuration. The wiring harness and electronic equipment mounts would be
expected to be the same except for the number of wires and size of the mounts
and electrical connectors.
The reference SD interface assembly configuration features a high rigidity
interface structure to which all other SD assemblies are ultimately attached.
The function of the interface assembly is to support the receiver assembly, the
PCU assembly and the radiator assembly, as well as the equipment box
subassembly. The interface assembly also provides part of the interface
between the receiver/PCU/radiator launch package and the shuttle.
V2-334/6
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The interface structure subassembly design is driven by the stiffness
requirements of the concentrator and the launch load requirements of the
receiver/PCU package.
The interface structure subassembly configuration was selected on the
basis of low SDsubsystem momentof inertia, a major GN&Cstability driver.
The trade study that selected the POLARconcentrator concept, which includes
the interface structure general configuration, was documentedin DR-Ig, DP4.4,
Section 7.1.6.
The CBCinterface structure subassembly concept is different from the ORC
interface structure subassembly in that it is slightly larger and has a
different radiator interface dimension. The receiver/PCU support tabs on the
adaptor componentare also slightly different for each concept.
V2-334/7
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3.4 PMADSUBSYSTEM
3.4.1 System Overview
The Power Management and Distribution (PMAD) Subsystem includes that
hardware and software necessary to control power generation from all sources
photovolatic arrays, batteries and solar dynamic engine-alternators and to
distribute that power to variable loads throughout the Space Station structure
and manned modules. The overall PMAD subsystem functions (see Figures 3.4.1-I
and 2) as a dual power bus system with independent sources for each bus. Each
Main Bus Switching Assembly (MBSA) functions as the independent source feeding
its own network of ring feeders. Electrical loads are served from the Power
Distribution and Control Assemblies (PDCA) located throughout the station. The
PDCAs contain Remote Power Controllers (RPC) that serve as the electrical
interface with each load. The RPCs function to protect the electrical power
system from load faults. RPCs are also used for load shedding operations
during system overload situations.
The PMAD control system is designed for automatic and autonomous operation
with minimum routine operator interactions. Operators may, however, interact
with the PMAD control system though the DMS interface with the power management
controller whenever necessary or desired. The PMAD control system is designed
to control all power sources and distribution equipment to ensure maximum power
availability to subsystem and payloads in accordance with mission priorities.
This control includes source paralleling and synchronization, real and reactive
load sharing between sources, voltage and frequency regulation, harmonic
distortion monitoring, load management (shedding, balancing, scheduling), fault
detection and isolation, and system health monitoring. Loads are monitored and
RPCs are designed to protect the system from load faults. The control of the
distribution network is designed to detect faults and isolate the smallest
segment of the system necessary to clear the fault thus maintaining power
availability to the maximum number of loads.
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3.4.2 PV Source PMAD
3.4.2.1 System Overview
Figure 3.4.2-I shows the PV source PMAD block diagram. The system is
comprised of two solar array wings each with a sequential shunt unit (SSU)
assembly. Two photovoltaic control units (PVCUs)are attached to the DC bus
(via the DC switching unit). The output of the solar arrays wings powers a
redundant DC bus. This DC bus is regulated during the insolation phase by the
SSU/PVCU to 160 VDC nominal. There are four batteries attached to the DC bus
which are individually charged by Charge Power Converters during the insolation
phase. The DC bus is powered and regulated during the eclipse phase by battery
Discharge Power Converters. The charge and discharge rates are determined by
the PV Processor. Utility power is generated using two DC-AC Inverters. One
inverter operates at full power while the other is in standby for peaking.
This method is used to maximize inverter efficiency and keep the PV source size
to a minimum. DC RBIs, AC RBIs and Fault Isolators are used in various parts of
the subsystem to protect and isolate faults should they occur. These
components can also be used during maintenance to isolate an ORU for removal
and replacement.
3.4.2.2 Sequential Shunt Unit (SSU)
Array regulation is accomplished with a sequential shunt approach, which
provides a low dissipation method of shunting excess power to match power
delivery to demand, while maintaining voltage regulation. The specific
implementation selected for the Space Station program is a pulse width
modulated (PWM) sequential shunt. This design was chosen for optimal
compatibility with a 20 kHz distribution frequency, in particular with regard
to EMI. In the pulse width modulated mode the operating frequency is fixed at
20 kHz and is synchronized with the main inverters. This allows EMI filters to
be designed for a fixed frequency of operation, for efficient filtering of the
system power bus.
V2-34/2
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Figure 3.4.2-I PV Source PMAD Block Diagram
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3.4.2.3 Photovoltaic Control Unit (PVCU)
The photovoltaic control unit (PVCU) generates the PVCU error signal
required by the SSU. The PVCU contains the error amplifiers and reference
voltage circuits. Array bus voltage is sensed across the PVCU capacitor bank.
The error amplifiers generates a PWM signal which relates to the difference
between bus voltage and reference voltage. The capacitor bank is used to
stabilize array bus voltage.
3.4.2.4 DC-AC Inverter
The main DC-AC Inverter will have regulating capability so that the AC bus
voltage and frequency is regulated to the required point for AC system
operations. Load sharing is also controlled by the inverters. The inverters
are sized to deliver the entire nominal array output to the AC primary
distribution network during peaking operations. The inverter size is thus
directly related to the array size which is determined from platform system
optimization.
3.4.2.5 Batter.y Charqe/Discharge Unit (BCDU)
The Battery Charge/Discharge Unit (BCDU) is an ORU comprised of the charge
power converter, discharge power converter, fault isolators, control power bus
RBI, and data interfaces. One ORU is required for each battery.
A battery charge/discharge unit (BCDU) is provided for each battery. This
approach is required since batteries may have varying states of health and age,
which will affect their voltage. If the batteries were all connected to the DC
bus without a discharge regulator, the stronger batteries would provide most of
the power until their voltage fell to the level of the weaker battery, leading
to depth of discharge differences. A similar mismatch would exist during
charging. Consequently, in order to maximize battery performance and life,
control of the charging and discharging of eac_ individual battery is necessary
and has the additional benefit that it provides for maximum flexibility in DC
system operation.
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3.4.2.6 DC Switch Unit
The DC Switch Unit (DCSU) consists of a dual DC power bus and DC RBIs.
Connected to the DC power bus are the PV arrays, Battery Charge/Discharge Units
and the DC-AC inverters. Each power input or output line is connected to a DC
Remote Bus Isolator (DC RBI) which can isolate each line from the bus in the
event of a failure or during maintenance. The DC RBI design +s similar to the
AC RBI design as described in paragraph 3.4.5.6.1, but uses a single SCR for
power control. The status of the DC RBIs are monitored and can be manually
opened or closed by commands from the PV controller. The DCSU is packaged into
two ORUs so that PV power would not be interrupted should one DCSU fail.
3.4.2.7 PV Controller
The PV controller is an embedded data processor used to control the Energy
Storage System (ESS) charge and discharge rates, the outputs o£ the DC-AC
inverters and SSU/PVCU operation. The controller is also used to monitor the
ISO VDC bus and the DCSU. The controller is connected to all PV power
components by means of a local network. Details of the PV Controller are
described in paragraph 3.4.7
3.4.2.8 PV/ESS Electronics Box
The PV/ESS electronics box provides the mounting points and the cold
plates to mount the PV source ORUs (PVCU, BCDU, PV controller), the AC
switching unit and the power source controller.
3.4.3 SD Source PMAD
3.4.3.1 System Overview
Figure 3.4.3-I shows the SD source PMAD block diagram. The SD block
diagram remains the same regardless of the ORC or CBC engine selection. The
PMAD system components found in the diagram are: SD Controller, Frequency
Converter and AC RBIs.
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The power output of the alternator is converted to utility voltage and
frequency in the frequency converter. Synchronization of the SD source with
other sources is accomplished by this converter. Each SD module is connected
to independent alpha joint channels. If necessary, the SD source can be
isolated from the rest of the system by commanding the AC RBI open.
The SD system is designed to deliver 75 kW less the photovoltaic capacity
to the Space Station users. Nominally, this is 50 kW. In addition, peaking
capability of 15% is also required of the SD modules. PMAD power components
are designed to handle this peaking capability.
3.4.3.2 Frequency Converter
The solar dynamic alternators which supply a nominal 50 kW of power to the
Space Station have a 3-phase, AC output with a frequency between 400 and 120D
Hz. For primary distribution, a frequency converter is used to convert the
3-phase low frequency power to single phase, 20 kHz. The frequency converter
is designed to tolerate input frequency variations on the order of ± 10%,
while maintaining a constant output frequency of 20 kHz. It has both line and
load regOlation capability to insure constant primary bus voltage and is
capable of parallel operation with DC-AC inverters and other frequency
converters.
3.4.3.3 SD Controller
The SD Controller is an embedded data processor which acts as an interface
with the PMAD system and the Engine Controller. It also is used to pass the
necessary pointing and tracking information that is required to control the
beta joint and the linear control actuators. Any necessary signals to the
frequency changer and the AC RBIs are also controlled by this processor. More
detailed functions of the SD Controller is found in paragraph 3.4.7.
3.4.3.4 SD Control Assembly
The SD electronic enclosure provides the mounting points and the cold
plates to mount the SD controller and frequency converter. The enclosure is
located on the outboard side of the SD beta joint.
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3.4.4 Hybrid Source Control
Since the primary distribution bus will be powered from both frequency
converters and inverters simultaneously, the drivers must be synchronized and
connected in parallel. To adjust for peak demand periods, inverters are
switched on and off the bus. These inverters and frequency converters are
ideal for multiple driver/parallel operation. They are easily synchronized,
inherently load share when connected i_ parallel, and are easily switched in
and out of service without presenting any transients to the primary
distribution bus.
3.4.4.1 AC Switchinq Unit
The ACSU serves as the power bus where all AC sources on one side of the
station are connected. All connections to the bus are made through RBI's so
that sources can be isolated when necessary. In addition, power is distributed
across the alpha joint through 4 large feeders to the MBSA. This is necessary
to limit the quantity of roll rings needed in the alpha joint. All RBIs in the
ACSU are controlled by the PSC.
3.4.4.2 Power Source Controller
The power source controller (PSC) is an embedded data processor that is
used to coordinate the settings of the various AC sources on one side of the
station. In addition it functions to control the configuration of the ACSU
which is the point where all AC sources on a side of the station are paralleled
prior to distribution across the alpha joint. See paragraph 3.4.7 for a
detailed description of the PSC.
3.4.5 Power Distribution System
3.4.5.1 primary Distribution
Utility power is generated by the PV and SD subsystems outboard of the
alpha joint and is parallel and synchronized at the ACSU. The output at the
ACSU is passed through the alpha joint to Main Bus Distribution Assemblies
(MBSA). The MBSAs are located at the transverse boom and keel crossing within
°
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each PV Module. The MBSAthen places this utility power onto the station's
primary distribution network. The network commonconsists of upper ring
feeders, lower ring feeder and feeders to each module. The ring and module
feeders are powered from independent sources from opposite sides of the station
as shown in Figure 3.4.5-I.
The upper and lower ring follows the perimeter of the space station truss
structure. About every 100 feet, a PowerDistribution and Control assembly
(PDCA)provides a primary/secondary distribution tie point where station and
user loads can attach. Each ring consists {rf a series offive PDCAs. Both
ends of the rings are-connected to the MBSAso that during normal operation
each PDCAhas four sources of power. The maximumpower delivered to a ring is
52 kW. The primary distribution network feeders are sized at 13 kW.
Power is provided to each commonmodule and pressurized payload by a line
from each MBSA. Before utility power enters the module it is transformed to
208 VAC. Within each module there are five PDCAs. The power lines from
adjacent modules are connected so that each module has at least four sources of
power (two power lines from the MBSAsand at least two from adjacent module or
modules)_ The maximum power delivered to each module is limited to 60 kW. The
primary distribution network feeders that connects each module to MBSAs are
sized at 30 kW.
3.4.5.2 Main Bus Distribution Assembl_
Figure 3.4.5-2 shows a block diagram of an MBSA. As seen in this figure,
the MBSA consists of a power bus which source power attaches onto and also has
primary distribution network lines going to the upper ring, lower ring and to
each common module. Each input source and output line is connected to a Remote
Bus Isolator (RBI) which can isolate that line from the rest of the bus. An
embedded data processor controls the assembly. The processor can detect,
locate, isolate and reconfigure the primary distribution network through its
control of the MBSA's remote bus isolators. More detailed functions of the
MBSU controller are found in paragraph 3.4.7. It can be seen in the block
diagram that the MBSA is packaged in two identical parts. Each part is called
a Main Bus Switching Unit (MBSU) which is an Orbital Replacement Unit (ORU).
The MBSU can be replaced in orbit without the loss of power to any ring or
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manned module. The busses within the two MBS_s are normally connected together
but can be isolated from one another by opening up either RBI between them.
The MBSA will have adequate capacity at IOC to handle the nominal 167.5 kW of
source power which is expected for growth. Hardware and software within the
MBSA will be sufficiently sized to handle all the manned modules which are
expected to be installed onto the station during the growth phase.
3.4.5.3 Power Distribution and Control Assembly
The PDCA serves as a primary/secondary distribution tie point. The PDCA
design goals were to: provide uninterruptable power to station and life
critical loads at any location, have the ability to isolate a failed load from
the rest of the system, be able to isolate the PDCA should it fail, shed loads
in overloaded situations and to have commonality between all truss, common
modules and platform mounted PDCAs. Figure 3.4.5-3 shows a block diagram of a
PDCA. The features that can be seen in the design are: dual primary buses each
with two independent sources of utility power thus provides a quad redundant
source of power.
It San be seen in the block diagram that the PDCA is packaged in two
identical parts. Each part is called a Power Distribution and Control Unit
(PDCU) which is an Orbital Replacement Unit (ORU). The PDCU is designed so
that it can be replaced in orbit without loss of power to critical loads.
The interface between the primary and secondary lines are through the
Remote Power Controller (RPC) which can monitor, limit and disrupt if necessary
the flow of power into the secondary lines which go to the station and user
loads. Redundant RPCs can be used to insure a continuous source of power. One
RPC can be used for a non-critical load and up to three RPCs can be used in
parallel to service a critical load when desired. Each PDCA contains up to
36 RPCs, each with the capacity of controlling a load requiring 5, 25, or
75 amps.
Dual primary buses have RBIs on the input, output and in the middle of
each primary bus which can isolate all or half of a primary bus within the PDCA
if required. An embedded data processor controls the assembly. The processor
functions are described in paragraph 3.4.7.
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3.4.5.4 DC Control Power Bus
The Space Station contains a DC Control Bus which provides a limited
source of uninterruptable power to PMAD's processors and control components_
This bus is needed during initial start-up procedures of the PMAD system or
during the unlikely event of loss of all AC power when all the SD and PV
sources are off or failed. The DC Control Bus obtains its power from the PV
Module's batteries. This power is then distributed using dual buses to all EPS
equipment throughout the station as shown. The voltage on the bus is 160 VDC.
Within each PMAD ORU are redundant DC-DC Converters which provide low voltage
DC power that processors and control components require. Normally, PMAD ORUs
will not use this bus and its associated DC-DC Converters as a source of
power. Under normal operation, ORUs are powered from redundant AC-DC
converters using utility AC power.
3.4.5.5 Alpha Joint Roll Rinqs
Electrical power from PV and SD sources are paralleled outboard of the
al_ha joint at the ACSU. The output of the ACSU must pass through alpha joint
roll rings to the MBSA which is located inboard of the alpha joint. In
addition, DC control power and PMAD control bus must also pass through the
alpha joint roll rings.
3.4.5.6 Power Distribution System Components
3.4.5.6.1 Remote Bus Isolator
Remote Bus Isolator (RBI) consists of an embedded microprocessor
controlled high-power "smart switch" that is used to protect the primary feeder
lines. A simplified block diagram of a RBI is shown in Figure 3.4.5-4. Each
RBI unit contains a hybrid switch in which a semiconductor make( or breaks the
current and a parallel fast-acting mechanical contact provides low loss during
switch conduction. The semiconductor switch is implemented with a pair of
SCRs. Several switch elements are interconnected to provide a switch function
having high internal fault tolerances. The RBI also contains a current limiter
circuit which will limit fault current to three times the maximum bus current.
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If a fault occurs the RBI will sense the fault current over programmed levels
and for ten milliseconds this current will be limited. While the current is
being limited, the mechanical switch is commanded to open. The mechanical
switch Will fully open within 10 milliseconds. Then the SCRs will stop
conducting, thus terminating current flow and preventing arcing across the
mechanical switch contacts. The microprocessor is used to control the switch,
using voltage and current data to provide bus fault isolation. All digital
information to and from the RBI is processed by the respective PMAD
processor. Five RBI control signals are transferred over the RBI/MBSU or PDCU
processor local network bus. They are:
I. voTtage
2. current
3. phase angle by which the current leads or lags the voltage
4. on/off commands
5. status of the RBI (on/off)
The periodically measured values of current, voltage, and phase angle are
transmitted from the RBI to the MBSU/PDCU processor for use in the State
Estimator or Load Flow. The phase angle is measured by the RBI using an
isolated voltage sensing winding and the current signal in a phase comparator
circuit.
3.4.5.6.2 Remote Power Controller
Remote Power Controllers (RPC) are microprocessor-controlled "smart
switches" that are used in PDCAs as fault detectors both to protect the load
and to protect the PDCA equipment. Figure 3.4.5-5 is a block diagram of an
RPC. Each RPC contains a fast acting switch implemented electronically with a
pair of SCRs. Within the RPC are voltage and current monitors, switch control
logic, analog circuits and a microprocessor. During use, the microprocessor
monitors the voltage across and the current through the load. If the load
current exceeds preset programmable limits, the switch control logic will
disable the switch and the load fault can be isolated from the 20 kHz power in
25 microseconds. This makes fault isolation inherently quite safe and because
a solid state switch is used no arcing will occur. Over/under voltage
protection is implemented the same way.
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Current limiting is not required since the switch isolates the fault as
fast as it takes to switch in a current limiting inductor. All digital
information to and from the RPC is processed by the PDCU processor. RPC
control signals are transferred over the RPC/PDCU processor interface local
network. They are: voltage and current parameters, trip setpoints, on/off
commands, status of the RPC (on/off) and an interrupt indicating a trip has
occurred.
3.4.6 Power Manaqement and Control System
3.4.6.1 System Overview
The power management and control system is designed for automatic and
autonomous operation to control the overall electrical power system (EPS) with
minimum operator interaction. The control system functions include:
Startup and shutdown operations,
Source paralleling and synchronization
Peaking operations
Energy storage management
- Real and reactive load sharing between sources
Voltage and frequency regulation
Load management (balancing, scheduling, shedding)
Fault detection and isolation
System health monitoring
The implementation of the various functions will use closed loop analog
controls in local areas or ORUs where appropriate which are further controlled
by the overall EPS control system.
At the heart of the EPS control system is a hierarchical set of
communicating processors and controllers which manage, coordinate, and control
each part of the EPS. See Figure 3.4.6-I. At the top of the hierarchy are the
dual redundant power management controllers (PMC) which are the EPS's interface
with the data management system (DMS) global data bus which provides data
access to other Space Station subsystems. The PMC communicates with other
controllers by means of a dual redundant PMAD control bus. These other
controllers include power source controller (PSC), power distribution control
unit (PDCU) controller (PDC), main bus switching unit (MBSU) controller (MBC).
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The PMC collects EPS data on operating parameters and is sized to
eventually grow to include expert system capability. The PSC controls and
communicates with all of the PV and SD power generation modules on a local data
network outboard the alpha joint. The MBC controls and manages the primary
distribution network. The PDCs each control a group of 18 RPCs and 3 RBIs in
each PDCU. Two PDCUs are located together to form a PDCA and each PDC is
capable of controlling the entire PDCA.
The hierarchical network of controllers used in the system, along with the
monitoring capability of the EPS, allows for extensive use of control system
analyses and algorithms that will maximize electrical power availability to
Space Station users. Maximizing power availability is the main purpose of PMAD.
The following sections will describe the various control system functions
and analyses that will be used, where the algorithms and input/output will be
performed, and a description of the hardware that will be used. Associated
software is described in Section 3.4_7.
3.4.6.2 Power System Control and Analyses
From one point of view, the EPS is basically an electric utility system,
similar in many ways to terrestrial utility networks. Many of the methods of
power system analysis that have been applied to land-based systems can and will
be used on the Space Station EPS. These analyses will be modified and adapted
appropriately to incorporate the unique features of the EPS.
The Space Station differs from terrestrial systems, in that two independent
sources of power are available at each load center area (PDCA). These sources
are single phase, 20 kHz, operate independently, and are controlled
separately. Instead of rotating machines, the Space Station AC sources are
electronic power supplies which strongly-limit available fault current. Each
load circuit is also controllable by the EPS via RPCs, a luxury not enjoyed by
land-based utilities. These special features complicate the load management
functions but allow much improved load prediction and scheduling. Power
generation and control is complicated by the sunlight-eclipse orbit cycles
which introduce energy storage requirements.
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The Space Station EPSwill be designed with centralized system control.
The overall system control program has been designated as the Automatic
Dispatcher and it will use many of the same power system analysis programs used
by the human dispatcher on land-based utility system. The Automatic Dispatcher
will perform normal monitoring functions and take action for load and
generation control As a system evaluation tool, the dispatcher will rely on
various other programs as required to make system decisions.
Some of the power analyses that will be utilized include state estimation,
load flow, and contingency analysis. The following subsections will describe
these areas as they apply to the Space Station. In addition, load control,
fault protection, and system voltage control is described.
3.4.6.2.1 State Estimation
The State Estimator (SE) program will be used to monitor the power system,
detect bad measurements, and will provide reliable data input needed by other
control functions. The State Estimator, for either the port or starboard power
system, will utilize power flow measurements from:
28 transmission lines, 2 measurements each - 56
24 PDCU load measurements (injections) = 24
4 redundant PV and SD (injection) measurements = 4
Total power measurements =- 84
For every scan cycle, real and reactive power Now measurements will be
calculated from RBI data transmittal to the appropriate PMAD processor. With
each measurement it is essential to determine the phase angle between voltage
and current or their equivalent products (measured real and reactive power), so
that the SE may estimate the power system phase angles.
Transmitting RBI current, voltage and their relative phase angle difference
allows this data to be used in the Network Fault Protection and voltage
monitoring programs in addition to the SE.
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The State Estimator will output
Periodically, e.g. every 3 minutes
Ondemandby operator or Expert System
In the event of a status change of any source, line, or device on
the power system
In the event of fault protection circuit operation.
3.4.6.2.2 Load Flow Analysis
The load flow analysis is used as a redundant back-up program to the state
estimator program to calculate the state of the power system and as an on-line
study tool for operators of the space station and for the automatic dispatcher.
The input quantities to the load flow analysis are the network connection
file (topology), the transmission line parameters of each line (R,L,C,G), and
the measured power injections at each load point. From this information, the
Load Flow Analysis program calculates the state of the power system - i.e. the
voltage magnitude and phase angle at every load point (Bus) of the power
system. -With the calculated state, the Load Flow then calculates line current
flows. The bus voltage magnitudes and line flows are compared to nominal
(rated) values and alarms triggered if there is a violation of operating
limits.
Because it uses only measured power injections and line parameters, the
Load Flow employs a small subset of the measurements which drive the State
Estimator. Therefore, the Load Flow Analysis can be used to verify the State
Estimator output or conversely, the State Estimator estimated injections may be
used to calculate the state. If there is a failure in the State Estimator
(non-convergence, or software problems), the Load Flow program can supply the
state information for contingency analysis and other performance monitors.
The study mode is another way the Load Flow program is employed. The Space
Station operator or automatic dispatcher can ask the Load Flow to calculate the
exact effect of adding or subtracting another load or transmission line for the
present operating conditions of the power system, There are also stored data
files which may be part of the Load Control, either automatically called or
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called by the operator, modified as desired, then executed.by the Load Flow.
These files may represent future cases. The Load Flow results of these studies
are more accurate than linearized contingency results.
For the space power system, the following conditions hold:
I. At 20 kHz operating frequency, the power system transmission lines
have a 1:1 ratio of line resistance to inductive reactance
2. There may be 10:1 ratios of long line lengths to short line
lengths connected to the same bus (load point).
3. The power system topology (inter-connection of power transmission
lines) may change from a ring type to a radial type during
operation.
Each of these conditions may cause convergency problems during the solution
by the load flow algorithms, and are bestdealt with by using the Newton
Raphson method. The Newton Raphson iterative algorithm is quite robust, in
that it will converge quickly from inaccurate starting conditions.
3.4.6.2.3 Continqency Analysis
The Contingency Analysis andConfiguration Control (CACC) is a periodically
executed program in the PMC computer. The purpose of the CACC is to set
options within the Automatic Dispatacher depending upon the present state of
the power system.
The state of the power system voltage and phase angle at each bus is
obtained from the State Estimator program. The topology, or present
configuration of the power system is also obtained from the State Estimator.
A list of single, double and triple contingencies is used to determine the
loads presented to each generating source, high or low voltages, and excessive
current flow in a network branch. A list of single contingencies might begin
with:
- Loss of port SD
- Loss of port PV
- Open port line MBSU to Hab module
- Loss of load in pressurized payload
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The double contingencies list might begin as:
- Loss of port SD and PV
- Loss of both port lines to Hab module
The results of the contingency calculations are passed to the Automatic
Dispatcher which implements a reconfiguration of the power system topology if
the contingency should occur at this time.
3.4.6.2.4 Power System Monitorinq and Data Acquisition
In order to perform the various power system analysis, system parameters
must be monitored and passed on to the power management controller (PMC) for
storage in a data base to be used by the analysis programs.
All data points scanned by the PMC shall be subdivided into 5 programmable
scan groups. The scan priority and the individual scan frequency should be
programed and assigned on an individual level. The following groups are
essential:
Group I
Group 2
Group 3
Group 4
Group 5
Status Data Examples are RBI open/closed, voltage high/low,
current high/low. Data base updated each cycle.
Analog Data PV & SD sources, frequency changer, converter
Analog Data Examples are current flows, voltages, and other
variables which have alarm thresholds activated
before shut-down point.
Integrated Data Variables such as watt-hr from batteries,
generator watt-hr
Non-essential status and analog points
Each scan point will have the capacity of being removed from the scan cycle
when it is out of service or not being used. Critical scan points such as
status of PV and SD, etc. will be verified for change commands and will have
time delays to allow check by other programs.
Analog points scanned will be converted to other engineering units as
necessary and stored in the database. The following limits will be checked:
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High and low reasonability limits representing normal operation.
Alarm limits, outside of category (I), these are limits which activate
alarms. Display and logging of the alarm will take place and a counting
cycle will be started. If the analog point remains out of limits for a
programmed number of cycles, corrective action will be initiated.
Notice that switching transients or other noises can cause a false alarm
that disappears.
Rate-of-change limits could be imposed on some date points to detect
catastrophic failures. The change over a number of scan cycles would
establish the criterion.
This data processing is called a SCADA system for ground-based power systems
(Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition)• On the Space Station, the PMC
will store the database of the existing system, update it each scan cycle, and
will call the automatic dispatcher or other programs.
The PMC sets system alarms in a priority list:
1. Immediate action by opening switches to load or line
2. Call automatic dispatcher for corrective action.
order of importance they are:
In decreasing
a. Switch excessive load to another source (load balance)
b. De-energize the excessive load (load shed)
3. Implement other automatic dispatcher actions.
4. Warn the space station operators.
3.4.6.2.5 Load Control
Since eachside of the space station is normally operating independently,
the loads must be evenly divided up between these two power sources. At a
given power level, the feeders from the sources suppling a common area should
also be loaded evenly to minimize line losses, thereby making more power
available to users•
During emergencies or casualty conditions when power sources or sections of
the distribution system are lost, loads must be shed to correspond to the
generating capacity and then rebalanced.
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Load scheduling is necessary so that the system is balanced and power is
made available to the appropriate loads at the proper time to correspond with
the space station activity schedule.
3.4.6.2.6 Fault Protection
System fault protection and isolation is one of the most important functions
of the overall EPS control. Sound design of an EPS must be predicated on the
assumption that equipment will fail, people will make mistakes, and that "acts
of God" will occur. The function of system protection is to minimize damage to
the system and its components and to limit the extent and duration of service
interruption Whenever equipment failure, human error, or the incredible occur
on any portion of the system. Since the Space Station EPS is a critical system
that is needed for life safety and mission success, the protection system must
be designed to provide the highest possible degree of reliability and
availability. The system must bedesigned to protect against any system
abnormalities which could reasonably be expected to occur in the course of
system operation. There are several methods available to minimize the effects
of abnormalities on the system itself or on the utilization equipment (loads)
which it-supplies. The protection system design should include features which
will:
a) Quickly isolate the affected portion of the system while maintaining
normal service for the rest of the system and minimizing damage to the
affected portion.
b) Minimize the magnitude of the available short circuit current to
minimize potential damage to the system, its components, and the
utilization equipment it supplies.
c) Provide alternate circuits, automatic thowover devices, and automatic
reclosing devices where applicable to minimize the duration and extent
of supply and utilization equipment outages.
Protection of the EPS is designed with the following objectives:
a) prevent injury to personnel
b) prevent or minimize damage to equipment
c) minimize interruption of power
minimize the effect of the disturbance on the uninterrupted portion of
the system, both in extent and duration
e)
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Protective equipment is used to detect System abnormalities and then to
promptly remove the affected portion from the system. This equipment consists
of remote bus isolators (RBIs) and remote power controllers (RPCs) which
function to both detect system parameters and to switch open or closed, as
required, to isolate the circuit affected. Power managementcontrollers (PMCs),
power source controllers (PSCs), photovoltaic (PV) controllers, solar dynamic
(SD) controllers, main bus switching unit (MBSU)controllers (MBC), and power
distribution and control unit (PDCU) controllers (PDC) are used to monitor and
control RPCs and RBIs and the overall system operation. The protection system
should be as simple as possible in order to maximize reliability. This will
dictate that the protection system should be hardware implemented and reliance
on the processors and associated software kept to a minimum. The method used
for the protection is also dependent on the distribution system configuration
or on the particular portion or zone of the system being protected. Figure
3.4.6-2 indicates some typical fault protection zones for the PMAD system.
Each zone overlaps so that the total system is protected. Each should have a
primary and a backup method for fault detection.
Differential protection methods are expected to be used in several areas on
the Space Station. The differential method measures and sums currents flowing
into and out of the protected zone. If the net current is not zero (or the
expected leakage current) then the protective devices for that zone would
operate to isolate that portion of the system. This method is effective in
detecting and isolating both hard faults (low impedance) and soft faults (high
impedance) that are greater than the differential current setpoint. This
method is sensitive, high speed, and permits complete overlapping of protective
zones. Differentialprotection will be used for most power distribution
orbital replacement units (ORUs) such as the MBSA and PDCA. These zones are
relatively compact and hard wiring of the differential sensors and the RBIs
will be utilized.
The power feeder network will also utilize differential protection since
the Space Station power distribution architecture is the ring network type
With the ring network, currents can flow in parallel paths and can also change
direction of the power flow making a differential type protection scheme
appropriate. Typical radial feeder protection methods would not be selective
in isolating only the affected portion of the network. For example,
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overcurrent methods used on the ring network would cause all RBIs on the ring
to open when fault currents are present thus causing power outages on the
non-faulted sections. The feeder protection system will also be a hard wired
system. The necessary control wires will'be integrated into the feeder
cables. The backup protection for feeders will be the impedance method which
detects a change in line impedance due to a fault. Appropriate time delays
would be designed to permit the primary differential protection to act fast.
Fault protection methods must also include consideration for the source
characteristics. Inverters and frequency converters are used to supply 20 kHz
power to the power distribution network. As mentioned in the inverter and
frequency converter sections, this equipment can respond to a hard fault
condition in approximately half a cycle or 25 micro-seconds. This may be too
fast for detection of down stream faults so that they can be isolated. The
converters will be operated such that upon detection of a fault condition by
the converter, the converter would shift to a constant power mode allowing the
voltage to drop and currents to continue to flow thereby allowing the system
time to detect and isolate the affected portion. This mode of operation would
be limited to less than the required 50 mi]li-seconds specified in power
quality." If the condition lasted longer than 50 milli-seconds, it would be
indicative of a protective system malfunction and the converter would shutdown
to protect the system.
3.4.6.2.7 Voltaqe Control
Voltage control of the overall distribution network of the EPS is a
combination of local closed loop control and system wide digital control
loops. The DC source bus voltage is maintained (during sunlight) by the closed
loop control of the SSU/PVCU combination. During eclipse, the DC source bus
voltage is regulated by the discharge converter in the BCDU, The voltage
reference maintained by these control loops is received from the PV controller
via the data interface in the PVCU and BCDU. The voltage setpoint will be
determined by the PV controller and is dependent upon scheduled loading
conditions (peaking), energy storage state, location in the orbit, and array
state.
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The SD alternator also employs a Closed loop voltage control on its
output. This voltage is maintained to a setpoint received from the SD
controller and will be relatively constant but can be adjusted as necessary.
The AC system voltage is dependent upon the output voltage of the AC
sources, i.e., the DC-AC inverters and the frequency converters. Each of these
units employs closed loop control on its output voltage. The system reference
voltage is computed by the power management controller (PMC). Voltage at each
bus (PDCU) in the system is monitored and maintained within specification by
adjusting voltage at the MBSA via the source converters set_oint. Figure
3.4.6-3 is a block diagram of the voltage control scheme. The reference
voltage computed by the PMC can use actual voltage measurements or values from
the state estimator. The computed reference voltage is then sent to the power
source controller (PSC) and a reference voltage setpoint for each of AC
converters is computed. This individual reference voltage setpoint is passed
on to the units via the PV controller and the SD controller appropriately. The
PSC also receives the output current data of each converter and adjusts the
reference voltage setpoint as required for load sharing between the
converters. The load sharing between converters will be dependent upon the
load schedule, energy storage state, location.in the orbit, engine state, and
array state.
Voltage at each bus (PDCA) will vary according to the load applied and the
network configuration. These parameters will be changing slowly (i.e. not
milliseconds) thus the data speed requirements are not critical. Bus voltage
data updates can be accomplished routinely as part of the PMC normal
functions. Severe voltage fluctuations which would indicate a problem would be
detected and will interrupt the PMC normal routine and correction action taken
when detected.
3.4.6.3 Health Monitorinq System
Special sensors will be located through the Space Station to monitor the
operational performance of key components and subsystems. The purpose of this
instrumentation is to assist PMAD in maintaining the operational health of the
power generation and distribution systems. In this role, the health monitoring
instrumentation and associated processors will be used for line fault
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troubleshooting/identification and, where possible, point the way to corrective
action required to restore normal station operation and power distribution for
the 10C. In the growth option, the diagnostic function of the health
monitoring system will be expanded to include a prognostic role with trend
analysis to predict component/subsystem performance and remaining useful life.
Provision to measure node currents and voltages in all remote programmable
controllers and main line feeder switch gear for power managementand control
offers additional performance data to the off-line fault identification/
troubleshooting and maintenance requirement of health monitoring. For example,
an open solid-state circuit in the hybrid switch of a remote programmable
controller would result in contact degradation after a few on-off cycles.. The
degraded contact condition would be noted by a rapid increase in the voltage
across the contacts. The Power Management Controller (PMC) would be informed
of the contact status.
Monitoring of potential ground fault currents with associated bus line
interrupt if set limits are exceeded will be used to provide crew-safety and
equipment protection. Since an open ground line would defeat the safety
features'of the line. fault monitor, verification of ground line continuity will
be provided.
A log of peak power and overvoltage conditions indicating magnitude, time,
and duration will be taken to provide a data base for safe, efficient power
management and control. These data will also be used to assist in determining
a cause in fault and failure analysis as well as provide a guide to appropriate
corrective action.
The Space Station power generation and distribution reliability will be
improved with the addition of an effective health monitoring prognostic system
that has access to pertinent trend data on overall line power quality and a
history of specific environmental Gonditions that components/subunits have
experienced. For example, power system limit exceedances of line harmonics,
oscillations, transients, power factor, and regulation will be measured and
stored during limit exceedances. These data will be used for trend analysis
because component life is generally degraded when subjected to excessive
transient/oscillatory currents or voltages. In addition, temperature sensors
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will provide a thermal stress history that key components/subunits experience.
An improvement in overall reliability is due to the fact that operational trend
data will be used to provide decision criteria to replace a part due to a
change in system performance or predicted component/subunit failure.
These trend data together with a history of other environmental data
affecting the operational life of the hybrid switch could be used in an
expert-type monitoring system that would automatically analyze, evaluate, and
determine the remaining useful switch life.
3.4.6.4 Power Manaqement and _ontrol System Hardware
The Power Management and Control System hardware consists of a standardized
set of components which will be designed by Work Package 02. Details of Work
Package 02 design is not well known at this time. However, the Architectural
Control Document for the Space Station Data Management System does specify that
the following hardware will be provided to all work packages:
Standard Data Processor
Embedded Data Processor
Network Interface Unit
Bus Interface Unit
Multiplexer/de-multiplexer
Dedicated Control Bus
Local control bus
The standardized set of components will probably be fabricated using CMOS
technology and will use VSLI circuits to reduce printed circuit board size and
increase reliability. All components will be cold plate cooled, will have I/O
protection and include built-in test equipment (BITE).
3.4.7 Software
The PMAD software was designed to operate in a hierarchical network
structure with the Power Management Controller (PMC) at the highest level, the
Power Distribution Control Unit (PDCU), the Main Bus Switching Unit (MBSY), and
the power Source Controllers (PSC) at the next lower level, and the
Photovoltaic (PVC) and Solar Dynamic Controllers (SDC) at the lowest level.
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The PMCis the only controller in this network that can communicatewith the
Data ManagementSystem (DMS). Figure 3.4.7-I showsthe hardware configuration
for this hierarchical structure.
3.4.7.1 General Software Desiqn
The software in each controller falls into two general categories:
executive software and PMAD application software.
The executive software is the same in all controllers and contains the
functions necessary for booting/loading programs and/or data and for scheduling
the various PMAD application functions. It also provides the interface
handlers that allow each controller to communicate with its higher and/or lower
level controllers and the I/O devices attached to it.
The PMAD application software is controller specific. Each controller
contains only those PMAD application functions that have been allocated to it
to allow it to perform its assigned tasks. Some of these functions are the
same for all controllers, some are very similar, and some are unique. Figure
3.4.7-2 shows the allocation of the PMAD functions by controller.
3.4.7.1.1 PMC Functional Description
This controller provides the overall power management control and data
reduction for the station-wide electrical power system. It accepts both flow
control and data from the DMS. It provides only data to the DMS.
3.4.7.1.2 PDCU Functional Description
This controller performs local load balancing and scheduling/shedding
operations. In general each PDCU controller data base will include but not be
limited to the following information:
a) the present load configuration
b) component failure status
c) history of voltage and current levels at test points
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d) history of load voltages and currents
e) history of diagnostic sensor information
f) default configuration settings in case of abnormal conditions
3.4.7.1.3 MBSU Functional Description
This controller acts as the interface between the PMC and switch
controllers (e.g. RBI's and RPC's) for the main power buses. It removes some
overhead from the central controller by performing routing operations
associated with the main power distribution system.
Two MBSU's combine to form a main bus switching assembly (MBSA) and within
the MBSA's data base will be information:
a) the current active power bus configuration
b) component failure status
c) voltage and current levels at test points
d) other data determined to be useful for configuration selection
3.4.7.1.4 PSC Functional Description
This controller performs the following functions:
a) coordinates power generation and energy storage between the PV and SD
modules
b) routes pointing and tracking data to the PVC and SDC
c) coordinates power switching and utilization outboard the alpha joint.
3.4.7.1.5 PVC Functional Description
This controller provides control of the actuators, relays, and sensors
connected with the PV beta joint, power generation, thermal control, and energy
storage. It provides the interface between the power source controller and all
PV control/data components.
V2-34/25
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3.4.7.1.6 SDC Functional Description
This controller coordinates all power generation operations, associated
thermal control, beta joint position, fine pointing actuators, and monitoring
of sensor data.
3.4.8 PMAD On-Orbit Assembly
3.4.8.1 PV Module ()OC)
The launch package for flight one consists of one PV Module. This package
is capable of generating and distributing 4 kW of power and includes a fully
operational sources PMAD subsystem.
Special Shuttle/PV module connections are required during on-orbit
assembly. These connections consist of a data link and a power line. The data
link will connect a command console within the Shuttle to the PMAD control
bus. This link will provide communication to the PMAD controllers until the
DMS is operational. The power line (160 VDC 500 watts) will provide initial
PMAD start-up power until the energy that is stored within the PV modules
batteries can be utilized.
Once deployed, the PMAD requires special initial start-up procedures. The
batteries within the PV module are charged before launch. The DC Control Bus
provides the initial power to operate PMAD system's processors, MBSA, PDCAs,
discharge converters, and DCoAC inverters. Power will begin to flow from the
batteries, through the discharge converters and into the DC-AC inverter where
it will be converted into utility power. This utility power is then placed
onto primary feeders to serve the PV module's loads. The start-up command is
then given to the Power Management Processor and the PV arrays will extend and
start generating power. At this time, the PV subsystem can now operate in its
normal insolation/eclipitic cycles.
Flight two launch package is identical to that of fight one and is started
up the same way. At the end of flight two, PMAD is capable of generating and
distributing 8 kW of power. The system will not realize its full generation
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potentional of 25 kWuntil flight four when the alpha and beta joints begin
tracking the sun.
3.4.8.2 Distributed PMAD (IOC)
The Space Station structure and manned modules are deployed during flight
three through eleven. PMAD equipment (PDCAs and Cables) will be integrated
into the structure, and manned modules by other work packages. These PMAD
components will be placed on-line by entering the appropriate PMAD
configuration into the Power Management Processor which will in turn, run a
self test to verify the installation. After self-check verification, the newly
deployed distribution hardware is now ready to provide utility power to loads.
3.4.8.3 SD Module (IOC)
The IOC assembly flight eleven will deploy two SD modules. The modules
will be integrated into EPS system by connections at the alpha joint MBSAs.
The module will be verified using the SD Processors self check function to
insure proper connections. If the self test is successful, the SD Engine will
be started up using its start-up procedure and will be brought on-line.
3.4.8.4 Station Growth
The PMAD configuration has been designed for growth to a 300 kW station.
However, the initial power distribution cabling will be installed to accept
growth to only 175 kW without the major addition of new cabling.
Major PMAD equipments which are installed at IOC and planned to remain
throughout station life are sized to accommodate the 300 kW growth station.
This equipment consists of the alpha joint roll rings, MBSA, and the
. interconnecting power cabling between the MBSA and alpha joint. Since the MBSA
serves as the point of paralleling and synchronization of all power sources on
its respective side of the station, the MBSA must have adequate capacity at IOC
to handle a nominal 167.5 kW of source power. Likewise the alpha joint has
similar capacity since all of the eventual source power must flow through the
roll rings. Cabling between these two items is also installed at IOC to
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eliminate complex and time consumingEVAfield wiring. Downstream of the MBSA,
the distribution cabling is scarred for a nominal 175 kW capacity. The
distribution cabling to external points on the station (upper and lower keels
and booms) will be sized for the final growth station loading which is
estimated at approximately 100 kW. This will eliminate field wiring on this
part of the station structure which is not expected to change over the station
life. The manned modules area however, is where the bulk of structure growth
is expected and is the the area where field installation of new cabling (over
the 175 kW scar) is planned. As new manned modules are added to the station,
new feeders from the MBSA to the modules will be required. The feeders will be
sized to accommodate the module loading which will be better defined in the
future.
Source PMAD growth is planned to coincide with the addition of the SD
source modules. Each module addition includes it associated PMAD equipment
which consists of a frequency converter, RBIs and cabling. Also included is
the SD controller which controls the SD module and interfaces with the Power
Source Processor via the local control bus.
3.4.9 Platform
The platform PMAD system simular to that of the station. Common ORUs from
the Space Station will be used to the greatestextent possible. Although the
hardware will be oversized, in many cases this is a cost-effective approach
that also allows growth by upgrading solar arrays and the batteries without
modifying or making significant additions to the PMAD equipment. Figure
3.4.9-I shows platform topology.
The platform's PV source PMAD system is nearly identical to that of the
station except that three DC-AC inverters will be used. Due to the small size
of the platform compared with the station, the dual rings approach to the
primary distribution system is not practicable; therefore, a triple bus is
used. The primary/secondary tie points on the platform is accomplished by two
PDCAs which are common to the station. The four power connections to the PDCA
will be connectedto the platform's triple bus. Theplatform's control
architecture is similar to the station's except that no SD controller, power
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I
source controller or MBSA controller is required. The platform architecture is
also designed to permit the platform to be operational on the first flight
thought at lower power. The second flight brings additional battery capacity
and an additional PDCA for additional loads. This arrangement also allows for
future platform additions.
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3.5 BETA JOINTS
The gimbal joints provide single-axis pointing for the station and platform
PV solar arrays and SD modules to maximize solar insolation interception. They
also feather the arrays and modules when required, to minimize drag resistance,
and position the arrays and modules for maintenance.
Each PV solar array or SD module requires one beta joint. A total of four
PV beta joints and two SD module beta joints are required for the IOC station.
When the SD growth is Complete there will be twelve SD beta joints total.
The platform has two alpha joints, one for each PV solar array.
3.5.1 Layouts/Drawinqs
A layout drawing of the common station beta/platform alpha joint is shown
in Figure 3.3.5-I. The joint features a single wire race bearing of sufficient
inside diameter and stiffness to: support the station or platform PV mast
canisters nesting inside the bearing, which reduces the station transverse boom
or platform spacecraft inertia; or attach the SD module to the interface
flange. The figure illustrates a PV mast canister installation, however, the
joint concept is the same for an SD module installation. Commonality between
the SD and PV station beta joints, and to a slightly lesser extent, extending
to the platform alpha joint was selected on the basis of a trade study
documented in Section 2.2. Figure 3.5.2 shows an exploded view of the joint.
3.5.2 Mass Properties
Table 3.5-I lists the mass breakdowns for station beta/platform alpha joint
assemblies. The mass of a common station beta/platform alpha joint is 275 kg
(605 Ibm).
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Table 3.5-1
STATION BETA/PLATFORM ALPHA JOINT MASS/JOINT BREAKDOWN [kg (Ibm)]
ITEM SD PV
STATION STATION
PV CO-ORB PV POLAR
PLATFM. PLATFM.
Bearing Subassembly
Bearing
Inner Bearing Support
Outer Bearing Support
Subassembly Hardware
Mounting Hardware
Subtotal
inc. inc. inc. inc.
inc. inc. inc. inc.
inc. inc. inc. inc.
inc. inc.- inc. inc.
inc. inc. inc. inc.
160 (352) 160 (352) 160 (352) 160 (352)
Drive Mechanism Subass. (2 ea.)
Drive Motors inc.
Speed Reducers inc.
Pinion Gears inc.
Drive Mounts inc.
Subtotal 44 (97)
Transition Structure
Struts
Type A inc.
Type B inc.
Type C inc.
Strut I/F Fitting inc.
Subtotal 20 (44)
Controls and Instruments
Sun Sensors (2 ea)
Motor Controllers (2 ea.)
Insolation Meters (2 ea.)
Subtotal
inc. inc. inc.
inc. inc. inc.
inc. inc. inc.
inc. inc. inc.
44 (97) 44 (97) 44 (97)
inc. inc. inc.
inc. inc. inc.
inc. inc. inc.
inc. inc. inc.
20 (44) 20 (44) 20 (44)
3 (7) 3 (7) 3 (7) 3 (7)
9 (20) 9 (20) 9 (20) 9 (20)
1 (4) I (4) 1 (4) 1 (4)
13 (29) 13 (29) 13 (29) 13 (29)
Roll Ring Subassembly
Power Module inc. inc. inc. inc.
Signal Module inc. inc. inc. inc.
Module Lock inc. inc. inc. inc.
Stator Connector inc. inc. inc. inc.
Rotor Connector inc. inc. inc. inc.
Position Resolver inc. inc. inc. inc.
Subtotal 38 (84) 38 (84) 38 (84) 38 (84)
TOTAL MASS 275 (605) 275 (605) 275 (605) 275 (605)
* Estimate Only, Transition Structure Requirements Not Yet Defined
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3.5.3 Joint Performance
Table 3.5-2 lists for each joint the functional and physical requirements.
Table 3.5-2
STATION BETA/PLATFORM ALPHA JOINTS REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY
ITEM STATION
SD PV
PLATFORM
PV
CONFIGURATION
PHYSICAL INTERFACE
MAXIMUM ELECTRICAL TRANSFER LOAD, kWe
MAXIMUM CURRENT, AMPS
MAXIMUM VOLTAGE, VOLTS
ROTATIONAL RANGE, OPERATIONAL, DEGREES
ROTATIONAL RANGE, MAINTENANCE, DEGREES
SLEW RATE, DEGREES/MINUTE
ANGULAR ACCELERATION, DEG./SEC. 2
3 SIGMA POINTING ACCURACY, DEGREES
COMMONALITY
STIFFNESS
TORSIONAL, FT-LBS/RAD
VERTICAL, LBS/FT
LATERAL, LBS/FT
LONGITUDINAL, LBS/FT
LOADS
BENDING, IN-LBS
SHEAR, LBS
TORSIONAL, LBS
AXIAL, LBS
LAUNCH, G
ASSEMBLY METHOD
CONTINGENCY ROTATION CAPABILITY
ROTATIONAL AXIS INERTIA, SLUG-FT 2
DESIGN LIFE, YEARS
MTBF, HOURS
MTTR, HOURS
ROTARY ROTARY ROTARY
FLANGE FLANGE + FLANGE +
33.8 24.7 16.5
<200 160 105
208-440 AC 160, DC 160, DC
+_55 +- 55 360 CONT.
+ 180 + 90 + 90
+-60 + 0.9 + 0.9
+ 0.1 +_ 0.01 +- 0.01
2.0 2.0 2.0
100% 100% <100%*
8.975 E7 <SD <SD
2.006 E6 <SD <SD
3.538 E7 <SD <SD
3.538 E7 <SD <SD
50,000 50,000 <50,000
3O0 3OO 3OO
50,000 50,000 <50,000
300 300 300
4.5 4.5 4.5
EVA EVA EVA
MANUAL MANUAL MANUAL
27,600 10,500 10,500
20 20 20
TBD TBD TBD
TBD TBD TBD
+ PV MAST CANISTER SHALL NEST INSIDE BEARING ID.
* TRANSITION STRUCTURE CANNOT BE COMMON DUE TO PLATFORM CONFIGURATION.
V2-335/5
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A summary of the estimated performance capabilities of the joints is shown
in Table 3.5-3.
TABLE 3.5-3
STATION BETA/PLATFORM ALPHA JOINT ESTIMATED PERFORMANCE
ITEM PARAMETER
CONFIGURATION
PV OR SD PHYSICAL INTERFACE
MAXIMUM ELECTRICAL TRANSFER LOAD, kWe
ROTATIONAL RANGE, PV, DEGREES
ROTATIONAL RANGE, SD, DEGREES
ROTATIONAL RANGE, PV PLATFORM, DEG.
SLEW RATE, DEGREES/MINUTE
ANGULAR ACCELERATION, DEG./SEC./SEC.
3 SIGMA POINTING ACCURACY, DEGREES
COMMONALITY
ROTARY
CIRCULAR FLANGE
>33.8
360
360
360 CONTINUOUS
a) + 0.9
b) _+ 60
a) + 0.01
a) +0.I
0.01"
SD = PV
a) STATION AND PLATFORM PV PERFORMANCE
b) STATION MODULE PERFORMANCE
* EXCLUSIVE OF TRANSVERSE BOOM FLEXURE
3.5.4 Assembly Definition
Aside from the transition structure, the station beta and platform alpha
joints have identical elements and components. The bearing, drive, roll ring,
and control and instrument subassemblies are interchangeable. However, Control
software requirements for the different types of joints are unique. The
transition structures differ only in the required angle at which the bearing
subassembly must be supported with respect to the transverse boom or platform
spacecraft.
The reference station beta/platform alpha joint features a single wire
race bearing of sufficient inside diameter and stiffness to: support the
station or platform PV mast canisters nesting inside the bearing, which reduces
V2-335/6
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the station transverse boomor platform spacecraft inertia; or attach the SD
module to the interface flange. Figure 3.5-I, the layout drawing of the joint,
illustrates a PVmast canister installation, however, the joint concept is the
samefor an SDmodule installation.
The commonstation/platform joint configuration was selected on the basis
of minimumtotal program cost as well as reasonable development risk and low
momentof inertia, a major GN&Cstability driver.
The station beta/platform alpha joint is comprised of five subassemblies:
bearing, transition structure, drive, roll ring, and controls and instruments.
The total massof one assembly is 275 kg (605 Ibm). The assembly deployed
envelope of a station joint is 5 m long by 5 m wide by 1.65 m deep.
A detailed description of the beta joint subassemblies is located in
section 2.1.3 of the December issue of DR02.
V2-335/7
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3.5.5 ORU Description
The station beta/platform alpha joint ORU, Master Equipment and Initial
Spares List is shown in Table 3.5-4.
Table 3.5-4
STATION BETA/PLATFORM ALPHA ORUs/MASTER EQUIPMENT/INITIAL SPARES
Approximate Estimated
Number Dimensions + Mass +
Item Per Joint (L x W k D) (m) [kg (Ibm)]
Bearing Subassembly
*Drive Mechanism Subassem.
Transition Structure
*Sun Sensor
*Motor Controller
*Insolation Meter
Roll Ring Subassembly
1 1.65 x 1.20D 160 (352)
2 0.3 x 0.30D 44 (97)
1 3.0 x 0.18 x 0.25 20 (44)
2 0.5 x 0.1 OD 1 (2.2)
2 0.3 x 0.1 x 0.1 2.3 (5.1)
2 0.5 x 0.06 OD 0.5 (1.1)
I 0.78 x 0.29 OD 38 (84)
* Initial spares.
+ Excludes Launch Cradles
V2-335/8
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3.6 INTERFACECONTROLDOCUMENT(ICD)
3.6.1 Objectives
The WP-04 EPS ICD external interfaces were developed with the following
objectives to be accomplished:
- Identify the interfaces
- Describe the interfaces to the extent the available design permits
- Establish responsibility and scope for the work packages involved, and
- Minimize the number of different interfaces and total interfaces.
3.6.2 Approach and Assumptions
3.6.2.1 Interfaces at WP-04 ORU Level
Considerations of OUR definition combined with the need to clearly identify
the hardware performances responsibility, plus the goal of performing the
verification activities in the most efficient and cost effective way, resulted
in the decision to have all the external interfaces of WP-04 at the ORU level.
This should benefit life cycle cost in the areas of spares and maintenance.
3.6.2.2 Type of Interfaces Addressed
Physical and functional external interfaces are addressed for the
following:
- The hardware is in orbit and installed for operation.
- The hardware has a structural connection with another WP.
Other external interfaces shall be dealt with later, specifically:
V2-3511
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- Interfacing with the NSTS
- Interfacing of spares on orbit in stowed position
- Interfacing of the hardware with man/machineduring installation and
maintenance.
Interfacing with the natural environment will be addressed as design
requirements.
3.6.2.3 Interfaces Description
The interface description for the preliminary design consists of:
Write-up describing the function of the interfacing ORU
Block diagram depicting scope of responsibilities, see Figure 3.6-I, and
Presentation of the quantitative and configurational information
available for both, the functional and physical aspects of the interface
(example Figures 3.6-2 & 3.6-3).
3.6.3 Status
3.6.3.1 Overview
Table 3.6-I provides an overview of the WP-04 external interfaces. The
table provides the interfacing ORUs, the interfacing WPs, interfacing hardware
and location, and the nature of each interface.
3.6.3.2 Station
3.6.3.2.1 PV Module
The PV module interfaces with WP-02 supplied truss at the PV beta joint and
the PV equipment box. Both are located outboard of the alpha joints.
V2-35/2
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WP-04
t-----
WP-03
Interface Block Diaqram
Battery
Assembly
Platform's Utility
Plate
See Figure TBD for the interfacing
element, instituting structural,
thermal, electrical and data inter-
faces. See figure TBD for the
envelope interface
See Figure TBD for the utility plate
required configuration and interface
_ ] T T
IEIectri cal
Connectors
GFE
(From
WP-04)
Control/ ICableI
Data
ConnectorsF----
lThermal
iPads
Figure 3.6-1 Sample - Interface Block Diagram
END EFFECTOR/
TOOL INTERFACE
:AT
TRANSFER
ZONES
:CHANICAL
ATTACHMENT
ELECTRICAL
CONNECTORS
DATA
{2 PLACES)
PER PDCU
FOR WP04
ONLY
LOw POWER
[DC)
(2 PLACES)
PER PDCU
FOR WP04
ONLY
Figure3.6-2 _ Sample - IC Drawing
HI POWER
(2OkNz)
(20 PLACES)
PER PDCU
2 CONNECTIONS FOR WP04
18 CONNECTIONS FOR USERS
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The interface is through struts connecting the beta joints and the PV
equipment box to the outboard truss. The struts shall be specified by WP-04 and
are GFE from WP-02. The ICD in DR-02 provides conceptual description of the
struts, no detail design is available as yet.
An additional interface is the dynamic loading imposed on the assemblies in
the PV module, as well as the dynamic loading imposed on the rest of the
station by the mass of the assemblies, and in the case of the solar array, the
movement of the beta joints and the vibration of the solar array. The
preliminary conclusion for the analysis performed is that a dynamic interaction
is not expected to present a stability problem from either structural stability
or pointing and tracking points of view. The moments of inertia of the alpha
joint as well as its stiffness were also identified in the analysis.
3.6.3.2.2 .SD Module
The interface of the SD module with Work Package 02 is at the struts
connecting the SD beta joint to the outboard truss. The struts are identical to
those used for the PV beta joints. The interface, for both the PV and SD design
is governed by the SD requirement since it is subjected to higher inertial
loads than the PV beta joint. The struts are designed to be identical for
commonality.
In the case of the SD module the issue of dynamic stability and interaction
with the truss is more significant than that of the PV module in light of the
required accuracy ofpointing and tracking of the concentrator. The preliminary
analysis performed indicates that with properly designed support structure
within the SD module, dynamic instability should not be a problem. This will be
further studied considering growth and more accurate model of the whole
outboard truss.
3.6.3.2.3 Distributed PMAD
As shown in Table 3.6-I the PMAD ORU's constitute the most extensive
external interfaces in WP-04. In order to enhance commonality a trade-off study
dedicated to the ORU's packaging was performed, see DR-02, "ORU's Std.
Packaging Trade Off Study".
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The PMADboxes utilize the sameinterfacing element, which constitutes
structural connection, thermal interface, and electrical and data interface.
The same interfacing element is the device interfacing with robotics or the
astronaut performing EVA.The design does not preclude replacement of
componentswithin an ORU.See Figure 3.6-4
The expected massand thermal characteristics of each of the interfacing
ORU's are submitted as well.
The subject of cables and connections is addressed in the ICD in DR-02 to
the extent of identifying responsibilities and scope of supply, specifically:
All cables and connections within PMAD outboard of the alpha joint are
by WP-04
Cables and connections inboard of the alpha joint, among the PMAD ORU
boxes are supplied by WP-04 to WP-02 as GFE.
Cable trays and conduits any where in the station, with the exception of
outboard of the beta joints, are by WP-02.
The PMAD cables outboard of the alpha joint interface with the alpha joint
roll rings.
3.6.3.3 Platforms
WP-04 provides the photovoltaic power generation system and the PMAD to the
platforms. Commonality of components between the platforms and the station was
employed to the extent possible.
3.6.3.3.1 PV Subsystem
The PV subsystem interfaces in the platforms are at the alpha joints and
the battery assemblies. The platforms alpha joints are identical to the
station's beta joints, except for the transition structures utilized on the
platforms, reflecting the platforms different structure.
V2-35/7
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The alpha joint transition structure is different for the polar platform
than that used for the co-orbiting platform, neither are showndue to lack of
information regarding the platforms.
The battery assembly interfaces are of the samenature as the PMADboxes
(see Section 3.6.3.2.3).
3.6.3.3.2 PMAD Subsystem
A description of the interface for the PMAD on the platforms is similar to
that shown in Section 3.6.3.2.3. Cables and their connections which connect
the various PMAD boxes and the PV ORUs, are supplied as GFE to WP-03 from
WP-04.
V2-3519
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3.7 CONTRACTENDITEMSPECIFICATIONS
During the PhaseB contract, Rocketdyne has prepared and submitted two
sets of preliminary Part I CEI specifications. The initial submittal, dated 24
June 1986, was directed by NASA-LeRC to consists of five contract end item
specifications, as follows:
I) Station PV Module
2) Station SD Module
3) Station PMAD Subsystem
4) Platform PV Subsystem
5) Platform PMAD Subsystem
The second submittal, dated Ig January 1987 represented an updated set of
CEI specifications reflecting the final pre-CETF baseline configuration for the
EPS.
The complete preliminary Part I CEI specifications are included in DR-03.
V2-36/I
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3.8 TESTANDVERIFICATION
Test and Verification activities were undertaken at several levels during
the the phase B effort at Rocketdyne. Specific requirements were identified
for; CEI subsystems, external to -WP-04interfaces identified by Rocketdyne,
and general program activities imposedby Level B CE+IS (CombinedElements and
Integrated Systems).
Figure 3.8-I Shows the major interfaces of the Solar Power Module
identified to data. In addition to these, distributed PMAD ORU's will also
have major physical interfaces with other Wps as discusses in FR-02.
Verification activities planned by Rocketdyne will begin at the individual
piece part and component level and progress to subassemblies, assemblies,
subsystems, and finally integrated systems.
DR-02 outlines the work package level interfaces between the Electric Power
System (EPS) and the other Space Station work packages. Also considered
addressed are interfaces with other key program elements including ground
support equipment (GSE), the NSTS, and the Space Station crew. Interfaces of
both a physical and functional nature, and hardware and software, are
discusses. Rocketdyne's planned approach to verification of physical,
functional, and software interfaces, and the use of the interface control
document (ICD), formalized plans, and master gauges are discussed. The use of
process simulators for functional and software interface verification is
proposed.
V2-37/I
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Preliminary planning for various Test and Verification activities are
contained in the following reports:
No__:. Content
DR-02 Section 5 Verification of on-order operations WP-04
external interfaces developed for the ICD
DR-03 Section 4 Development and qualification requirements
for subsystems developed from CEIS
specifications.
Figure 3.8-2 depicts the total verification process during the various
stages of the SS program. Verification requirements will be integrated and
controlled to assure compliance with all program requirements.
V2-37/3
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Review of the following level B documents as effected through participation in
the verification working group convened at several locations.
PDRD JSC 30000 Section 2
o SSP Master Verification Process Requirements
Part ] Master Verification Requirements
Part 2 Master Verification Implementation Requirements
o Combined elements and Integrated Systems
Process Requirements
Part I CE+IS Verification Requirements
Part 2 CE+IS Verification Implementation Requirements
The above requirements lead to specific WP-04 verification requirements and
planning activities to be accomplished during plan C/D.
-I .....
The hierarchy of Program documents is _f,uwr,in Figure 3.8-3. _w:_c_^_,,,
WP-04 verification requirements and plans will be built on during Phase C/D.
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Review of the following level B documents as effected through participation in
the verification working group convened at several locations.
PDRD JSC 30000 Section ?
o SSP Master Verification Process Requirements
Part i Master Verification Requirements
Part ? Master Verification Implementation Requirements
o Combined elements and Integrated Systems
Process Requirements
Part I CE+IS Verification Requirements
Part 2 CE+IS Verification Implementation Requirements
The above requirements lead to specific WP-04 verification requirements and
planning activities to be accomplished during plan C/D.
The hierarchy of Program documents is shown in Figure 3.8-3. Specific
WP-04 verification requirements and plans will be built on during Phase C/D.
3.9 EXTERNAL THERMAL ENVIRONMENT DATA BASE
The External Thermal Environment Data Base (ETEDB) consists of a geometric
mathematical model and a passive thermal mathematical model of the Space
Station Electrical Power System. The development of these models were performed
under an add-on to the WP-04 Phase B contract. The TRASYS computer program was
used for the geometric math model, and the SINDA computer program was used for
the thermal math model. The baseline IOC configuration and the man tended
configuration (25 kw of photovoltaic power only) were analyzed. Models were
developed for beta angles of O, 52, and -52 degrees. The geometry reflected in
the models is that which was current in May of 1986 when the modeling was
started.
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The geometric math models were used to calculate the thermal radiation
environment of all Space Station power system components as a function of both
orbital position and beta angle. This included reflected energy from the earth
and other components, as well as the incident solar energy. The results of
these analyses were heat fluxes that were then used as inputs to the thermal
math models. The temperatures of the components were also calculated as a
function of orbital position and beta angle. The size of these models was
limited, because they were later integrated into the geometric and thermal math
models of the entire Space Station. Details of the analyses and results are
contained in the final report, External Thermal Environment Data Base",
RI/RD86-234, 29 July 1986.
V2-3716
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4.0 ADVANCEDDEVELOPMENT
A number of technology issues associated with the Space Station EPSwere
identified early in Phase B. A numberof these were allocated to the contract
AdvancedDevelopmentprogram. Others were addressed using team memberIR&D
resources. The contract tasks fall into three major categories: These were
addressed respectively by Garrett, Sundstrand and Harris. A complete list of
referenced reports is contained at the end of this section.
Descriptions of the complimentary IR&Dactivities performed by the contract
team have been provided in the quarterly related activities report and are not
described in this section except, where specific results affected the
approaches taken on the contract activity.
All effort required by DR-05was completed. The AD-XXdesignator refers to
the tasks described in DRo05"AdvancedDevelopment Plan."
AD-IA
AD-IB
AD-2A
AD-2B
4.1 AD-1A CBC
Resolution of issues associated with the CBC
receiver/thermal storage concept (Garrett)
Demonstration of feasibility to design and fabricate an ORC
receiver incorporating thermal energy storage and a heat
pipe (Sundstrand)
Characterization of Solar Dynamic Concentrator kinematics
(Harris)
Evaluation of Solar Dynamic Concentrator Materials (Harris)
There were three specific CBC receiver activities undertaken by the Garrett
Corporation::
A. Characterization of LiF-MgF 2 and LiF-CaF 2 eutectic phase change
materials.
B. High temperature vacuum sublimination tests of candidate receiver
materials.
C. Thermal cycling of a LiF - filled thermal energy storage device.
V2-4A/I
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4.1.1 Phase Chanqe Material Characterization
Departure from the thermal energy storage phase change material (PCM)
characterizations, originally planned and defined in GPSD reports 41-5040-3 and
41-5040-4, occurred early in the program. The well characterized,
single-compound LiF salt originally selected as the baseline PCM was supplanted
by the lower-temperature LiF-MgF 2 eutectic salt for which physical property
data was either lacking or exhibited wide variation.- A basic research effort
was initiated to establish the LiF-MgF 2 eutectic physical property data
required to properly design the closed Brayton cycle (CBC) solar receiver and
thermal energy storage (TES). Results of this testing are provided below.
Based upon the measured and observed characteristics of the LiF-MgF 2
eutectic salt, it was concluded that the production of bulk quantities to fill
test article TES devices required a new, dedicated LiF-MgF 2 eutectic fill
facility and the development of carefully controlled procedures.
A second eutectic salt, LiF-CaF 2, was also characterized for latent heat
release using the same procedures developed for the LiF-MgF 2 salt.
LiF-MqF2 Characteristics
A study of the LiF-MgF 2 system, which was the initial candidate eutectic
material was completed. The eutectic composition is 32.0 ± 0.3 m % and it
melts at 724.8 ± I°C. The apparent phase diagram is strongly affected by
maximum heating temperature and cycling rate. Likewise, the recoverable energy
at the eutectic composition shifts due to differences in phase precipitation
and separation. It ranges from 160-285 BTU/lb with an average of 223 BTU/Ib.
The average energy agrees with theoretical predictions made for LiF-MgF2:
231BTU/Ib for an ideal solid-nonideal liquid situation. The initial heat
capacity and thermal conductivity measurements on 31.1 m % MgF follow the rule
of mixtures. Thermal expansion measurements from 25-700°C on 30.2 m % MgF 2
show good reproductivity and follow the rule of mixtures up to ca. 500°C.
Beyond 500°C, the thermal expansion measured is greater than predicted from
the individual constituents.
V2-4A/2 4-2
No stress corrosion cracking was found in a 140 hours test of INCO 625 at
750°C immersed in salt. The extent of corrosion was minimal as evidenced by
chemical analysis of salt following the corrosion test.
Differential thermal analysis (DTA) was utilized as a method of rapidly
defining PCM heat release during phase change. It has proven very effective in
showing that kinetics of phase separation due to slow temperature cyclic rates
preclude the use of LiF-MgF 2 or eutectics with similar phase diagrams for
energy storage/recovery. Because the samples required for DTA are quite small,
5-30 mg, multiple samples can be analyzed from I g preparations of near
eutectic and eutectic mixtures. As DTA is used mostly qualitatively, some
method development work was necessary for its use in quantifying energy
releases. Because of its rapid sample cycle rate, we have now an equivalent
methods/information base in the energy recovery area. The DTA is method used
primarily to screen energy storage candidates and concepts.
A series of DTA runs begun Sept. 1985 to Oct. 1985 were used to a) outline
the general characteristics of AH m and AHf vs. m % MgF 2 and b) show the
need for temperature-time data in preparing salt mixtures used for final
measurements of the phase diagram. The DTA runs involved -10mg of carefully
mixed combinations of LiF & MgF 2 (Alfa Puratronic Grade). The data were
obtained on mixtures maintained at 875 ± 8°C for 10 minutes. Figure 4.1-I
shows the 2nd cycle energies plotted vs. m % MgF 2. Clearly, the maximum
energy recovered is near the eutectic composition of -30 m % MgF 2. The
reasons 875°C was chosen are: a) It is slightly above the m.p. of LiF, b)
LiF has a significant vapor pressure (4xi0 -2 torr) at its m.p., which means
unless a means exists to condense it or the surface/volume ratio is low, LiF
will volatilize away at unacceptable rates at higher temperatures, and c)
875°C is an industrially feasible temperature using common containment
vessels for fluorides, ie., Ni could be used in scaleup. All heat values are
electronically integrated.
To obtain a well mixed sample of LiF-MgF 2, the salt must be heated to
800-825°C or approximately 2/3rd of the way between the eutectic temperature
of 725.2°C and 844.0°/cm the m.p. of LiF. The lowest predicted heat of
fusion, 230 BTU/Ib, for an ideal solid and nonideal liquid is exceeded only
when the mixture is not allowed to cool below -675°C. The reasons for this
V2-4A/3
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are not clear. The difference in solidification kinetics of the various phase
branches leading from the eutectic composition contribute to the problem.
The projected usage of this eutectic is for energy storage on the Space
Station, where expected temperature cycling range is -±75°C from the eutectic
temperature. Two series of temperature cycling experiments at 5, 2, and
1°C/min. were carried out, from 675°C to 800°C; and from 700 to 825°C
using a new sample. The primary difficulty in carrying out this experiment out
by DTA is the volatility of LiF; therefore, the upper temperature was limited
to ~825°C. Results were obtained forthe series for a high purity
(Puratronic) 31.27 m % MgF 2 mixture prepared at the 1.2 g level and using a
new DTA sample scanned from 700-B25°C. Results from earlier work obtained on
a scaleup study sample, 31.06 m % MgF 2, agree closely to those obtained.
Stress Corrosion Crackinq
A stress corrosion cracking experiment on INCO 625 was carried out with a
0.065 inch thick sheet.
After 36 hours of heating at 875°C, under Ar, the temperature of the salt
sump was lowered to 750°C and by applying Ar pressure to the top of the
molten salt via closure of the gas outlet valve, the eutectic mixture (30.2%m
MgF2) was pumped up into the corrosion test vessel. The first attempt wasn't
completely successful because the vent area around the Ni rod clogged with
salt.
The venting on the next test was done through the gas outlet port on the
corrosion test vessel. Although metallographic examination of the stress
corrosion coupon at 50 to 1000 X showed no evidence of cracking or
intergranular attack, a thin, uniform, layer of corrosion product'was evident.
This indicates that different metals cannot be joined together without
attention to galvanic corrosion.
LiF-CaF2 Characteristics
The preliminary design PCM is the LiF-CaF 2 eutectic. This selection is a
change from the conceptual design specification of the LiF-MgF 2 eutectic.
The LiF-CaF 2 system is a simple eutectic with good reproducibility in
V2-4A/4
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thermodynamic properties. (These data was measured by Rocketdyne). The
LiF-MgF 2 system, on the other hand, forms conjugate solid solutions,
exhibiting a liquescent minimum melting point, rather than a true eutectic
point. Measured thermodynamic properties have proven to be less reproducible
than those for the LiF-CaF 2 eutectic.
The LiF-CaF 2 thermophysical properties of interest are listed in
Table 4.1-I. The latent heat of fusion, measured at Rocketdyne, is in good
agreement with theoretical calculations including non-ideal mixing effects.
The selected PCM has a high heat of fusion and melts at a temperature
appropriate for a high-efficiency CBC while allowing use of conventional
superalloy containment materials in the receiver.
Because of interest in LiF-CaF 2 for comparison to LiF-MgF 2 in regard to
energy recovery and the ability to cycle better with fewer problems, it was
examined briefly. The published phase diagram for LiF-CaF 2 is simpler and is
more clearly defined than the LiF-MgF 2 system, Similar procedures to those
used in Lif-MgF 2, that is, grinding the CaF 2 (Fisher Scientific 99.95% pure
material) and physically mixing it with Puratronic LiF, were employed for
Lif-CaF 2. The physical mixture of 10-15 mg was heated in a Pt DTA cup for 10
minutes at 875± 8o under Ar. Both cycles used the same temperature scan
rates as used previously, 20 and 2°C/min, respectively. The scan range used
in the 2nd cycle was from 735 to 810 o rather than 675-800°C because the
melting temperature 762.3°C is 370 hotter than the LiF-MgF 2 eutectic, yet
trying to minimize LiF vaporization losses.
4.1.2 Hiqh Temperatures Vacuum Sublimation Testinq of Candidate Receiver
Materiais
The tube and PCM containment material selected for the CBC receiver is a
cobalt based alloy, Haynes 188, a high-strength alloy which has extensive
fabrication and joining experience. Haynes 188 was selected primarily for its
creep rupture characteristics since the stress analyses performed for the
conceptual design identified creep damage as the major life-limiting
factor.
Sublimation of volatile components (mostly chromium) from superalloys at
high temperatures over long periods of time has been considered a matter of
V2-4A/5
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TABLE 4.1-I
PROPERTIES OF EUTECTIC LiF-CaF 2 MIXTURE (a)
Parameter
Compos i t ion
Melting Temperature, F
Latent Heat of Fusion, Btu/lb
Solid,Density (Melting Point),
ib/ft _
Liqui_ Density (Melting Point),
ib/ft;
Liquid Coefficient of
Volumetric Expansion (b)
Solid Heat Capacity
(Melting Point), Btu/ib-F
Liquid Heat Capacity
(Melting Point), Btu/ib-F
Solid Thermal Conductivity ((Melting Point), Btu/hr-ft-F b)
Liquid Thermal Conductivity
(Melting Point), Btu/hr-ft-F (b)
Value
80.5 pct LiF - 19.5 pct
CaP 2 (by mole)
1416
340
167
131
1.5F x 10-4-i
0.440
0.471
3.4
1.0
(a) Rocketdyne Data and Theoretical Analysis
(b) Based on pure LiF
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concern. Recent data accumulated by the Signal Research Center have indicated
that sublimation is not a problem at the temperatures of interest. Although
Haynes 188 was not one of the tested materials, the alloys tested had chromium
compositions similar to that of Haynes 188. For example, the weight loss for
Inconel 625, which has a chromium content of approximately 22 percent (similar
to Haynes 188), extrapolates to 30 mg-cm 2 of surface in 30 years at the
lowest temperature measured, 1600F. Assuming all of the weight loss is
chromium, a maximum depth of penetration, or effective chromium gradient of
0.01 cm (0.006 inch) can be readily calculated. Higher temperature data
indicate that the sublimation rate is very temperature-dependent. The
time-average maximum wall temperature at any location on the receiver is
approximately 1500F. At this temperature, the sublimation penetration depth
should be considerably less than 0.006 inch. The wall thickness of the exposed
Haynes 188 surface (sidewall of canister) is 0.60 inch. (The canister outer
wall is a nickel liner.)
Figure 4.1-2 shows that the weight loss upon vacuum heat treatment for the
three alloys tested follows a power law time-dependence of the form:
_W - At b Equation (I)
where A and b are constants;AW - weight loss in mg/cm_; t s time in hours.
These plots can be used, under the appropriate conditions, to predict the time
necessary to evaporate a given quantity of material from the various alloys.
Inversely, with a known service life, the weight loss can be predicted.
Based on sublimation testing results, the following conclusions were
reached:
0 MA 754 experienced the lowest weight loss under vacuum heat treatments
at g25 and I000C.
0 Weight loss for the three tested alloys-follows a power law time
dependence. Calculation of an activation energy for overall weight
loss and extrapolation of data indicates a 10 mg/cm 2 weight loss for
MA 754 after 30 years of exposure to a temperature of 870C.
V2-4A/8
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o Grain boundary grooving is experienced by all three alloys tested.
o Chromium is lost preferentially in all three alloys.
The bulk diffusivity of chromium in MA 754 is higher than for Inco 600
and Inco 625. This characteristic, coupled with its low weight loss
under vacuum heat treatments, implies that bulk diffusivity is not the
controlling factor in MA 754 sublimation.
0 The stability of the microstructure of MA 754 is maintained after 300
hours at g25C. This result is in contract to the dramatic grain
growth in Inco 600 and Inco 625.
A network of grains high in molybdenum and niobium remains on the
surface of Inco 625 after preferential sublimation of chroynium and
iron.
Inco 600 and MA 754 surfaces sublimate uniformly with no apparent
buildup of higher vapor-pressure species.
The high-temperature vacuum sublimation of chromium from the three
alloys tested does not appear to be a problem at the temperature of
825°C projected for the Space Station CBC power system.
4.1.3 Cyclic testing of LiF-filled phase chanqe material heat exchanqer.
The testing was conducted to determine the effect of cyclic
melting-solidification of the LiF salt upon the heat exchanger. A secondary
purpose for this testing was to establish the approximate heat-transfer
characteristics of the heat exchanger when used as a thermal energy storage
device.
Signal Research Center, Inc. filled the heat exchanger section, shown in
Figure 4.1-3 with 114.54 grams of 99.999-percent-pure LiF salt at 1610 as
reported in GPSD report 41-5637. The LiF fill weight and calculated liquid
volume at 1610F matched the volume of the heat exchanger within 0.5 percent
which indicated a complete fill. Twenty-four type-K thermocouples were
attached to the inner and outer cylindrical surfaces and the the ends of the
V2-4A/IO
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FIGURE 4 . 1 - 3  
HEAT EXCHANGER FILLED WITH LiF PCM 
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heat exchanger. Four additional thermocouples were added to the inlet and
exhaust flanges of the heat exchanger adapters. Two thermocouples were mounted
in the inlet and exhaust tubing to measure air temperatures of the cooling gas
flow.
The heat exchanger and adapters were installed in a 900-watt clam-shell
electrical heater. Insulation was added between the heater and the inlet and
exhaust tubing. The discharge tubing was insulated while the inlet tubing was
not. This action created an axial thermal gradient that would ensure
directional solidification and melting of the PCM.
Two thermocouples, located midway in the axial length of the heat
exchanger, were used to control the cyclic operation of the furnace. One
thermocouple was attached to the outside cylindrical surface, while the second
thermocouple was attached to the inner tube. The thermocouple output was
averaged and used to switch the heater on and off. Heater set points were
established at 1630F off and 1460F on to allow complete solidification and
melting of the LiF PCM. Cooling air flow was initiated when the heater
wasswitched off at 1630F and was stopped When the heater was switched on at
1460F. This procedure was required in order to establish a reasonable cycle
period for testing.
A typical melting-solidification cycle is shown in Figure 4.]-4. The
changes is slope at Points A and B indicate the beginning and end of the
latent-heat phase change of the LiF. The steeper slopes of the curve_4ndicate
the sensible heat portions associated with the solid and liquid phasesL the
latent-heat portion of the curve between Points A and B is not shown as
isothermal due to the temperature measurements being taken on the metallic
portions of the heat exchanger which of necessity, required varying
differential temperature gradients to achieve a complete melting of the PCM.
The changes of slope, however, accurately reflect the beginning and end of the
latent-heat period.
The thermal characteristics of the heat exchanger during a typical
melting-solidification cycle is plotted in Figure 4.1-5. The cooling air for
the cycle was turned on approximately 13 minutes into the cycle, as shown in
Figure 4.1-6. Cooling air flow was 0.05 ppm. As in the plots shown
previously, the change in curve slope indicates the onset of a phase change.
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The heat exchanger PCM thermal behavior, several cycles after LiF leakage,
is shown in Figure 4.1-7. The condition of the heat exchanger after the LiF
leakage showed a black deposit (scale) resulting from the fluxing reaction
between the molten LiF and hastelloy B material in the presence of air. Visual
inspection of the heat exchanger indicated that the braze alloy was relatively
unaffected by the LiF in comparison to the Hastelloy container material.
It was necessary to pinpoint the locations of the liF leakage for
metallographic examination of the heat exchanger. This proved to be a
difficult task to accomplish. When high-temperature LiF leakage occurs in the
presence of air, the resulting scale tends to seal the leak and to obscure the
precise location. Since concentrated sulfuric acid was ineffective in removing
the scale, a sandblasting procedure was employed. Several apparent pinholes
were identified under low-power microscopic examination; however, leak checks
using helium gas applied to one fill tube were unable to confirm the apparent
holes as sources of the leaks. Subsequent acid cleaning and dye-penetrant
examination identified the location of one additional pinhole in the braze
joint between the heat exchanger inner tube and the end plate. Cross
sectioning and metallographic examination would be required to determine if the
pinholes penetrate the heat exchanger walls into the LiF cavity.
The cause of the LiF leaks is not evident from any test data, test
procedure, or visual inspection currently available. All inspection data
gathered during the initial heat exchanger fabrication, pre-LiF fill
inspection, fill, and subsequent 25 melting-solidification cycles indicated the
heat exchanger to be leak-free. While the cause of the leaks has not yet been
identified, it must be associated with the materials and cyclic testing under
which the leakage developed. Radiographic and metallographic evaluation was
required to establish the cause of the leakage.
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Metallurqical Evaluation of LiF-Filled Phase Chanqe Material Heat Exchanqer
Post-test of the heat exchanger after the cyclic testing indicated that a
number of LiF leaks developed in the braze joints between the I/4-inch diameter
fill tube and heat exchanger end plate, as well as leaks in the joints fluxing
action of the high-temperature LiF in the presence of air on the end cap
material had obscured the cause of the leaks. Non-destructive penetrant
inspection after sand blasting and. sulfuric acid etching did not reveal the
cause of the leaks.
A metallurgical evaluation was performed to determine the cause for the LiF
leakage. A secondary purpose of the evaluation was to determine the effects of
thermal cycling on the braze joint between the internal fins and the concentric
tubes.
Results of the effort are described below.
LiF which developed in the braze joint between the I/4-inch fill tube
and heat exchanger end plate during testing were found to be
attributable to a fractured braze joint. A O.O02-inch-wide maximum
size gap was found in the braze joint between the I/4-inch fill tube
and the heat exchanger and plate.
LiF leaks which developed in the braze joint between the outside tube
and the heat exchanger end plate were found to be due to a defective
braze joint. The braze joint contained rounded and linear defects
which allowed LiF leakage from the container.
0 Internal fins brazed to the outer tube were found to have separated.
The separation was attributable to the fracturing of the braze joint.
No separation of the internal fins brazed to the inner tube was
observed.
0 LiF leakage caused a fluxing of the Hastelloy B container material.
Corrosion of the 300-series stainless steel fill tube by LiF was
evident. Nickel-base braze alloy was relatively unaffected by the LiF
in comparison to the hastelloy B container material and the 300-series
stainless steel fill-tube material. Nickel fins were relatively
unaffected by the LiF.
4.2 AD-IB ORC
There were three specific full scale axial heat pipe tasks undertaken by
the Sundstrand Corporation:
A.
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A specification was generated for an axial heat pipe transport
requirements compatible with thermal energy storage and the organic
working fluid requirements.
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B.
" C.
4.2.1
Design and analysis was performed to meet these requirements.
Fabrication and assembly of the heat pipe, was completed.
Specification for Axial Heat Pipe
Based upon a 37.5 kWe receiver under consideration in August 1985, the
following specification shown in Table 4.2-I and Figure 4.2-I was generated and
provided to Los Alamos National Laboratory.
4.2.2 8naIysis and Desiqn
The design requirements imposed on the solar receiver heat pipe are similar
to a conventional heat pipe but with some differences in the operational
characteristics. The solar flux varies from end to end with a peak of
approximately 7.5 w/cm 2. The design required a 100% design margin, i.e. 15
w/cm 2. The temperature in the vapor space is limited to 537°C so as to
provide minimal toluene degradation during the 30 year lifetime. Each heat
pipe thermal input is approximately 4.B kW during insolation at normal
operation with a 5.7 kW power maximum possible from concentrator misalignment.
Potassium is the heat pipe working fluid. The envelope is 5 in. OD x .050 in
wall (347 SS) x 75 in. long. Three layers of 100 mesh screen are tack welded
to the envelope ID and to the TES canister and simulated vaporizer OD. Five
arteries of 100 mesh screen, .125 inch diameter, closed down to .020 inch
diameter on the ends provide liquid axial return flow. Details of the gas-gap
304 CRES simulated vaporizer are shown in Figure 4.2-2. A picture of a TES
canister is shown in Figure 4.2-3. There are four canisters 2" OD x .065 wall,
x 36" Ig., Nio200 material. Thermal heat transfer enhancement is provided by
stamped fins of Ni-200 0.14 inch thick.
The operating requirements and internal flow patterns for the heat pipe
vary widely depending on the mode of operation. Figure 4.2-4 shows radial flow
during insolation and during eclipse. During insolation there is axial
transport as dictated by the axial flux variation along the length of the pipe.
During eclipse, the flow is essentially radial from the TES canisters to the
vaporizer.
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TABLE4.2-I
RECEIVERPARAMETERS
o Life
o Normal operating
I0 years (55,000 thermal cycles)
(later changed to 30 years)
930 1000°F
Temperature
o Total Solar Incident
Energy Onto Cavity
o Thermal Energy Storage
(TES) material
o Vapor delta T Limits
288.9 KW
LiOH (878°F melt temp)
550 - lO0°F max
o Orbit time 94.3 min
o Eclipse Time 35.3 min maximum
o No. of Heat Pipes 40 used
o Receiver I>D> 50 inches
0 Heat Pipe Design Weight
(without thermal
energy storage units)
o Vaporizer
15.0 Ibs.
Fluid: Toluene; h = 800 B/FtZ/Hr/°/F
Temp Inlet 467°F
Temp Outlet 750°F
Mass flow; .658 Ib/sec
690 psia inlet pressure
o Environment Space shuttle launch vibration,
shock, acoustic
Micrometeoroids
Cosmic Radiation
Atomic Oxygen
Space Vacuum
Solar Flux
l-g Earth Testing
o Interfaces TES Cansiters
Circumferential Heat Pipes
Vaporizer Assembly
o Nominal axial insolation flux Per Figure 4.2-i
V2-4A/19
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SPACER INSERT
TYP (3)
2 PLACES
.75 IN. O.D.
• 035 WALL
IN
•060 IN GAS GAP
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•03 5 WALL
SCREEN
/ WICK
,/
INSIDE WALL OF S
HEAT PIPE
ADVANCED HEAT PIPE VAPORIZER
CROSS-SECTION WITH GAS-GAP
FIGURE 4.2-2
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Advanced Axial Heat Pipe TES 
Canister Showing Internal Fin Details 
! 
o Fins Enhance Heat Transfer Into PCM to Minimize Orbital Temperature Variations 
I 
FIGURE 4.2-3 
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The design meets the functional requirements of: (i) abosrbing the solar
energy reflected by the concentrator, (2) transporting the energy to the ORC
vaporizer, (3) providing thermal storage for the eclipse phase, and (4)
allowing uniform discharge from all TES elements to the vaporizer.
This heat pipe design, with its internal heat removal surfaces and unusual
geometry, does not conform to standard heat pipe computer models, therefore,
specific design calculations were performed. To insure an adequate capillary
structure for condensate return to the evaporating surface, liquid and vapor
pressure drops were calculated on the basis of an anticipated worse case power
level or thermal distribution during the insolation/eclipse cycle. Phenomena
which might be responsible for heat pipe failure or performance limitations,
specifically, sonic vapor velocities, liquid entrainment and boiling, were also
investigated. A heat pipe design was chosen which would accommodate these
extreme conditions. Successful heat pipe operation requires that the available
capillary head equal or exceed the total working fluid pressure drop during its
cyclic evaporation and condensation cycle.
The relationships governing this are:
APvAPc, max _ AP_ +
with
PC, max = 2or/r
where
PC, max
or
r
A p_
and
_Pv
is maximum capillary pumping pressure
assuming full wetting of the wick
is the liquid surface tension,
is the wick pore radius,
is the pressure drop in the liquid phase,
is the pressure drip in the vapor phase.
Because the liquid pressure drop depends upon the chosen wick structure,
the usual design approach is to choose a wick on the basis of experience,
analyze heat pipe performance and modify the wick design as necessary based on
the predicted performance. A wick structure thus chosen for the ORC-SDPS heat
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pipes incorporates three layers of 100meshstainless steel screen and 5 axial
-arteries, I/8 inch diameter. A screen pore radius of 0.083 mm,based on I/2
the screen meshsize (3.5 mil dia. wire), provides a maximumcapillary pressure
of 1952 Pa. Potassium fluid properties for this and the following calculations
were taken at 502°C.
Heat transfer into the ORC-SDPS heat pipe working fluid is from the solar
heated surfaces during insolation and from the storage canisters during
eclipse. The nonuniform energy flux during insolation and eclipse which arise
due to a nonuniform vaporizer tube temperature must be accommodated. A
counter-flowing vaporizer tube arrangement, wherein the toluene passes first
through a small diameter tube and then returns down the annulus created by a
larger diameter concentric tube, is used to minimize this axial thermal
gradient. Both the insolation and eclipse periods were analyzed by neglecting
the thermal gradients associated with either the vaporizer tube or the TES
tubes.
Insolation during normal operation results in a total power incident on
each heat pipe of 4.8 kW. Flux asymetry from the offset concentrator and
slight misalignment of the solar reflector could result in a heat pipe load of
5.7 kW. This higher power level was assumed constant in the analysis.
Pressure Drop During Insolation
During solar insolation the incident heat energy is nonuniform over the
heat pipe surface which constitutes the receiver surface. Rather than
accurately modeling this flux distribution, a suitably conservative model for
pressure drop calculations is based on assuming that 100% of the power is
evenly distributed over the first 0.5 m of heat pipe length. The peak heat
flux was used to evaluate the boiling limit of the working fluid.
During the period of solar heating (59 minutes of the 94.3 minute cycle),
some fraction of the power must go into storage so that a steady rate of power
removal via the vaporizer tube can be maintained during the eclipse period.
With 5.7 kW total power, 2.15 kW is stored in the salts and 3.55 kW is removed
by the vaporizer, the potassium flow path during insolation is assumed to be
as follows: (I) evaporation occurs over a 0.5 meter long section of the
semi-cylindrical surface which is exposed in the receiver cavity, (2) the vapor
V2-4A/25
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leaves that surface and condenses uniformly over the vaporizer tube and TES
tubesurfaces in the power proportions stated in the preceding paragraph. (3)
the condensate flows circumferentially into the nearest artery and downthat
artery as required to the evaporating surface, (4) the evaporating surface is
resupplied by circumferential flow from the arteries. Pressure drops were
calculated using Darcy's law for porous medial in the wick, laminar tube flow
in the arteries and laminar vapor flow, and the low Reynolds numbersof the
flow. No dynamic pressure recovery in the vapor was assumed(dynamic head is
negligible). Vapor pressure drop was based on a hydraulic radius determined by
the ratio A/P, where A is the cross sectional area of the vapor passage and P
is the wetted perimeter. A wick permeability of 2.0 x 10-10 was assumed
based on reference values for similar screen structures. The working fluid
loops to the vaporizer tube and to the TEStubes were treated as independent
paths. The results are summarized in Table 4.2-2.
Pressure Drop Durinq Eclipse
During eclipse, the heat pipe working fluid circulation is from the TES
tubes to the vaporizer with little axial flow. The maximum power level is
3.55 kW. The potassium flow is distributed evenly over the entire heat pipe
length. This results in a low liquid pressure drop due to the low fluid
velocities and short flow paths. The only appreciable pressure drop is in the
circumferential liquid flow. In this analysis the heat pipe wall was treated
as an adiabatic surface. Results for the eclipse period pressure drop are
summarized in Table 4.2-2. Eclipse period pressure drops are quite low; a
significant adjustment for axial flow to accommodate thermal nonuniformities in
the thermal storage medium could be tolerated.
Pressure Drop Summary
The largest pressure drop occurs in the heat pipe to vaporizer tube loop
during insolation. This pressure drop is 376 Pa, much less than the capillary
capacity, 1952 Pa. The heat pipe capillary structure is therefore suitably
conservative for this application.
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Condition
TABLE 4.2-2
Tabulation of Heat Pipe Pressure Drops
During Insolation and Eclipse
Pressure Drop (Pa)*
Insolation
Heat Pipe Insolation
to Vaporizer Heat Pipe
Tube to TES
Eclipse TES
to Vaporizer
Tube
Vapor phase 16. 10. O.
Liquid circum- 285. 116. 196.
ferential flow
Liquid axial 75. 11.
flow (arterial).
Ot
Total P 376. 137. 196.
* Available capillary pressure is 1952 Pa.
Other Power Limits
When operating at 5.7 kW, vapor velocities as high as 8.0 m/s are possible
in the radial flow through the constriction between the two TES tubes. This is
much less than the 488 m/s sonic velocity limit of potassium at the design
temperature.
Heat pipes may also be limited by entrainment of the liquid phase by the
counterflowing vapor, however this phenomena also occurs at high vapor
velocities which do not occur in this heat pipe.
Another principal consideration in the heat pipe design is boiling of the
liquid in the wick or arteries. Boiling in the wicks or arteries may result in
local dryout of the heat pipe surface with consequent problems in rewetting,
particularly with liquid metal working fluids. For this reason the arteries in
this heat pipe design are not in contact with the high flux surfaces.
Boiling in the wick structure on the insolation surfaces is still a concern and
was considered in the design.
V2-4A/28
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The required superheat to boil is given by:
Temperature difference, T = 2_Ts/(pvhfgrp),
where Ts is the saturation temperature, r is a nominal nucleation site size,
taken as 2.5 x ]0-Sm, hfg = evaporizational (phase change) enthalpy for
potassium, and v = vapor density. At 502°C the limiting boiling point
superheat of potassium is 27.3°C.
The existing superheat is determined as the sum of the temperature drops across
the wick/working fluid matrix and the liquid/vapor interface. The temperature
drop throughthe matrix is calculated from
T = 6wq/k w,
where kw is an effective working fluid/wick conductivity, and w = goove
depth, kw is difficult to characterize accurately for screen mesh, but a
good approximation is:
kw  mk,/_+E
where k is the working fluid conductivity, E is the volume fraction of the
solid phase (wick) and
p = (I + (kslk _))I(I - (ks/ k_ ))
with ks equal to the screen mesh thermal conductivity. With stainless steel
screen and an assumed - 0.6, this temperature drop is 3.73°C.
The temperature drop associated with the liquid/vapor interface is calculated
from
AT = (2 _RT s) .5 RTs2q/(Phfg2 )
where R is the gas constant for potassium, P = pressure and q is the maximum
design heat flux.
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The total existing superheat during maximum flux is -268.2°C, much less than
°
the 27.3 C superheat required to boil.
Pressure Drop In Gravity Field
Gravity force has two effects on the heat pipe performance. First, it
adds, at most, (p g h) to the total pressure drop. A 900 PA adjustment to the
above calculations, assuming orizontal orientation, proper artery operation and
folar flux on the surface to which the vaporizer tube is attached. This
addition is about on half the available head and significantly affects the
margin. However, conservative assumptions in the above calculations, coupled
with the fact that, regardless of orientation in the gravity field, some flows
will be assisted by gravity, it is reasonable to expect the heat pipe to
operate. To justify the statement that there will always be some degree of
gravity assist, consider the orientation with the vaporizer tube up and solar
flux down. The condensate return along the vaporizer tube is up hill, but the
circumferential rewetting of the heat pipe wall is down hill.
Circumferential rewetting is still uphill from the TES, but condensate flow
along the TES is, on the average, gravity free; half is with and half is
against gravity. At any point in time or space the available head is greater
than the sume of all the pressure drops.
A second concern is that if any of the arteries are higher than the artery
pumping height, referenced to the lowest point in the heat pipe, those arteries
will not self-prime or self-fill. The test pipe design artery is closed down
to 0.20 inches, resulting in a wicking height of g cm (3.5 inches). This is
high enough to insure that at any time some or all of the arteries will be
working.
With the vaporizer tube down and solar insolation on that surface, all the
arteries will operate, so the effect of gravity is less than adding 900 Pa, and
the heat pipe should operate.
With the vaporizer tube up and solar insolation on that surface, the
vaporizer tube arteries cannot be expected to remain full. The path of least
resistance for the condensate returning from the vaporizer tube surface will be
simply down the heat input surface over the heated zone but in the low flux
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zone most of the condensate will flow down to the TES arteries, down those
arteries and up the heat input wick surfaces. The pressure drip without
gravity effects in this case is 605 Pa with Pa gravity drop the total pressure
drop is 1505 Pa, still below the available head of 1952 Pa.
On the basis of these calculations, the heat pipe should operate in any
orientation if the heat flux is on the side with the vaporizer tube.
Performance Limit Summary
The heat pipe design allows for condensate return to the high temperature
surfaces under the most extreme anticipated conditions. The design safety
averts conditions conducive to heat pipe failure or limitations due to
excessive pressure drop, sonic vapor velocities, liquid entrainment or liquid
boiling and log operation.
4.2.3 Fabrication and Assembly
Four Ni-200 tubes were machined to accept end caps which were electron beam
welded to the tubes. (Nickel-200 is not the material selected for long term
use, due to problems associated with its high carbon content. It was used
because of availability and success with it in rectangular canisters used in a
demonstration heat pipe which had accumulated over 500 hours at that time. The
demonstration heat pipes were built and tested y Sundstrand as part of their
complimentary IR&D activity.) The canisters were filled in an inert atmosphere
(N2 room with argon purge of the furnace) at Rocketdyne, using the same
method as they used to fill several hundred I" diameter canisters. The
existing furnace limited the length of a canister to be filled to 4 feet.
Since the heat pipe was just over 6 feet long, the canister length was made 3
feet. Two canisters were connected in series with a welded stud to make the
equivalent of a 6 foot canister. After filling with LiOH, the closure end cap
was electron beam (EB) welded. A proof thermal cycle test was performed of
Rocketdyne. After this test is was discovered that three of the four canisters
leaked through the first EB weld. it was decided to remove all end caps, from
both ends, and weld new caps by gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW). This was done
using an argon purge chamber. This method required a small .042 in. vent hole
to allow the heated expanding gas inside the canister to escape. The vent hole
was then welded shut. On one of the four, the venthole was contaminated with
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LiOH during the welding making the weld suspect. It was decided to proceed
with three filled LiOH canisters. A dummy canister was fabricated and
installed in the heat pipe. Failure analysis determined that the Ni-200
tubing, while within specification (ASTM B160) contained four times the normal
amount of silicon and about two and one half times the normal amount of
sulfur. Energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDAX) indicated that failed grain
boundaries were exceptionally high in silicon and sulfides. It was therefore
concluded that a tighter specification is needed to control chemistry of pure
nickel for the space station application.
The heat pipe is 75 in. in length, with an outside diameter of 5.1 in. and
a wall thickness of .035 in. Stainless steel was selected as the heat pipe
material for the heat pipe test assembly based on availability, fabricability
and desirable coupling characteristics for high frequency radiant heating.
Three-layers of 100 mesh screen were placed against the inner wall of the heat
pipe for circumferential fluid distribution. The first two layers of screen
were each wrapped on bias over a mandrel and resistance welded wire-to-wire to
form a screen tube. These screen tube layers were individually inserted into
the heat pipe container tube, expanded and resistance welded to the inside of
the heat pipe. Three layers of 100 mesh screen will also be placed over the
TES canisters to collect the condensate during the thermal storage cycle and to
provide for evaporation of the potassium during the eclipsecycle. The screen
on the TES containers was wrapped on the bias directly onto the TES canisters a
layer at a time and resistance welded to itself. Three layers" of 100 mesh
screen were used on the vaporizer tube to collect the condensate during
operation. Two of these layers were formed in the same fashion as the screen
on the TES units. The third layer was arranged to form a pedestal, which
provides a fluid path from the vaporizer tube to the distribution wick and
forms the final layer of the circumferential fluid distribution wick. This
final layer of screen is resistance welded to the first two layers. Axial
fluid distribution is accomplished by five arteries, two between each of the
TES units and the inner wall of the heat pipe and one double artery between the
vaporizer tube and the screen pedestal which connects the vaporizer tube to the
distribution wick. The TES containers and vaporizer tube are positioned
internally and held in place by end cap supports and an internal stainless
steel skeletal support.
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Processinq
All internal heat pipe parts were solvent cleaned and then high-vacuum
fired at 825°K for 2 hours prior to assembly. The end caps were TIG welded
in place and the assembly vacuum fired. Prior to potassium charging, the heat
pipe assembly was high-vacuum fired at 552°C. A schematic diagram showing
the heat pipe arrangement during high vacuum firing and ready for vacuum
distillation shown in Figure 4.2-5. The distillation chamber and the stainless
steel tubing connecting the distillation chamber to the heat pipe were
high-vacuum fired before they were assembled and welded as a unit. The
set-volume chamber was attached to a high purity potassium reservoir at one
side and to the distillation chamber at the opposite side. The outlet of the
distillation chamber was attached to the heat pipe with an extension for vacuum
pumping. A chilled heat sink was placed on the tubing just below the
set-volume chamber to act as a valve to prevent the liquid metal from draining
out of the set-volume chamber during loading and as a valve during
distillation.
The total operation of transferring the working fluid from the resevoir to
the set-volume chamber to the distillation chamber and finally intothe heat
pipe was as follows:
A vacuum was pumped in the total system while the set-volume chamber,
the transfer lines and distillation chamber heated above the melting
point of the working fluid and the reservoir to 201°C.
The potassium reservoir was pressurized and the set-volume chamber
loaded.
Heat sink No. I was removed and the top side of the set-volume chamber
pressurized forcing the potassium into the distillation chamber.
Heat sink No. I was reactivated, the heat pipe and transfer line
between the heat pipe and the distillation chamber was heated above
the melting point Of potassium. The liquid metal pool in the
distillation chamber was increased to 452°C for distillation.
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Distillation was completed when a rise in temperature was observed in the
distillation chamber as a sign of depleted potassium and a decrease in
temperature was observed at the transfer line as an indication that vapor was
not longer being moved through the line. The distillation chamber was allowed
to cool down.
Heat sink No. 2 was activated, the heat pipe heated to 100 degrees
above the melting point of potassium and tilted, allowing the liquid
to drain by gravity head into the fill stem, forming a metal freeze
plug.
The heat pipe was removed from the distillation set-up at the freeze
plug, capped and was then ready for wet-in and subsequent testing.
After filling, the heat pipe was positioned horizontally and heated over
its entire length to distribute the potassium charge uniformly and ensure
complete wetting of the interior surfaces and filling of the arteries. Filling
of the arteries is accomplished by positioning the heat pipe with one set of
arteries at the bottom side of the heat pipe thus allowing the arteries to fill
by gravity. This procedure was repeated for each set of arteries.
This completed the fabrication and assembly of an advanced heat pipe, and
the heat pipe was ready for testing.
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4.3 AD-2 Concentrator
There were two (2) specific tasks undertaken by the Harris Corp.
A. Characterization of this kinematics of the concentrator concept.
B. Evaluation of substrates, reflective coatings, and protective
coatings for possible use on the concentrator.
4.3.1 Concentrator Kinematics
The solar dynamic power system uses 19 full hexagonal panels to serve as
the concentrator surface. Hexagons were chosen because they are the highest
order polygon that can form a plane surface without gaps. High order polygons
fit within the circular cargo bay with little wasted space. The objective of
this study was to conceptualize, develop, and fabricate the mechanisms
necessary for deployment and retraction of the precision hexagonal reflector.
The repeatable and reliable deployment mechanisms must support the requirement
of a 3 milliradian surface error for the closed Brayton cycle receiver.
Harris had previously performed an antenna design study for Extreme
Precision Antenna Reflectors (EPAR) for NASA Lewis Research Center. Kinematic
joints recommended for the precision hexagonal panel antennae served as the
data base for the precision solar concentrator. In this concept, each panel
is connected to the panel above it by a deployment joint designed to supply
both rotation and translation. One motor per joint rotates the panels out of
the stack. As the panel drops down, the cone and trough fittings settle onto
precision spherical fittings mounted to the core panel. The downward motion
of the panel causes the lock mechanism to trip and the spring loaded linkage
snaps over center to form a preloaded connection.
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Panel Description
During the initial design of the kinematic joints for the concentrator,
the rotating/translating joints provided high mechanical packing efficiency
for the dished hexagonal panels. The folding hinge design was not
volume-efficient due to the volume penalty associated with folding dished
surfaces in a "cup up" facing "cup down" configuration. The panel innovation
selected alleviates this volume penalty by providing flat rather than curved
panels.
The selected approach, decoupling the stiffness and surface requirements
for a single relatively large structure, makes use of a faceted secondary
surface technique and produces flat hexagonal panels. This design
incorporates a graphite beam framework to supply the support structure for the
graphite/epoxy spherically curved mirror facets (see Figure 4.3-I) that are
adjustable at three points to the surface. Since preserving phase integrity
is not a design requirement for a solar collector the facets can be translated
from the true parabolic surface. The panel height required for the facets is
determined by the slope and size of each facet.
Rotatinq/Transl atinq Joint
The rotating/translating joint is a candidate solution to the deployment
of dished panel modules. The deployment sequence of the Ig panel collector is
shown in Figure 4.3-2. The rotating/translating joint is located between hex
corners. Each panel is connected to the panel above it by the deployment
joint designed to supply both rotation and translation. The first deployment
rotates the stack of 18 panels 180 o relative to the center "core" panel,
then translates the stack until the bottom panel on the stack is flush with
the 'core' panel. The second deployment rotates the stack of 17 panels, etc.
designed to carry radial loads. The nut is free to rotate within the nut
housing and is retained by two Kaydon slim ball bearings. The nut housing is
attached to the lower panel and provides easily accessible release bolts to
allow manual deployment, should the motor fail. The upper release bolts to
allow manual deployment, should the motor fail. The upper driven gear is
rigidly connected to the nut, and the lower driven gear is attached to the
shaft. The gearmotor assembly drives both gears to provide 180 rotation to
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FIGURE 4.3-] Common flat hexagonal panel modules incorporate a
graphite beam framework to supply the support structure
for the 24 graphite/epoxy spherically curved mirror
facets.
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the stack of panels until a mechanical stop on the top panel contacts a
mechanical stop on the bottom panel. Five degrees prior to the mechanical
stop engagement the lower gear (half gear) disengages and the upper gear
(coupled with the nut) continues to drive, thus translating the upper panel
down, flush with the lower panel. Final alignment is achieved by panel
latches. Motor redundancy can be accomplished by dual armature motors. The
designed gear motor assembly weighs 1.05 lb.
While deploying a rotating/translating design in a I-G environment,
bending loads will be distributed across the power nut/screw interface. Power
screw and nut manufacturers do not have data on the effects of these bending
loads on thetorque required to rotate the nut, or the effects of the bending
moment, on the life of the nut and screw. To aid in motor selection a study
was performed to determine the torque required to rotate the nut with an
applied bending moment. First parametric equations were derived to relate the
torque required to rotate the nut as a function of parameters such as bending
moment applied, shaft diameter/ nut length, nut efficiency, and friction
coefficient. The derived torque is shown in Table 4.3.-I. A mechanical model
was built to supply empirical data to verify the derived results (see
Figure 4.3-3). The mechanical model tested a 3/4 inch and a I inch diameter
nut/shaft assembly with various applied loads. The forces on the ends of the
threaded shaft transmit a bending moment through the restrained nut. The
double universal joint assured no force interaction from the torque wrench. A
special Nook Industries power screw was tested since conventional acme screws
with axial and radial clearances bind when bending loads are applied. The
mechanical model tests correlated well with the predicted theoretical results
with bending loads as high as 450 in-lb.
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TABLE4.3-I ROTATING/TRANSLATINGTESTRESULTS
Test I Test 2 Test 3 Test 4
BENDING MOMENT (IN-LB) 300 450 300 450
SHAFT DIAMETER (INCH) .75 .75 1.0 1.0
SHAFT LEAD (INCH) .I .I .2 .2
NUT EFFICIENCY .044 .044 .069 .069
NUT LENGTH (INCH) 1.25 1.25 1.5 1.5
FRICTION COEFFICIENT 1.25 .125 .125 .125
DERIVED TORQUE (IN-LB) 43 65 48 72
TESTED TORQUE (IN-LAB) 55 67 47 77
Single Fold Hinqe Deployment
The hinged deployment is made possible by utilizing the flat faceted
panels. Flat panels can fold without incurring a 'cup up'-against 'cup down'
volume penalty. The deployment sequence for the hinged deployment is shown in
Figure 4.3.-2.
There are several methods of deploying the panels with the hinged design.
One method is to supply each hinge with a torque motor. The first deployment
would rotate the stack of 18 panels from the center panel, the second
deployment rotates 17 panels, etc. The first deployment cycle, rotating 18
panels from the center core panel, requires a locking hinge to position the
stack, all other 34 common hinges are standard non-locking hinges. The final
rotated position of each panel is determined by the latch engagement to the
adjacent panel.. Motor redundancy can be accomplished with dual armature
motors, leaving one hinge free to rotate, and one powered hinge per panel.
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A powered hinge was designed and fabricated to support the hinge fold
deployment. A motor is attached to the stationary panel with the output spline
attached to the deploying panel. To insure hinge repeatability the inner
race/retainer nut is retained by precision needle bearings and is preloaded
against the splined shaft connection. Axial translation are prevented by the
parallel mounted, non-powered hinge. The locking hinge (required for the first
panel deployment) is similar to the non-locking hinge with the exception of the
mechanical stop provided by an adjustment screw. The stop designed for the
three panel model prevents rotation in one-direction only, rotation in the
other direction is prevented by gravity. A flight version must restrain
rotations in both directions.
An externally driven hinge design that reduces the development and
recurring cost associated with the drive motors uses a single drill motor
operated by an astronaut to rotate the panels. Each hinge would have a splined
hole through which the drill-motor could supply the torque necessary to deploy
each panel. A detent on the drill motor and hinge would ensure that torque
loads are not transmitted to the astronaut.
Another option that offers lower development cost is to deploy the panels
by hand (Figure 4.3.4). An astronaut could exert a force through a handle
supplied on the stack of panels (A I0 Ib force exerted for 5 seconds is
sufficient to deploy the first stack of panels in less than one minute). This
design requires minimal development cost. No electrical wiring would be
required within the panels. The hand deployable approach appears to be the
most repeatable and reliable.
A precision hinge designed for this study (Figure 4.3-5) can be used with
the manual deployment option, or as the unrestrained rotating hinge in the
automated deployment, or can be modified for the externally driven hinge.
Repeatability is successfully achieved with hinge pins that are a slight
interference fit with extra precision needle bearings. The bearings are
pressed into the bearing housing. Axial repeatability is provided by peel shim
thrust bearings between the blade and clevis that are lightly pressed into
position.
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FIGURE4.3-4 The astronaut assisted manual erection option.
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The hinged deployment concept may require some latches to be positioned
such that deploying panel latches do not interfere with latches on already
deployed panels. The interference can be alleviated by staggering the latches,
or providing pins to temporarily remove the latch before an interference
occurs. Another solution is to stagger the latches and deploy the 19 panels in
two assemblies. This solution would reduce the number of latches at an
interference location.
Latch Mechanisms
The latch mechanism design is driven by surface stiffness, thermal
distortions, reliability and repeatability issues. A 19 panel finite element
model (FEM) evaluated the locations and degrees of restraint of the latch
required to support a surface structural frequency of i Hz. or greater. The
FEM assumed a 60 ft. diameter collector weighing 1030 lb. with a 24 ft.
mounting bolt diameter andpin-pin mounting fixity. A F/D ratio of .5 and a 4
in. panel depth were assumed. The objective of this effort was to determine
the minimum number of joints and degrees of restraint required to meet surface
stiffness requirements. This approach reduces structural redundancy while
improving deployment reliability.
Two joints located at each three panel interface appeared to be the most
structurally efficient method of restraining the surface. A third joint at
each interface has little or no effect on surface stiffness. Several runs were
used to determined the effect of varying the latch degrees of restraint on the
surface stiffness. One case carried bending and force loads across the
latches; the second case transmitted only forces. The six-degree-of-restraint
(Six-Dor) case offered only 12% higher surface frequencies than the three-DOR
case. However the six-DOR latch would produce redundant structural load paths
that are intolerant of slight misadjustments and thermal warping. The
reduction of structural redundancy offered by the three-DOR joints helps
significantly to assure that repeatible latch-up occurs. A minimum of three
translational degrees of restraint is required to assure that misadjustments
and thermal warping distortions do not accumulate during successive panel
deployments.
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The translational restraint latch designed and fabricated on this study
accepts a I/2 inch misalignment (see Figure 4.3-6). The latch consists of a
3/4 inch sphere mountedon one panel, and a conical receptacle and latch pawl
on the adjacent panel. As the panel drops into position the conical receptacle
places the panel in the precise position. The spherical ball loads the torsion
spring on the latch pawl. Oncethe pawl is released the camdrives the ball
into the receptacle which provides four discrete points of contact; the bottom
surface, the two side faces, and the latch pawl. Each contact point is
separated by a 1200 angle. Any relative motion near the end of travel serves
to seat the ball more securely.
Twotypes of translational restraint latches are required to assure
distortions do not prevent latch-up. A regenerative latch that relies on panel
movement to store energy within the spring, and a powered latch that contains
stored energy (loaded spring). The powered latch is similar to the
regenerative latch with the exception of the powered pawl. As the panel sphere
approaches the receptacle, the trip drives the linkage over-center and releases
the stored energy within the spring. The spring driven pawl pulls the sphere
down to activate the regenerative latch, which restrains the panel. The
powered latch is utilized when a panel latches to two panels concurrently, the
stored energy is required to pull the fully restrained panel into position
after the first latch is activated. Since distortions make it impossible to
determine which of the twolatches will engage first, both panel latches must
be powered. Panels will engage first, both panel latches must be powered.
Panels 7, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 and ]g required two powered latches each.
The faceted panel modules offer many advantages over the curved
graphite/epoxy sandwich panel. The faceted approach offers: lower
manufacturing cost; surface adjustment for flux tailoring; high stiffness to
weight ratio; replaceability at the facet level due to micrometeoroid impact or
monoatomic oxygen degradation; and permits on-orbit deployment.
The rotating/translating joint, powered hinge, externally driven hinge, and
manual deployment methods are all potential solutions of deploying hexagonal
panels. The non-powered hinge design (externally driven deployment and manual
deployment) offers high repeatibility and reliability, and low development cost
and lowest weight.
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FIGURE 4.3-6 The reduction of structural redundancy offered by the
three degree of restraint latch helps significantly to
assure that repeatable latch-up occurs. The regenerative
latch can be used with all the deployment methods.
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Provided the deployment mechanisms are compliant in our of plane rotational
stiffness, panel surface accuracies are more dependent on the latch design than
the deployment design. The non-powered hinge has no out of plane rotational
stiffness, therefore it is the most repeatable method of deployment. The motor
driven deployment designs can be as repeatable as the non-powered hinge design
at the expense of higher development cost.
Due to the absence of 18 drive motors the non-powered hinge is more
reliable and has lower productin/qualification cost. Finally, the non-powered
hinge deployment design has substantially lower weight due to the weight
associated with the drive motors and telemetry.
The translational restraint regenerative latch is the best solution to the
repeatability, reliability, thermal, and stiffness issues as discussed, and was
selected as the baseline design in a latch - only configuration for manual
on-orbit construction.
The regenerative latch (Figure 4.3-7), powered hinge (Figure 4.3-8), and
precision hinge (Figure 4.3-9) are full scale; however a heavier flight surface
may necessitate more design work in the areas of strength and compliance. This
hardware was ultimately incorporated into a three panel model built under IR&D
funding and tested for latchup repeatability (Figure 4.3-10).
4.3.2 Materials Evaluation
The primary objectives of the Phase B materials study effort were to
identify candidate reflective and refractive materials and to determine the
effects of atomic oxygen impingement on their optical performance. As a
result, the test program discussed below centered on sample fabrication, atomic
oxygen environment simulation, and pre- and post-exposure optical property
measurements.
Environmental concerns at the low earth orbit which the Space Station solar
dynamic concentrator will be exposed to include:
Vacuum
Ultraviolet radiation
Protons
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FIGURE 4.3-7  The regenerative translational restraint latch designed 
for the three panel model i s  full scale of a f l ight  latch. 
FIGURE 4 . 3 - 8  The powered hinge designed for the three panel model 
demonstrates the automated deployment method. 
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FIGURE 4.3-9 The precision hinge designed for the three panel model 
demonstrated repeatabi 1 i ty during deployment tes ts .  
FIGURE 4.3-10 Panel modules are 1./4 scale of fl ight panels which are 
14 feet from f la t  to flat..  The 4 inch model panel 
thickness i s  representative of f l ight  panels. The 
hinges and latches were developed under phase B contract. 
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Electrons
Temperature cycling
Atomic oxygen
Micrometeoroid debris
Each of these factors, individually and in combination must be addressed to
ensure the required service life of the concentrator's reflective surface.
Recent STS flights have demonstrated that some materials degrade rapidly at
the altitudes of interest. The observed mass loss and thermo-optical property
changes wereattributed to atomic oxygen interactions with exposed surfaces.
Atomic oxygen is the predominant atmospheric species at shuttle orbital
altitudes. Although the number density is not very high, being on the order of
109 cm-3, the high velocity of the spacecraft (8 km/sec) produces high
fluxes on ram facing surfaces.
Dedicated atomic oxygen experiments were flown on STS-5 (3) and
STS-8 (4-6) to document the effects of atomic oxygen impingment on a wide
variety of materials, The primary effect noted for susceptible materials was
surface erosion and associated mass loss. As a result, changes in from surface
erosion and associated mass loss. As a result, changes in from surface optical
properties were noted for thermal control blankets and coatings. Surface mass
loss was also noted for epoxy matrix composites indicating that structural c
_
components will also require protection from the atomic oxygen flux.
Finally, it should be noted that the fluence (integrated flux) experienced
by a given surface is a function of several factors, including: a) orbital
altitude and inclination, b) solar activity, c) impingement angle, and d)
spacecraft geometry. Thus a material may experience different mass loss rates
depending on its orientation to the ram directions and its location on the
spacecraft.
Sample Fabrication and Test Approach
Reflective samples - Test samples for atomic oxygen exposure were
fabricated on both glass and graphite reinforced epoxy substrates. This
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approach was taken for several reasons. First, the glass substrates would give
in indication of the required surface smoothnessnecessary to maximize total
specular reflectance. Second, experimenting with the composite material would
give an initial indication as to whether or not this post atomic oxygen mass
loss would give an indication of what was being lost from the surface and what
was due to outgassing of volatiles from the composite matrix. Each reflective
sample consisted of three layers; the substrate, the reflective surface, and
the protective coating. The reflective surface was put down via resistive
heating vapor deposition. In all samples the reflective surface was 3000 A ±
100 A thick. Wherepossible, the protective coating was also put downvia
vapor deposition. However, somecoatings selected could only be deposited
using Ion beamsputtering. Protective coatings were 1000 A, + 200 A thick.
Reflective and protective materials selected for evaluation are summarized
in Table 4.3-2. Reflective candidates were selected based on their
reflectivity over the wavelength range 200-2500 nanometers. This portion of
the solar spectrum contains 98 percent of the available incident solar energy.
The best candidate from a reflectivity standpoint appeared to be silver
followed by aluminumand copper.
Refractive samples- Candidate refractive lens materials were identified
based on the optical requirements of the system and limited STSflight data.
Several silicones were tested including RTV615, 655, and 670 produced by GE,
and DC93-500 produced by Dow-Corning. Each of these materials is space
qualified. Teflons (fluorinated ethylene polymers) also have showngood
resistance to atomic oxygen degradation and were selected for additional
testing. Silicone samples were cast onto glass slides and cured out per the
manufacturer's instructions. Typical sample thicknesses were on the order of
.020 inches + .002 inches. Teflon samples exposed ranged from .005 to .010
inches thick, and were tested as received from the manufacturer. Refractive
lens materials tested are summarized in Table 4.3-3.
Atomic OxygenExposure - Sampleswere exposed to atomic oxygen using two
different approaches. One set of samples was exposed in a Structure Probe,
Inc. Plasma Prepp 11 plasma reactor at NASALewis Research Center. This
device creates a simulated atomic oxygen environment by passing a carrier gas
(in this case, air) over the sample and then exciting the oxygen molecules With
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approximately 100 Wof continuous RFpower at 13.56 MHz. The resulting
environment is composedof a numberof species including atomic oxygen,
molecular oxygen, and oxygen radicals. The operating pressure for all tests
was kept at 50 microns. While it is difficult to calculate the resultant
atomic oxygen flux accurately, estimates have been madebased upon kapton
erosion data from the asher and STSexperiments that 16 asher hours approximate
one year in LEO. Thus the asher provides a meansfor generating accelerated
test data in a relatively short time.
Similar samples exposed in atomic oxygen test facility at the University of
Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies. This approach utilizes an oxygen
seeded carrier gas (argon or hellum) released into a quartz tuning cavity in
which microwave energy partially dissoclates the oxygen. The monoatomicoxygen
is then passed into an evacuated sample chamberwhere it impinges on the sample
at a normal angle of incidence. The microwave generator was run at 2450 MHz
and 20-200 W resulting in an approximate flux of 1015 atoms/cm2-sec at and
average velocity of 1.2 km/sec with atom translational energies on the order of
0.14 eV. Although the flux is representative of that at shuttle altitudes, the
energy is lower than the actual 4.2 eV on orbit.
Reflective Protective
Surfaces Coatinqs
Alumi num Magnesium Fluoride
Silver SiO x
Copper Indium Tin Oxide
Plati num A1203
Rhodium Si3N 4
TABLE 4.3-2
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RTV Silicone
Summary of reflective and protective materials evaluated.
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SiIicones Tefl on Acryl ic
RTV 615 FEP(A) UVA - 11
655 PoIycarbonate
670
DC 93-500 Lexan 9034 - 112
TABLE 4.3-3 - Fresnel lens material selected for evaluation.
Reflectance and transmittance measurements - Special reflectance and
transmittance measurements were made using a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 9 UV/VIS/NEAR
IR spectrophotometer equipped with a 60 mm diameter BaS)4 coated integrated
sphere. The wave length range evaluated extended from 200 to 2500 nanometers.
Specular reflectances were obtained and solar reflectance calculated.
Reflective Samples Testinq Results
Reflective samples - Table 4.3-4 summarizes total and specular reflectance
as a function of exposure time for selected aluminum and silver reflective
surface samples. Data are shown for samples on both glass and graphite
reinforced epoxy substrates. Aluminum and silver were selected as the baseline
reflective surface due to their excellent reflectance over the majority of the
solar spectrum. Silver drops off considerably in the UV region (less than 300
nanometers), however, this does not significantly affect the total solar
reflectance since this part of the spectrum is a very small percentage of the
total available energy. Aluminum suffers from a dip in its reflectance curve
around 800 nanometers, but remains highly reflective in the UV region. Cooper,
rhodium and platinum were also considered, however, each had a total solar
reflectance value less than that for silver and aluminum.
As expected, the condition of the substrate surface is critical in
determining the specular reflections characteristics of the sample. Thus, for
identical samples (in terms of reflective and protective coatings) glass
substrates typically show higher total and specular reflectance. Data
V2-4B/55
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ASHER START
SUBSTRATE fl P HOURS TOTAL
GLASS A| SiOx 834 0.978
GLASS A9 S|Ox/MgF2 834 0.978
Gr/Ep A9 SiOx/MgF2 180 0.955
Gr/Ep Ag SiOx 180 0.975
Gr/Ep AI MiIF2 180 0.955
Gr/Ep A9 RTV 655 151 0.965
G LASS AI SiOx 634 0.912
G LASS AI 8iOx/MgF2 834 0.906
Gr/Ep AI SiOx 180 0.875
Gr/Ep AI MgF2 180 0.945
Gr/Ep AI RTV 655 181 0.935
REFLECTANCE e
START FINISH FINISH
SPECULAR TOTAL SPECULAR
0.972 0.955 0.937
0.970 0.943 0.927
0.940 0.930 0.915
0.945 0.945 0.910
0.930 0.955 0.925
0.940 0.905 0.840
0.891 0.904 0.879
0.882 0.859 0.834
0.868 0.858 0.851
0.925 0,940 0.910
0.905 0.850 0.805
"MEASURED OVER 200 NM TO 2500 NM
R - REFLECTIVE SURFACE
P - PROTECTIVE COATING
RTV 655 GE SILICONE
Gr/Ep - GRAPHITE REINFORCED EPOXY
TABLE 4.3-4 Total and specular reflectance for silver and aluminum samples
protected with different coatings as a function of atomic
oxygen exposure time. (NASA Lewis plasma asher)
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generated as part of this study indicate, however, that composite substrates
can be fabricated with surfaces very near those available with glass.
Composite substrates for this study were initially fabricated by two methods:
prepreg lay-ups and wet (fabric) lay-ups. Use of composite prepreg tape to
form the substrate yields poor results. Surfaces adequate for optical
applications could not be produced as a result of the fiber surface being
readily visible. However, excellent surfaces were obtained using a woven cloth
impregnated with resin. This approach allowed the formation of a resin rich
layer on the surface of the composite which enabled the deposition of a highly
reflective metal layer. Glass was used as the mold surface to ensure the resin
rich layer was as smooth as possible.
Table 4.3-5 summarizes mass loss for samples protected with various
coatings exposed to atomic oxygen at the University of Toronto facility. In
general very small changes in total sample mass are observed for the graphite
reinforced epoxy substrates. Equivalent samples on glass show virtually no
mass loss indicating the the graphite epoxy samples are undergoing some
outgassing in the vacuum of the sample chamber. Separate samples were sent to
NASA Goddard for outgassing of volatiles testing which confirmed that the mass
loss was due to desorption of volatile species and not due to erosion of the
protective coatings.
Samples tested at the University of Toronto showed very small changes in
reflectivity following atomic oxygen exposure. Figure 4.3-11 shows total solar
reflectance as a function of wavelength for a silver surfaced sample protected
with $I0 x and MgF2 following an exposure time of 167 hours. Above 600
nanometers the curves are indistinguishable. A slight decrease is observed
below 600 nanometers, however it is one the order of 1-2 percent which is
within the measurement error of the Instrument. A similar curve for an aluminum
sample on graphite epoxy coated with MgF 2 showed the post exposure
reflectance curve to be slightly higher than the pre-exposure curve. This
behavior is associated with the removal of surface contaminants by the oxygen
flux. The average reflectance remains high, however, in the 88-90 percent
range.
Accelerated testing of reflective samples was performed in the plasma asher
facility at NASA Lewis. Samples were exposed for times ranging from 634 hours
V204B/56
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SAMPLE
GRE/AB/MgF 2
GRE/A0/Si02
GREIAg/MgF 2
GRE/Ag/RTV6SS
GRE/AI/RTV6SS
GRE/AI/MgF 2
PErK
G LASS/AI/Si02
G LASSIAI/Si02/MoF 2
O LASSIAI/SiO2/MgF 2
MASS LOSS DATA FOR REFLECTIVE CONCEPTS
EXPOSED EXPOSURE "INITIAL MASS
MATERIAL TIME (HRS) LOSS (g)
FINAL e MAS_
LOSS (g)
GRE 168 1.78x10 "3 1.102x10"3
Si02 157 1.192x10 "3 4-51x10"4
MoF2 168 7.82x10 "4 1"78x10"4
RTVGSS 167 1.014x10"3 9"47x10"4
RTV655 169 1.248x 10 .3 0.738x 10 .3
MgF 2 168 1.119x10"3 0"57x10"3
PEEK 167 E -2x10"4 2x10"4
l;i02 167 6.0x 10 .5 E.0x 10 .5
MoF 2 167 0 0
MgF 2 162 0 0
TABLE 4.3-5
10C
Mass loss-data for samples tested at the University of Toronto.
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FIGURE 4.3-11 - Total reflectance as a function of wavelength for a silver
sample coated with SiO_ and MgF 2 on glass. Exposed 167
hours at the Universit_ of Toronto.
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to 151 hours, where 16 hours in the asher equate to approximately on year in
LEO. Representative curves are shown in Figures 4.3-12 and 4.3-13 for silver
surfaces samples. These curves show both specular and total reflections as a
function of exposure time.
A comparison of total and specular reflectance as a function of exposure
time to two silver samples protected with $I0x on glass and graphite rein-
forced epoxy, wasmade. The sample on the glass substrate was exposed for a
total of 634 hours and the sample on the graphite/epoxy substrate was exposed
for a period of 180 hours. Although the total reflectance values are very
similar prior to exposure, the specular value for the graphite/epoxy sample is
only .950 comparedwith .978 for the glass substrate. Although this difference
is small, it remains fairly constant through the post exposure data. The im-
portant point, however, is that high specular reflectance values can be
achieved on graphite epoxy and maintained following atomic oxygen bombardment.
Each of the reflectance versus exposure time curves exhibits the same
general characteristics independent of the protective coating(s) applied. The
exception is RTV 655 which is discussed later. Both total and specular
reflectance show a gradual decrease up to approximately 150 hours. The curve
then levels out and undergoes little or no change up to 400 hours. For samples
exposed longer, no change or a small decrease is observed for the remaining
time. This behavior is illustrated in Figures 4.3-12 and 4.3-13 for silver on
glass and graphite/epoxy protected with a dual coating of $I0 x and MgF x.
The behavior of samples fabricated with aluminum as the reflective surface
behave in a similar fashion. A gradual decrease in both specular and total re-
flectance is initially observed which continues to about fifty total hours of
exposure. The curves then remain essentially flat for the remaining exposure
time.
RTV silicones were also considered for protective coating applications.
The behavior of an aluminum sample coated with RTV 655 silicone exposed for a
total of 151 hours in the plasma asher showed 93 percent at the start of the
test to 88 percent after 151 hours. The specular reflectance curve undergoes a
very sharp drop in the first five hours from 90 to 71 percent and then recovers
at 10 hours to slightly above eight percent where it stayed for the remainder
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FIGURE 4.3-12 Total and specular reflectance as a function of exposure time
for Silver protected with SiOx and MgF 2 on a glass
substrate. Exposed at NASA 634 hours.
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SOLAR REFLECTANCE VS. AO EXPOSURE
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FIGURE 4.3-13
V2-4B/63
Total and specular reflectance as a function of exposure time
for silver coated with SiO_ and MgF 2 on a graphite/epoxy
substrate Exposed at NASA lewis 180-hours.
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of the experiment. A sample with silver as the reflective surface protested
with RTV 655 showed the same behavior. Scanning electron microscopy of sample
surfaces following exposure revealed the presence of numerous cracks and
considerable roughening of the surface which accounts for the sharp decrease in
specular reflectance.
A summary of of transmission data for materials evaluated for Fresnel lens
applications is contained in Table 4.3-6. Four silicones were exposed to
atomic oxygen in the asher in addition to a space qualified fluoropolymer
(FEP-A), a UV stabilized polycarbonate, and an acrylic, UVA-11. The silicones
showed the highest resistance to atomic oxygen
degradation followed by the teflon. In both cases, however, samples
experienced considerable mass loss and surface erosion during exposure in the
asher.
Transmittance as a function of exposure time for two silicones, RTV 670 and
DC 93-500, respectively, are very similar and represent the behavior of all
silicone samples tested. A gradual decrease is observed in total transmittance
which levels out after approximately 50 hours slightly above 80 percent. The
specular curves show a more rapid loss up to fifty hours and then also maintain
a relatively constant value for the remainder of the exposure time. This
behavior is associated with the degradation of the surface as a result of the
impinging atomic oxygen flux.
Both the Lexan PC and UVA-11 acrylic were observed to degrade rapidly when
exposed to the atomic oxygen flux. The acrylic sample was removed from the
plasma chamber following 21.5 hours because of the rapid loss in transmission.
The sample has become quite opaque due to the atomic oxygen flux, especially in
the high energy visible wavelength range. The Lexan sample at first appeared
to be very stable in the plasma; however measurements after 117 hours of
exposure indicated that the sample had lost 50 percent of its initial thickness
and over 70 percent of its initial mass. The mass loss was uniform over the
surface of the sample resulting in a fairly stable specular transmittance
curve, thus, although the specular transmittance for this material remains
fairly good during exposure to atomic oxygen, the associated mass loss makes it
unacceptable for lens applications in LEO.
VZ-4B/60
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ASHER START
MATERIAL HOURS TOTAL e
START
SPECULAR •
FINISH
TOTAL e
FINISH
SPECULAR e
SILICONES
RTV 615 214 0.910 0.845 0.830 0.640
RTV 65S 214 0.910 0.850 0.840 0.635
RTV 670 214 0.680 0.810 0.840 0.725
DC 93-500 214 0.890 0.780 0.830 0.650
FEP (A) 151 0.937 0.900 0.9S2 0.602
LEXAN PC 117 0.825 0.825 0.842 0.728
UVA-11 ACRYLIC 21.5 0.845 0.838 0.872 0.393
• TRANSMITTANCE VALUES MEASURED OVER 200 NM TO 2500 NM
TABLE 4.3-6 Total and specular tranmittance data for
Fresnel lens materials exposed to atomic
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selected
oxygen.
Aluminumand silver arethe best candidates for the reflective surface.
Both have high reflectance over the wavelength range of interest (200 to 2500
nanometers) and can be vapor deposited in uniform thin
layers. Silver has a slightly higher total reflectance, but is more
susceptible to degradation and is transparent in the UV region of the
spectrum. This could promote decohesion at the substrate silver interface or
accelerated degradation of the composite.
Both magnesium fluoride (MgF2) and silica (SiOx) provide excellent
protection against atomic oxygen degradation, individually or in combination,
RTV silicones were found to provide poor protection and degraded significantly
in the atomic oxygen flux. Other coatings considered but not discussed in this
report were Indium tin oxide, calcium fluoride , aluminum oxide, and silicon
nitride. The best and most repeatable results were obtained with magnesium
fluoride and silica.
Samples fabricated on glass substrates yielded the best specular
reflectance data, however careful fabrication of composite substrates using a
glass mold surface produced comparable results. The best substrates were
fabricated using woven cloth impregnated with resin as oppossed to panels
fabricated with prepreg.
Materials evaluated for Fresnel lens applications proved very susceptible
to degradation resulting from exposure to monoatomic oxygen. Of the materials
tested the silicones appeared to have the highest Intrinsic resistance to
damage from the oxygen flux but still showed significant surface erosion and
mass loss. The asher, however, produces a much higher flux than that present
in LEO at shuttle altitudes and thus produces different mass loss rates for the
same material when compared directly with samples flown on shuttle
experiments. Thus one must be careful in extending asher data to predicting
actual on-orbit performance. Materials that survive the asher with no visible
degradation typically survive in LEO.
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5.0 CUSTOMERACCOMMODATIONS
5.1 DESIGNAPPROACH
Work package 04 has the responsibility of providing utility power to all
customers (housekeeping loads and payloads). Details of Work package 04
Electrical power system design is presented in Section 3.4.
All electrical loads are served from the Power Distribution and Control
Assemblies (PDCA) which are located throughout the station. Each PDCA contains
Remote Power Controllers (RPC) that function as the electrical interface with
each load. Three sized (75 amp, 25 amp and 5 amp) of RPCs are provided to the
user. Connection to more than one RPC is required for fault tolerant
operation. The user can chose to connect the load as a critical load which
requires three RPCs, essential load which requires two RPCs or as a
non-essential load requiring only one RPC.
Work package 04 will supply power to work package 02 utility ports and work
package 01 equipment racks as well as work package 03 utility ports. Utility
ports and rack locations will be determined by other work packages.
5.2 RESOURCES
.
Work package 04 generates power resources for the Space Station and
Platform. Table 5.2-I list EPS design considerations and design approaches
used to accommodate the customer.
EPS/Customer interface is at the PDCA. All PDCAs on the Space Station and
Platform delivers utility power of the same voltage, frequency and other
characteristics shown in Table 5.2-2. This allows payloads to be moved from
one station or platform location to another without modification. There are 22
PDCAs located on the Space Station as shown in Figure 5.2-]. A total of ten
PDCAs are located throughout the truss structure at regular intervals to
support truss mounted loads. Loads within manned modules are serviced by 12
V2-5/I
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CONSIDERATION APPROACH
CUSTOMER SECURITY EPS DESIGN DOES NOT POSE A CUSTOMER
SECURITY PROBLEM
EASE OF PAYLOAD INTEGRATION WP-04 PROVIDES USER LOAD CONVERTERS
AND A 20 KHZ 208 VAC GSE POWER SOURCE
FOR PRE-ORBIT PAYLOAD CHECKOUT
EASE OF PAYLOAD CONFIGURATION EPS PAYLOAD DATA BASE CAN BE UPDATED
AT WILL VIA DMS COMMANDS. 802
CUSTOMER CONNECTION POINTS LOCATED
THROUGHOUT THE STATION
EASE OF PAYLOAD SERVICING POWER CAN BE DE-ENERGIZED TO PAYLOAD
AT WILL BY THE EPS VIA DMS COMMANDS
EASE OF PAYLOAD PACKAGING WP-04 NOT INVOLVED IN PAYLOAD
PACKAGING
DEGREE OF TRANSPARENCE OF PAYLOAD
OPERATIONS
CUSTOMER OPERATION IS COMPLETELY
INDEPENDENT OF PAYLOAD OPERATION
INDEPENDENCE OF PAYLOAD OPERATION AS LONG AS LOAD IS ALLOCATED POWER BY
THE DMS (NOT A PART OF WP-04),
CUSTOMER PAYLOADS OPERATE IN COMPLETE
INDEPENDENCE OF THE EPS.
RESOURCES PROVIDED SEE TABLE 6.2-2
PAYLOAD ENVIRONMENT WP-04 DOES NOT EFFECT PAYLOAD
ENVIRONMENTS
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
TABLE 5.2-I
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0 POWER SOURCES (STATION)
0
0
0
0
75 KW AVERAGE POWER AT IOC
100 KW PEAK POWER AT IOC
300 KW AVERAGE POWER AT GROWTH
350 KW PEAK POWER AT GROWTH
0 POWER SOURCES (PLATFORM)
POLAR CO-ORBIT
0
0
0
0
AVERAGE POWER AT IOC
PEAK POWER AT IOC
AVERAGE POWER AT GROWTH
PEAK POWER AT GROWTH
8 KW 6 KW
16 KW 6 KW
15 KW 23 KW
18 KW 23 KW
o UTILITY POWER CHARACTERISTICS
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
PDCA MAXIMUM POWER (25) kWe
FREQUENCY 20 kHz ± 2%
VOLTAGE 208 VRMS, SINGLE PHASE ± 2.5%
MINIMUM POWER FACTOR .g
HARMONIC DISTORTION < 3% TOTAL
VOLTAGE DROPOUT DURATION, 50 MSEC. MAXIMUM
TRANSIENT VOLTAGE, ± 10% MAXIMUM FOR 250 msec.
GROUND LINE CURRENT, < 15 MA NOMINAL (FULL LOAD)
POWER RESOURCES TO CUSTOMERS
TABLE 5.2-2
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PDCAs. Table 5.2-3 lists the number of PDCAs serving a feeder segment or
pressurized module. This table also includes the number of customer
connections (RPC interfaces) and maximum power capacity.
The power management and distribution system of the platform is nearly
identical to that of the station. Because of the platforms' smaller size, only
two PDCAs (one housekeeping and one payload) are used. Electrically and
mechanically, the platform's user interfaces maintain a high degree of
commonality with that of the station. Payloads are attached to PMAD system the
same way as on the station.
Total power for both co-orbit and polar orbit platforms are shown in Table
5.2-2.
FEEDER/MODULE
NUMBER OF NUMBER OF MAXIMUM
PDCA CUSTOMERS CAPACITY
CONNECTIONS (KW)
UPPER RING 5 180 25
LOWER RING 5 180 25
HAB MODULE 5 180 50
LAB MODULE 5 180 50
JEM MODULE 0 4 50
ESA MODULE O 4 50
PRESSURIZED PAYLOAD 0 2 50
NODES _ 72 50
TOTALS
NOTE I
NOTE 2
NOTE 3
22 (3) 802 (2) (2)
Each PDCA contains: (10) 5 AMP RPC, (8) 25 AMP RPC
and (18) 75 AMP RPC.
Total station power capacity is limited to 75 KW at
any one time.
See Figures 5.2-1 for PDCA locations.
UTILITY POWER CONNECTIONS
TABLE 5.2-3
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5.3 LOAD CONVERTERS
A review of the Space Station Mission Data Base and NASA Data Book
indicates that customer loads will fall into ten general categories of voltage
and power levels. Work package 04 will design, qualify, and produce a family
of ten load converters which will satisfy most customer needs. For commonality
and ease of integration, all space station customers can use this family of
load converters thus lowering payload development costs. Table 5.3-I lists the
•ten load converts along with some design data.
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TABLE 5.3-1
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5.4 INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
Some Work Package 04 customer interfaces have been identified. These
interfaces are EPS power characteristics and customer load characteristics.
Exact details of the EPS/customer interface will be covered in an Interface
Control Document (ICD). A preliminary list of parameters covered in this ICD
are shown in Table 5.4.1. As the design matures, values, specifications and
part numbers will be added to the control document.
TABLE 5.4-I
PRELIMINARY WP-O4/CUSTOMER INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
EPS POWER
CHARACTERISTICS:
CUSTOMER LOAD
CHARACTERISTICS:
MECHANICAL:
Voltage
Frequency
Phase
Polarity
Power qual ity
EMI/EMC
Power
Power Factor
Impedance
EMI/EMC
Grounding
Priority Classification (crew critical,
station critical, payload critical,
deferrable and non-essential)
Load Location
Power Connector
Pin Functions
Wire Gauge Size
V2-5/7
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6.0 OPERATIONSPLANNING
6.1 OVERVIEW
Rocketdyne supported the iterative process of revising the JSC operations
& logistics plans, i.e., JSC 30201 Flight Operations Plan, JSC 30202
Prelaunch/Post Landing Operations Plan, JSC 30203 On-Orbit Maintenance Plan,
and JSC 30207 Integrated Logistics Support. This support was given directly to
the following listed working groups through a series of meetings held at the
NASA centers:
AssemblySequence Working Group
Integrated Logistics Support (ILS) Working Group
Logistics Support Analysis (LSA) Working Group
On-orbit Maintenance Working Group
Prelaunch Operations Working Group
Flight Operations Working Group
Verification Working Group
6.2 PRE-LAUNCH & POST-LANDING OPERATIONS
A Prelaunch/Post-Landing Operations Plan was developed to ensure that the
EPS elements were correctly configured for delivery to orbit, and that their
ability to function properly on-orbit has been verified prior to launch.
Further, the plan describes the processing of elements on their return from
orbit. The plan emphasizes functional verification rather than full
performance testing and the use of built-in self test functions to verify
operational readiness.
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Launch packages and manifests for both PV and SDpower modules were
developed.
Table 6.2-I and Fig. 6.2-I present the PVmanifest and launch packaging
while Table 6.2-2 and Fig. 6.2-2 illustrate. CBCmodule manifest & launch
packaging with Table 6.2-3 and Fig. 6.2-3 presenting the same for an ORC
module.
ORUflow from failure detection on-orbit through replacement and return to
earth for processing was developed and is illustrated in Fig. 6.2-4.
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PV Launch Manifest
Launch
Launch Packaqe
I&2
Description Qty.
Array Blanket Assy (Right) 2
Array Blanket Assy (Left) 2
PVMast/Canister 2
Beta Joint (Incl. Roll Ring) 2
Beta Joint Drive Motor 4
NiH2 Battery Assy (4 Assy/Batt) 24
Battery/PFt_D Heat Exchanger l
Wiring Harness 2
PV Controller 2
Sequential Shunt Unit 2
DC-AC Inverter 2
Power Control Unit 2
Battery Charge/Discharge 6
Converter
Power Distribution & Control l
Battery/PMAD Radiator B
Alpha Joint/Roll Ring (Set) l
Main Bus Switching Assy l
Power Management Processor 1
Power Distribution & Control 2
Assy
Node Bus Switching Assy 2
NSTS Power Converter I
TABLE 6.2-I
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SD [CBC] MODULE LAUNCH MANIFEST
Launch
Launch Packaqe
9 l
Description
Receiver/PCU [CBC]
PCU Controller
Radiator Panel Set
Coolant Mgt. System
Insolation Meter
SD Interface Structure
Parasitic Load Controller
Parasitic Load Radiator
Radiator Connecting Lines
Wiring Harness
SD Controller
SD Instrumentation
Frequency Converter
Qty.
2
2
2
2
4
2
2
2
4
2
2
2
2
Linear Actuator/Strut
Fixed Strut
4
2
Deployable Concentrator (Starboard)
Concentrator Support Structure
Sun Sensor Sub-assemblies
1
1
2
Deployable Concentrator (Port)
Concentrator Support Structure
Sun Sensor Sub-assemblies
l
l
2
Beta Joint (Incl. Roll Ring)
Beta Joint Drive Motor
2
4
TABLE 6.2-2
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0
/
SD [ORC] Module Launch Manifest
Launch
Launch
Packaqe Description Qty.
1 Deployable Concentrator (Starboard) l
Concentrator Support Structure l
Sun Sensor Sub-assemblies 2
Deployable Concentrator (Port)
Concentrator Support Structure
Sun Sensor Sub-assemblies
Receiver/PCU (Starboard) (ORC)
PLR
PC/PUR Controller
SD Controller
Wiring Harness
Plumbing
Interface Structure
Receiver/PCU (Port) (ORC)
PLR
PC/PUR Controller
SD Control Ier
Wiring Harness
Plumbing
Interface Structure
Beta Joint & Roll Ring
Beta Joint Drive Motor
2
4
Linear Actuators/Struts
Fixed Strut
Condenser
Contact Heat Exchanger
Heat Pipe Panels
4
2
2
2
64
TABLE 6.2-3
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6;3 ORBITAL OPERATIONS
The Flight Operations Plan was developed to define the functional elements
and related procedures to support EPS operations on-orbit. It sets forth the
methods and rationale for determining operational support requirements and
describes the systems that will implement the Operations Plan.
Individual sections of the plan describe on-orbit operations philosophy,
assembly and operations procedures (including start-up) for both station and
platforms, the maintenance approach and resources, ORU replacement procedures,
training, safety, and data management. The plans have been updated from time
to time during Phase B to reflect the results of ongoing studies and analysis.
The Flight Operations Plan is intended to ensure that the EPS elements are
delivered to orbit and assembled in the most timely and cost effective manner
utilizing the minimum number of flights and minimum amount of EVA. Checkout,
verification, and continuous EPS operation is to be as autonomous as possible
using available technology and yet remain cost effective.
Trade studies were conducted of erectable vs. deployable elements to
identify the most practical yet cost effective method of assembly.
Assembly sequence studies were conducted to determine the most effective
launch packaging and sequencing. It is currently anticipated that the PV power
modules will be launched on flights l and 2, while the two SD modules, either
CBC or ORC, will both be launched on space station assembly flight 9.
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EPSautonomousoperation frees the crew for other station work. The crew
is advised of problem areas or potential problem areas on an exception basis
although the crew can interrogate the EPS status at any time.
Studies of NSTS have determined that its use will consist of its being the
platform from which station construction begins, use of its RMS for assembly
operations, being the electrical power source and control for PV module
deployment and activation, and use as a habitation module during man tended
phase.
The Flight Operations Plan defined the assembly functions, methods, and
EVA/IVA timelines.
The EPS start-up, operation, and shutdown procedures for PV and SD modules
were developed and included in the operations plan.
6.4 LOGISTICS & RESUPPLY
A preliminary Integrated Logistics Support (ILS) Plan has been developed
to provide a cost-effective program for determining EPS support requirements
and to define the means to acquire resources and implement the program to
support Space Station schedules and goals.
An Operations Analysis and Logistics Support Analysis will provide a
single, coordinated source for identification of support resources. Feedback
from these analyses to EPS design will ensure that the EPS is supportable.
Techniques for monitoring schedules and technical performance are defined
in the plan as are procedures for controlling & monitoring technical
documentation, subcontracting, field operations, quality assurance, and system
safety.
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Candidate Spares were identified for both PV and SD (ORC& CBC) together
with recommendedquantities and storage location, i.e., on-orbit or on-ground.
Table 6.4-I lists these candidate spares. Figure 6.4-I illustrates the
Deliverable Spares Acquisition System developed to provide timely availability
of EPSspares.
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CANDIDATE SPARES
PMAD
OR___U INITIAL SPARES
SEQUENTIAL SHUNT UNIT
PV CONTROL UNIT
BATTERY CHARGE/DISCHARGE UNIT
DC SWITCH UNIT
DC-AC INVERTER (2 ICU/ORU)
FREQ CONVERTER L(6 ICU/ORU)
PV CONTROLLER
AC SWITCH UNiT
POWER SOURCE CONTROLLER
SD CONTROLLER
MAIN BUS SWITCHING UNIT
PDCUE (TRUSS)
PDCUI (MODULE)
r,J._.MANAGEMENT CONTROLLER
TRANSFORMER
NODE BUS SWITCHING UNIT
STS POWER CONVERTER
FEEDER/CONNECTOR/CABLING
PMAD CONTROL BUS
DC CONTROL POWER BUS
STATION LOAD CONVERTERS
PLATFORM LOAD CONVERTERS
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
4
3
1
1
1
O
O
1
1
TABLE 6.4-I (Sheet I of 4)
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OR___U
REFLECTIVE SURFACE SUBASSY
CANDIDATE SPARES
SD MODULE (CBC)
IN,ITIA_ SPARES
SD LINEAR ACTUATOR
SD STRUCTURE
INTERFACE STRUCTURE
STRUT SET
2-AXIS CONC GIMBAL SUBASSY
SUN SENSOR SUBASSY
INSOLATION METER SUBASSY
UTILITY PLATE
0
0
I
4
4
0
RECE!VER/PCU
RECEIVER/PCU
VALVE ACTUATOR
PARASITIC LOAD RADIATOR
ENGINE CONTROLLER
RADIATOR
RADIATOR/DEPLOY MECH
FLUID MGMT UNIT
HOT INTERCONNECT LINES
COLD INTERCONNECT LINES
TABLE 6.4-I (Sheet 2 of 4)
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CANpIDAT_ SPARES
SD MODULE (ORC)
\
OR___U INITIAL SPARES
REFLECTIVE SURFACE SUBASSY
SD LINEAR ACTUATOR 2
SD STRUCTURE
INTERFACE STRUCTURE
STRUT SET
2-AXIS CONC GIMBAL SUBASSY
SUN SENSOR SUBASSY
INSOLATION METER SUBASSY
UTILITY PLATE
0
0
2
4
4
0
RECE!VER/PCU
RECEIVER
PCO
PARASITIC LOAD RADIATOR
ENGINE CONTROLLER
!
I
I
4
RADIATOR
CONDENSER/IF STRUCTURE SUBASSY
PRESSURIZATION UNIT
GN2 CANISTER
RADIATOR PANEL
0
I
8
2
TABLE 6.4-I (Sheet 3 of 4)
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CANDIDATE SPARES
PV MODULE
ORU INITIAL SPARES
PV ARRAY WING (STATION)
PV ARRAY BLKT & BOX (R)
PV ARRAY BLKT & BOX (L)
DEPLOYABLE MAST & CANISTER
PV ARRAY WING (PLATFORM)
PV ARRAY BLKT & BOX (R)
PV ARRAY BLKT & BOX (L)
DEPLOYABLE MAST & CANISTER
BATTERY ASSY 2
PV THERMAL CONTROL
CONDENSER/IF SUBASSY
RADIATOR PANEL
UTItITY PANEE
ITC PUMP UNIT
PRESSURIZATION UNIT
GN2 CANNISTER
EQUIPMENT BOX
I
2
0
I
I
4
0
STATION BETA JOINT
TRANSITION STRUCTURE
ROLL RING ASSY
BETA JOINT SUBASSY
DRIVE MOTOR ASSY
TABLE 6.4-I (Sheet 4 of 4)
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SPARES SELECTION AND ACQUISITION PROCESS
SPARES
ANALYSIS &
IDENTIFICATION QUANTIFICATION
o SYSTEM o MAINTENANCE/ o MODEL
LEVEL OPERATIONS
o EQUIPMENT PLANS
LEVEL o MTBF
(ORLA) o LIFE LIMITS
o MTTR
" o CRITICALITY
o REDUNDANCY
o NASA
PROCEDURES
_ FABRICATION i
ANALYSES
tlJ
o COST AND LEAD TIME
o FAB HOURS
o MFG SERVICE HRS
L_ o TOOLING COSTS
o LEAD TIME
PROCUREMENT 1ANALYSIS
o COST AND LEAD TIME
o CARD FILE COST
o I_FLATIDN
o LEAD TIME
PROVISIONING CONFERENCES, AS REQ'D
o RSPL COMPLETION
o MANAGEMENT
REVIEW
CUSTOMER I
APPROVAL
o RSPL TECH REVIEW
o ACCEPTANCE
FABRICATE'/ L [
PROCURE ' " "7
o CONFIGURATION REVIEW
o SHOP RELEASE
o MONITOR COST AND
SCHEDULE
o DD250
o SHIP
o UPDATE FOMMS
I NEGOTIATION "b
AND
t DEFINITIZATION
i
o COST AND SCHEDULE
o SUPPLEMENTAL
AGREEMENT
o AUTHORITY TO
PROCEED
o FUNDING
ALLOCATED
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FIG. 6.4-I
Preliminary plans have been developed by NASA for the major elements of
ILS identified in the appendices to the Level B ILS Plan, JSC 30207. These
plans were reviewed and are identified below:
I)
z)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
B)
g)
lO)
ll)
12)
LSA Plan
Technical Data & Documentation Plan
Personnel Training Plan
Maintenance Plans
Supply Support Plan
Packaging, Handling, & Transportation Plan
Support Equipment Plan
Logistics Information System Plan
On:orbit Logistics Support Plan
Field Site Support Plan
Facilities Plan
Logistics Management Responsibility Transfer Plan
6.5 ON-ORBIT MAINTENANCE
°
Phase B studies resulted in an on-orbit maintenance philosophy of ORU
reptacement together with limited on-orbit repair of selected ORU's and
replenishment of consummables. There is no scheduled servicing, checkout,
adjustment, repair, or inspection of EPS elements after initial on-orbit
verification is complete. Visual inspections of solar array panels, radiator
elements, and EPS structural elements will be performed during the course of
EVA activities but will not be scheduled. There are no hard-time replacements
of EPS ORUs.
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ORU's have been identified and timelines for EVA/IVAactivity involved
with their replacement have been defined. The ORUsare listed in Table 6.5-I.
Criticality levels have also been defined for each of the ORU's in accordance
with the Preliminary Hazards Analysis, DR-If.
An EPSelement health monitoring system will be utilized as the basis for
performing corrective maintenance on-orbit. No preventive maintenance is
required on the EPS.
The Flight Operations Maintenance ManagementSystem (FOMMS)is the system
used to coordinate and control all information and data concerning on-orbit
maintenance.
EVAis a limited resource, consequently it must be used judiciously and
its use has been minimized in EPSmaintenance planning.
Spare parts support is managedas an element of the Supply Support Plan of
the ILS.
Tools & equipment to be used for maintenance operations have been
identified as those in the standard SSPTool Kit, JSC20466.
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ORUs IDENTIFIED
PMAD
OR__UU
SEQUENTIAL SHUNT UNIT
PV CONTROL UNIT
BATTERY CHARGE/DISCHARGE UNIT
DC SWITCH UNIT
DC-AC INVERTER (2 ICU/ORU)
FREQ CONVERTER L (6 ICU/ORU)
PV CONTROLLER
AC SWITCH UNIT
POWER SOURCE CONTROLLER
SD CONTROLLER
MAIN BUS SWITCHING UNIT
PDCUE (TRUSS)
PDCUi (MODULE)
POWER MANAGEMENT CONTROLLER
TRANSFORMER
NODE BUS SWITCHING UNIT
STS POWER CONVERTER
FEEDER/CONNECTOR/CABLING
PMAD CONTROL BUS
DC CONTROL POWER BUS
STATION LOAD CONVERTERS
PLATFORM LOAD CONVERTERS
# OF
FLIGHT MTBR
UNITS (YR)
8 10
8 10
20 10
8 10
I0 I0
2 I0
B 5
8 I0
4 5
4 5
4 10
32 I0
24 10
6 5
10 15
8 I0
6 10
54 80
72 BO
72 80
1 10
MT'[R
(HR)
IVA EVA
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0._
TABLE 6.5-I (Sheet l of 4)
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ORUs IDENTIFIED
SD MODULE (CBC)
OR___U
REFLECTIVE SURFACE SUBASSY
SD LINEAR ACTUATOR
SD STRUCTURE
INTERFACE STRUCTURE
STRUT SET
2-AXIS CONC GIMBAL SUBASSY
SUN SENSOR SUBASSY
INSOLATION METER SUBASSY
UTILITY PLATE
RECEIVER/PCU
RECEIVER/PCU
VALVE ACTUATOR
PARASITIC LOAD RADIATOR
ENGINE CONTROLLER
RADIATOR
RADIATOR/DEPLOY MECH
FLUID MGMT UNIT
HOT INTERCONNECT LINES
COLD INTERCONNECT LINES
I # OF
I FLIGHT
I UNITS
2
2
2
2
2
' 2
2
2
2
2
MTBR
(YR)
25
]O
80
80
80
25
25
80
20
25
10
10
20
15
30
30
MTTR
(HR)
IVA
2.0
4.0
1.0
o
EVA
2.5
1.0
0.5
0.2
0.2
4.0
0.2
1.0
0.3
1.0
1.5
0.4
0.4
TABLE 6.5-1 (Sheet 2 of 4)
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OR__ U
REFLECTIVE SURFACESUBASSY
SD LINEAR ACTUATOR
SD STRUCTURE
INTERFACE STRUCTURE
STRUT SET
2-AXIS CONC GIMBAL SUBASSY
SUN SENSOR SUBASSY
INSOLATION METER SUBASSY
UTILITY PLATE
RECEIVER/PCU
RECEIVER
PCU
PARASITIC LOAD RADIATOR
ENGINE CONTROLLER
RADIATOR
CONDENSOR/IF STRUCTURE SUBASSY
PRESSURIZATION UNIT
GN2 CANISTER
RADIATOR PANEL
ORUs IDENTIFIED
SD MODULE (ORC)
I#OF
J. FLIGHT
J UNITS
2
68
68
I 6B
MTBR
. (YR)
25
10
80
80
80
25
25
BO
30
20
10
10
30
20
20
30
TABLE 6.5-I (Sheet 3 of 4)
I
I
I
MTTR
(HR)
IVA
2.0
EVA
2.5
1.0
0.5
0.2
0.2
0.2
0 ...3
2.5
3.0
1.0
0.3
0.5
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ORUs IDENTIFIED
PV MODULF
OR___U
I. PV MODULE
PV ARRAY WING (STATION)
PV ARRAY BLKT & BOX (R)
PV ARRAY BLKT & BOX (L)
DEPLOYABLE MAST & CANISTER
PV ARRAY WING (PLATFORM)
PV ARRAY BLKT & BOX (R)
PV ARRAY BLKT & BOX (L)
DEPLOYABLE MAST & CANISTER
BATTERY ASSY
PV THERMAL CONTROL
CONDENSER/IF SUBASSY
RADIATOR PANEL
UTILITY PANEL
ITC PUMP UNIT
PRESSURIZATION UNIT
GN2 CANISTER
EQUIPMENT BOX
STATION BETA JOINT
TRANSITION STRUCTURE
ROLL RING ASSY
BETA JOINT SUBASSY
DRIVE MOTOR ASSY
# OF
FLIGHT
UNITS
4
4
4
80
2
16
16
4
16
16
2
6
6
6
I lZ
MTBR
(YR)
15
15
15
15
15
15
30
30
80
30
20
20
30
80
10
15
10
MTTRI
(HR) I
IVAIEVA
0.3
4.0
0.3
0.2
2.0
1.5
1.5
4.0
1.5
1.5
4.0
1.0
0.3
2.0
0.2
TABLE 6.5-I (Sheet 4 of 4)
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7.0 PRODUCT ASSURANCE
7.1 PRODUCT ASSURANCE OVERVIEW
Product Assurance activities during Phase B focused upon the reliability
and safety requirements of J840001, Product Assurance Requirements for the
Space Station culminating in the publication of the Preliminary Safety Analysis
(DR-It) and the Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (DR-12). Full implementation
of all of the Product Assurance requirements therein was limited, however, due
to the preliminary nature of the Phase B effort.
described below:
a)
b)
c)
d)
The preliminary Space Station maintainability approach and
maintainability guidelines issued by NASA were utilized in selecting
ORU candidates, in formulating logistics plans, prompting the
preparation of in-house maintainability guidelines, and fostering an
attitude of designing for ease of maintenance;
The acquisition and management of EEE parts was examined. In the later
stages of the Contract, the concept of each Work Package manager
procuring all of the EEE parts and providing them to the individual
hardware fabricators was proposed by NASA as a potentially significant
cost-saving technique. Preliminary discussions with the major
subcontractors indicated that the concept could be made to work;
Formal Quality Control activities were restricted since the hardware
and software were experimental and investigative, thus not supporting
a rigorous QC program. However, J8400001 was reviewed by the Quality
Control organization and comments were provided in DR-02. It is
expected that no major difficulties will be encountered during Phase
C/D.
The development of software product assurance plans was limited to the
pursuit of defining NASA's specific requirements and objectives. It is
anticipated that software product assurance will require a major
effort during subsequent EPS design and fabrication activities.
7.2 PRODUCT ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS REVIEW
The original product assurance requirements for the Space Station were
delineated in J8400001, Product Assurance Requirements for the Space Station. A
formal review of the document was performed and the comments presented in data
item DR-02 which was submitted in accordance with Contract requirements in
November 1985. No significant problems were identified; however, some
clarifications and restatements of specific requirements were suggested in the
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interest of eliminating future misunderstandings. A new product assurance
requirements document (Section g of JSC30000, Space Station Program Definition
and Requirements Document) was issued which incorporated someof Rocketdyne's
commentsand, presumably, commentsfrom other Work Package Contractors and NASA
reviewers.
Beginning in March 1986, a series of Space Station-wide coordination
meetings and reviews of Section g were conducted to develop a document which
would provide the optimum product assurance requirements for the Space Station.
Section 9 was baselined in October IgB6.
The product assurance requirements invoked for the Space Station Program
are typical of product assurance requirements with which Rocketdyne has
frequently complied. Although specifically tailored for the Space Station, the
underlying objectives, proceedings and reporting requirements do not represent
a substantive change from other Rocketdyne-supported, NASA-directed programs.
7.3 SAFETY ANALYSIS
During the concept selection process, the potential hazards of each concept
were evaluated in representative groupings: environment (meteorites, solar
radiation, etc.), chemical (compatibility, corrosion, etc.), human factors
(maneuverability, EVA suit penetrations, etc.) mechanical (pressures, leaks,
ruptures, etc.), control operations (sequencing, cabling, instructions, etc.)
and electrical anomalies (sparks, EMI, over/under voltage, etc.). Table 7.3-I
is representative of four hazard matrixes prepared for and submitted in data
item DR-19 (DP 4.3) in September 1985 which addressed the opportunity for
occurrence of each of these hazards during the four main actvivation and
operation phases of the SS: Launch, Deployment, Operation, and Maintenance.
A sequel to these matrixes, presenting the relative severity of the
anticipated hazards, was presented in DR-Ig, DP 4.4, in November 1985.
Explosion/rupture and missile generation were concluded to be the worst
potential hazards. However, competent design techniques (e.g., material
selection and structural analyses) should eliminate explosion/rupture as a real
concern. To guard against shrapnel, the use of barricades will be investigated
during the early stages of Phase C/D.
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A preliminary evaluation of potential and actual EPS safety hazards was
conducted on the selected concept and the results submitted in July 1986 as
DR-It. The analysis centered on inherent materal properties, material
compatibilities, routine operation, maintenance actions, secondary failures,
and handling operations. It was concluded that, as the EPS design evolves and
operational maturity progresses, all of the anticipated hazards will be
eliminated, controlled or judged to be acceptable risks. All identified hazards
were listed as being "open" (i.e., unresolved) pending formal
documentation/demonstration that all changes or controls have been implemented
or that formal acceptance of the risk has been obtained.
The hazards were classified into the following categories:
LEVEL CATEGORY
I Catastrophic
II Critical
Ill Minor
DESCRIPTION
Death or major system destruction
Severe injury, severe occupational
illness, or major porperty damage
All other negligible hazards
The quantity of hazards, by severity levels,are:
Category PV SD-ORC SD-CBC BATTERY PMAD TOTAL
I I I I 2 3 8
II 2 7 6 I 4 20
III 0 4 5 2 0 11
The Category I hazards are the result of :
a) unsafe test procedure, inadvertant equipment operation
b) sustained presence of non-controlled, focused heat flux
c) high voltage electric shock
d) fire inside personnel habitat
e) equipment explosion (batteries - 2)
f) structural failure due to fatigue or material defect
g) concentrator off-pointing.
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For each hazard, the primary causes have been identified and the controls
implemented/recommendedare listed in the body of the Hazard Analysis.
The industrial health and safety concerns of the SS program have been
addressed to the extent that hardware utilization during Phase B warranted "
intervention. The PMAD test laboratory installed at Rocketdyne has been
certified in accordance with the requirements of the Rockwell International,
Rocketdyne Division Health and Safety Program Plan (R-8218) which invokes and
enforces Federal, State, and local laws, codes, and ordnances.
The original facility construction plans were reviewed to assure that the
site provided adequate fire protection, hazardous material storage, personnel
exits and protective devices, etc. Prior to facility activation, a walk-through
was conducted by Engineering, Fire Prevention, System Safety and Health, Safety
and Environment Personnel. The review uncovered a few minor discrepancies which
were promptly resolved.
7.4 FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS
..... A.._ with r_.÷_:_+ _om_.T: _ .._,,,Y. ,.,,,,,_. .,,,, r,,_L_in o_v,_o,,_: ......... requi ..... _ .... "-_ .... _ _==^_+"
Analysis (FMEA) was prepared as data item DR-12. The first submittal, in
December 1985, defined the style, scope, and format to be used in performance of
the analysis. The items analyzed were those ORUs which were representative of
the EPS design at the time the analysis began. When significant changes occurred
to the ORU list, the scope of the analysis changed accordingly. The first
completed analysis was submitted to NASA in July 1986.
The primary benefit gained from performing the analysis during Phase B was
the early identification of equipment failure modes to permit the incorporation
of system design changes prior to embarking on Phase C/D. Direct involvement of
the SD and PV major subcontractors (Ford, Garrett, etc.) in the preparation of
the analysis report provided the additional benefit of early supplier awareness
of the impact which their respective products have on the successful operation
of the EPS.
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iSecondly, the need for an effective fault isolation and detection system is
suggested to translate the malfunction signals generated by the EPS into
warning, alarm and status indications. Identification of the specific modes of
failures and their respective failure signatures provides the foundation for a
health monitoring system which can alert an EPS readiness system to actual or
incipient failures, provide for orderly electrical switching in the event of a
malfunction and support the performance of maintenance actions.
Lastly, the FMEA provides for the identification of critical items and
provides a focus on specific problems for which resolution must be achieved
either through equipment redesign, special test/inspection considerations or the
acceptance of waivers to program requirements.
. °
For the FMEA, criticality categories are assigned similar to those used in
the safety analysis. However, these incidents focus on functional failures
relating to the power generating capabilities of the EPS rather than the safety
of personnel and/or equipment. Additionally, built-in redundancy, which is not
pertinent to an inherent safety hazard, provides a mitigating effect for
functional failures.
Five Category I failure.modes, all dealing with SD rotating machinery, are
identified. Each represents a structural failure which would immediately remove
a power generating source from operation. There are sixty-four (64) Category 2
failure modes which would result in degraded power output or eliminate a
redundancy provision; and thirty-nine (39) Category 2R failures which would
result in a recundancy provision being exercised. All of these occurences are
individually identified as Critical Items for which resolutio_ is required.
Figures 7.4-I and 7.4-2 are samples of a typical analysis page and a
Critical Item evaluation sheet excerpted from DR-12.
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8.0 DESIGNANDDEVELOPMENTPHASEPLANNING
B.I WORKBREAKDOWNSTRUCTURE
Three versions of the Work BreakdownStructure (WBS)and WBSDictionary
have been submitted to NASA-LeRCfor review and approval. Each submittal
provided the basis for estimating in the subsequent DR-Ogsubmittals. Most
recent is the version submitted on 28 May 1986 which was based on direction
provided by NASA-LeRCfor the 15 May IgB6 submittal of DR09, Design,
Development, and Operations Cost Document. The WBSwas expanded from the Level
5 elements provided by NASA-LeRC.
8.2 PROGRAMCOSTESTIMATES
The Design, Development, and Operations Cost Document (DROg)was submitted
six times during the Phase B program. A chronology detailing the submittal
dates and groundrules is provided in Figure 8.2-I.
8.3 MANAGEMENTCOMMUNICATIONSA DDATASYSTEM
The current Technical ManagementInformation System (TMIS) consists of a
personal computer local area network providing shared computer resources for
programming, modeling, spreadsheets, financial planning, scheduling, database
management,word processing, electronic mail, and access to corporate mainframe
and subcontractor computing facilities. As displayed in Figure 8.3-I, shared
network hardware consists of twenty IBM PC's, XT's, and AT's, high speed dot
matrix and letter quality printers, 248 megabytes of disk storage, 2400 baud
asynchronous modems,a pen plotter, and three tape back-up units.
Several of the TMIS capabilities have been demonstrated during the Phase B
program. GTE Telemail links Rocketdyne, its subcontractors a_d NASA-LeRC via
an electronic mail system providing communication as well as the ability to
imbed native application files, such as Lotus 123 worksheets, within a
message. TMIS has demonstrated the ability to convert and transfer files from
IBM PC (Multimate) to Rocketdyne Wang, and from Rocketdyne Wang to NASA Wang.
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OF.. POOR QUALITY
Access to Rocketdyne's corporate computing network allows TMIS the means to
utilize subcontractor Fortran source files. Subcontractor data tapes are
loaded and transferred from the local IBM 4381 to the corporate mainframe
system. These files are downloaded to the TMIS PC's for use by the engineering
staff.
Rocketdyne's current TMIS configuration and the experience gained using the
system during Phase B have become the foundation from which the Phase C/D
system will evolve.
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8.4 PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
PROJECT RISK ASSESSMENT
8.4.1 Introduction
The project implementation risk assessment plan of the electrical power
system (EPS) WP-04 is based on the preliminary design configuration. The
schedule assessment is determined for the first launch date in January 1993. A
detailed risk assessment of the EPS can be found in the Project Implementation
Plan DRIO, I June 1986 and is updated for individual subsystems in DR02
December 1986.
The technical risk is the risk of obtaining poorer than expected
operational performance due to problems encountered during design, development,
test and verification. When technical performance becomes unacceptable and
requires additional resources, the risk factor contributes to:
I) Cost Risks
2) Schedule Risks
Generally the higher the level of technical maturity the lower the risk.
Table 8.4-I defines the eight levels of technical maturity.
Various trade studies were conducted by Rocketdyne that utilized a
decision criteria considering risk assessment. It consists of three elements:
1)
2)
3)
Go/No Go Constraints - Limits that include the system's ability to
meet the IOC schedule.
Objective Measurements - Costs: Initial, growth, operation and life
cycle.
Supplemental (Subjective) Ratings Technology readiness
These efforts, together with advance development/internal research and
development activities formed our evaluation process and recommendations.
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TABLE8.4-I
NASALEVELSOFTECHNOLOGICALMATURITY
LEVEL TECHNOLOGICALMATURITY
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Basic Principles Observed and reported
Conceptual design formulated
Conceptual design tested analytically or experimentally
Critical function breadboard demonstration
Component or bras_board model tested in relevant environment
Prototype or engineering model tested in relevant environment
Engineering model tested in space
Baselined into production design
8.4.2 Risk Assessment
A risk assessment was conducted for each of the subsystems that comprise
the Electric Power System. This document will summarize the conclusions of the
assessment for the photovoltaic, solar dynamic, beta joint and PMAD subsystems
and the overall EPS system.
8.4.2.1 Photovoltai¢ Subsystem Risk Assessment
The solar array system is described fully in DR02. Table 8.4-2 shows the
technology readiness of the solar array assemblies. Table 8.4-3 shows the
overall technical and cost/schedule risk of the photovoltaic subsystem
components.
8.4.2.2 Solar Dynamic Subsystem Risk Assessment "
The solar dynamic system is described in DR02. Table 8.4-4 outlines the
technical and cost/schedule risk of the various solar dynamics subsystem
components.
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TABLE8.4-2
TECHNOLOGYREADINESS--SOLARRAY,Si
- -- Oescription- _ Maturity Level
..........................................¢ .... ..........'................ ......
Solar Array Wing (Planar)
BlanketAssembly
Panel
Solar cell, B- by 8-cm (3.1S-by3.1S-in)
silicon transparent
Diode, Flat Pack or Integral
Substrate Material
Harness.
Container/CoverAssembly
Stowed Blanket Tension System
Deployed Blanket Tension System
Hast Assembly
Boom
Canister
Drive Assembly
Control Electronics
Wing Positioner Assembly
6
6
6
sa
6b
5c
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
d
a
b
c
d
Environmental effects tested on S.g by 5.g-cm cells; dimensional scale-up
only; expected upgrade to 6 in early ]gB7.
Baseltned for flight on Space Telescope and Olympus
NASA-LeRCreported results of STS tests indicated 27-year life capability
wtth atomic oxygen protective coating; manufacturing methods scale-up only.
Noncritical ttem deferred to Phase C/D, probably deleted from design
TABLE 8.4-3
PV SUBSYSTEM RISK ASSESSMENT
Component Technical Risk Cost/Schedul e
P.V.
Component
Not expected to be a high risk area.
NASA Safe experiments/history (no major
problems).
Vast amount of testing material
studies/evaluation being conducted
by NASA/Boeing/Lockheed.
Results in early 1987.
Material maturity to be increased to
Level 6. No PV technical risks to SSP.
Recurring activities,
development non-recurring
activities, production
effort.
Total factored risks to
the PV System:
a) Based on cost
b) Success probability
c) Potential schedule
input.
Very little impact.
Energy
Storing
Battery
growth
Development program.
NASA maturity level
Not high risk.
6/7.
For confidence factor
based on probability of no
new technical problem or
human-error problem.
Very little impact.
Integrated
Thermal
Control
Low risk due to commonality and has
an alternative. (Fall back position)
Maturity level 5/7.
No to very little impact.
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TABLE8.4-4
SOLARDYNAMICSUBSYSTEMRISKASSESSMENT
Component Technical Risk/Maturity Level Schedule/Cost Risk
Concentrator Concentrator Assembly -- 4/5
Structure Subassembly -- 7
Mechanism -- 6
Control and Subassembly- 6(AV.)
All solar dynamics
components have high
probability of meeting
current time frame for
delivery of subsystem
to KSC.
Organic
Rankine
Cycle
PCU Assembly -- 6
Receiver Assembly -- 4/5
Radiator Assembly -- 5
Modules schedule 10/I/92.
Risk Area Risk
Two phase fluid flow -- Moderate
LIOH Tes -- Moderate
Receiver Life -- Moderate
Closed
Brayton
Cycle
PCU Assembly -- 6
Receiver Assembly -- 3/4
Radiator Assembly -- 6/7
Risk Area Risk
CBC -- Moderate
LiF-CAF2 TES -- Moderate
Modules schedule 10/I/92.
Receiver Performance -- Low/Moderate
Receiver Life -- Moderate
8.4.2.3 Beta Joint Risk Assessment
The technical risk associated with the beta joint for any given set of
performance requirements is expected to be low. Each of the components is an
extension of existing space technology but an interpolation of existing
terrestrial technology. Table 8.4-5 shows the technology readiness of the beta
joint parts.
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TABLE8.4-5
Station Beta/Platform Alpha Joint Assembly Technoloqy Readiness
DESCRIPTION MATURITY LEVEL
Station Beta/Platform Alpha Joint
Bearing Subassembly
Bearing
Inner Bearing Support
Outer Bearing Support
Subassembly Hardware
Mounting Hardware
Drive Mechanism Subassembly
Drive Motors
Speed Reducers
Pinion/Spur Gear
Drive Mounts
Transition Structure
Struts
Strut Interface Fitting
Controls and Instruments
Sun Sensor
Insolation Meter
Motor Controller
Roll Ring Subassembly
Power Module
Signal Module
Module Lock
Stator Connector
Rotor Connector
Position Resolver
4
4
4
5
i:
6
7
6
7
7
7
7
7
5
7
7
7
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
* Noncritical Item Deferred to Phase C/D.
No schedule risk has been identified for this assembly. However, there
are potential risks which could be imposed on this assembly due to requirements
imposed externally. Examples of such externally driven requirements include:
GN&C stability, structural/controls interaction limits and changes to interface
locations and definitions. At this time no risks in these areas have been
identified.
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8.4.2.4 PMAD Risk Assessment
Technical issues associated with PMAD subsystems have been identified by
Rocketdyne and its subcontractors. Rocketdyne will be verifying the design of
the basic PMAD building blocks by various tests conducted at Rocketdyne, Ford,
General Dynamics and NASA Lewis facilities. The tests will verify the adequacy
of the design to meet critical functional requirements. Table 8.4-6 delineates
the issues and risks.
TABLE 8.4-6
PMAD SUBSYSTEM RISK ASSESSMENT
ISSUES TECHNICAL RISKS SCHEDULE/COST RISK
Radiation
Effects
Alternate solutions
exist. Risks are minimal
by added shielding.
Redundancy built into the
system.
Slight extra cost due to added
precautions. Schedule remains
the same.
Electromagnetic
Compatibility
PMAD will meet MIL-STD-
461B. Extra shielding will
be provided for plasma
interaction.
No significant cost or
schedule risks expected.
Interface
Controls
High Frequency
ICD's to be defined early
in Phase C/D to insure
interface compatibility.
No significant cost/
schedule/program risks expected.
NASA-LeRC initiated Some potential risk on cable
Cable and
Termination
development of low loss
cable. Testing will be
started to increase
maturity level.
termination design. 24 Month
PMAD design/development time
allocated for test cycle. Some
parallel design will be pursued.
Slight schedule/cost risk.
Power Components Though low maturity
level, General Dynamics
development program with
20kHz test bed in place.
Tests show high DC-AC
efficiencies.
Additional tests by R.D.,
G.D., & NASA continuing.
No schedule/cost risk expected.
DC Fault
Isolator
Potential DC hybrid switch
design being developed
by Westinghouse to be
tested by Rocketdyne PMAD
test bed.
No schedule/cost program
risk expected.
V2-84/6
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PMAD Schedule/Cost
It is not expected that the hardware for the PMAD subsystem will become an
IOC schedule restraint. Any PMAD technical risks are being minimized by
advance development and IR&D efforts to generate engineering solutions to
potential problem areas.
PMAD will use many standard parts and long lead/non-standard items will be
identified early in the design. Parallel component studies will also be made.
No specific cost inputs have been determined or identified at this time.
Software Risks
Software Support Environment Readine@s
A major point of risk in the EPS software development effort will be the
dependence that WP04 will have upon the readiness of the software support
environment (SSE) provided by WP02.
Since there is a possibility that certain support software may not be
available in the early stages of the program it may be necessay for Rocketdyne
to initiate/develop interim SSE tools which can be utilized until the full SSE
is subsequently available and can be phased in. Possible increased costs and
schedule slippage will be a function of the number of personnel working,
coding, debugging and testing the local, interim SSE software. Additional
schedule costs will be incurred if the target processors (which are also to be
provided by work package 2) are not ready for integration test 22 months into
the program.
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EPS Control Bus Architecture
The following table delineates the risks of the station data management
system (DMS) for global power system control.
Technical Risks Schedule/Cost Risks
Lack of EPS Security--Interference Risks can be reduced by adding software
from other systems safe-guards and code/protection resulting
in increased development cost.
More DMS interface units, which
requires increased hardware and power,
making the EPS more vulnerable to
equipment failure.
Increasing redundacy requirements to
reduce equipment failure risks causes
power consumption problems. Some impact
on cost risks.
High DMS traffic load and crucial
EPS recoverycommands might be
delayed. Power loss to station/
critical hardware.
Establishment of EPS command priority on
the DMS network with WP04, to set these
priorities will result in some cost/
schedule impact.
A dedicated bus would be a lower risk option for the station, but the
disadvantages have been fully addressed in DRlg DP4.4 and DRIO.
The availability of portions of the SSE required for integration testing
will impact final integration of the EPS software as a part of the distributed
system whether it uses the DMS or a dedicated bus system. This will influence
both cost and schedule.
8.4.3 Overall System Technical Risk
The overall system technical risk arises from the fact that the EPS will
not be fully assembled and tested as a complete system in an orbit environment
prior to launch.
To minimize the risks the following approach is being taken:
a) Extensive use of high fidelity mock-up and simulators to checkout and
test EPS component/assembly/subsystems.
b) Detailed system analytical modeling and simulation for both steady
state and transient conditions.
V2-84/8
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8.4.4 Overall System Schedule Risk
Although no schedule risks have been identified at this time.
has several management tools to identify and control these risks.
follows:
Rocketdyne
They are as
a) Artemis schedule analysis -
Perform critical path analysis.
Evaluate interrelated milestones.
b) Performance Measurement System (PMS) -
Identify/Control effort by each WBS
work package for cost/schedule compliance.
c) Variance thresholds - Variance exceeding
establish criteria brought to management's attention for
corrective action.
d) Rocketdyne's PMS schedule to be developed to be compatible with key
government established milestones.
8.4.5 Overall System Cost Risk
Major risks associated wi_h program cost estimates.
a) Relative maturity of hardware definition.
b) Phase C/D planning.
c) Cost to depth of imposed program requirements.
Several iterations of cost estimates have been completed and reported in
the DR09 submittals. Reduction in cost risk has been attained with the
increased maturity of the design and cost estimation detail.
8.5 APPLICABLE DOCUMENT REVIEW
The "J" series applicable documents were reviewed and is hereby shown in
Table 8.5-I with their pertinent reference numbers, documents title and
location for further discussions on abstract/comments.
The documents reviewed, focused on enhancing the cost effectiveness to the
Space Station Program (SSP) and applicability to phase C/D of the electric
Power System (EPS).
V2-84/9
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The listings in Table 8.5-I encompasses those applicable documents which
were reviewed and discussed in SSP WP04 Power Systems, publication DR02 and
DRIO. An in-depth discussion can be found in these DR's.
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Title Abstract/Comment
J8400001
2241MA
DN084-80
JB400002
NHB 1700-7A
J8400003
NHB B060.18
J8400004
JSC 08060
J8400005
JSC 07700
J8500006
ISO/TC
I08/SC4N
J8400007
ISO 2531-1978
J8400008
RP 1026
J8400009
MSFC STD
512A
J8400014
DOD-D-IOOOB
J8400015
ICD-GPS-200
J8400016
SE-RO006C
J8400020
JSC 19649
J8400021
JSC20001
J8400022
NASA SP-7012
Product Assurance requirements for the SSP
Safety Policy and requirements for payloads
using STS
Flammability, Odor, and Offgassing
Requirements Procedures for Materials in
Environments that support
combustion.
Space Shuttle system pyrotechnic
Specification
Space Shuttle System Payload Accommodations
Handbook
Guide to the Evaluation of Human Exposure
to Vibration and Shock in Buildings
Guides for the Evaluation of Human Exposure
to Whole-Body Vibration
Anthropometric Source Book, Volume I, II,
Ill
Man/System Requirements for Weightless
Environments
Military Specification-Drawings,
Engineering and Associated Lists
Navstar GPS Space Segment/Navigation User
Interfaces
General Specification, NASA JSC
Requirements for Materials and Processes
Space Station Fracture Control Plan
Orbital Debris Environment for Space
Station
The International System of Units
DR02
DRIO
DRIO
Dr10
DRIO
DRIO
DRIO
DRIOR
DRIO
DRIO
DRIO
DRIO
DRIO
DRIO
DRIO
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Title Abstract/Comment
J8400026
STDN I01.2
J8400030
FED. STD. 595
J8400031
MSC-SC-M-
O003A
J8400032
MIL STD 14720
J8400034
JSC 16888
J8400036
J8400037
JSC 19517
J8400038
•3SC ]7543
J8400039
None
J8400040
NASA-TM-
82585
J8400041
MSFC-STD-5068
J8400042
SPOR-OOO22A
J8400043
MSFC-SPEC-
522A
J8400044
MSFC-HDBK-505
J8400045
JSCK-8080
J8400058
TM-86652
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
(TDRSS) User's Guide
Colors
Functional Design Requirements for Manned
Spacecraft and Related Flight Crew
Equipment, Markings, Labeling and Colors
Human Engineering Design Criteria for
Military Systems, Equipment and Facilities
Shuttle Transportation System Microbial
Contamination Control Plan
Standard Work Breakdown Structure for
Space Systems
Crew Interface Panel Space Station
Habitability Requirements Document
Payload Integration Plan Space Trans-
portation System and System Test Vehicles
Space Station Program Missions
Requirements
Natural Environment Design Criteria for
the Space Station Program Definition
Phase
Standard Materials and Processes Control
General Spec. -- Vacuum Stability
Requirements of Polymeric Material for
Spacecraft Application
Design Criteria for Controlling
Stress Corrosion Cracking
Structural Strength Program Requirements
Manned Spacecraft Criteria And Standards
Book 7, Space Station Program Plan
DRIO
DRIO
DRIO
DRIO
DRIO
DRIO
DRIO
DRIO
DRIO
DRIO
DRIO
DRIO
DRIO
DRIO
DRIO
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J8400068
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J8400069
TBD
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J8400071
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J8400073
PT-SSO-O02
J8400074
None
J840007g
gBE3-6-4-27P
J8400080
JSC-SC-L-
0002
Space Station Advanced Development Program
Space Station System Operational
Requirements
Initial Graphics Exchange Specification
(IGES)
Relational Information Management System
Version 6.0 User Guide
Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle RFP'DMV
Requirements Document, Part V, Attachment A
OTV Phase A RFP Statement of Work
Space Station Operation Plan
Space Station Prelaunch Operation Plan
Space Station Program Customer Services
Handbook
Space Station Mission Data Books and
Customer Accommodation Plans for Early
Missions (Volumes I-V)
Space Station System Integrated Logistics
Support Plan
Space Station Security Requirement Plan
Earth Observing System (EOS) Polar Platform
Resource Module Interface Requirements
STS/Space Station Human Productivity Study
RFP
Functional Design Requirement for Lighting,
Manned Spacecraft and Related Flight Crew
Equipment
Abstract/Comment
DRIO
DRIO
DrlO
DRIO
DRIO
DRIO
DRIO
DRIO
DRIO
DRIO
DRIO
DRIO
Dr10
DRIO
DRIO
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Steering Law for Parallel Mounted Double-
Gimbaled Control Moment Gyros
Systems Test and Verification Plan Content
Guide
Space Station Lexicon
STS EVA Description and Design Criteria
Statement of Work for Advanced EVA System
Design Requirements Study
Terrestrial Environment (Climatic) Criteria
Guidelines for Use In Aerospace Vehicle
Development
Space & Planetary Environment Criteria
Guidelines for Use in Space Vehicle
Development
Specifications and Standards Approved
Baseline List
Req. for Flight and Flight Prototype Liquid
& High Pressure Oxygen Components and
Systems
Materials Selection List and Materials
Documentation Procedures
Nonmetallic Materials Design Guidelines &
Test Data Handbook
MSFC Cost/Schedule Performance Criteria
(C/SPC) with Implementing Provisions
MSFC Technical Performance Criteria (TPC)
with Implementing Provisions
Guidelines for Space Station Data Systems
Standardization
Space Station Information System (SSIS)
Final Study Report
Translation Modes and Bump Protection,
Bulletin No. I
Abstract/Comment
DR]O
DRIO
DRIO
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DRIO
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Architecture Evaluation for Airlock,
Bulletin No. 2
Architectural Evaluation for Sleeping
Quarters, Bulletin No. 3
Design Characteristics of the Sleep
Restraint, Bulletin No. 4
Inflight Maintenance as a Viable Program
Element; Bulletin No. 5
Space Garments for IVA Wear, Bulletin No. 6
DRIO
DRIO
DRIO
DRIO
DRIO
An Overview of IVA Personal Restraint
Systems, Bulletin No. 7
Cleansing Provision within the Waste
Management Compartment, Bulletin No. 8
Foot Restraint Systems, Bulletin No. g
DRIO
DRIO
DRIO
Personal Mobility Aid, Bulletin No. 11 DRIO
Temporary Equipment Restraints, Bulletin
No. 12
Tools, Tests Equipment, and Consumables
Required to Support Inflight Maintenance,
Bulletin No. 13
Personal Hygiene Equipment, Bulletin No. 14
DRIO
DRIO
DrlO
Cable Management in Zero-G, Bulletin No. 15 DRIO
Neutral Body Posture in Zero-G, Bulletin
No. 17
Evaluation of Skylab IVA Architecture,
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J8400133
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Engineering Evaluations in Zero-G, Bulletin
No. 26
Personnel and Equipment Restraint and
Mobility Aids (EVA), Bulletin No. 27
Book I, Introduction and Summary, Space
Station Program Description Document
Book 2, Mission Description Document
Book 3, System Requirements and
Characteristics, Space Station Program
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Book 4, Space Station Advanced Development
Program, Space Station Program Description
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Book 6, System Operations
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Susceptibility Requirements for the
Control of Electromagnetic Interference
Satellite Servicing from the Space Station
Space Station White Papers
NASA Software Management Requirements
For Flight Projects
Human Capabilities in Space
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8.6 INTERNATIC_%L SY_ OF UNITS IMPACT STJDY
As part of the Project Implementaticm Plan (PIP), Rocketdyne conducted a
study to assess and evaluate the impact of adopting the S.I. Stardard on Work
Package 04 of the Space Station. The study which enc=mi_sses both literature
and suboontractor survey ascertained that some subsyst_ can be specified in
metric terms without undo input, while others would be significantly effected.
A slmmary of the study showed the following:
system/ S.I. Impact emments
Ford _ltaic
power generation
Sundstrand Oz_c
Cycle
Garrett Closed Brayton
c_le
LTV Radiator
Harris Solar
Ccncentrator
Rocketdyne Power Management
and Distribution
1-6 month schedule
_lay
0-5% cost increase
15% cost i_crease
0-small schedule
delay
10-20% cost
0-moderate
schedule delay
No Impact
O-smallimpact on
cost and schedule
Moderate impact on cost
and schedule
Example of items not
presently in metric
units:
steel leaf spring;
helical springs;
hinge pins;
Kapton substrate;
copper in_;
b_meyc_b panel gores;
extension mast;
gears;
drive motors.
Presentlyall parts in
u_ts.
Prasent design
in cus_ units.
Example of items not
presently in metric
units: material and
plating stardards for
printed wiring board;
pin fields of inte-
grated circuit
packages; card
oonnectors; many
stardards.
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Companys System/ S.I. Impact
Component
Comments
IFC Regenerative fuel 10% cost and schedule
Life cells increase
Systems
Ford Nickel Hydrogen No Impact
Yardney Batteries
The majority of second and lower tier vendors do not currently have a
metric fabrication capability so that the flexibility in selecting suppliers
and consequent limitation of competition would also have a program impact which
is difficultto quantify.
It is therefore recommended that the power system metrication requirement
be limited to items of potential interface portions of the Space Station. This
will continue to allow access to the largest number of potential U.S. suppliers
and assure the most cost-effective power system program.
An in-depth discussion on the S.I. impact study can be found in DRIO.
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